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The subject of this thesis is the Khozhenie za tri morya, an account of a journey to India by a 15th century Russian merchant, Afanasy Nikitin, of his sojourn there and of his return thence.

After a brief introduction the author examines the history of this document both with regard to early copies of the text and to more recent attitudes towards the work. The second section consists of a translation into English of the fullest version of the text which has been obtained by taking the fullest extant copy and adding to it various words, phrases and passages which only occur in other versions.

The third section of the work consists of commentary notes on the translation with particular emphasis on the vocabulary used by Nikitin and on points of general interest.

In the fourth section, "Notes on the Historical and Geographical Background to the Khozhenie", the author examines the history of the various regions through which Nikitin passed, thereby building up a picture of the conditions which he encountered. There are notes on the location and character of the various towns through which he passed.

The next section, "Russian Awareness of India before Nikitin", examines the question of how much was known of India in medieval Russia. The author makes the point that it was not an entirely unknown land and that certain connections had existed between the two countries prior to Nikitin's visit.

In the sixth section, "Nikitin - a Traveller among Travellers", Nikitin's work is contrasted with the works of other travellers to the East who had preceded him. It is pointed out that, whilst his account is perhaps less important than some Russian commentators maintain, it is worthy of more consideration than it has generally been granted in the West.

A reference section, bibliography and glossary complete the original work in this thesis. Copies of several versions of the text are included in the appendices, as is a map showing Nikitin's route.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject of this thesis is the ancient Russian document known as the Khozhenie za tri morya (A Journey Across Three Seas) written by Afanasy Nikitin. The document dates from 1466-1472 and gives an account of a journey made by Nikitin, who was a merchant, from his home city of Tver, down the Volga to the Caspian Sea, through Persia to India; of his three year sojourn there and of his return journey through Persia and Asia Minor. Nikitin died near Smolensk, which then lay within the borders of Lithuania.

It was the custom in medieval Russia for the Princes to require written reports from those who had journeyed abroad, especially merchants, and this document (called hereafter the Khozhenie) undoubtedly falls into this category for, although Nikitin died before reaching home, his note-books were taken to the court of the Grand Prince of Muscovy, probably by the merchants with whom he was travelling. The account contained in them, though it shows signs of having been reworked, was not in a finished form.

The original books in which this account was written have not survived, nor has the original copy which was probably made of them, but there are various early copies of the work still extant, the earliest, of which only fragments survive, dating from 1491-1492.

The history of the Khozhenie and the various texts will form the next section of this work. Suffice it to say at this point that there are seven surviving early copies of the text, varying in length from a few lines to versions which are
almost complete. The earliest is the Museum copy of 1491-1492, mentioned above. Next is the Troitsky copy of the late 15th century, then the Etterov copy of the mid-16th century, the Archive copy of the same period, the Voskresensky copy of the second half of the 16th century (of which again only a few words survive), the Undolsky copy of the 17th century and finally the Sukhanov copy of the 17th century.

Traces of a further early copy can be detected in the Puteshestviya Afanasiya Nikitina v Indiyu, a version of the Khozhenie included by I.P. Sakharov in his Skazaniya russkogo naroda, published in 1849, though he mainly used the Troitsky and Archive versions. This other text has not survived.

Translations of the Khozhenie into English have been made at various times but none is a complete version of the text.

The first section of this work considers the history of the texts and of the work itself. Each of the surviving copies is dealt with in some detail and the later history of the Khozhenie has also been considered especially with regard to the change in attitude towards it.

One of the aims of this thesis is to suggest what Afanasy Nikitin himself might have written in the original Khozhenie. Whilst several versions of the text, as noted above, are more or less complete, various items are missing from any given text. Although many of the smaller variations are undoubtedly due to such factors as mistakes by the copyists and changes in spelling dependent on the date of the copy and the area in which it was made, other variations are more significant. It seems probable that, whilst omissions
may occur in copying for various reasons (slips, editing, political pressure) additions are far less likely to be made. This seems particularly likely when a section, which is omitted from one or more copies, is not of a contentious nature. Occasionally additions of a word or two may have been made to make the sense of a passage clearer, but these are of a relatively minor nature. Reconstructing what might have been the original Russian text is not possible, but by taking the Troitsky version, which is the fullest single copy extant, as the basis, and adding to it those words, phrases and passages in other copies which do not seem to be mere editorial additions by later copyists, we have produced, in translation, a composite version which we believe gives a faithful reproduction of the content of Nikitin's original text. In the translation of the text, passages or phrases which were omitted in the Troitsky text are indicated by underlining. Passages where a text other than the Troitsky has been used as a basis for the translation are also indicated by underlining. Photocopies of some of the original texts are included in the appendices.

One part of the texts which gives cause for concern are those passages which are written in what I have called (following the example of S.A. Zenkovsky\(^1\)) "basic Islamic"; a mixture of Arabic, Persian and some of the Turkic tongues with a sprinkling of words from other languages such as Hindi. This language seems to have been the "lingua franca" of merchants of the period and as such would have been widely understood. Nikitin used it for various reasons of which one would appear to have been the desire to draw a veil over his
meaning when that might not have been suitable for general readership. As far as I can tell these passages have received relatively little attention, though certain Eastern words used by Nikitin in isolation in the text have been thoroughly discussed. It has therefore been necessary to rely heavily on the translations into modern Russian contained in the Academy edition of 1958 and the 1980 edition with foreword by N.I. Prokofiev. S.A. Zenkovsky has given a translation into English of large parts of these sections in Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales, but R.H. Major's translation in A History of India in the Fifteenth Century left them in the original.

The translation of the composite text is fully annotated: notes are included on textual points, points of general information and on the historical and geographical background of the Khozhenie. The latter generally refer the reader forward to the fourth section of this work, the "Notes on the Historical and Geographical Background to the Khozhenie".

In that section Nikitin's journey has been divided into various stages and each part has been considered separately. After a brief outline of the history of each area a list of towns is given, in the order in which they are mentioned in the text, with notes on each.

Following the translation, notes and historical background, the last two sections are of a rather wider nature. The first of these, "Russian Awareness of India before Nikitin", seeks to discover how much was actually known about India in Nikitin's homeland, where tales of that fabulous land seem to have been traditional.
The second, "Nikitin - a Traveller Amongst Travellers", seeks to compare Nikitin with other travellers and writers of ancient times. In the West, Nikitin's writings are hardly known and in Russia he seems at times to have been regarded as their equivalent of Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama and Marco Polo rolled into one. I have sought to show that, whilst his achievement should not be exaggerated, Afanasy Nikitin is worthy of consideration among the world's notable travellers, that his account of his travels is at least as valuable as those left by some of his near contemporaries and that it might have been much more widely known had it not been written in medieval Russian.

At the end of this work, together with the normal references and bibliography, I have included a glossary as many words defy translation (such as the names of units of currency or weight) and it would seem too ponderous to number them as notes each time they occurred.

Several technical points must be considered at this stage. The first of these is the system of transliteration employed in this work. The Khozhenie is, as mentioned above, written in 15th century Russian, but it also refers to many people and places outside the borders of that country and it has been necessary to formulate some rules for the spelling of these proper nouns and for the transliteration of individual Russian words where necessary. For the Russian transliteration the standard system has been employed with the vowels being rendered as follows:
\[
e = e \text{ (including initially)} \\
\varepsilon = e \\
\iota = i \\
\iiota = i \\
\upsilon = \upsilon \\
\digamma = \upsilon \\
\pi = \pi
\]

The hard sign \(\varepsilon\) and soft sign \(\iota\) have only been rendered as ' where they occur in transliteration of a part of the text i.e. in the commentary notes or in the short quotations, but have been omitted where they might have occurred as part of the English text i.e. Tver' is rendered Tver in the translation of the text. Proper names ending in \(\varepsilon\) or \(\iota\) have been standardised to -y i.e. Gennady, Vasily, Petrushevsky. In the transliteration of older Russian documents the character \(\varepsilon\) has been rendered e.

Many of the places and people named, however, were or are not Russian i.e. Bidar, Uzun Hasan, and these pose a special problem since there are, even today, various alternative spellings for these proper nouns and to try to adopt various systems for the various regions through which Nikitin passed would be extremely unwieldy. Since, however, in Nikitin's time Persian was the language of the ruling class in many of these lands and since it also formed a considerable part of the "lingua franca" of the Middle East, it has been decided to adopt a standard Persian system of transliteration for the names of places beyond the boundaries of Muscovy and the Russian principalities as they then existed. In this system
the vowels have the following values:

long ā (as in father)
short a (something between a in hat and u in hut)
long ū (as u in peruse or oo in root)
short o (as u in put rather than o in hot).
long i (as in routine or ee in feet)
short e (as i in bid, rather than e in bed)
aw (as ow in know)
ay (as ay in day)
āy (as in white)

The only exceptions to this system are certain words, such as sultan, which are well known in English and are therefore spelled in the English fashion (rather than as soltān). One place name poses a slight problem: Astrakhan is well known in English under that name but in the system referred to above is written Ashtarkhān. For the sake of consistency it will be referred to in the latter way throughout the work.

In all sections of this thesis, except the translation of the composite text, numbers in the text refer to the reference section. In the translation section the numbers in the text refer to the notes in the section which follows immediately after it.
NIKITIN'S "KHOZHENIE ZA TRI MORYA" -
THE HISTORY OF THE TEXTS.

i) The Early Period

In this section it is our intention to trace the history of the various texts of the Khozhenie as far as possible and also to give an outline of what has happened to the work in more modern times.

Much of the material used for this section has been drawn from the "Archaeographical Review" by Ya. S. Luria (Lur'e), which appears in the 1958 Academy edition of the Khozhenie and in the article "Novye spiski Khozheniya Afanasiya Nikitina" by A.A. Zimin and constant reference will be made to these works.

There are seven extant ancient copies of the whole or part of the Khozhenie za tri morya by Afanasy Nikitin. They are all preserved in libraries or museums in the Soviet Union and are known as

1. The Museum copy which consists of just 4 short fragments and occurs in a late 15th century codex preserved in the Lenin Library (Muz. No. 3271. 4°). This is the oldest copy of the work and was published by A.A. Zimin;

2. The Troitsky copy, so called because it was preserved in the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery where it was numbered No. 17. It is now in the Lenin Library (M. 8665, 4°) in a collection of manuscripts. The first part of this collection contains
the Ermolinsky chronicle, the second and third parts are a
series of separate items and the fourth part contains the copy
of the Khozhenie. This copy has a series of notes glued
into the cover. It was dated by A.A. Shakhmatov to the end of
the 15th century though the editors of PSRL Vol. 23 consigned
it to the early 16th century;

3. The Etterov copy which occurs in the Etterov copy of
the Lvovsky chronicle (pp 442-458). This is a mid 16th
century manuscript held in the Saltykov-Schedrin Library
(F IV, 144 1°). This was published in PSRL Vol. 20.

4. The Archive copy which is part of the Archive copy of
the Sofiisky II chronicle in which the Khozhenie is found on
pp 193-220. This copy, which dates from the mid 16th century,
was published, together with the entire Sofiisky chronicle, in
the "Sofiisky vremennik" (part II, Moscow, 1921, pp 145-164).
It is now to be found in the Tsentralnyi Gosudarstvenny Arkhiv
Drevnikh Aktov (f. 181. No. 371/821; 4°).

5. The Voskresensky copy found in a manuscript of the
second half of the 16th century of the Voskresensky copy of
the Sofiisky II chronicle. Almost the entire text of the
Khozhenie has been torn out of this document leaving only the
introductory notes of the chronicler and a few closing words
(pp 1192-1193). This document is kept with the Voskresensky
papers in the State Historical Museum (No. 1546; 1°).

6. The Undolsky copy, kept in the Lenin Library (No. 754; 1°)

* Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisei
and called after the collection of mss in which it occurs. The codex containing the *Khozhenie* dates from the 17th century and the *Khozhenie* occurs on pp 300 - 319 (a more recent pagination occurs above). This copy also contains marginal notes in 18th century hand-writing which refer the reader to textological footnotes. This version together with the Troitsky copy was published as an appendix to the Sofiisky II chronicle in PSRL Vol. VI (appendices G, Sd.) and in the first Academy edition of the *Khozhenie* in 1948.

7. A 17th century copy, to which I shall refer as the Sukhanov copy. This is now kept in the Saltykov-Schedrin Library (F XVII. 17 (from the Tolstoy collection 1. No. 198); 1°). This *Khozhenie* is found in the body of the chronicle on pp 402-412). A.S. Orlov has noted that this copy probably belonged to Arseny Sukhanov, the famous 17th century churchman.

In addition to these surviving copies there was at least one other which survived until the mid-19th century. This belonged to the well known 19th century archivist, I.P. Sakharov and was used by him in the production of his text of the *Khozhenie* "Puteshestvie Afanasiya Nikitina v Indiyu". What is not clear from what Sakharov actually says about this copy is whether it was a more or less complete copy or whether it was just a small extract. In fact he drew most of his text from the Karamzin text (Troitsky copy) of which more later, and from the Archive copy.
According to A.A. Zimin, when he published the fragments of the Museum copy, these were gathered together and published by a group of people surrounding Archbishop Gennady of Novgorod. Gennady's name is connected with the suppression of the Heresy of the Judaizers, which threatened to undermine the Orthodox Church. He seems to have become aware of the existence of the Heresy as early as the late 1470s when he was still Archimandrite of the Chudov monastery but he only took action in 1487 and this led to the deposing of the Metropolitan Zosima in 1494. In 1503 Gennady was dismissed from his see. Zimin further points out that all the fragments are concerned with religious beliefs in India—a subject of interest in such a highly ecclesiastical milieu. As will be seen later these theories are open to argument. Zimin also points out that the Museum copy had been known for some time and had been described in detail by A.D. Sedelnikov. Sedelnikov gave the collection the date 1491, however Ya S. Luria subsequently assigned it to 1492. The 1948 Academy edition of the Khozhenie made no real comment on the Museum fragments though their existence was quite well known by that time.

The origins of the Museum copy were more deeply probed by V.A. Kuchkin and his conclusions as to the source of this document vary from those of Zimin. The fragments were found in a codex which linked three entirely separate manuscripts. Until recently these were believed to be Novgorodian in origin as Zimin and Sedelnikov averred, however in 1962 I.M. Kudryavtsev, after careful research published his conclusions which were that the second part of this codex was
in fact the oldest surviving copy of the Vologdo-Permsky chronicle and that the codex was actually compiled in Vologda. It could still be argued that the manuscripts thus united came from differing sources such as Moscow, Novgorod and Rostov, but there is evidence to show that at least the first part, which contains the fragments of the Khozhenie, was written in Vologda. These indications are the inclusion in this section of a short chronicle ending with the account of a fire in Vologda on May 10th 1486, an article which is a quotation from the Vologdo-Permsky chronicle and the inclusion of some specifically Vologdian facts in the writing.

With regard to the date, Kuchkin points out that the three sorts of paper used in the first part of the codex can be dated to the late 1470s or early 1480s but appear to be older than the text. Other factors point to the early 1490s as the probable date of the manuscript with 1492 as the probable year. The remarkable fact is that, within twenty years of Nikitin's death, his work was obviously known over a large part of Russia - Vologda was a town far removed from the centres of Russian writing and culture.

Kuchkin is of the opinion that these fragments were not copied directly from Nikitin's own notebooks but were drawn from an early (possibly the first) copy of them, a copy which was also used in the compilation of the Troitsky copy. It may well be that, in its original condition, the Museum copy had been a more accurate copy than the Troitsky version: this may be glimpsed when comparing three versions of one of the tiny fragments:

Museum: 0, blagovernii russti khristiane
Kuchkin goes on to suggest that this original copy was brought to Vologda from the Troitskoe-Sergiev monastery after the death there of Vasily Mamyrev. There was a definite link between that monastery and the bishopric of Perm and this is illustrated by the detailed account of the death and burial of Vasily Mamyrev which is contained in the Vologdo-Permsky chronicle.

Kuchkin also turns his attention to the nature of the Museum fragments and he puts forward the ingenious suggestion that their defects and the wrong order in which they occur (wrong that is in comparison to full versions of the text) might well be accounted for if they were made from a scorched copy of the original. The mere 20 years which had elapsed between the arrival in Russia of Nikitin's notebooks and the making of the Museum copy of the fragments from another copy of the work would not have led to the natural dilapidation of the text to such an extent and, furthermore, another document in the same codex shows similar signs of being copied from a scorched original (the "Khozhenie" of Ignatius of Smolensk). Kuchkin felt that this document was also once in the possession of Vasily Mamyrev and that both reached him from Smolensk - Ignatius having lived there and Nikitin having died near there.

In view of Kuchkin's well argued theories, it seems unlikely that the Museum fragments and the codex in which they are contained were written in Novgorod in the circle surrounding Archbishop Gennady, as A.A. Zimin contends as we
have seen above, but rather that it was compiled in Vologda in the very early 1490s, from a copy of the original notebooks brought thither from the Troitse-Sergiev monastery.

The second oldest text and one which has been very widely used as a basis for the published versions of the Khozhenie, is the copy which is generally referred to as the Troitsky copy. It now resides in the Lenin Library in Moscow (No. 8665; 4°) "rediscovered" in the library of the Troitse-Sergiev monastery, probably by Karamzin in his researches into Russian history. It forms part of a collection of manuscripts. It is described in the textological review by Ya. S. Luria in the 1958 Academy edition of the Khozhenie as having four sections: first the Ermolinsky chronicle (printed in PSRL vol. 23); secondly a collection of separate items (date c. 1530); thirdly a collection of ecclesiastical works together with a manuscript of "Pchela"; finally a fourth section (pp 369 - 392) containing the Khozhenie za tri morya. Kuchkin ⁹, however, does not agree with this description, pointing out that the first section (that containing the Ermolinsky chronicle) contained clean pages and that it was only in the 17th century that the series of items, referred to by Luria as section two, was written on these pages. On the final page of the manuscript (which was glued onto the binding at the last restoration) there is a series of separate notes, for example "Gospodi, pomozi rabu svoemu". This note, wrongly transcribed as "Gir pomozi rabu svoemu", was incorrectly included in the text of the Khozhenie in the 1948 Academy edition of the text. A.A. Shakhmatov ¹⁰ dated the fourth part of the manuscript (the copy of the Khozhenie) to the end of the 15th
century; the editors of PSRL (vol. 23) assigned it to the beginning of the 16th century. According to Luria the water marks in the fourth part (a tiara and an ox's head) are the same as those of the other parts and belong to the late 15th - early 16th century.

Here again Kuchkin disagrees with Luria. He says that the manuscript was definitely written at the end of the 15th century quoting A.A. Shakhmatov in support of this. He points out, moreover, that the watermarks of the three parts of the codex are not alike, as Luria leads one to think, but that the first two parts bear the water mark of the papal tiara, which dates from the 1480s, and the third part, which contains the Khozhenie, is written on paper with two different marks, variations of the ox's head. That on pp 387-390 dates from 1481 and that on pp 385-386 and pp 391-392 to 1497. It follows that the Troitsky copy of the Khozhenie was written about 1497 after Mamyrev was already dead. Marginal notes in late 18th - early 19th century writing are reproduced in the 1958 Academy edition as textological footnotes. As had already been mentioned this copy belonged to the Troitse-Sergiev monastery (and was preserved in the Treasury as No. 17). The existence of these notes indicates that it was "rediscovered" and used fairly early and indeed it is quoted by N.M. Karamzin in his Istoriya gosudarstva Rossiiskogo. In 1823 the Troitsky edition of the Khozhenie was printed as an appendix to the Sofiisky II chronicle (PSRL, vol. VI, Appendix G, av) although the Sofiisky II chronicle actually contains a different text of the Khozhenie which was only given as footnotes to the Troitsky text. The Troitsky text was the basic version used for the 1948 and 1958 Academy editions.
With regard to the first connection between this monastery and the Khozhenie, Kuchkin makes some interesting observations. He points out that Vasily Mamyrev, to whom, as we know from the introduction to the Etterov copy, Nikitin's notebooks were first taken, died on 5th June 1490 and was buried on 7th June in the Cathedral Church of the Troitse-Sergiev monastery. A copy of the Manuscript of the 16 Prophets which had belonged to Mamyrev was long preserved in the monastery collection and it seems possible that the entire contents of Mamyrev's library were lodged at the monastery, including, in all probability, Nikitin's original notebooks. This monastery is of great importance in the history of the text because a second version was found there in a chronicle codex compiled no earlier than 1623. This text according to Kuchkin was similar but not identical to the Troitsky text and must therefore be the Undolsky version which is the only one of the correct date and form. The compilation of this chronicle codex was linked to the Troitse-Sergiev monastery. According to both Kuchkin and Luria however, it is improbable that the Troitsky manuscript was a first-hand copy of Nikitin's own notebooks, as a series of distortions, omissions and mistakes (to be seen in comparing this copy with the Chronicle versions) point to the fact that this copy was the result of an evolution of the text. In fact, as Kuchkin points out, the Khozhenie had probably been quite extensively copied and rewritten in the period between its arrival in Moscow in about 1473 and 1497 when the Troitsky copy was probably produced.

The Troitsky copy is undoubtedly the most complete version of the work in that it contains none of the large gaps
which occur in the 'Chronicle' copies and has not been mutilated to the extent of the Undolsky version. On the other hand it omits a number of the colourful details of the 'Chronicle' versions such as the details of the Tatar attack on the Russian merchants and there are some interesting variations in the text. Ya. S. Luria alludes to these at length and attempts to explain them by pointing out that these probably occurred as a result of a rewriting of the original by a Muscovite scribe at a time when the independence of the principality of Tver was coming to an end and that some of these could be regarded as of an almost political nature. Thus on page 442 of the Etterov copy the Grand Prince of Tver is referred to thus:

"ot gosudarya svoego ot velikogo knyazya Mikhaila Borisovicha Tverskago" whilst in the Troitsky ms he is not referred to as "gosudarya" or of Tver. In the Troitsky copy no mention is made of Boris Zakharich who was among those who sent Nikitin on his way according to the Etterov copy. Again no mention is made in the Troitsky version of the charter which according to the Etterov text Nikitin took to Prince Alexander in Kostroma on his way. There are also stylistic alterations to the Troitsky text to give it a more 'literary' appearance; names of festivals are official rather than colloquial: "Fominoi nedelei" (T) for "Radonitsa" (E), * "Uspen'em bogoroditsy" (T) for "Ospozhin den'" (E); polite forms replace the colloquial and possibly rather vulgar; "muzhi i zheny" (T) for "muzhiki i zhonky"; "grudi goly" (T) for "sostsi goly" and "na bedrakh" for "na guzne".

I.I. Sreznevsky 18 suggests that two versions of

* T = Troitsky text. E = Etterov text.
Nikitin's own notebooks may have reached Russia, pointing out that Nikitin certainly reworked parts of the text himself. Ya. S. Luria however believes that these differences occurred through repeated copying of the text of a single original together with alterations made to suit the political situation of the time and the literary leanings of the copyists and this certainly seems a more likely explanation.

The third copy of the *Khozhenie* is the Etterov version. This is now kept in the Saltykov-Schedrin Library in Leningrad (where it bears the number F IV 144.1°). It dates from the mid-16th century and is found on pp 442-458 of the Etterov copy of the Lvovsky Chronicle. It was published with the rest of the chronicle in PSRL Vol. XX, part I, pp 303-313. According to A.S. Likhachev the Lvovsky Chronicle was called after N.A. Lvov who first published it in 1792. The Etterov copy of this chronicle however was only brought to light by A.E. Presnyakov in 1903. It had once belonged to a certain Carl Etter, hence its name, and is identical to the version published in 1792. This chronicle was compiled at the Spaso-Evfimiev monastery and its account goes up to 1560. Amongst its sources were the Moscow Codex of Foty and the Sofiisky II chronicle and the latter, of course, contained a copy of the *Khozhenie*.

Textually this copy bears a very close resemblance to the other so-called "Chronicle" versions (the Archive and Voskresensky copies) and together with them was probably based on an early copy of Nikitin's notebooks different from that on which the Troitsky copy was based.

Very similar to the Etterov copy and quite probably
based on the same sources was the Archive copy. This, as already pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, is to be found in the Archive copy of the Sofiisky II Chronicle which was one of the sources of the Lvovsky Chronicle.

Between them, the Etterov and Archive copies are the main sources of the Chronicle version of the text of the Khozhenie. A further member of this "family" is the Voskresensky copy of the text which actually forms part of the Voskresensky copy of the Sofiisky II Chronicle, but little remains of this copy as it appears to have been torn out of its manuscript.

These five copies were almost certainly produced within one hundred years of Nikitin's return from his travels and may therefore be regarded as being of the greatest interest even though two of them are really little more than interesting fragments.

Two 17th century copies of the Khozhenie survive - the Undolsky copy and the F XVII.17 (Sukhanov) copy. These are both clearly largely based on the Troitsky version, but this is a point to which we will return later. Both copies survived within collections of manuscripts and chronicles compiled in the 18th century. The Undolsky copy takes its name from the collection in which it was located. Its source appears to have been the Nikonovksy chronicle. The Sukhanov copy, under the heading "O indiiskom khozhenii" is to be found in a collection of documents from the F.A. Tolstoi collection now housed in the Saltykov-Schedrin Library. This collection was described in istoricheskie i poeticheskie povesti ob Azove. A large part of this collection appears to be devoted to a chronicle largely based on the "Stepennaya kniga" but it also
includes other accounts of travels by Maxim Grek, Trifon Korobeinikov and of visitors to and from other lands. In fact it is clear that this whole collection is very strongly slanted towards accounts of foreign lands and peoples. Various notes were added to the text by Arseny Sukhanov who visited Jerusalem in 1651-52 and these were added to the chronicle in 1661, which therefore appears to be the latest date for the compilation of this collection. Sukhanov was a well known traveller and pilgrim of the 17th century and, according to Orlov, these documents were in his possession. Sukhanov seems to have spent most of his life in Moscow, but he spent three years in the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery, from 1661-1664. He died in 1668. Some of Arseny Sukhanov's writings are contained in Sakharov's Skazaniya russkogo naroda. Ya. S. Luria links this copy with the original Troitsky copy and the circumstances of Sukhanov's life make this appear very possible. This is, however, the one early version of the Khozhenie which I have been unable to obtain and so have had no opportunity to study it at first hand. As far as I can ascertain this copy has never been printed or published.

As we have already noted, these two versions (the Undolsky and F. XVII.17) are clearly closely connected to the Troitsky version. In his article in the 1958 Academy edition of the Khozhenie Ya. S. Luria considers their provenance very closely. He points out that both have been very thoroughly reworked and this is indeed easy to see in the Undolsky copy as printed in PSRL. In particular he points out that every trace of Nikitin's liberal attitude towards other religions has been expunged from these texts - a process
which, he points out, affected at least one other contemporary document. He also shows that in a few places spellings and phrases in these two texts resemble those of the Etterov and Archive texts but he concludes that these resemblances are so few and far between and so minor in character that they are unlikely to indicate that the copyist had access to these latter works and that the resemblances arose purely by chance. To support this theory he points out that the F.XVII.17 version was included in the chronicle under the year 1461, rather than 1475, the year assigned it in the Chronicle versions. Evidence of one further ancient copy which survived until the mid-19th century is to be found in Skazaniya russkogo naroda by I.P. Sakharov. This fascinating work is a collection of old Russian texts, many of them accounts of travels and pilgrimages made in early times and it includes, under the title of "Puteshestviya Afanasiya Nikitina v Indiyu", a copy of the Khozhenie. This copy is preceded by a preface in which Sakharov states that N.M. Karamzin was the first to uncover a copy of Nikitin's work in a manuscript belonging to the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery, which was then mentioned by him in his Istoriya gosudarstva Rossiiskogo and extracts from it were included in the appendices. Sakharov himself, for his published version of the text, relied mainly on the copy contained in the Sofiisky Vremennik published by P.M. Stroev in 1820-21 (the Archive text), using the Troitsky copy published by Karamzin for the beginning of the work and for filling in two gaps from an incomplete copy then in his possession. These two passages both occur in the account of Nikitin's homeward journey. As Sakharov himself stated there
were gaps in all the copies and he was unable to find a complete copy. Sakharov also included a list of place-names with variants drawn, according to him, from copies which he had not got to hand. What became of this copy is not known; suffice it to say that it is no longer extant.

ii) The Dawn of a New Interest

It is generally agreed that Karamzin's "rediscovery" of the Khozhenie and publication of parts of it in the Istoriya gosudarstva Rossiiskogo (History of the Russian State) marks the dawn of a new interest in the work which has never since entirely waned. Since that time the Khozhenie has been the subject of much study and has been used to underline several political points in the last 50 or so years and it is the general outline of the treatment of Nikitin's work which we shall attempt to describe in this section.

Whilst Karamzin's interest in the work certainly marks a crucial change in the fortunes of the Khozhenie it would, apparently, not be fair to think of its being entirely lost to view prior to his attention. The Undolsky copy dates only from the 17th century and contains a series of notes in 18th century handwriting and was therefore a subject of interest at that date. The F.XVII.17 copy was in its owner's collection up to the middle of the 17th century and the Troitsky copy contains notes made in the late 18th or early 19th century.

Karamzin, however, was to have a profound effect on the history of the text. No longer was it to be known only to a handful of scholars, large parts of it actually appeared in
print in one of the appendices of his enormously popular
History of the Russian State.

The early part of the 19th century saw a renewed interest in all things Russian and a flowering of Russian literature. After a long period when French and German influences had been paramount, the intellectuals were seeking truly Russian roots and, as D.S. Mirsky puts it 24, Karamzin "became imbued with patriotism and State-worship". The result of this, of course, was the publication of his monumental history and in Volume 6, one of eight volumes to be published in 1818, he published extracts from the Troitsky copy. Presumably they are included to illustrate the spread of Russian interest and influence in the early days of the Russian State. The author himself says little about them except that the greater part was drawn from a chronicle which he found in the Troitse-Sergiev monastery. However he also alludes to the fragment contained in the Voskresensky chronicle which was supplied to him by P.M. Stroev. Thus we know that a second copy was also under examination at that time.

Only three years later, in 1821, Stroev himself published the Archive copy of the Khozhenie, together with the Sofiisky II chronicle in which it was contained, in the Sofiisky-Vremennik (part 2, Moscow, 1821 pp 145 - 164). Whilst Stroev made some comments on the text, these were of minor importance.

The first version of the Khozhenie in a foreign language was a paraphrase of the version published by Stroev, namely the Archive text, translated into German as "Reise
nach Indien unternommen von einem Russischen Kaufmann im 15 Jahrhundert" by D.L. Yazykov and published in the Dorpater Jahrbücher für Literatur, (Vol. IV, Leipzig, 1835, XLVIII, pp 481-502). Whilst clearly intended for use in the German University on Russian soil, this must have made the text accessible to a much wider readership.

I.P. Sakharov, as we have already seen, published a version in 1849 and the interest generated by the document is clearly seen from a note in his introduction

M.P. Pogodin has informed me of a note from the papers of the late K.F. Kalaidovich, in which certain of the incomprehensible words in the 'puteshestviya Afanasiya Tveritina' were explained by our famous Academician Fren. We have extracted from this whole the words accessible for general publication; others, of immodest expression, as shown in Mr. Fren's translation, we have not been able to include.

Here we see that three other people apart from Sakharov himself were interested in the Khozhenie at that time. Apart from that, what is particularly interesting is that this seems to be the first modern example of the "bowdlerisation" of Nikitin, though as we have seen, this is a process which probably began with the copyists of the Troitsky version. Certainly it has continued through to modern times.

The next and very important milestone in the history of the text was the publication in 1856 by I.I. Sreznevsky of "Khozhenie za tri morya Afanasiya Nikitina v 1466-1472" which appeared in Uchenye zapiski vtorogo otdeleniya AN. This appears to be the first learned article on Nikitin's work and examines the whole of the text very closely. He appears to have been one of the first people to establish the actual dates of Nikitin's journey.
Elsewhere in the work, Svezelevsky states quite plainly the dates 1466 - 1472 as the dates of Nikitin's journey.

He also examined the route which Nikitin followed and he compared his account with other more or less contemporary accounts such as those of Varthema, Barrosa and Nicolo de' Conti. This work goes into great detail and, whilst certain of his opinions have been subject to later argument and correction, it is certainly one of the main sources of all modern commentaries on the Khozherie.

In 1857 the first translation of the work into English was published in India in the Fifteenth Century being a collection of Narratives of voyages to India, edited by Richard H. Major and printed for the Hakluyt Society in London. According to Major the translation was procured for the Society
by its President and undertaken by Count Wielhorsky,
Secretary of the Russian Legation in London. Major himself
gives this account of the manuscripts used:

"A register of this description, the work of a
successive number of chroniclers, was kept in the
College of the Cathedral Church of St. Sophia at
Novgorod. It first attracted the attention of
M.P. Stroew, a gentleman formerly attached to the
archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Moscow,
and was published in 1821 under the title of
Sofiyski Premennik, or Sophian Chronicle, in two
volumes, 4to.

It is in the second volume of this
work, pp 145-164, that Nikitin's journey to India was
originally laid before the public in extenso.

A few years before, the Russian
historiographer, Karamzin, discovered another codex
of that curious manuscript, and acquainted the world
with its existence in the following words (end of
Chapter vii, vol vi):

"Hitherto, geographers have ignored
the fact that the honour of one of the oldest voyages
to India, undertaken and described by a European,
belongs to the age and country of Ivan III. Athanasius
Nikitin, a citizen of Tver, visited, about the year
1470, the kingdoms of the Deccan and of Golconda, for
purposes of commerce. We possess his diary, which,
although it does not evince any remarkable power of
observation, or any great amount of knowledge, still
must be considered a curiosity, the more so as the
state of India at that time is but imperfectly known."

The manuscript alluded to by Karamzin,
and of which he gives an abstract (notes to vol iv,
p 629) was found in the archives of the monastery of
Troitsk-Sergivsk, and has been used for the present
translation. Although never printed, it is less
defective than the one published by Stroew; in which
several leaves are missing. An authenticated copy of
the former was obtained from the Archaeological
Commission at Moscow for the Hakluyt Society in London,
at the request of Mr. R.H. Major, and through his
Excellency Baron Brunnow, Russian Ambassador at the
British Court. The original bears all the marks of a
manuscript written at the close of the 15th and
contains some additions made in the 16th Century."
to be Karamzin's opinion of the work

... "There is, besides, throughout the memorial a want of coherence, and a most painful absence of that minuteness of description which, in placing before the reader the objects depicted, can alone be considered as a source of interest or instruction." 28

Again, the author has wielded a kind of censorship over the text, explained thus in note 32.

"This, like the other untranslated passages in this narrative, are in Turkish, as they stand in the original, but are so corrupt as to be scarcely intelligible. Even when the meaning can be guessed at, it has sometimes, as in the present instance, been thought undesirable to supply it in English." 29

Major attributes Nikitin's return to the year 1474.

"The date of Nikitin's journey may be inferred from a note of the chronicler given in Stroew's work. It states that the author accompanied Wessili Papin, "who was sent to the Shah of Shirvan with a present of falcons from the Grand Duke Ivan III, one year before the war with Kazan." It therefore appears that our traveller set out in 1468. He must have returned to Russia in 1474, for according to his own words, he spent "six great days" or Easter days, during his wandering through Persia, India and part of Asia Minor." 30

Minaev's work has been the basis for much subsequent work on the Khozhenie. Thus the geographical and historical commentary written by I.P. Petrushevsky for the 1948 Academy edition and slightly revised for the 1958 Academy edition is in places almost a paraphrase of the Minaev text and the booklet Stranstviya Afanasiya Nikitina by M.N. Vitashevskaia also clearly owes a great deal to Minaev.

From Minaev's time up to the present day a great deal
has been written about the "Khozhenie za tri morya" and its author. Some of this work has examined the Khozhenie in general terms but a great deal of the research has concentrated upon specific details such as the exact location of the places mentioned by Nikitin, the meaning of some of the "foreign" words which he used and indeed on his use of language in general. Whilst these articles may be very interesting in themselves it is fascinating to see how some of them reflect the mood and opinions of their times.

In the early 1940s no fewer than four major articles appeared (list in footnote) - quite a notable surge in interest in Nikitin. This was the time when the USSR was standing, almost alone, against the German armies and when any and every weapon had to be pressed into service against the enemy. One method employed was to arouse the national spirit by reviving the memories of past Russian heroes and Nikitin, as almost the only Russian traveller beyond the national boundaries of great note, was clearly a candidate for this treatment. The jingoistic tone of the time can be seen in the introduction to the article "Puteshestvie Afanasiya Nikitina" by V.V. Bogdanov.

Footnote:

V.V. Bogdanov, Nakanune 475-letiya puteshestviya Afanasiya Nikitina v Persiyu i Indiyu, Zemlevedenie sbornik Moskovskogo obshchestva ispitatelei prirody, vol. 1. (No. 41) 1940.

R. Teregulova, Khozhenie Afanasiya Nikitina kak pamyatnik russkogo literaturnogo yazyka XV veka. Ucheniye zapiski Tambovskogo gosudarstvennoho pedagogicheskogo instituta, issue 1, Tambov, 1941.


V.V. Bogdanov, Puteshestvie Afanasiya Nikitina, Izvestiya Vsesoyuznogo geograficheskogo obshchestva, vol. 74, part 6, 1944.
« В 1941 году истекло 475 лет с того дня, когда в 1466 г. Афанасий Никитин отправился в свое замечательное путешествие из Твери по Волге и Каспийскому морю в Персию и Индию. Эту дату предполагалось достойным образом отметить. Имеются сведения, что на родине Афанасия Никитина, в Калинине, поднимался вопрос об увековечении его заслуг тем или иным способом, вместо прочих, постановкой памятника в Калинине. Правда, эта задача несколько осложнялась, так как не сохранилось ни одного изображения этого замечательного путешественника. Но все же памятник ему должен быть поставлен. Это должен быть художественно выполненный и внушительный документ в виде колонны, обелиска и т.д., с барельефами, дающими сведения о подвиге путешественника. Прежде всего на барельефах следует изобразить маршрут путешествия: 1. от Твери до Дербента и Баку, 2. от Баку до границы Персии и оттуда до Ормуза, 3. весь маршрут от Ормуза до Индии и по Индии и обратно до Ормуза, 4. от Ормуза через Персию на Эразум и Трапезунд до Феодосии в Крыму и далее к Смоленску, не доходя до которого Афанасий Никитин умер.»

In a lecture given by N. Vodovozov and subsequently published by Vsesoyuzne Obsh po rasprostranениyu politicheskikh i nauchnых знанii Nikitin is held up as an early example of friendly relations between Russia and India. The tone of the introduction to this article is clearly somewhat propagandist:
«Нашу зелень Родину — Слава Советских Социалистических Республик — связывает с Индий прочные дружественные отношения, основанные на глубокой взаимной любви к многонациональной и безопасности всех народов. Дружественные отношения между СССР и Индией содействуют на изв.ации: принципам взаимного уважения территориальной целостности и суверенитета, неприкосновенности, независимости, во внешнекашием деле друг друг, разрешению враждебной угрозы.

Культурные и экономические связи между Россией и Индией имеют многовековые традиции. Первым человеком, проходящим путь из Русской земли в далекую Индию, преодолевший трудности этого, еще не изведенного тогда пути, был великий русский путешественник 15 века Афанаасий Никитин, с дружественной целью посетивший Индию в 1469—1472 годах.

На набережной древнего русского города Тверь, ниже Калинина, под широкой гладью Волги стоит названная на бронз финая Афанаасия Никитина. Высокий, величественный, с воином, улыбкой лицом, он решительно и твердо смотрит вперед, думая о том великом и трудном пути, который ему предстояло пройти. На русском путешественнике — красный каftан с застежками на кружевных пуговицах, поверх каftана на плечах накинут плащ без рукавов, подбитый мехом. На ногах — мягкие сапожные сапоги с затянутыми носками... В левой руке Афанаасий Никитин держит буддийский свиток, может быть, первую страницу его будущих бессмертных «Записок».

Многого так, вероятно, выглядел отважный путешественник, когда проходил здесь в 1466 году, чтобы сесть на свою ладью и отправиться вместе с другими тверскими купцами вниз по Волге в свое далекое странствие». 33
In M. N. Vitashevskaya's *Stranstvstvie Afanasiya Nikitina* these sentiments are echoed. E. Chelyshev, in his introduction, writes:

«И сегодня, когда с каждым годом все более плодотворно развивается экономическое и культурное сотрудничество между Советским Союзом и Индией, отечающее жизненным интересам народов обеих стран, мы с благодарностью вспоминаем имя того, кто 500 лет назад заложил первый камень в фундамент дру́бы между двумя великими народами. Имя Афанасия Никитина пользуется большой популярностью как в Советском Союзе, так и в Индии. Его «Хожение за три моря» неоднократно переводилось, об Афана́сии Никитине и его путешествиях существует большая литература. Советские и индийские кинематографисты создали о нем художественный фильм, индийские писатели написали книги, художники и скульпторы запечатле́ли его образ в своих произведениях.

Пятисотлетний юбилей путешествия Афана́сия Никитина в Индию отмечается как начало взаимоотношений между народами СССР и Индии, как событие, имеющее важное значение в установлении дружеских, добрососедских отношений между нашими странами.»

but Vitashevskaya like other Soviet writers also finds Communist interpretations for some of Nikitin's statements, and quotes Marx and Engels in her commentary.
«Надо сказать, что обыкновенные драгоценностей на мусульманке, конечно, не всегда говорили о большом богатстве. Наденное из драгоценностей и обладающая ими, откуда каким-то недостатком, на все свои средства старался купить драгоценности своей жены и дочерям. 

Маркс в своей работе «Британско влажность в Индии» отметил: «С западных времен Европа получала великолепные ткани — продукт индийского труда — и посылала ей свои драгоценные металлы, снабжая таким образом, материалом местного золотых дел мастера, этого необходимого члена индийского общества, любовь которого к украшениям так велика, что даже представители самого низкого класса, которые ходят почти нагими, имеют обыкновенье пару золотых серег и какое-нибудь золотое украшение на шее. Второе распространение мысли такое, одежда, надевавшиеся на пальцы рук и ног, женщины, так же как и дети, часто носили массивные ручные и ногие браслеты из золота или серебра, а золотые или серебряные статуэтки богов встречались среди домашнего скарба.»

and later she uses Marx to underline Nikitin's political hints with regard to the discrepancies between the Moslem rulers and the Hindu inhabitants:

«Никитин был единственным путешественником своего времени, который отметил изящность и сказочного великолепия жизни султанов и их вельмож. 

Бзвед этот блеск и великолепие «великих пышных бояр» и «деньги» хорасанцев, сказочная жизнь султана с его пажами, плясаками, музыкантами, прихлебателями или за счет грабежа соседних народов и главным образом своего сельского населения, доведенного до крайней нищеты.»
В своей работе «Британское владычество в Индии» К. Маркс указывает, что «В Азии с незапамятных времен, как правило, существовало лишь три отрасли управления: финансовое ведомство, или ведомство по ограблению своего собственного народа, военное ведомство, или ведомство по ограблению других народов, и, наконец, ведомство общественных работ.»

В Индии важнейшей частью государственного дохода всегда составлял поземельный налог. Правда, иногда казна пополнялась военной добычей благодаря трудам ведомства по ограблению соседних народов, но и в мирное время, и в военное однаково плохо шлося «голову» трудового народу.

Probably the most significant event however in the modern history of the Khozhenie was the publication of the two Academy editions of the text in 1948 and 1958. With the 1948 edition the whole of the original text was available for the first time. The text was given in two versions, the Troitsky and the Undolsky, prepared by K.H. Serbina and there was also a translation by N.S. Chaev and for the first time the "Turkic" passages were published in modern Russian. The edition also included articles by B.A. Romanov and V.P. Adrianova-Peretts, a series of notes on the text by I.P. Petrushevsky and a review of the text. In fact its publication was a notable event but the edition was far from perfect and some of its shortcomings are pointed out in the review written by A.A. Zimin - the lack of an article on India in the
fifteenth century to throw light on Nikitin's account, the fact that only two of the copies are used, (not giving an opportunity for comparison with the Archive and Etterov texts) and a whole series of textological mistakes and misinterpretations. Whether as a result of these and similar criticisms or for other reasons, a second Academy edition appeared in 1958 which met many of the criteria set by Zimin. Three versions of the text were given - the Troitsky, Etterov and Undolsky - with a list of variations and notes on the text compiled by Ya. S. Luria, and a translation of the whole into modern Russian by N.S. Chaev. An article on "India in the 15th Century" by M.K. Kudryavtsev was included together with articles by V.P. Adrianova-Peretts ("Afanasy Nikitin - Traveller and Writer"), Ya. S. Luria ("Afanasy Nikitin and certain questions of Russian Social Conditions in the 15th Century") and "An Archaeographical Review" by Ya. S. Luria and again notes by I.P. Petrushevsky. Up to the present this is the definitive published Russian version of the Khozhenie. One should however also note a rather curious version which appeared in 1950 - the translation into "rhythmic speech" by N. Vodovozov published by GOSLITIZDAT. Whilst it may seem strange to turn Nikitin into verse the introduction and commentaries to this edition are extensive and interesting.

A new edition of the Khozhenie appeared in 1980. In this the original Etterov text is given in full together with a translation of this version into modern Russian. There is an interesting introduction written by N.I. Prokofev, who also prepared the commentary (which is closely modelled on that of the 1958 Academy edition), together with the text
according to the Troitsky version and a short bibliography. The book is delightfully illustrated by A.C. Bakulevsky.

Also to appear in 1980 was Puteshestvie Afanasiya Nikitina by L.S. Semenov, who reverts to the pre-Sreznevsky view that Nikitin began his journey in 1468 and claims that, in India, Nikitin witnessed events that took place in 1472. His hypothesis that Nikitin's journey should be dated 1468-1474 is accepted in the edition of the Khozhenie included in Pamyatniki literatury drevnei Rusi: vtoraya polovina XV veka (Moscow, 1982) for which Semenov and Ya. S. Luria wrote the commentary. This dating is not universally accepted, however, (see M.K. Kudryavtsev's review in Voprosy Istorii, 1982, No. 6, pp 140-142) and we adhere to the opinion that Nikitin left Tver in 1466.

Finally one must consider how the Khozhenie has fared outside the USSR in more recent times. We have already discussed the first translation into German by Yazykov and the translation into English by Major. A second German translation appeared in 1920 "Die Fahrt des Athanasius Nikitin über die drei Meere" by Karl L. Meyer. A Czech translation by V. Lešny appeared in 1951 and a Polish edition by H. Wilman-Grabowska in 1952. In 1974 a new translation of parts of the Khozhenie into English appeared in Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales by Serge A. Zenkovsky (New York 1974). This version is based on the 1948 Academy edition and whilst the translator seems to adhere closely to the text there are large sections omitted (for this is after all an anthology), and, as so often in the past, most of the "basic Islamic" sections have not been translated.

Very little has ever been published in English about the Khozhenie za tri morya, except an article by Walther Kirchner and a few short notes in histories of Russian Literature. Kirchner's account expresses his regret that the Khozhenie is not better known in the West and gives an interesting outline of Nikitin's work. It suffers however from the fact that it was prepared from the 1912 German Translation (Stühlin Series, Quellen und Aufsätze zur russischen Geschichte, II Leipzig, 1915. Edit. Karl L. Meyer) and it appears that there are a few misunderstandings owing to this double translation.
English language histories of geographical knowledge and exploration have also largely ignored Nikitin. Clearly his account was not readily accessible to Western readers but one might have thought that the same was applicable to the Arab geographers and yet their work has been well circulated in the West.

In conclusion one can only admire the enduring quality of Nikitin's work. Despite the fact that it was only brought back to Moscow in the form of notes and incomplete passages it immediately achieved what must have been in those days "best-seller" status. Since then, despite something of an eclipse in the 18th century, it has been referred to regularly by travellers, historians and geographers - at least in its native country. As we have pointed out, it has also been used to illustrate political points. It seems to have received far less attention than it deserved outside the Russian speaking area, clearly because it has been rather inaccessible in its 15th century Russian text.
2. THE KHOZHENIE ZA TRI MORYA OF AFANASY NIKITIN

TRANSLATION OF THE COMPOSITE TEXT

Note:

Apart from the first introductory paragraph, which is taken from the Etterov copy, this translation is based on the Troitsky text but additional words and phrases from other copies have been inserted where it seems reasonable to assume that they would have been part of Nikitin's own text. These additions are underlined. All of them are to be found in the Etterov copy with a few exceptions which are mentioned in the footnotes.

1 In that year I found the writings of a merchant of Tver, Afanasy, who was in India four years. He went, so they say, with Vasily Papin. I have tried to find out when Vasily set off, with some falcons, as an envoy from the Grand Prince and they told me that he returned from the Ordu one year before the Kazan campaign when he (Vasily Papin) was shot at Kazan while Prince Yury was encamped near Kazan. I have found no note of which year he set off or of which year he returned from India and died. They say that he died before reaching Smolensk. The notes are written in his own hand and the notebooks which he wrote were taken by merchants to Moscow to Vasily Mamyrev, the Grand Prince's dyak.

*Through the prayers of our holy fathers, Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, Thy sinful servant, Afanasy, the son of Nikita.*
seas; the first is the Sea of Derbent, the Darya Khvaliisskaya; the second is the Indian Sea, the Darya of Hendustan; the third is the Black Sea, the Darya of Stamboul.

I set off from the golden-domed Cathedral of the Holy Saviour and with the blessing of my ruler the Grand Prince Mikhail Borisovich of Tver and of Bishop Gennady of Tver and of Boris Zakharich.

I set off down the Volga and came to the Kalyazinsky Monastery of the Holy Life-giving Trinity and of the Holy Martyrs Boris and Gleb. I received there the blessing of the Abbot Makarius and of the holy brothers. And from Kalyazin I went to Uglich and they let me go on from Uglich without hindrance. And I journeyed thence from Uglich and I came to Kostroma, to Prince Alexander, with another permit from the Grand Prince. And the Grand Prince (they) sent me forth without hindrance. And I came without hindrance to Ples and I went to Nizhni Novgorod to Mikhail Kiselev, "the Vice-Regent" and to Ivan Saraev, the tax-gatherer, and they let me go forward without hindrance.

And Vasily Papin had passed through the town two weeks before and I waited two weeks in Novgorod for Hasan Beg the envoy of the Tatar Shirvan-Shah. He travelled with falcons from the Grand Prince, Ivan, and he had ninety falcons. And I travelled with them down the Volga. And we passed without hindrance through Kazan, and we saw no-one, and we passed the Ordu, and Uslan, and we passed Sarai and Berekezany.

And we entered the river Buzan.
And there three rascally Tatars met us and gave us false tidings that Sultan Qasem was on the look-out for merchants and that there were 3,000 Tatars with him. The ambassador of the Shirvān Shāh, Hasan Beg, gave each of them a caftan and a piece of linen that they might lead us around Ashtarkhān but they, the rascally Tatars, each took a caftan and bore tidings about us to the tsar in Ashtarkhān. And I abandoned my boat and crept into the ambassador's boat with my companions. We passed by Ashtarkhān under sail, at night, but the moon shone and the tsar saw us and the Tatars shouted at us, "Don't run, don't run", but we paid no attention. The tsar sent his whole ordū after us and, for our sins, he overtook us at Begun and began to shoot at us. They shot one of our men but we shot two of the Tatars and our smaller boat got entangled in a fish-trap and they seized it and plundered it immediately and my furs were all in the smaller boat. We reached the sea in the larger boat but it got stuck on a shoal at the mouth of the Volga and there they caught us. We dragged our craft back upstream to the fishtrap where they had plundered our smaller craft. There they took our larger craft and they took four Russians prisoner but they let us go, bare-headed, beyond the sea, nor would they let us return upstream with our tidings, so we went to Darband in two craft, bewailing our fate.

In one boat was Hasan Beg, the Ambassador, with some Tājiks and ten head of our Russaks and in the other were six Muscovites and six men from Tver with the cattle and our food supplies. Then a storm arose on the sea and the smaller boat was smashed against the shore, this was at the
small town of Tarkhi and the people came out onto the shore and the Qaytaqs arrived and took everyone prisoner. We arrived in Darband and Vasily had arrived there in good shape but we had been robbed. We humbly begged Vasily Papin and Hasan Beg, the Ambassador of the Shirvan Shah, who had travelled with us, that they should take pity on the people who had been taken by the Qaytaqs near Tarkhi. And Hasan Beg took pity on us and went to the mountain, to Pulad Beg and Pulad Beg sent a messenger on foot to the Shirvan Shah (saying) "Sir, a Russian boat has been wrecked near Tarkhi and the Qaytaqs have come and taken the crew captive and pillaged their belongings."

The Shirvan Shah immediately sent an envoy to his brother-in-law Khalil Beg, the prince of the Qaytaqs, saying: "One of my boats has been wrecked near Tarkhi and your people came and took the people prisoner and stole their goods. Therefore, for my sake, send them to me and gather up their goods, for these people were sent to me. If you should have a request of me and you send unto me, I being your brother, for this reason, will not refuse it - but send these people for the sake of my name. You should send them to me freely, for my sake." And Khalil Beg thereupon sent all the people to Darband freely, and from Darband they were sent to the Shirvan Shah in his ordù or koitul.

We went to the Shirvan Shah in his koitul and humbly begged him to graciously give us the wherewithal to return to Russia but he gave us nothing, for we were many, and we wept and dispersed whithersoever we might. Those who had something left in Russia went back to Russia but those who had debts
went where-ever their eyes led them. Some remained in Shamākhi and some went to Bāku to work.

I went to Darband and from Darband to Bāku where the inextinguishable fire burns and from Bāku I crossed the sea to Chebokar, and I spent six months in Chebokar and one month in Sāri in the land of Māzandarān. Thence I went to Āmol and spent one month there and thence I went to Demāvand and from Demāvand to Rayy where they killed the children of Shāh Hosayn Ali, the grandchildren of Mohammad and he cursed them and for this seventy cities were destroyed.

And from Rayy I went to Kāshān and spent one month there and from Kāshān to Na'īn to Yazd and there I lived one month.

From Yazd I went to Sirjān and from Sirjān to Tārom and there they feed the cattle on dates at 4 altyn per batman. And from Tārom to Lār and from Lār to Bandar and there lies the harbour of Hormoz and there is the Indian Sea or, in the Fārsī tongue, the Sea of Hestustain and thence by sea to Hormoz it is 4 miles.

Hormoz lies upon an island and the sea washes it twice every day and here I spent one Easter, having arrived in Hormoz four weeks before the Easter (I have not mentioned all the towns for there were many great towns.) In Hormoz the sun is burning, hot enough to scorch a man. I stayed one month in Hormoz and I left Hormoz after Easter in Radonitsa and sailed across the Indian Sea in a tava with some horses. We sailed for 10 days to reach Masqat and 4 days from Masqat to Dega. And from Dega to Gojarāt and from Gojarāt
to Cambay 78 and there grows indigo and lac 79. From Cambay to Chaul 80 and we left Chaul in a tava 81 in the seventh week after Easter and it had taken us 6 weeks by sea to Chaul.

There lies the Indian land and the people all go naked and (the women) 82 go about with their heads uncovered, their breasts bare and their hair plaited into a single braid and they are all pregnant, and they bear children every year and they have many children. Both the men and the women 83 go about naked and they are quite black. Wherever I go, a great number of people follow after me and wonder at a white man.

Their prince wears a dhoti 84 on his head and another round his bottom 85 and their nobles 86 go around with a dhoti round their shoulders and another round their bottoms. The princesses wear a dhoti knotted about their shoulders and another round their bottoms. The servants of the princes and the nobles wear a dhoti knotted round their bottoms, and in their hands they have a shield and a sword and some have spears, or knives or sabres or bow and arrows. They are all naked and barefooted and black 87 and they do not cut their hair. The women go about bareheaded and with their nipples uncovered. And the small boys and girls, up to the age of seven, go around naked and their shame is not covered.

From Chaul we journeyed 8 days by land to Pali 89, both being Indian towns 90, and from Pali it is 10 days journey to Umra 91, where there is an Indian town, and from Umra to Jonnar is 7 days 93 and there lives Khan Asad 94 of Indian Jonnar and he is a vassal of the Malek ot-Tojjar 95 and they say he holds 7 tumans from Malek ot-Tojjār. Malek ot-Tojjār rules over
20 tumāns and he has been fighting the Kāfers 97 for 20 years, and on occasion they beat him but oft times he beats them. The Khan is carried by men though he has many fine elephants and horses. Many of his men are Khorāsānians 98 and they bring them from the land of Khorāsān 99, from Arabia 100 and Torkestān 101 and from the Chaghatāi 102 lands. They are all brought by sea 103 in tawas, ships of the Indian land.

I, sinner that I am, brought a stallion into India, and I came to Jonnar, God having granted us all good health, but it cost me 100 roubles. Their winter started on the feast of Trinity 104 and we spent the winter in Jonnar and lived there 2 months and there is water and mud everywhere, day and night, for four months. At that time of year they plough and sow wheat and rice 105 and pulses 106 and all other edible plants. They prepare wine in large nuts of the coconut palm 107 and they brew a drink from tāṭna 108. They feed the horses on pulses and they cook kedgeēree 109 for them with sugar, and they feed the horses with butter and in the morning they give them rice cakes 110. They do not breed horses in that land of India but they do breed oxen and buffaloes and use them for riding and for carrying various goods, indeed for everything.

The city of Jonnar stands upon a rocky island, not made by man but created by God. It takes a whole day to walk up the hill, one man at a time, for the road is narrow and does not admit two people.

In the land of India merchants stay at inns and their victuals are prepared for them by the womenfolk and the womenfolk make the beds for the merchants and sleep with them. If you want to have relations with one or another of them you pay two
shitels 111, if not, you pay only one shitel to the inn 112, but if the woman knows you, you can have relations with her without charge, for they like white men.

In winter the people wear a dhoti round their bottoms, another about their shoulders and a third on their heads and at that time the princes and nobles 113 wear trousers, or a shirt and caftan 114 with one dhoti about the shoulders, another belted round their waists and a third wound round their heads.

0 God, God the Great, God the Truth, God the Generous, God the Merciful. 115

And there in Jonnar the Khan took my stallion from me and he satisfied himself that I was not a Moslem but a Russian and he said to me "I will give you back your stallion and a thousand pieces of gold, if you will accept our belief in Mohammad's faith 116 but if you will not accept our belief in Mohammad's faith, then I shall take your stallion and one thousand pieces as a price on your head." And he set a limit of four days, until Our Saviour's Day 117 during the feast of Our Lady 118. And the Lord God was merciful on His holy festival and He kept not His mercy from me, a miserable sinner, and suffered me not to perish at Jonnar, among the infidels; but on the eve of Our Saviour's Day there arrived a Khorāsānian, Hajji Mohammad 119. I humbly entreated him to intercede for me and he went to the Khan in the town and obtained permission for me not to be converted and took my stallion back from him. Such was the Lord's miracle on Our Saviour's Day.

So, my Christian Russian brothers, whichever of you wishes to go to the Indian land, leave your faith in Russia
and when you have proclaimed Mohammad, then go to the land of Hendustân. Those Moslem dogs lied to me for they said there was plenty of all our goods but there is nothing for our land. All the duty free goods such as pepper and dyes are cheap but are for the Moslem countries only. Some transport their goods by sea, others pay no duties on them but it is not permitted for us to carry goods free of duty and the duties are many and at sea there are many pirates. The robbers are Kāfers, neither Christians nor Moslems, and they worship stone idols and they know neither Christ nor Mohammad.

On the Feast of the Assumption of our Lady we left Jonnar for Bidar the largest of their towns and we travelled one month to Bidar. And from Bidar to Kulungir is 5 days travel and from Kulungir to Golbargā is 5 days travel. Between these large towns there are many smaller towns; on some days journey there are three small towns and on others four; there are as many towns as there are kos. From Chaul to Jonnar is 20 kos and from Jonnar to Bidar is 40 kos and from Bidar to Kulungir is 9 kos (and from Bidar to Golbargā is 9 kos). In Bidar they trade in horses, goods, kamkha, silk and all sorts of other goods; and black men may be bought there but there are no other articles. Their goods are all Hendustāni and the eatables are all kinds of fruit but there are no goods for the land of Russia. The people are all black and all scoundrels and the women too are all harlots; there is sorcery, thieving, lying and poison and they kill their masters with poison. In the Indian land the Khorāsānians rule all and the nobles are all Khorāsānians. The Hendustāni people all travel on foot but the Khorāsānians go before on
horseback and others move fast on foot and they are all naked and barefoot with a shield in one hand and in the other a sword and other servants carry huge straight bows and arrows. Their battle is all a matter of elephants; the footsoldiers are thrown in first, then the Khorāsānians on horses and in armour, both the horses and themselves. To each elephant they bind to its trunk and to its tusks great hammered swords, each weighing a qentār and they cover them with armour of damask steel and on each is set a turret and in the turrets are bands of twelve men in armour, all with guns and arrows.

They have one place - the tomb of Shaykh Alā od-Din, in Alland, where once a year there is a bazaar; the whole land of India gathers there to trade and they trade there 10 days. It is 12 kās from Bidar. They bring horses to sell there, up to 20,000 head and they gather in all kinds of goods; this is the best fair in the whole of Hendustān and they buy and sell all kinds of goods in the memory of Shaykh Alā od-Din on the Russian Feast of the Intercession of the Holy Mother of God.

There is in this place, Alland, a bird the Gukuk, which flies by night and cries "Kuk, Kuk"; and whenever it settles on a housetop someone will die there and whoever wants to kill it, it will spit fire at them out of its mouth. Wild cats prowl by night and they catch the fowls and live in the mountains or among the rocks.

As for monkeys, they live in the woods, and they have a monkey prince and he is attended by a host of followers; and if someone should harm one of them, they complain of it to their king and he despatches his host and on reaching the
town, they destroy the houses and kill the people. And it is said that their hosts are very numerous and that they have their own language and that they bear many young; when the young do not resemble either the father or the mother they are cast out by the roadsides and these the Hindus catch and teach them every kind of craft, and others they sell by night so they know not how to run home and others they teach to perform tricks.

Spring started there with the Feast of the Intercession of the Holy Mother of God and they honour Shaykh Alā od-Din in the spring, two weeks after the Feast of the Intercession and they celebrate for eight days. Spring lasts three months and summer three months and winter three months and autumn three months. The town of Bidar is the capital of Moslem Hendustān and the town is very large and the people very numerous. The Sultan is not more than 20 years old and the nobles rule the land and it is the Khorāsānians who rule and all the Khorāsānians fight. There is a Khorāsānian nobleman, Malek ot-Tojjār, who keeps an army of 200,000 men, and Malek Khān has 100,000 men and Farhād Khān has 20,000. Many of the khāns have armies of 10,000 men and the Sultan goes out with 300,000 of his own men. The country is very populous and the country folk are very poor and the nobles are very mighty and live in great luxury. They are all carried on silver beds and before them go some twenty horses caparisoned in gold and after them follow 300 men on horseback and 500 on foot and 10 trumpeters, 10 drummers and 10 men playing pipes.

The Sultan goes out hunting with his mother and his wife and with them go 10,000 men on horseback and 50,000 on
foot and they lead 200 elephants arrayed in golden armour and before them go 100 trumpeters, 100 dancers and about 300 ordinary horses in golden trimmings and after him come 100 monkeys and 100 concubines, all *huris*.

The Sultan's palace has seven gates and at each gate are set 100 guards and 100 kāfer scribes; whosoever arrives is noted down and whosoever departs is noted down and foreigners are barred from entering the town. And his palace is very marvellous; everything is carved and gilded; to the last stone it is carved and ornamented with gold very marvellously; and in his palace are several courts of justice.

The city of Bidar is guarded at night by 1000 of the Kotwāl's men and they patrol on horseback in armour and each has a torch. And I sold my stallion in Bidar and I had spent 68 ānam on him and fed him for a year.

In Bidar snakes roam the streets and their length is 2 sages.

I travelled to Bidar from Kulungir during the Fast of Philip the Apostle and I sold my stallion at Christmas and I remained in Bidar until Lent. I became acquainted with many Hendus and I explained my faith to them, that I was not a Moslem but of the Isādin, that is to say a Christian, and that my name was Afanasy and in the Moslem tongue my name was Hājji Ūsof the Khorāsānian. And they kept nothing hidden from me, neither their eating, nor their trading nor their prayers nor any other thing, nor did they keep their wives veiled; and I asked them all about their religion and they said "We believe in Adam" and the Buṭs it seems are indeed Adam and all his kin. Altogether in India there are
84 creeds and all believe in But; and those of one creed will not drink, eat or marry with those of another creed; and some will eat lamb or fowls or fish or eggs but no creed will eat beef.

I spent four months in Bidar and agreed with some Hendus to go to Parvata, which is their Jerusalem, or as Mecca is to the Moslems, and there is their Butkhāna. Thither I journeyed with the Indians to the Butkhāna one month and there is a five day feast at the Butkhāna. And the Butkhāna is very large, about half as big as Tver, built of stone and carved on it are the deeds of the Buts and around it all are 12 carved wreaths showing how But performed miracles and how he appeared in many forms. He appeared first in the form of a man and another time as a man with the nose of an elephant and thirdly as a man with the face of a monkey and fourthly as a man in the form of a wild beast and they are all shown with a tail carved on the stone and the tail stretches across it one sagene. All the people of the Indian land come to the Butkhāna to the wonders of But; and at the Butkhāna only the women both young and old and the young girls do not shave themselves but all others who come to the Butkhāna shave all the hair on their bodies, their beards and heads and tails. A tribute of 2 sheshkani for the But is levied per head and 4 janams per horse. And 1000 lakhs of people of all kinds assemble at the Butkhāna and at times there were 100,000 lakhs. In the Butkhāna there is a But carved from a black stone of enormous size, his tail going across him and his right hand raised high and extended like the Emperor Justinian at Constantinople. In
his left hand he holds a spear and he wears nothing but a narrow cloth bound round his bottom and his face is that of a monkey. And there are other naked buts with nothing on and bare bottoms and the wives of the buts are carved naked and with their shame and with children. Before the but there stands a very great bull, carved out of black stone and gilded all over, and they kiss him on the hoof and they strew him with flowers and they strew flowers on the but.

The Indians eat no meat at all, neither beef nor mutton, nor chicken, nor fish, nor pork though they have very many pigs and they eat twice a day and they do not eat at night and they drink neither wine nor strong drink and they do not eat or drink with Moslems. Their food is bad and they do not drink or eat with one another or with their wives and they eat rice and kedgeree with butter and they eat various herbs and they cook with butter or with milk. They eat everything with the right hand and they take nothing with the left hand. They do not use knives and spoons are unknown and when they travel each prepares his own food and carries his own pot for it. They hide it from the Moslems so that they may not look either into the pot or at the food and if the Moslems so much as look at it then they will not eat that food and some cover themselves with a cloth when eating that no-one may see them.

They pray facing East in the Russian manner and they raise both their hands high and lay them on the top of their heads and prostrate themselves on the ground and they stretch out on the ground and thus they pray. And they sit down to eat and they wash their hands and feet and they wash out their
mouths. Their Buṭkhānas have no doors and face the East and the Buts also face the East. And when someone dies they burn him and scatter the dust on the water. When a woman gives birth to a child the husband receives it and the father names a son and the mother, a daughter. But there is no goodness in them and they know no shame. On arrival or departure they swear in the fashion of a monk and touch the ground with both hands, saying nothing.

They go to Parvata to their But at the great festival and that is their Jerusalem; as Mecca is to the Moslems and Jerusalem is to the Russians so is Parvata for the Indian; they arrive all naked with just a cloth round their bottoms and the women are all naked except for a dhoti round their bottoms and others wear dhoties and round their necks pearls and many sapphires and on their hands are gold bracelets and rings - this is God's truth. They ride into the Buṭkhāna on oxen and each ox has its horns covered in copper and on its neck are 300 little bells and its hooves are shod with copper and they call these bulls "fathers". The Indians call the bull "father" and the cow "mother"; and they bake bread and cook their food with their dung and with the ashes they smear their faces and their foreheads and their whole bodies as a sign. On Sundays and on Mondays they eat once in the day.

In India they consider women of little standing and cheap; if you wish acquaintance with a woman it is 2 shitels; If you want to throw your money away give them 6 shitels. This is the custom with them. Slaves, male and female, are cheap: 4 ōnanams for a good one, 5 ōnanams for one who is
both good and black.

From Parvata I came to Bidar, 15 days before the Moslem Ulugh Bayram 183 and I knew not the Great Day of the Resurrection of Christ 184, but by various signs I guess that the Great Christian Day falls 9 or 10 days before the Moslem Bayram. And I have nothing with me, no books at all; we brought books with us from Russia but when I was robbed, they seized them too. And I have forgotten the Christian faith and all the Christian festivals and I know not Easter nor Christmas, nor do I know Wednesdays or Fridays 185. As I am amongst other faiths I pray to God 186 that he may protect me 187: "O Lord God, O True God, O God Thou art a merciful God. God the Creator, Thou art the Lord. There is One God, King of Glory, Creator of Heaven and Earth."

I shall return to Russia with the thought that my faith is dead for I have kept the Moslem fast. The month of March has passed and I started to fast with the Moslems on a Sunday and I fasted for a month and I ate no meat, no fat, nor any Moslem food and I ate twice a day, nothing but bread and water and I had no intercourse with women. And I prayed to God Almighty, who created heaven and earth and I confessed no other name: God our Creator, Merciful God, God, Thou are God the most Great.

And it takes 10 days to go by sea from Hormoz to Kalhat 189 and 6 days from Kalhat to Dega and 6 days from Dega to Masqat and 10 days from Masqat to Gojarat and 4 days from Gojarat to Cambay and 12 days from Cambay to Chaul and 6 days from Chaul to Dabol.

Dabol 190 is a harbour in Hendustān, the last of the Moslem harbours. And from Dabol to Calicut 191 it takes 25 days and
from Calicut to Ceylon it takes 15 days and from Ceylon to Shabait it takes a month to get there and from Shabait to Pegu 20 days and from Pegu to Chin and to Machin is a month's journey: all these journeys are by sea and from Chin to Khitai is six months journey by dry land and 4 days by sea. Made by God for my use.

Hormoz is a great harbour. People from all lands visit it and there are all kinds of good things there; whatever is produced in any country is to be had in Hormoz. The duties, however, are high and they take one tenth from everything.

Cambay is a port for the whole Indian Sea and there is trade there; everyone makes alacha, taffeta, rough cloth, kandak, and they make the dye, indigo, and there is to be found also lac, cornelian and cloves.

Dabol is a very large harbour and they import horses from Egypt, Arabia, Khorasan, Torkestan and the land round Hormoz, it is a month's journey overland to Bidar and Golbarga.

And Calicut is a harbour for the whole Indian Sea and God forbid that any ship should pass it by; he who does not see it will not pass the sea unharmed. And there there grows pepper, ginger, mace, cinnamon, cloves, spices, adryak; and all kinds of spices grow there in quantity and all is cheap and the male and female slaves are very good and very black.

Ceylon is a not inconsiderable harbour in the Indian Sea and there Father Adam lay on a high mountain. And near there are found precious stones, rubies, rock crystal, white agates, garnets, beryl and corundum powder.
Ivory is to be found there and is sold by the cubit and they sell ostriches by weight 219.

Shabait is a very great harbour of the Indian Sea and the Khorāsānians get a salary 220 of one tenka 221 a day, be they great or small. And if a Khorāsānian gets married there, to him the Prince of Shabait gives 1000 tenka for the sacrifice and also gives him 50 tenka 222 per month as salary and for food and in Shabait is found silk and sandalwood 223 and pearls and all is cheap.

In Pegu also there is a considerable harbour and it is mostly Indian dervishes 224 who live there and precious stones stones are found there: rubies 225, sapphires and carbuncles 226, and the dervishes sell the precious stones 227.

The harbours of Chin and Māchin are very great and there they make porcelain and sell this porcelain by weight and cheaply. Their women sleep with their husbands by day and at night they go to bed with foreigners 228, and they sleep with the foreigners, and they give them money and they take with them sweetmeats and sweet wine and feed them and give drink to them, that they may love them, for they love strangers and white men, for their own men are very black. When a woman conceives a child by a stranger the husband pays him money; if the child is born white the duty to the stranger is 300 tenka 229 but if it is born black he gets nothing but can eat and drink according to the law 230.

Shabait is 3 months from Bidar and from Dābol to Shabait is 2 months by sea. It is four months by sea from Bidar to Māchin and Chin and there they make porcelain and everything is cheap. To go to Ceylon takes 2 months by sea
and to Calicut one month. In Shabait they produce silk, fine pearls, pearls and sandalwood and they sell ivory by the cubit.

In Ceylon are found wild cats, rubies, rock crystal, crystal and white agates. In Calicut pepper, nutmeg, cloves, areca nuts and dyes are to be found. There is indigo and shellac to be found in Gojarat and cornelians are to be found in Cambay.

In Raichur they produce diamonds from the old and new mines; they sell one pochka for 5 roubles and very good ones for 10 roubles; one pochka of new diamonds is sold for 5 kani, one of a blackish colour for from 4 to 6 kani and a white diamond for one tenka. The diamonds are mined in a rocky mountain and they lease that rocky mountain for 2000 gold pounds by the cubit if they are new diamonds and for 10,000 gold pounds per cubit if they are from the old mine. And that land belongs to Malek Khan, a vassal of the Sultan, and it is 30 kos from Bidar.

And indeed the Jews call Shabait their own and Jewish, but that is a lie. The people of Shabait are not Jews or Moslems or Christians; they hold to another faith, the Indian faith and they do not eat or drink with Jews or Moslems and they eat no meat. And all is cheap in Shabait and silk and sugar are grown and are very cheap. And in their woods roam wild cats and monkeys which attack people on the road, so that because of what the wild cats and monkeys do, no-one dares to go out at night. And from Shabait it is 10 months journey by land, and by sea it takes 4 months in a junk. And they cut the navels from fattened deer and in these navels they find musk, but the wild deer shed the navels themselves
in the fields or in the woods and the scent comes from them but it is not so fragrant as the fresh sort.

On the first day of May I kept Easter 245 in Moslem Bidar in Hindustan; the Moslems hold their Bayrām on a Wednesday in the month of May and I began my fast on the first day of the month of April.

O faithful Russian Christians, he who travels much to many lands 246 may fall into many sins and deprive himself of his Christian faith and I, Afanasy, a servant of God have pined for my Christian faith. Already Lent 247 and Easter have passed four times and I, sinner that I am, know not which is Easter, nor Lent, nor Christmas nor do I know any of the other festivals nor Wednesday nor Friday and I have no books 248 for when they robbed me they took my books. From many misfortunes I came to India for I had nothing to take to Russia nor had I any merchandise left. The first Easter found me in Kān 250, the next Easter I was in Chebokar in the land of Mazandaran, the third Easter I was in Hormoz, and the fourth Easter found me in India with the Moslems in Bidar. And I wept bitterly for the Christian faith.

A Moslem called Malek 251 put much pressure on me to become a Moslem and I said unto him: "Sir, you perform your prayers and I do likewise; you recite five prayers and I recite three. I am a foreigner but you are of this land." He spake to me: "Truly thou seemest not to be a Mohammadan, but neither dost thou know the Christian faith."

I fell to pondering many things and I said to myself: "Woe unto me, cursed as I am, for I have strayed from the way of truth and I know not which path to take."
Lord God Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth!

Turn not Thy face from Thy servant 252 who is nigh unto despair.

O Lord support me and have mercy upon me for Thou hast created me.

Lead me not away, O Lord, from the path of truth.

and set me, O my God, in the way of righteousness.

For, in that predicament, I have done no good works for Thy sake, O Lord, my God,

and have lived all my days in evil, O my God.

O God, the Provider 253, O Thou, the Most Highest,

Merciful God, God the Most Highest,

Merciful God, praise be to God."

Four Easter Sundays have I spent already in the land of the Moslems but I have not given up the Christian faith;

God knows what the future will bring.

O Lord, my God, in Thee I trust.

Save me, O Lord, my God.

In Moslem India, in the great city of Bidar, I watched the heavens on Easter night; on Easter Day the Seven Sisters and the Hunter set at dawn and the head of the Great Bear stood to the East.

During the Moslem Bayrâm the Sultan went out in procession 255 and with him went 20 grand viziers 256, and 300 elephants arrayed in damask steel armour 257 and with turrets and the turrets were also bound with metal and in each turret were six men in armour, with heavy cannon and light cannon 258. There are twelve men on the large elephants. Each elephant
bears two great standards and to its tusks are fixed two
great swords, each weighing a qentār and from its trunk hang
heavy iron weights and a man in armour sits between its ears
with a great iron hook in his hand to drive it.

There are 1000 ordinary horses in golden trappings 259,
100 camels with kettle drums and 300 trumpeters, 300 dancers
and 300 huris.

And the Sultan wore a caftan all set with sapphires and
a head-dress like a helmet 260 with a huge diamond and his
sagadak 261 was gold set with sapphires and had three swords
with golden mountings. His saddle was golden and his harness
was golden and all was golden. Before him capers a Käfer
juggling with a sunshade and behind him are many men on foot
and also a trained elephant all arrayed in damask and it strikes
at people. It has a great iron chain in its mouth and it
strikes at men and at horses so that no-one can approach near
the Sultan.

And the brother of the Sultan sits on a golden litter
and above him is a velvet baldaquin 262 and a velvet canopy set
with sapphires and he is borne by 20 men. And the Makhdum 263
sits on a golden litter and above him is a silken baldaquin 264
with a golden canopy and he is drawn by four horses in golden
trappings 259. Around him is a very great multitude of
people and before him go singers and many dancers and all have
bare swords or sabres, shields, spears, lances and bows which
are long and straight and the horses are all in armour and
bear sagadaks. And some of the people are completely naked
with a cloth about their bottoms to hide their shame.

In Bidar the full moon lasts three days. In Bidar there
are no sweet vegetables. In Hendustān there is no great heat; the heat is great in Hormoz, in Qatif-e Bahrayn, where the pearls come from, and in Jedda, and Bāku and Egypt and in Arabia and in Lār. And in the land of Khorāsān it is hot but not so hot, but in Chaghātāi it is extremely hot and in Shirāz, Yazd and Kāshān it is extremely hot, but there is a wind at times. In Gilān it is very sultry and terribly steamy and in Shamākhi it is sweltering too. It is hot in Baghdad and it is hot in Homs and Damascus but in Aleppo it is not so hot. In Sivas, however, and in the land of Georgia there is an abundance of all good things and in the Turkish land there is a great abundance and in the land of Walachia there is abundance and all food-stuffs are cheap and the land of Podolia is abundant in everything.

And may God protect the land of Russia,
O God protect it! O Lord protect it.
In this world there is no land like it, though the boyars of the Russian land are unrighteous.
May the land of Russia be well ordered and may righteousness be found there,
O God, God, God, God! 279

I know not my way nor whither I may go from the land of Hendustān. I may go to Hormoz but from Hormoz to Khorāsān there is no way, nor is there a way to Chaghātāi; nor to Bodata nor is there a way to Bahrayn, nor to Yazd, nor to Arabia, but there is conflict everywhere, and the princes are all being thrown out. Uzun Hasan Beg has slain Mirzā Jahānshāh and poisoned Sultan Abu Sa'id. Uzun Hasan Beg rules in Shirāz, but he is not firmly established there, and Mohammad
Haydar has not gone over to him but waits and watches. There is absolutely no other way.

If you go to Mecca you must accept the Moslem faith. Christians, therefore, do not go to Mecca because of their faith, that they may keep to their faith.

I have spent all my wealth to live in Hendustān for everything is very expensive there. I am a single man but I spent 2½ altyns per day to live and I drank neither wine nor mead.

Malek ot-Tojjār seized two Indian towns which were committing acts of piracy along the Indian Sea and he captured seven of their princes and he seized their treasures; a pack load of sapphires, a pack-load of diamonds and one of carbuncles and 100 pack-loads of valuable goods and his army seized an innumerable number of other goods. And he besieged the town for two years with his army of 200,000 men, 100 elephants and 300 camels. Malek ot-Tojjār arrived in Bidar with his army on the Qorbān Bayrām, that is to say on St. Peter's Day in Russia. And the Sultan sent ten viziers to meet him at a distance of 10 kos and there are about ten verst to one kos, and each vizier took about ten thousand men of his own army and about 10 elephants in armour.

And 500 men sit at table every day in the court of Malek ot-Tojjār, and at his table three viziers sit down with him and with each vizier are 50 men and his 100 noblemen who have sworn allegiance to him.

In his stables Malek ot-Tojjār has 2000 horses and 1000 of them stand saddled and ready, day and night, and there are 100 elephants in the stables. And all night long 100 men in
armour guard his gates with 20 trumpeters and 10 drummers and 10 great drums which are beaten by two men at a time.

Nezām ol-Molk 288, Malek Khan 289 and Farhād Khan 290 captured three cities with their own army of 100,000 men and 50 elephants and they siezed innumerable sapphires and a great quantity of all kinds of precious stones and all these jewels, sapphires and diamonds, were bought for Malek ot-Tojjār and he commanded the craftsmen not to sell them to foreign merchants. They arrived in the city of Bidar on the Day of the Assumption.

The Sultan goes out hunting on Tuesdays and on Thursdays and is accompanied by three viziers. The Sultan's brother goes out on Mondays with his mother and sister and about 2000 women ride out on horses and on golden litters, and before them go 100 ordinary horses with golden trappings and a very great number of foot soldiers and two viziers and ten viziers and 50 elephants with cloth trappings, with four men sitting on each elephant, naked except for a cloth around their bottoms, and there are bare-footed women, bearing water for drinking and for washing (one man will not drink with another from one vessel).

Malek ot-Tojjār set out, with his own army, from the city of Bidar to fight the Indians on the feast day of Shaykh Alā od-Din, which is the Day of the Intercession of the Holy Virgin 291 in Russia, and the army which went with him numbered 50,000. The Sultan sent his army of 50,000, and with them went 3 viziers with 30,000, and 100 elephants went with them with turrets on their backs and arrayed in armour and 4 men rode on each elephant bearing light cannon. Malek ot-Tojjār went to wage war against the great Indian kingdom of Vijayanagar 292.

The ruler of Vijayanagar had 300 elephants and an army
of 100,000 men and 50,000 horses. The Sultan left the city of Bidar in the eighth month after Easter, and 26 viziers went with him and 20 of the viziers were Moslems and 6 were Hindus. From the Sultan's household there went out 100,000 mounted men and 200,000 foot soldiers 300 elephants with turrets and armour and 100 wild beasts, each on two chains, and the Sultan's brother took 100,000 mounted men of his household and 100,000 foot soldiers and 100 elephants and 100 elephants arrayed in armour. And with Mal Khan 293 were 20,000 horsemen of his household and 60,000 foot soldiers and 20 caparisoned elephants. Badr Khan 294 led out 30,000 horsemen and, together with his brother, 100,000 foot soldiers and 25 elephants equipped with turrets. And with Salm Khan 295 went 10,000 horsemen of his household and 20,000 foot soldiers and 10 elephants equipped with turrets and a certain vizier 296 led out 15,000 horsemen and 30,000 foot soldiers and 15 caparisoned elephants. With the Kotwal Khan 297 went 15,000 horsemen of his household, 40,000 foot soldiers and 100 elephants, and each vizier took with him 10,000 and sometimes even 15,000 horsemen and 20,000 foot soldiers.

And the Indian Autocrat 298 led out his host of 40,000 horsemen and 100,000 foot soldiers and 40 elephants in full armour, each carrying four men with small cannon.

26 viziers rode out with the Sultan and each vizier had 10,000 (horsemen) of his host and 20,000 foot soldiers, and certain of the viziers had 15,000 horsemen and 30,000 foot soldiers. The four great Indian viziers brought with them their force of 40,000 horsemen and 100,000 foot soldiers; and the Sultan was angry with the Indians for bringing so few with
them and he added a further 20,000 foot soldiers, 2,000 horsemen and 20 elephants.

Such is the strength of the Mohammadan Sultan of India, and the Moslem faith suits him. And God knows the true faith, God alone knows the true faith, the true faith is to acknowledge one God and to call upon His name in purity in every place.

On the fifth Easter Sunday I made up my mind to go back to Russia. I left the town of Bidar one month before the Moslem Ulugh Bayram, according to the faith of Mohammad, the prophet of God, and I knew not the great Christian Day, the Resurrection of Christ, and I fasted with the Moslems at their fasts and I broke my fast with them. And I kept Easter at Golbarga, 20 kosa from Bidar.

The Sultan reached Malek ot-Tojjar with his army on the 15th day after Ulugh Bayram in Golbarga, but the campaign was not a success for him for they only took one Indian town and many men were killed and many treasures lost. The Indian Sultan Kadamba is very powerful and his army is very great and he abides on a mountain top in Vijayanagar. His city is very large and it is surrounded by three ditches and through it runs a river; on the one side is an impenetrable jungle and on the other side is a valley, a very marvellous place and very good in every way. But on that side there is no way to approach. The road runs through the city but there is no way to take it for a great mountain stands right up to it and there is thorny scrub. The army besieged the city for a month and the people perished of thirst; many men died of hunger and thirst; the water could be seen but there was no way to reach it. Hajji Malek ot-Tojjar took this Indian city
and he took it by force. Day and night for 20 days he struggled for the city, and his army neither drank nor ate but besieged the city with cannon. His army lost 5,000 good men but they took the city. And they cut down 20,000 head of the population, men and women, and they took 20,000 captives, adults and children, and sold them as slaves at 10 tenka per head and others at 5 tenka and the children for 2 tenka but there was no treasure there but they did not take the great citadel.

And from Golbargā I went to Kurnool 305 and in Kurnool they find cornelians and they sort them there and thence they send them out all over the world; and in Kurnool there are 300 diamond merchants cutting the stones 306. There I spent 5 months, and I went thence to Golconda 307 where there is a very large bazaar. From there I went to Golbargā and from Golbargā I went to Shaykh Alā od-Din; and from Shaykh Alā od-Din I went to Amindria 308 and from Amindria to Kynarias 309 and from Kynarias to Surat 310; and from Surat I went to Dābol, a harbour on the great Indian Sea.

Dābol is a very large town and they gather there from all over the coast of India and Ethiopia and there I, Afanasy, the accursed servant of Almighty God, Maker of Heaven and Earth, pondered on the Christian faith and on Christian baptism, on the fasts ordained by the Holy Fathers and on the Commandments of the Apostles and my mind was set on returning to Russia.

I embarked in a tava and after discussing the fare 311, I paid two pieces of gold to be carried to Hormoz. I boarded the vessel from the town of Dābol three months before
Easter Day - the Moslem Fast; and I was one month at sea in the tava but I saw nothing and the next month I sighted the mountains of Ethiopia. And all the men cried out "Allāh Parvardagār, Allāh Konkār, bizim bashi mudna nasip bolmyshti," which in the Russian language means "O Lord God, O God, God the Most High, Heavenly King, Thou has ordained that we must die here." And we were in the land of Ethiopia 5 days and, by God's mercy, no evil befell us and we distributed much rice, pepper and bread to the Ethiopians and they did not rob our ship. And thence I journeyed 12 days to Masqat and I kept my sixth Easter in Masqat and I journeyed to Hormoz in nine days and spent 20 days in Hormoz. From Hormoz I went to Lār and spent 3 days in Lār.

From Lār I journeyed 12 days to Shirāz and I spent 7 days in Shirāz. From Shirāz I journeyed 15 days to Abarguh and spent 10 days in Abarguh. From Abarguh I travelled 9 days to Yazd and spent 8 days in Yazd and from Yazd I travelled 5 days to Esfahān and spent 6 days in Esfahān. And from Esfahān I went to Kāshān and spent 5 days in Kāshān. And from Kāshān I travelled to Qom. And from Qom I went to Sāva. And from Sāva I travelled to Soltāniya. And from Soltāniya I went to Tabriz and from Tabriz I went to the ordū of Hasan Beg, and I spent 10 days in the ordū because there was no way open from there. And he sent his own army of 40,000 men against the Turk and they took the town of Sivas and they took Tokat and burned it and they took Amasiya and ravaged many villages and they marched, fighting against Karaman.

And from the ordū I went to Erzincan and from Erzincan to Trebizond. And I arrived in Trebizond on the
Feast of the Intercession of the Holy Mother of God, the Virgin Mary, and I spent 5 days in Trebizond. And I took ship and, having discussed the fare I paid one gold piece to go to Kaffa with a toll of one gold piece to be paid in Kaffa.

In Trebizond the Subashi and the Pasha did me much harm; they took all my things to their town on the top of the hill and searched through them all. They stole all the fine things I had and they were looking for documents, for I had come from the ordu of Hasan Beg.

By the Grace of God I had reached the third sea, the Black Sea, called in the Persian tongue, the Darya Stambolskaya. And we sailed 5 days before the wind and reached Vonada but there we encountered a strong northerly wind which blew us back to Trebizond. And we remained 15 days in Platana for the wind was strong and adverse and from Platana we twice put to sea but met with head winds which would not permit us to cross the sea.

O the true God, God the Protector. I know no other God but Him.

And we crossed the sea to Balaclava and thence to Gurzuf and spent 5 days there. By the mercy of God I reached Kaffa 9 days before the Feast of St. Philip.

God the Creator!

By the Grace of God I crossed three seas. For the rest, God knows, God the All-Powerful and the Protector. Amen.
In the name of God, the Merciful and the Gracious 340
God is Great! God is Kind! 341 The Lord is Kind!
Jesus is the Spirit of God 342.
Peace be unto Thee.
God is Great! There is no God but Allah the Creator.
Sing praises to God, Praise God!
In the name of God, the Merciful and the Gracious!
He is God, like unto Whom there is no other,
Who knows all things visible and invisible;
He is Merciful and Gracious;
He is the God, like unto whom there is none other.
He is the King, the Light, the World, the Saviour, the Guardian.
He is Glorious, Powerful, Great, the Creator, the Founder, the Maker;
He is the Pardoner of sins and the Chastiser;
He is the Giver, the Provider, the One who puts an end to all tribulations.
He is Wise; He accepts our souls;
He encompasseth the Heaven and the Earth and all Creation.
He is the most High, the Ennobling One, the Overthrower, The All-hearing and All-seeing.
He is the Just and Blessed Judge.
3. **COMMENTARY NOTES ON THE TEXT**

In this section the following abbreviations are used for the various texts:

- T - Troitsky
- A - Archive
- E - Etterov
- U - Undolsky
- S - Sakharov.

1. This introductory paragraph is only found in the Archive and Etterov copies of the text and it is found in those chronicles under the entries for the year 1475.

2. Tveritina: = of Tver (for general background see "Nikitin in Russia - historical and geographical background" pp 117-123. For further information on the city see notes p. 132).

3. Vasilii Papin - Vasily Papin was an envoy from Ivan III to the court of the Shirvān Shāh, Farrokh-Yasār, in Shamākhi. He was killed near Kazan between 1466-1470.

4. Velikii knyaz' - Ivan III Vasil'evich who ruled from 1462-1505. At this time the ruler of the Principality of Muscovy was not yet referred to as Tsar. Mikhail Borisovich was still Grand Prince of Tver at this time.

5. Ordu - from T-Mong. 'ordu' originally meaning the mobile camp of the nomadic Tatar khāns and princes and their followers. The word has passed into English as horde, cf the Golden Horde. As the word horde has come to mean something rather different in English, the word ordu will be used in this text, both in its original meaning of a mobile camp, and, as on this occasion, in its wider meaning of all the territory and people under a certain khān.

6. Kazan' - see "Nikitin in the Khanates" p 141.

7. Knyaz' Yuriii - Prince Georgy Vasil'evich (1441-1473),
younger son of Grand Prince Vasily Vasil'evich Temny, who took part in the campaigns against Kazan and Novgorod in 1473-147

8. Vasilii Mamyrev: was appointed dyak (see note 9 below) to Ivan III and was one of the most learned men of his time in Russia. He was born in 1430 and died in 1490 and was buried at the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery near Zagorsk, where at least one copy of the Khozhenie was preserved (see section on "History of the texts"). He was apparently appointed dyak a few years before the merchants brought him Nikitin's notebooks and he was one of the men who managed the Grand Prince's Treasury. He had begun his court service at about the age of 23, when he had copied out church writings for Grand Prince Vasily Vasil'evich Temny. These bear witness to the fact that he was conversant with both the Greek language and Byzantine script and also with the Permian alphabet. Furthermore these documents were also delicately illustrated by him with headpieces and margins decorated with little fishes. His knowledge of Greek has led to speculation that he had spent some time in Athens in his youth and N.I. Prokofev goes so far as to suggest that he had visited the Near East. The presence of the copy of the Khozhenie in the monastery where he died is surely no coincidence.

9. Dyak - the dyak directed the external affairs of the Grand Principality of Moscow. Merchants played an important role in these affairs and they participated in most visits by envoys, either to or from Russia.

10. The passage between asterisks is not included in the Chronicle texts. It is in fact similar to the form of words used at the beginning of some Orthodox services. Such forms of words were sometimes introduced into secular literature.

11. More Derben'skoe, doriya Khvalit'skaa: both terms refer to the Caspian Sea on which Darband is situated. Doriya - from the Persian term daryā, meaning sea. This is the first of many Persian terms used by Nikitin.
Khvalit'skaa - this should read Khvalisskoe, from the Greek form Khvalisy, the name of an Orthodox bishopric. The whereabouts of Khvalisy are not certain but according to the Byzantine specialists Yu. A. Kulakovskiy and A.A. Vasi'ev, it was probably Khvaly at the mouth of the Volga. V.V. Bartold however suggested that the term means of Khorezm from the Arabic form Khvārezm and according to I.P. Petrushevsky this is now the accepted derivation.

12. **More Chernoe, doriya Stem'bol'skaa** - the Black Sea. The Sea was known under many names, the majority of which referred to Istambul under one of its various guises. The variation Istanbul and Stamboul are Turkish forms of the earlier Greek name "Eistimpolis".

13. **Svyatago spasa zlatoverkhago** - the Cathedral of Tver, dedicated to the Holy Saviour. Hence the Princes of Tver were known as the House of the Holy Saviour.

14. ** Gosudarya svoego** - the omission of this phrase in the Troitsky version and its allied versions is considered very important as it demonstrates the theory that they were copied and produced in a part of the country intent on pleasing the Muscovites and unwilling, therefore, to mention that Tver was at that time an independent principality.

15. **Mikhaila Borisovicha Tverskago** - Grand Prince of Tver from 1461 - 1485. See also the background notes pages 120-122.

16. **Ot Vladyky Genadiya** - Gennady was the Bishop of Tver.

17. **Boris Zakharich** - Boris Zakharich Borozdin was a military leader (voevod) in Tver and in 1447 he was sent with his brother to the aid of Vasily Vasil'evich of Moscow and earned the epithet of "the strong and mighty". He was a powerful political figure and the omission of his name in the Troitsky and related texts is another pointer to the Muscovite leanings of the scribe of those texts.

Boris Zakharich had three sons who were by descent boyars.
in both Tver and Moscow and were among the first members of the nobility of Tver to take service with Moscow where they became quite powerful.

At the time of Nikitin's departure he was obviously an important personage in the city of Tver and he may even have entrusted some goods to Nikitin.

18. **Monastery Kalyazin** - The Monastery dedicated to the Holy Trinity and the Holy Martyrs Boris and Gleb at Kalyazin. It was founded in 1459 by Makarius on the bank of the Volga opposite the city and is called the Makarevsky Monastery after its founder. A church stands there dedicated to Boris and Gleb, the sons of Vladimir Syvatoslavich, who were killed by their brother Svyatopolk in 1015 after the death of their father. They were counted among the saints as early as the 11th century and were very popular.

19. **U igumena ... u Makariya** - of the Abbot Makarius i.e. the founder of the Monastery.


22. **Kostroma** - see p. 134.

23. **Ko knyazyu Aleksandru, s ynoyu gramotoyu. I knyz veliki otpustil' mya vseya Rusi** - Troitsky version. **Ko knyazyu Oleksandru s' inoyu gramotoyu knyazya velikago i otpustil' mya.** - Chronicle versions.

Prince Aleksander appears to have been the local "vice-regent" of the Grand Prince of Muscovy in Kostroma. The interpretation of the rest of the passage is far from agreed. The crux of the matter is whether the "further Permit" was issued by the Grand Prince of Tver or the Grand Prince of Muscovy. This would be significant as it would indicate that the Grand Prince of Tver still retained sufficient political independence to issue permits which would be valid even outside his own domains.

Ya S. Luria points to this as a further instance of
the omission of references to Tver and its Grand Prince, which has been noted above. He takes the view that the Chronicle texts best reflect Nikitin's notes and that this is certainly a reference to Mikhail Borisovich of Tver and not to Ivan III Vasil'evich and that the phrase "of all the Russias" was added by the copyist of the Troitsky version.

If one accepts that the earlier references to Tver and its leaders in the Chronicle texts are authentic, then it seems reasonable to accept the Chronicle versions here also. One feels that some modern commentators are over enthusiastic in their acceptance of the Troitsky version because of a desire to depict Nikitin as a Russian patriot. A.I. Pashkova states that Nikitin felt himself to be a representative of the whole of Russia and other commentators make similar remarks. There can be no doubt, on reading the Khozhenie that Nikitin loved Russia but one cannot really doubt either that he felt great loyalty also to his home town of Tver.


26. K Mikhailu k Kiselevu k namestniku - According to Prokof'ev Mikhail Kiselev was the local ruler of Nizhni Novgorod under Ivan II Vasil'evich of Muscovy. The Russian term namestnik is translated as deputy or vice-regent and in this case there is no doubt that allegiance was owed to Muscovy. It is interesting to note however that the words k namestniku do not occur in the Etterov copy which may point to the reverse of the tendency referred to in the notes above.

27. Ivan Saraev - nothing more is known of him.

28. Hasan Beg was the envoy sent by Farrokh-Yasār to the court of Ivan III prior to 1466. Vasily Papin was sent to the court of the Shirvān - Shāh in answer to this embassy. A few years later, in 1475, the Venetian envoy to the court of Uzun Hasan of the Aq Qoyunlu (see background notes p. 157), Contarini mentioned another envoy from Ivan III, Marco Rosso,
who had been sent to the courts of Üzun Hasan and the Shirvān-Shāh, Farrokh-Yasār.

It is clear that Nikitin and other merchants intended to travel with the envoys, presumably seeking safety in numbers. Tver had had links with Central Asia for some years for, in 1445, Shāh-Rokh, the Timurid ruler of Khorāsān had sent an ambassador to the court of Grand Prince Boris Aleksandrovich of Tver.

29. The Troitsky text simply gives "and we passed through Kazan', the Orda, Uslan, Sarāi and Berekazany without hindrance". The Chronicle text is more ornate and it seems probable that the original version was not very clear here and that both versions reflect elements of the original. The present translation brings both versions together.

30. Uslan' - Uslan: see p. 142.

31. Sarai - Sarāi: see pp 142-143.

32. Berekazany: see p. 143.


34. Kaisym'soltan' - Sultan Qāsem, grandson of Khān Kuchuk Mohammad (1423-1460) of the Golden Horde. Qāsem became the first Khān of Ashtarkhān in about 1466.

35. Odnoryadka - a man's long, loose outer garment with wide sleeves and no collar rather like a caftan.

36. Az'tarkhan, Khaz'torokhan' - Russian - Astrakhan; Persian - Ashtarkhān: see p. 143. Throughout the text of the Khozhenie and the historical background notes the town will be referred to by its Persian name as the area was not at that time under Russian control.

37. Tsar' - According to J. Fennell the term 'tsar" was only used at this period for the Tatar king to whom Muscovy
paid tribute.

38. Kach'na, ne begaite - Kach'na - a Turkic word meaning Don't run. This is the first of many such foreign words used in the text.


40. Yez, yaz: a fish-trap consisting of bundles of brushwood covered in earth. Many similar traps are in use today.

41. Derben't - Darband: see p. 148.

42. Teziki - Taziki or Tājiki. The term was apparently used in Persian sources not only for the Central Asian Tājik, i.e. non-Turkish people, but also for Iranian people in general. In Russia and the Volga lands it was used to describe merchants from Central Asia or Iran.

43. Furstov'ina - a storm at sea from Italian fortuna (storm) from Latin fortuna = fate. The word occurs with this meaning in Modern Greek and furtov'ina = storm in Ukrainian. This word, together with other Italian, Old French and Greek words, was part of a Mediterranean "Lingua Franca" which developed during the period of the Crusades and spread as far as India. This no doubt spread to the Black Sea trading ports of the Venetians and Genoese and it may have been there that Nikitin became familiar with it on previous trading expeditions.

44. Tarkhi: see p. 149.

45. Kaitaki = inhabitants of the province and principality of Qaytāq in W. Dəghestān, North West of Darband (see also background notes p. 147).

46. Bulat-Beg. We had no information about his identity but he may well have been a local Amir. The title may well have been Pulād Beg (P. pulād = steel).
47. Versions T & U have skoro da i.e. swiftly here. Versions A & E have skorokhoda i.e. a foot messenger which seems probable.

48. Alii 'beg kaitacheskii knyaz' - Khalil Beg, prince of the Qaytaqs: see p. 147.

49. Here Nikitin uses two synonymous words for the "camps" of a local ruler or amir. The word orda is from the Turko-Mongolian ordu while koitul comes from the Turkic. The term koitul occurs in the writings of Abd or Razzåq and other authors. The term orda was of course familiar to Russians in the 15th century as it was used for the moveable camps of the Tatar Khân from which usage is derived the English term horde as in the Golden Horde.
(For more information on the Shirvân - Shâh and his orda see background notes pp 146 & 150).

50. Shamakheya - Shamâkhi: see p. 149.

51. Baku - see p. 149.

52. Chebokar: see p. 158.

53. Sara - Sâri: see p. 159.

54. Mazandaran'skaya zemlya - the land of Mâzandarân: see p. 159.

55. Amil' - Æmol: see p. 159.


57. Rei, Drei - Rayy: see pp 160 - 162.

58. Tu ubili Shausenya Aleevykh detei - there they killed the children of Shâh Hosayn Ali: see pp 161 - 162.

59. At this point in the U version there has been added the
phrase "and thus the heathen act in their sorcery." This however seems unlikely to have appeared in the original and is much more in keeping with the "hard line approach" to religious matters - see section on "The history of the text" pp 23 - 24.

60. Kashen' - Kāshān: see pp 162 - 163.

61. Nain - Nā'in: see p. 163.


63. Syrchan - Sirjān: see p. 164.

64. Tarom, Torom - Tārom: see pp 164 - 165.

65. Altyv - this was an old Russian coin worth 3 copecks.

66. Batman - an old Iranian measure of weight, varying from place to place from 3 kilos upwards.

67. Lar - Lār: see p. 165.

68. Bender' - Bandar: see p. 166.


70. Par'seiskym yazykom - the Parsi or Farsi language, i.e. Persian. It is apparent from the phrases which Nikitin introduces that he had a reasonable command of this language.

71. Milya - this was a term from the Latin languages which had entered both the Arabian and Persian tongues as mil, meaning a long or nautical mile. Arab and Persian geographers took 1 farsang to equal 4 nautical miles or 6⁵⁄₈ - 8 kilometres. One milya was therefore approximately 1⁷⁄₈ km. This is a relatively rare use by Nikitin of an actual measurement of distance. Nikitin's estimate of the distance between the old port on the coast and New Hormoz on an island is at variance
with those of Odoric and Ebn Battuta.

72. **Velik den** - Easter. It is Nikitin's habit, in common with many of his contemporaries, to record the passing of time by the great church festivals. It should be noted that the Chronicle versions of the text call this the "First Great Day" - namely the first Easter en route, but this is not correct.

73. **Radonitsa** - this term is used for the week after Easter in the Chronicle versions of the text, whilst the Troitsky and Undolsky versions call it St. Thomas' week. This is a point in which the Chronicle versions probably follow Nikitin's own less formal usage whilst the Troitsky and Undolsky have been "tidied up" by monkish scribes.

74. **Tava** - According to Minaev a tava or dabba was a boat plying off the Mahrāthi coast but it is also possible that the term was much more widely used in the languages of Western Asia and the Mediterranean.

75. **Moshkat** - Masqat: see p. 168.

76. **Dega** - see p. 187.

77. **Kuzryat, Kuzhzryat, Kuch'ryat** - Gojarāt: see p. 186.

78. **Kanbat, Konbat** - Cambay: see pp 187 - 188.

79. **Tut sya rodit'kraska dalek**. This phrase has given rise to much discussion as to its correct interpretation. Yu. N. Zavadovsky \(^8\) seems to have produced the most satisfactory solution, which was adopted by Petrushevsky in his notes on the 1958 Academy edition. He suggests that *Lek* is *lac*, the product of the Coccus lacca. This material was mentioned by Nicoló de'Conti as available in Calicut. It corresponds to the modern *shellac* used in the preparation of lacquers and polishes which is obtained from insects in the Coccidae or scale insect group which feed on trees of the Acacia family and produce a scaly covering of amber-like material which is
the basis of shellac.

One is therefore left with the problem of the term kraska which in Russian normally means simply dye or colour. However, on a later occasion Nikitin refers to kraska nil, nil being the Persian and Sanskrit word for indigo, and therefore the editors of the 1958 Academy edition have assumed that he either had indigo clearly in mind here or that the word nil was dropped from the original copy of the notebooks by mistake. Indigo was one of the main export products of India at that time.

80. Chivil', Chyuvil' - Chaul: see p. 188.

81. Here the Undolsky version gives with horses but this seems to be an erroneous echo of the first mention of the tava.

82. The text makes no mention of women, as such, but the subsequent details make it clear that Nikitin had women in mind.

83. Muzhiki i zhonki - this in the Chronicle texts while T & U give muzhi i zheni. The former probably reflects Nikitin's own vernacular and possibly expresses some of his attitude to the Indian natives.

84. Fota - Pers. Ar. futa, and futa or dhoti, a strip of material wound round the naked loins. Also a light material from which Moslem turbans were made. The word entered the Russian language with the meaning shawl or veil.

85. Guzno - thus in the Chronicle versions whilst the T & U versions use the term bedro. The former may be translated as arse or bottom etc. whilst the latter means thighs or hips. Here again the Chronicle version is probably closer to Nikitin's vernacular.

86. Boyare - Nikitin uses the Russian term for the nobles of the Indian court.

87. Bolkaty - this term has been the subject of much
discussion but the latest dictionary of Old Russian states firmly that at this period it meant dark-skinned.


89. *Pali*: see p. 189.

90. Chronicle versions here give to *indeiskie gorody* but T & U give *do indeiskiya gory* i.e. to the Indian mountains (which might mean the Western Ghats). Commentators are divided as to which is the correct phrase, but as the phrase *to est'gorod Indeiskyi* occurs in all versions after the next comment, it seems likely that towns rather than mountains are meant here.

91. *Umri* - Umra: see p. 189.


93. T & U give 6 days.

94. *Asat'khan Chyuner' skyya indeiskyya* - Khān Asad of Indian Jonnar: a local governor and actually a vassal of Mohammad Shāh III, the ruler of the Bahmani kingdom. Nikitin comes close to the truth when he calls him a "vassal of the Malek ot-Tojjār" (Mahmud Gāwān - see below) for the latter did indeed wield much of the real power in the state. (see pp 185-186).

95. *Meliktuchar* - Malek ot-Tojjār: this title means Prince of the Merchants and was bestowed on Hājji Mahmud Gāwān, a vizier and high ranking courtier at the Bahmani court. see pp 185 - 186.

96. *Tma* - from Mongol tumān; this word entered many Turkic languages with the meaning multitude, ten thousand, or thousand. As tumān it entered Persian and Arabic tongues, and after the Mongol conquest it had a variety of well-established meanings. 1) 10,000 (i.e. men, dinars), 2) a 10,000 strong unit of the army, 3) a military or
administrative district (or nomadic tribe) nominally able to supply 10,000 warriors, 4) a district of 100 villages (in Central Asia only). It is of course impossible to say which was Nikitin's meaning but it is clear that the Khan was a powerful ruler.

97. Kafary, Kofary - the term comes from the Arabic käfer and originally meant ungrateful (i.e. to God for his revelation of the Qur'ān). Later it meant unbeliever and it is in this sense which it is used here for the independent Hindu states which had been fighting the Moslems for many years.

98. Khorazanisti - Khorāsānians - in this context Moslems of the governing class, probably of Turkic - Persian stock, and not just from the region of Khorāsān.


100. Oraban'skaya, Orapskaya zemlya - Arabia: see p. 169.


102. Chegotan'skaya zemlya - Chaghatai: see p. 169.

103. A privozyat vse - whilst the translation they are all brought by sea tends to make this sound like a slave trade, this was probably not the case. Most of this group seems to have consisted of mercenaries, courtiers and professional men.

104. Zima - by winter Nikitin here means the monsoon period in India, which lasts from June to October and is accompanied by very heavy rainfall. According to Sreznevsky the Feast of the Trinity fell on 21st May.

105. Tuturgan - one of the words which give rise to much speculation. However, S.E. Malov ⁹ deals fully with the problem and Petrushevsky seems to accept his theory in his notes on the 1958 Academy edition. Malov points out that the word tuturkan meaning rice was used by Mahmud Kāshgharī in the 11th century and occurs in the Codex Comanicus (of the
Polovtsian language) in the 13th and 14th centuries, whilst tuturgan and tutuga both mean *rice* in Mongolian languages.

106. **Nogut** - from Persian *nokhod* = *peas*.

107. **Vino zhe u nikh' chinyat v' velikykh oresekh kozi gundustan'skaa.** This phrase has given rise to some speculation. Minaev, the Academy edition of 1948 and R.H. Major all take it to mean that the wine is prepared in large wine skins (probably goat skins), basing this on the word in Gojarati meaning a fleecy skin. Yu. N. Zavadovsky points out that a more logical explanation is that kozi gundustan'skaa comes from the Persian words Jowze hindi meaning *Indian nuts* and that the phrase therefore means "They prepare wine in the large nuts of the coco-palm". He further points out that there is nothing unusual about the use of these shells as vessels or crockery.

108. **a bragu chinyat' v tatnu - braga** in Russian is a home brewed beer, and in this context probably any alcoholic drink. The meaning of *tatna* is less certain, some authorities believing it refers to a vessel and others to an intoxicating beverage. The most likely derivation seems to be from tari or tadi, now usually known as *toddy*, a drink prepared from the bark of the palmyra palm.

109. **Kichiris'** - this is surely a variation of that old favourite kedgereee (from Indian Khechri), but in a less elaborate version of the dish than that which graced the tables of the British Raj. The main ingredients of kedgereee or kitcheri are rice, lentils, butter and spices. Both Marco Polo and 'Abd or-Razzaq say that in India it was customarily fed to horses.

110. **Sheshni** - cooked rice cakes.

111. **Shitel** - Turkic *a silver coin*.

112. The first passage in "basic Islamic" and one which has caused obvious embarrassment among the commentators on and translators of the Khozhenie, most of whom have preferred to
ignore it. The translation here is based on the Modern Russian translation in the 1958 Academy edition.

113. **Boyare** - Nikitin uses the familiar Russian word to describe the Indian upper or courtier class, though in fact these lords were not identical in role to the Russian Boyars.

114. **Kaftan** - a long coat similar to that worn in many parts of the Middle East to this day.

115. **Olo, olo, abr' olo ak, olo kerim, olo ragym** - Arabic **Allah, Allah akbar, Allah Hakk, Allah kerim, Allah rahim** - O God, God the Most Great, God the Truth, God the Generous, God the Merciful. A typical Moslem prayer.

116. **V Makhmet deni** from Ar-T Mohammad-dini = the Mohammadan faith i.e. Islam. According to Islamic law, infidels of the possessors of scripture category (i.e. Christians) had freedom of worship and constant protection of the law only if they were subjects of a Moslem government and paid the poll tax levied on infidels. **Mosta'mens**, i.e. infidels from "Kafer lands" living in Moslem lands, whether for trade or other reasons, were protected by law for one year, after which they either had to leave, accept Islam, or become a "Zimmi", otherwise they were liable to be made into slaves. It is possible that the Khan tried to secure Nikitin's conversion on this ground. However, in practice this law was often not observed.

117. **Spasov den** - The Feast of Our Saviour - R.H. Major gives it as 18th August. This was a particularly important festival in Nikitin's home town of Tver where the main Church was the "Spas Zlatoverkai".

118. **B Gospozhino goveino** - thus in the Chronicle versions **Our Lady's Feast**, a more colloquial version that T & U V Goveino Uspenii - the Feast of the Assumption.

119. **Khozyaiochi Makhmet** - The Academy edition of 1948 gives 2 possible derivations for Makhmet's (Mohammad's) title -
1) from the Arabic word for treasurer - khāzen (used also in Persian and Turkish). 2) from the Persian Khōja' or khwāja = 'elder, gentleman or high official', (according to Petrushevsky applied in the 15th century to an official, religious leader or an important merchant). The Russian word khozyain (boss) came from this root. This also seems the most likely derivation.

120. The identity of these pirates remains a mystery. The Academy edition identifies them as Hindus in which case they may have been descendants of the pirates of Gojarāt mentioned by Marco Polo, but presumably driven further south by this time to the coast of Vijayanagar. They might, however, have come from the African coast - Marco Polo mentions the importance of Socotra as a clearing house for stolen goods.

121. Ni Makhmetya ne znayut' - these words occur in versions A and E.

122. T/U Uspenie Prechistye - A/E/S Ospozhine den' - The Feast of the Assumption. Here again the Chronicle texts give the more colloquial version of the name of the Feast Day which is probably the original. The more literary form may well have been substituted by some monastic copyist. The date of the Feast is August 15th. By this time the worst of the monsoon weather would be over.


125. Kel'berg, Kelyberg, Kel'berkh - Golbargā: see p. 192.

126. E. Promezhu tekh velikikh gradov mnogo gorodov - It seems possible that this distinction which occurs in the E/S texts between gradov and gorodov was Nikitin's original and made a distinction between large and small towns.

127. Kov = kos, a measurement of length in the Indian languages varying in different parts of India from 6.5 km to 15 km. For
Nikitin the average length seems to have been 10 versts.

128. This phrase occurs only in the T/U versions and it seems quite possible that it may be an erroneous repetition by some scribe.

129. Kamka from Persian kamkhā or kimkha - an embroidered golden silk brocade well known in Russia.

130. Minaev points out that these swift foot-soldiers were probably members of the brave Aryan race of the Mahrattas, as this region was on the border of the area occupied by the Dravidian race. He points out that it is still possible to discern the brave and swift step of this warlike tribe despite their present poverty.

131. Kentar - Ar. Qentār (from Latin centarium) - a measure of weight, differing from place to place from 50 kg. upwards, usually about 100 kg.

132. Gorodok - the Russian word used by Nikitin means literally citadel, fortress, turret and in this context describes, no doubt, the howdah.

133. Pushki - this is a fairly early reference to firearms in the Russian language (first referred to in 1376 at the siege of Bolghar). At this time there was a famous cannon foundry at Nikitin's home city of Tver.

134. Shikhb Aludin - Shaykh 'Alā od-Din: see pp 181 - 182.


137. Gukuk - This is probably the Indian Great Horned Owl or possibly the Brown Fish Owl. According to Salim Ali the former (Bubo bubo) is called in Hindi Ghughu. It is described as mainly nocturnal and distributed throughout India. Its call
is a deep solemn, resounding "bu-bo" (with the second syllable much prolonged, not loud but with a curiously penetrating quality). The latter (Ketupa Zeylonensis - Hindi: Amrai-ka-ghughu) is said to have a deep, hollow, moaning call "boom-o-boom" with a peculiar eerie and ventriloquistic quality uttered at sundown, on leaving the daytime retreat and during the night and early morning.

Yu.N. Zavadovsky identifies the Gukuk as the Eagle Owl, and points out that it is still regarded as a bird of ill-omen in India. Owls of course have been regarded thus in many countries, including Britain. S.A. Zenkovsky's comment "This is one of the rare instances when Nikitin relates local fantastic stories" seems rather scathing - indeed in view of the impression made on Salim Ali, a modern ornithologist, by the cries of these birds it seems hardly surprising that they give rise to strange superstitions. Harder to understand is the legend of the bird spitting fire when attacked but it may have arisen from the bright glow given by a owl's eyes when caught in a light.

Whilst Nikitin's accounts of owls and monkey legends (see below) may seem like fantastic stories, they are really quite mild examples of the kind of superstition which was widespread and common in the Middle Ages and still exists today both in the Western world and in many of the less developed countries.

138. Mamon - Few passages in the Khozhenie cause such extreme disagreement between commentators as this. The word mamony is variously translated as wild cat, monkey and snake. The earliest authority at our disposal, R.H. Major in his translation of 1857, gives wild cats without further comment. Sreznevsky interprets the word as monkeys quoting various Western names showing some similarity. However he also quotes Varthema who refers to gatti maimoni - which is to say Maimon cats. This immediately introduces an element of doubt and Sreznevsky expands on this. Minaev refers to this passage but points out that Nikitin himself draws a distinction between the mamon and the monkeys which he calls obez'yany. He believes the word to be derived from the Hindi mamun meaning a snake and suggests that these are the same snakes referred to by Nikitin later.
I.P. Petrushevsky in his note in the Academy edition of 1958 reviews the various suggestions and appears to lean towards the suggestion that it does mean a wild cat, descended from Mongolian manul and referring to Felis Manul, the steppe cat.

Probably the most thorough examination of the question is given by S.E. Malov in his article "Tyurkizmy v starorusskom yazyke", referring to the 1948 Academy edition. In that edition the word was said to be either monkey (from the Arabic - maymūn) or snake (from the Hindi), with a reference to the translation wild cats in Major's English version, with the comment that this was an entirely baseless reading. Malov, however, thinks this is the correct translation. He says that the wild steppe cat of Middle and Central Asia is called Felis Manul. This was said to come from the Kazakh word mangyl meaning swift, an explanation not accepted by Malov.

Vitashevskaya appears to ignore the whole question and offers no explanation. Zenkovsky in the 1974 edition of Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales gives the translation snakes without any explanation.

Whilst all these authorities argue about the meaning of this word it does seem worthwhile looking at this sentence from a naturalist's point of view and seeing which animal's behaviour is most likely to fit in with Nikitin's phrase. Monkeys are not particularly nocturnal in their habits nor is the catching of birds one of their usual traits. Snakes certainly are nocturnal and some do eat birds but the description does seem to fit the members of the cat family better than any other creature.

Another traveller to India also seems to have been somewhat bemused by the wild life. Marco Polo wrote:

"There are beasts of various sorts, notably monkeys, some of them of such distinct appearance that you might take them for men. There are also apes called "Paul Cats", so peculiar that they are a real marvel. Lions, leopards and lynxes abound."

139. Most commentators on the Khozhenie have taken this account of the monkey kingdom to be nothing more than a "tall
tale" or at best to be based on some Indian myth cycle and indeed it clearly has elements of both in it. It is, however, interesting to note that these very fables are based on hundreds of years of close contact between the natives and the monkey tribes and of observations by the former of the latter. It is now recognised that many species of monkeys do live in large social groups with a leader, frequently an old dominant male which might well appear to be a king. Tribes of monkeys have also been known to turn savage and wreck property. It is also recognised that apes at least have a type of vocabulary of sounds and gestures by which they can communicate with each other and this may extend to monkeys. Nikitin's account of the abandoning of young which do not resemble their parents (i.e. probably malformed or albino) is entirely consistent with recognised behaviour patterns throughout the animal kingdom. He mentions that these young were often left by the roadside, which seems at first sight to be unlikely but one explanation would be that they were not abandoned anywhere in particular but only those left near the roadside were found.

Studies of various species of monkeys contained in *Primate Behaviour - Field Studies of Monkeys and Apes* reveal some interesting facts about the behaviour of different Indian monkeys, especially the rhesus monkey and the macaque. These animals live in very close proximity to mankind, often actually in the towns and villages and very commonly along the roadsides, and the Indians would therefore be thoroughly familiar with their behaviour. In fact, it is clear that the story repeated by Nikitin is typical of the folk and fairy stories which are based on facts. I.P. Petrushevsky considers that this story is based on the Hindu myth of Sugrif, Prince of the Monkeys, and Hanuman, who were linked to the legend of Prince Rama. This legend may well have been known to Nikitin. Vodovozov points out that monkeys are held to be sacred in various parts of India including Benares, where there is a temple dedicated to them. The facts are, nevertheless, striking and probably also form part of the basis of this legend.
140. Bazy mikanet (T) Kazy mikkanet (E) bezymikanet (S) - The most thorough examination of this phrase was made by Yu N. Zavadovsky. This article was published following the appearance of the 1948 Academy edition and, whilst he agreed that the phrase was derived from the Persian bāzi mikuned he disagreed with the suggestion that it meant simply to play a game. He pointed out that the Persian phrase meant a complete gymnastic performance like that of an acrobat or rope dancer and that it was the tricks of the gymnast and the juggler which monkeys were (and are) taught to imitate. Zavadovsky suggested that the Persian phrase was used as there was no Russian equivalent.

141. See Note 136 - Spring here obviously means the beginning of the dry season and the start of the second harvest.

142. In fact Bidar was the capital of the Bahmani kingdom and not of the whole of Moslem India - see background notes pp 182-184.

143. Saltan velik 20 let (T) a saltan' nevelik', 20 let' (E) - the Sultan referred to is Mohammad-Shāh III of the Bahmani dynasty - see notes on Indian background pp 184-185. In point of fact he was only 16 years old in 1471 and so Nikitin's estimate of his age is incorrect.

144. Melikkhana - Kharatkhan - Malek Khān, Kharat (sic) Khān: - war lords of Mohammad - Shāh III of the Bahmani dynasty, the latter name appears to derive from the Persian name Farhād. According to Minaev he was a tarafdār or district governor in the Deccan. Malek Khān may be a reference to Malek ot-Tojjār (q.v.).

144. da:blyadei stb, a vse gauryky - (1) the S version bowdlerises the word blyadei to hł4--. It is certainly the version most concerned with propriety. (2) Minaev gives the origin of the word gauryky as Sanskrit gaurika = a young girl, or court favourite, from gauri = golden - white referring to the colour of the skin. Houri was also the Qor'ānic term for a nymph of the Moslem paradise and was by extension the name
for a beautiful and attractive woman. Minaev points out that the number of concubines in the train or harem of a Sultan was regarded as a status symbol. In Vijayanagar the ruler was said to have 700 concubines each with separate quarters.

146. Garib: from Arabic gharib = foreigner; someone from another country.

147. Ne puskayut' v' grad'- it is somewhat unclear whether this means barred from entering into the town or into the citadel. The modern Russian translations in the Academy editions both prefer into the town, while Major prefers into the palace. As the words clearly state into the town this has been used here. Logically, however, it seems probable that Nikitin meant into the citadel as he, a foreigner, was in the town.

148. Sudye roznye - The Academy edition translation and Zenkovsky give sundry vessels but Major gives several courts of justice are within the building. Minaev also considers that this refers to courts of law, and this seems entirely in keeping with Indian usage besides being a more probable reason for Nikitin's comment.

149. Cheloveci kutobalov - the armed slaves of the military governor of the city. The word comes from the Persian Kotwāl (commander or guard of a castle). According to Minaev it was his duty to observe the life of the city as well as to guard it and send out the nightly patrols.

150. Futun, futa, funa - according to Minaev the word comes from the Tamil panam or fanam - a south Indian coin of various values in different places made of either gold or silver.

15. Sazheni - the sagene is a unit of length of approximately 2.134 metres and so the snake measures approximately 14 feet.

152. Filipov zagovene - This fast, in the Orthodox Calendar, begins on 14th November (the Feast of the Apostle Philip) and
ends on 24th December and is therefore equivalent to Advent.

153. Isayadenieni - from the Arabo-Persian compound word Isā din meaning of the faith of Jesus and therefore Christian.

154. Khozya Isuf Khorasani = Hajji Yusof the Khorāsānian: Nikitin's adoption of the term Khorāsānian as his nisba (the name indicating his place of birth or permanent residence) indicates that there may have been quite close commercial links between him and other Khorāsānian merchants. A further indication of this is the intervention of "Hajji Mohammed the Khorāsānian" on his behalf in Jonnar. However it is clear that the term was used to mean a foreign Moslem and in this context may simply have indicated a foreign non-Hindu.

155. Manaz - from Persian namāz, the obligatory Moslem prayers called in Arabic salāt. These prayers must be performed 5 times a day in Arabic in a prescribed form and if possible in a mosque. The namāz can be contrasted to the Arabic monājāt, i.e. voluntary prayers which may be performed at any time, in any place or language. Nikitin, however, uses the term to mean any prayer in general and thereby shows that his understanding of the customs he describes is not always complete.

156. But - this is a word used in Persia derived from the word Buddha, for Hindu deities and idols, not a statue of Buddha, as Buddhism had by then been forced out of India. In India at that time it meant a Hindu idol.


160. Venets - the word means a wreath but in this context probably means a frieze.

161. There is a contradiction here between the texts - T & U
both stating that the women shave and the Chronicle texts stating that they do not. The shaving of hair was the beginning of one of the ritual Hindu cleansing ceremonies, though it was not considered necessary for rulers, their sons, or Brahmins; women were considered to be outside this rule and they only needed to bind up their hair and not shave it. It therefore seems likely that the Chronicle version is the correct one.

162. Sheshkeni - the sheshkani (Persian) was a small silver coin. According to Minaev it was equal to 6 kani and there were 64 kani in a tanka.

163. The phrase following is in Nikitin's "basic Islamic" and appears to cause its translators some problems as to the numbers involved. The term lek - (lakh) used by Nikitin means 100,000. Nikitin appears to mean an innumerable multitude.

164. Tsar - Nikitin uses the familiar term for a ruler but this was not yet the official title of the ruler of Russia. (see note 37).

165. The equestrian statue of Emperor Justinian I of the Byzantine Empire (527-565) must have been a very impressive sight. It was described in the works of two Russian pilgrims, Stephan of Novgorod (1350) and the monk Zosima (1420) and also by Clavijo (1404). Stephan of Novgorod mentions that "his right hand (is) extended violently towards the Saracen lands, towards Jerusalem", and it is this position of the hand which leads to the comparison with the statue at Parvata. By the time the Osmanli Turks took Constantinople in 1453, the statue had disappeared. Since nothing is known of Nikitin's age, it is just possible that he saw the statue for himself on a visit to the city. Otherwise it indicates that he was quite well read.

166. Tsargrad = Byzantium, later Constantinople and today Istanbul.

167. Guzno - here the Troitsky copyist has failed to amend
the text to the more discreet bedro as in other places.

168. This phrase varies from version to version - this is a translation of the Archive text but the Troitsky version reads "the banquets were of pork". In any case it seems to be in contradiction to the earlier statement "some will eat lamb or fowls or fish or eggs, but no creed will eat beef". These must have been jottings in Nikitin's original text which have been changed and possibly repeated in copying. Only certain Hindu sects were actually strictly vegetarian.

169. Syta - the name of any kind of intoxicating drink but usually mead.

170. Brynets - rice, from the Persian berenj. Minaev suggests that it might also have meant millet. He also states that berenj was a dish made of rice with sugar and spices and cooked either with or without milk.

171. Kichiri - see note 39 for the feeding of kedgeree to horses. According to various sources it seems to have been fed to elephants and horses as well as humans!

172. Kasha - the word in Russian means a kind of gruel or porridge and hence presumably a preparation of rice or pulses.

173. According to Minaev it was the father's duty to choose a lucky name for both sons and daughters. It was also the custom for the father to receive the newborn child, say a prayer for it and give it its first meal.

174. o velikom zagoveine - both Zenkovsky and Major translate this as Lent but Minaev suggests that it is actually the festival of Sivaratri which was held annually in March. This is, of course, also the approximate time for Lent.

175. Nikitin's comparison of Parvata to Mecca and Jerusalem is interesting. The pilgrimage to Mecca is a religious duty for all Moslems except paupers, cripples and women and, as such,
every devout Moslem tries to fulfil it. In Nikitin's day Jerusalem was a place of pilgrimage for the whole Christian world including Russian Orthodox Christians.

176. **Yakhont** - from Arabic *yāqūt* Gk *hyacinth*. According to the Academy edition note, this term was generally used in the Moslem East and in medieval Russia to indicate the sapphire (the blue yakhont) though it could also mean the ruby (or red yakhont). Nikitin displays a great interest in precious stones, and it has been suggested (by the Czech Indologist, V. Lesny, in particular) that the jewel trade was his field. However there seems no special reason to suppose that he was keener on jewels than on spices or perhaps rich fabrics.

177. **Ollo'ak** - one of Nikitin's "basic Islamic" phrases meaning God's truth probably used to express believe me.

178. **A te voly ach'che zovut** - the term *ach'che* comes from one of the Dravidian languages. In the Malayalan Dravidian tongue *achcha* = mother while *achchkkkan* = father, while in the Kanara Dravidian language *adzdzza* = father. In view of the following phrase Nikitin obviously means father here. The cult of bulls and cows as sacred and inviolable beasts is one of the oldest and most durable characteristics of Brahminism.

179. **T- edinozhdy** - A & E - odnova - another example of the tidying up of the Troitsky edition.

180. This passage from "they consider women" to "both good and black" is in Nikitin's "basic Islamic" presumably for the sake of delicacy. It would no doubt have been understandable to other merchants to whom this information would have been valuable. For presumably the same reason Major leaves it in the original, while Zenkovsky omits it completely.

181. **Kul** - Turkic *qol* = a slave.

182. **KaraVash** - Turkic a female slave. There were vast
numbers of cheap slaves in Moslem India due to the large numbers of prisoners taken during campaigns against the non-Moslem areas of the country.

183. **Ulubagr, Ulubagram** - a distortion of the Turkic **ulugh Bayram** - the Great Festival. This was the Feast of the Sacrifice, namely of Abraham's intended sacrifice of his son Esma'il (Ishmael according to the Qor'an; Isaac according to the Old Testament), to God. This is one of the two principal Moslem holy days.

184. **Velik Den' (Voskreseniya Khristova)** - Easter according to the Christian calendar. Henceforth "the Great Day(s)" will be referred to as Easter.

185. Wednesdays and Fridays were fast days for devout Christians.

186. **Tangrydan' - tangry** = God in various Turkic languages.

187. This prayer is written in Nikitin's "basic Islamic".

188. **Ollo khudo - Khoda** = God in Persian and is synonymous with the Arabic 'Allāh. Nikitin's use of various terms for God and the style of his prayer indicates his tolerance of different religions and possibly even his belief that there is only one God for Christians and Moslems and other religions.


190. In the following section Nikitin gives information about places which he did not actually visit - the information was presumably gleaned from other merchants and would be of use to later travellers. Notes concerning most of these places can be found in the background section. **Dabylo - Dabol; see pp 193-194.**


192. **Silyan** - Ceylon: see pp 195-196.
193. Shibait, Shabait, Shaibat, Shibat, Shabot, Sibat. Shabaitskoe pristanische - Shabait: it is unclear to which country exactly Nikitin was referring. One suggestion is that it is the island of Shabazpur in the delta of the Ganges. The two most probable suggestions however are that it was the island of Java (called Jába or Jābat in Arabic) or that it was the land known as Champa to early European travellers, Sauf to the Arabs and Sana-fr-Tszi to the Chinese, which was situated in Indo-China, possibly in Annan.

194. Peygu - Pegu: see p. 196.


197. Tamga = tamgha - a tax on industry and trade or a duty on goods. The word comes from the Mongol-Turkic languages and was used in the Near East from the 13th century.

198. Alacha - Petrushevsky explains this as a Persian fabric of twisted silk and cotton thread. Minaev quotes Sreznevsky and calls it Bokhārā cloth again made of a mixture of cotton and silk. The word may come from allāqa = braid or decoration.

199. Pestred' - according to Minaev a cloth of mixed coloured thread similar to taffeta.

200. Kan'dak or Kandyak - according to Petrushevsky the term was used in Russian for a printed cotton fabric. The word may derive from the Persian gundagi and Arabic kundakiya meaning a rough woolen cloth as suggested by Zavadovskiy or from Tamil kindan a kind of cotton cloth as suggested by Minaev but the exact meaning cannot be resolved. Zenkovsky in his modern translation calls it coarse cloth and little more can be said about it.

201. Lek - see note 79. Lac was mentioned by both Nicoló de' Conti and Varthema as an export of Cambay.
202. **Akhyk** - *cornelian* from the Arabic *aqiq*. Red cornelian was exported in large quantities from Cambay.

203. **Lon** = this word has been the subject of considerable speculation. Petrushevsky (Academy edition p. 229) says that Sreznevsky suggests it comes from *Lanha* (coconut) and Minaev that it is from the Sanskrit *Lavana* (salt). The exploitation and export of lake salt from Cambay was known from early times. Zavadovsky, however, suggests that the word comes from the Urdu *Jung* meaning *cloves* - the flower of *Caryophyllus aromaticus* - a spice long exported from India. In support of this contention he points out that Nikitin refers elsewhere to the coconut as *kozi gundustan'sky* and it seems more likely that he would be interested in an exotic spice than in common garden salt. On the other hand cloves were already known as *gvozniki* in Russia at this period and indeed Nikitin uses this term elsewhere. Petrushevsky makes a further suggestion that the word derives from Arabic *lawn* (colour or dye) and would therefore mean dye. The problem will probably never be fully resolved but the meaning *cloves* has been preferred here.

204. **Misyur (T), Myar (A)** - from the Arabic *Mesr* which means variously Egypt or its capital Cairo.

205. **Negostan** - The note to the Academy edition of 1948 suggested that this was either a distortion or an incorrect reading of *Ispogan* i.e. Esfahān but Zavadovsky points out that it more probably refers to Mughestān, a Persian word used by Ebn Battūta for Hormoz, or, more properly, for Old Hormoz. The fact that this was a port famous for the export of horses makes it even more probable. Mughestān means literally *Land of the Magians*.

206. **Kestyak (Kostyak)** - possibly from the Persian *kashti* meaning a ship.

207. **Zen 'zebil'** - the word derives through Arabic *zanjabil* from the Latin *zenzebris* and means ginger (*Zingiber officinalis*).
208. da tsvet, da moshkat - moshkat = nutmeg, the name being derived perhaps from the place name Masqat, through which it was imported. The complete phrase may however refer to mace, the aromatic outer husk of the nutmeg, which resembles a flower.

209. Kalafur - it is unclear which spice is meant here, but cinnamon is generally given.

210. Gvozniky - cloves: see note 203.

211. Pryanoe koren'e = spices.

212. Adryak - according to Academy edition note no. 183, from Persian Adrak - a kind of ginger. It may come from Persian teryâk which entered the English Language as theria meaning literally an antidote but also used as a euphemism for opium.

213. Da kul, da karavash' nis'yar' khub' siya - An example of Nikitin's basic Islamic writing. Kul from the Turkic, means a male slave and karavash in Turkic means a female slave (see note 182). Pis'yar'khub is a distortion of the Persian besyār khob = very good. Siya is from Persian siyāh = black (the final h sound is almost silent). The whole phrase indicates that a trade in dark-skinned slaves, who were probably of Dravidian origin, was carried on in Calicut.

214. Cherv'tse - rubies or garnets, red precious stones.

215. Fatsy - Petrushevsky says these are precious stones mainly used for buttons. Zenkovsky 26 translates this as rock crystal.

216. Baboguri - from Persian bābāquri = white agate.

217. Binchai - the meaning is unclear. Sreznevsky and Minaev suggest it is the resin of the tree Styrax benzoin;
it may also be a distortion of the Persian banafsha meaning literally violet and hence a garnet. Zenkovsky 27 gives amber.

218. Sumbada, sumbala - from Persian sunbāda - ruby, corundum powder used for the polishing of diamonds. Several early travellers record this practice. Sreznevsky and Minaev state that emery powder, made of corundum with additions such as quartz was used for the same purpose.

219. Da slony rodyatsya, da prodayut 'v lokot', da devyakushi prodayut v ves' - This phrase has given rise to much speculation, however it seems probable that the explanation put forward by Yu. N. Zavadovsky 28 is the correct one. He suggests that the words elephants and ostriches are figures of speech and that Nikitin actually uses them to mean ivory and ostrich feathers. It then becomes quite logical that the ivory would be sold by units of length and the ostrich feathers by weight. Note 194 to the Academy edition does point out that Cosmos Indicopleustes mentions the habit of selling elephants by length in Ceylon but he was probably using the same figure of speech.

Zavadovsky points out that in this connection the word rodyatsya is presumably used in the sense of nakhodyatsya (are to be found).

The term devya-kushi is not entirely clear but appears to come from the Turkic devekush meaning an ostrich and most commentators agree with this. Minaev however suggests that as ostriches are not found in Ceylon this word may come from a Sanskrit word meaning cinnamon, a product of Ceylon. This however had not been accepted by other authorities and so one must assume that the ostrich feathers were brought by sea to the markets of Ceylon.

220. Alafa - from the Arabic alaf = fodder, hay etc. or allowance for food (paid to cavalry etc.) hence salary.

221. Tenka - from the Persian tanoka, tonoka = a piece of sheet metal, hence a silver coin of various weights and values
in various places but generally equalling 5 - 6 dinars.

The indication here must be that the Khorāsānians, Moslems from the lands well to the West, were employed in some capacity by the ruler of Shabait, possibly as advisors or mercenaries.

222. *Po pyatidesyat' tenek* (Archival version). The Troitsky version gives the sum of 10 tenka per month which seems somewhat miserly in comparison with the daily allowance mentioned earlier.

223. **Sandal** = sandalwood from Sanskrit *chandan* via Greek and Arabic. Sandalwood is the general name for several sweet smelling woods such as *Syrium myrtilfolium* (according to Petrushevsky), and *Santalum album* (according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica) which are valued for their scented wood and for the hardness of their wood, and are exported from India to the lands of Western Asia and Europe either as wood powder or perfumed ointment. Merchants would distinguish between the red sandalwood and the more expensive golden.

224. **Derbyshi ... Indeiskyya** - According to the Academy edition note 201, these were Buddhist monks of the Hinayana sect, one of the two great sects of Buddhism and the one which was prevalent in Ceylon, Burmah and Thailand. The Darvishes themselves were Moslem ascetics and mystics, living in Asia Minor, Iran, India, Morocco etc. Nikitin seems to use this term for the Buddhist monks because of their outward resemblance to the Darvishes.

225. **Manik** - from the Hindi and Sanskrit *Mani* = ruby. Minaev *notes at 27* may also mean precious stones in general.

226. **Kyrpuk** - Petrushevsky states "a carbuncle, a precious stone or a ruby" - Barbosa gives "carapuch"." A carbuncle is a garnet cut in a special way. Zenkovsky translates as *rubies* leaving *manik* in the original. It does seem possible
however, that if Nikitin uses three different terms, he means three different precious stones hence my version "Rubies, sapphires and carbuncles".

227. A prodayut zhe kamenie derbyshi - the text reads thus in all versions except the Undeisky, where we read a prodayut kamenie ne derbyshi. Whilst this version is not reliable, it does seem a little odd that Nikitin should emphasise that the monks should carry on this trade as it seems contrary to the usual Buddhist rule of poverty.

288. Nochi zheny ikh khodyat' spati k garipom - Petrushevsky notes that this is a survival of hospitable prostitution while Minaev hints that Varthema described a similar practice in India. In fact it is not clear whether Nikitin is speaking of the women of the Far East and thus relying on hearsay or whether he is speaking from experience of women in parts of India.

Garip - see note 146.

229. 300 tenek' - this is the Archive and Etterov version. The Troitsky version gives 18 tenek.

230. Khalyal' - from Arabic halāl meaning according to religious law.

231. Inchi - from Turkic indji - very high quality pearls.

232. Ammony - Once again this is a subject of dissent among scholars. Petrushevsky judges that by context it must be a precious stone and suggests that it means diamonds. Zenkovsky taking it to be a mis-spelling of mamony translates it as monkeys. That it is the same animal as mamon seems likely but I have preferred the version wild cats for the reasons set out in note 87. Nikitin refers below to the presence of these animals in Shabait and he may have been interested in the trade in their pels.

233. Fufal, oufal - the fruit of the areca palm.

235. *Amaz birkona da nov' konal Birkona - the old mine from Persian *pir = old (man) and kān = mine; this is contrasted with the new mine. The diamonds from the old mine were much more valuable than those from the new mines. These are the famous mines of the Kollar field and the main town of the region was Golconda.


237. *Penech' chekeni - from Persian panj kani = 5 kani. The kani was a small coin worth 1/64 of a tenka.

238. *Siya - from Persian siyāh = black.

239. *Charsheshkeni - from Persian = from 4 to 6 kani.

240. *Sipityek tenka - from Persian = a white one is 1 tenka.


242. *Khudy - from Arabic *Yahud = a Jew. Elsewhere the Jews are referred to as zhidove.

243. Aukik, aukuk - the meaning of this word is unclear but it may be derived from an Arabic term for a junk, which was the large vessel which plied between Cathay and India and was described by Ebn Battuta.

244. *Muskus - musk was a valuable product for export to the West. Nikitin states that it was obtained from the *pup which means literally the navel or umbilicus. Zenkovsky gives the translation horns whilst Major uses the term vesicles. In fact musk is obtained from the scent gland of the musk deer which is:

"a sac, about the size of an orange beneath the skin"
of the abdomen, opening in front of the preputial aperture. It contains a dark brown substance of the consistency of "moist gingerbread". It is only present in the male." 32

The perfume can only be obtained by killing the deer and removing the entire gland. The substance is the base of many perfumes and is immensely powerful in its raw state. It is bitter to the taste. The best musk comes from the Tongking area of Indo-china and from Tibet, the next most valuable from Assam and Nepal and a less valuable sort from Kabardia and Siberia.

245. Velikii den' - the Great Day, namely Easter Day. Petrushevsky calls it a moveable feast falling between the spring equinox and the following new moon. It was of course the fact that it was a moveable feast that caused Nikitin's sadness over losing track of its date. See note 184.

246. There is a considerable gap at this point in the Archival text but not in the Etterov.

247. Goveino - this term, already encountered, refers to a time of fasting in preparation for confession and the sacrament and in this context means Lent.

248. Ni sredy ni pytznitsi ne vedayu i knig u menya net - Wednesdays and Fridays were fast days in the Orthodox faith. The reference here to books is presumably to books of worship by means of which he could have defined the beginning of the Lenten Fast, Easter and the other Christian moveable feasts.

250. Kain - Petrushevsky points out (Academy edition note 240) the difficulties in determining the exact location of this place. There is a famous town of Qā'en in E. Iran but it lies in Khorāsān far from Nikitin's supposed route and he could not have reached it within the given timetable. It is possible to suggest that this is a mistake and should read 'Nā'in' through which Nikitin passed (next section, p. 163) However, he could hardly have reached this by the first Easter of his journey.
There are therefore two hypotheses respecting this place Kair: firstly that Nikitin actually spent his first Easter there and that it was therefore the name of some place in Shirvān or on the Caspian or that his memory played him false or a transposition occurred in copying and that he actually passed his second Easter in the town of Na'īn, the first being spent at Chebokar. Another possibility is that Nikitin spent his first Easter sailing down the Volga, in which case Kain might be a corrupt abbreviation of Kalyazin.

251. Besermeninzhe Melik - Malek Asad Khān, probably governor of Jonnar under Mūhammad Shāh III.

252. The Archive text resumes at this point.

253. Ollo pervodiger - The following prayer is in Nikitin's "basic Islamic". This term comes from the Persian Allāh Parvardenār meaning God the Provider. In Arabic this phrase is al-Razzaq - the daily bread giver.

254. Volosyny ... kola ... los: these are the old Russian names for the constellations of the Pleiades, Orion and Ursa Major. Colloquial names are used in the translation in the spirit of Nikitin's version.

255. Teferich' - from the Arabic word tafrih meaning recreation and especially outing or parade.

256. V'zyrev - from Persian vezir, the minister of a ruler or provincial governor.

257. Slonov naryazhenykh v bulatnykh dospesekh - There are a number of descriptions of elephants in armour being used in war these are similar to Nikitin's account.

258. Pushki = cannon, Pischal = light cannon. See note 84.

259. The Archive version here reads "horses in (i.e. pulling) golden sledges."
260. Shapke chichak - Shapka = (R) hat, head-dress. Chichak - according to Petruschevsky the word comes from T. shishak' = a helmet.

261. Sagadak - this Russian word was related to the Mongolian Sagadakh, Volga-Tatar sagak and meant the complete equipment for a cavalryman including saddle, bow, arrows and quiver. A symbolic sagadak was the badge of a Mongol commander of a troop.

262. Terem oksamiten' - the note in the Academy edition gives this as a velvet baldaquin without explanation of the derivation.

263. Makhut (T) Makhtum (A) - From Ar-P Makhdum meaning he who is served, lord or ruler; it refers, in this context, to the Bahmani Sultan, Mohammad Shah III.

264. Terem shidyan - a silken baldaquin of note 262.


266. Zhida - Jedda, see p. 170.

267. Ostani (T), Orobstani (A) - Arabestan, i.e. Arabia.

268. Shiryaz - Shirāz: see pp 170 - 171.

269. Gilyan' - Gilān: see p. 171.

270. Vavilon - Baghdad: see pp 171 - 172.


272. Sham - Damascus: see p. 172.


274. Sevasteyai - Sivas: see p. 173.
275. Gruzyn'skaya zemlya - Georgia: see pp 150 - 151.

276. Tor'skaa zemlya - The Turkish land: see pp 156 - 157.


278. Podol'skaya zemlya - Podolia: see p. 125.

279. Nikitin's beautiful prayer was written in the Turkic language with odd phrases in Persian and Arabic. It must inevitably lose in translation as Nikitin uses various names for God in the prayer to achieve the impressive effect. In the last line he says: Olo, khudo, bog, bog' dan'gry - where olo comes from Allah the Arabic name for the deity, khudo comes from khodā, Persian for God, Bog' is Russian for God, while dan'gry comes from the Turkic dangiri or tangri, also meaning God.

The note in the Academy edition suggests that Nikitin writes this prayer in the Turkic tongue because of the condemnation of the Russian ruling classes contained in it.

280. Bodata - this word which occurs on the Chronicle texts is omitted in all translations either into Modern Russian or English without any explanation. It appears at least possible, from the context, that the city of Baghdad is meant even though Nikitin has referred to it earlier as Vavilon, i.e. Babylon.

281. Bulgak - from the Turkic = conflict.

282. Nikitin here refers to three rulers:
   i) Uzuasabek - Uzun Hasan Beg, referred to in some Western sources simply as Hasan Beg, ruler of the Aq-Qoyunlu tribe. For further notes see p. 155.
   ii) Yaisha Murza (T), Yansha Murza (A) - the term yaisha or yansha comes from the vulgar pronunciation of the name Jahanshāh, while Mirzā simply means Prince. Mirzā Jahanshāh was the last Qara Qoyunlu (Black Sheep) ruler in Western Iran (1438-1467)
and was defeated and killed by Uzun Hasan. He built the Blue Mosque in Tabriz.

iii) Soltamnusait' - Sultan Abu Sa'id was a Timurid ruler of Eastern Iran (1451-1469) who was also defeated and killed by Uzun Hasan.

283. This sentence varies slightly in different versions and here the Troitsky reading has been used, though it is repetitive and may be defective. The Archive text reads "Therefore Christians do not go to Mecca because of their faith". It was indeed forbidden for non-Moslems to visit the holy places in Mecca.

284. Sobina = property, belongings.

285. Kurban Bagryam - Qorbān Bayrām (Turkish), 1d-e Qorbān (Persian), Id ot Adhā (Arabic); the Moslem Feast of Sacrifices.


287. Sufeya - from Persian sof'ra meaning a table cloth or a meal spread on the floor.

288. Myzamylik - Nikitin's version of the Arabic title Nezam ol-Molk meaning Orderer of the Kingdom. This title was given to Malek-Hasan, one of Mohammad Shāh III's lords. According to the Academy edition, Fereshta said that he was Tarafdār of the Telengana district and an Indian Moslem and enemy of Malek ot-Tojjar following reforms which robbed him of his land.

289. Mekkhan - Malek Khān, see note 95.

290. Faratkhan (T), Khafaratkhan (A) - Farhād Khān, see note 144. Both these men appear to have been warlords of Mohammad Shāh III. The latter name appears to derive from the Iranian name Farhād. Malek Khān may refer to Malek ot-Tojjar (see background notes p 184-185) though Minaev suggests that he may have been a tarafdār or local governor. L.S. Semenov
believes that the three cities mentioned here are three fortresses which, according to Indian chronicles, were taken by the Nizam ol-Molk in 1471-1472; see also Ya. S. Luria in *Istoriya russkoi literatury v 4-khomakh*.


292. Chyunedar (A), Binedar (T) - distorted forms of the name Vijayanagar - see pp. 197 - 198.

293. Malkhan - it is not clear who is meant here but probably Malek Khān, i.e. Mahmud Gāwān, see note 95 and background notes p

294. Bederkhan - one of the Sultan's lords. Possibly someone called Badr Khān, as Badr is a common name meaning 'full moon'. Petrushevsky suggests the word comes from the governor of Bidār.

295. Sultanom' (T), Sulkhanom' (A) - it seems probable that since the Sultan's force has already been described this may be a reference to someone else, possibly called Salm Khān. Salm is a Persian name and figures as a hero in Ferdowsi's *Shāhnāma*.

296. Vozyrkhan - it is not clear who is meant, but probably just a certain vizier. Khān is a very vague title, often meaning no more than Mister.

297. Kutār-Khan (T), Kutoval-Khan (A) - The Kotwāl or commander of the garrison or police, who would be one of the chief men of the city of Bidār.

298. Avdomom - a word from the Greek, meaning autocrat or independent ruler, in this case presumably the ruler of Vijayanagar.

299. The Troitsky text gives 2,000 horsemen and the Archive
text gives 200,000 horsemen. Since both agree on 20,000 footsoldiers and since in each preceding case the number of infantry was always greater than cavalry, the Troitsky version seems more likely to reflect Nikitin's original.

300. In the various texts the first "God knows the true faith" is written in "basic Islamic" whilst the second is written in Russian.

301. *Mamet'deni rosolyal* - from the T-Ar. meaning of the faith of Mohammad, the Prophet of God.

302. *Sultan Kadam* - the precise meaning is somewhat unclear. Petrushevsky claims that Zavadovsky suggested that it came from *Sultan Khādem* meaning the servant of the Sultan. The word order however would be wrong in both Arabic and Persian though it could be Turkish. It is clear from the context however that it is the ruler himself to whom reference is made and not his vassal. The note in the Academy edition goes on to say that in the Czech and Polish translations *kadām* is taken as a short form of the name *Kadamba* - the name of a dynasty. This would suggest that the Sangam dynasty, then ruling Vijayanagar, was linked with the Kadamba dynasty.

303. *Zhen'gel* - from *dzhangal' or dzhengel'*, a word used in Persian and many N. Indian languages meaning a forest, hence E. jungle.

304. *Deber'zla tiken* Deber = a thicket. *Tiken* - a word appearing in slightly varying forms in various Turkic languages for a variety of shrubs, including some thorny ones. This is the version preferred by S. Malov 35.


306. *A v Kuryli zhe almaznikov trista sulyakh mikunet* - the final words of the phrase come from the Persian *mikunand* (to do) and *sulyakhe* (meaning a hole, gap or split), the phrase meaning "cutting them", i.e. diamonds.

308. Amindrie (Kamendreya) - Amindria: see p. 199.

309. Kynaryas (Naryas) - Kynarias: see p. 199.

310. Suri, Sura - Surat: see p. 199.

311. O nalone - payment for a fare on a ship, possibly from the Greek word for the fare for a boat trip. Cf Fr naulage, It. nolo, nuolo; Sp. nolito.

312. Ollo pervodiger - a rare instance of Nikitin providing his own translation for one of his "basic Islamic" phrases. This phrase actually means God the Provider - see note 253.


314. The words "5 days to Esfahan and spent 6 days in Esfahan. And from Esfahan I went" are omitted in the Archive text.


316. Kum, Kom - Qom: see pp 174 - 175.

317. Sava - Sāva: see p. 175.

318. Sultaniya - see p. 175.

319. Ter'viz - Tabriz: see pp 175 - 176.


321. A na Tur'skav i.e. against the Sultan of Turkey, Muhammad II (1451-1481) of the Osmanli dynasty.

322 Tokhan - Tokat: see pp 176 - 177.
323. Amasiya - see p. 177.

324. Karaman - see p. 177.


327. Pokrov svyatyya Bogoroditsa i Prisnodevylya Mariya - The Feast of the Intercession of the Holy Mother of God, the Virgin Mary.


329. Kharch' - from the Arabic word kharj meaning expenses, outgoings, and also tax, duty or toll. The latter meaning is preferred in note 352 of the Academy edition.

330. Shubash - from the Turkish subashi, originally meaning an army commander but by the 14th - 15th centuries meaning a minor garrison commander or police chief. He would have a certain amount of power but be inferior to the Sanjakbeyi and the Beylerbeyi.

261. Pasha - an Ottoman title granted for life as a high honour. The etymology of the word is uncertain but is generally thought to come from the Persian word Padshāh, a title given in Iran and Asia Minor to a small independent ruler. It is certain however that by Nikitin's time the term Pasha was the most respected title in the Ottoman lands. A Beylerbeyi was a commander in chief and a Sanjakbeyi was a provincial commander. Both might have been given the honorific title of Pasha.

332. Mnogo zla mi uchinisha - the suspicious and hostile attitude of the Turkish authorities in Trebizond towards Nikitin is explained by the fact that he had arrived from the lands of Hasan Beg, the Aq Qoyunlu ruler of Western Iran, with whom the Turks were at war (see background note p. 157). The Turkish authorities must have suspected him of spying, hence
the search for papers.

333. _Khlam moi ves'ke sobe vznesli v gorod na gory_ - The town of Trebizond was divided into three distinct parts; the main town around the port, the middle town where stood the Church of the Virgin, later converted into a mosque by the Turks, and the upper town with a mountain-top citadel, known as the Acropolis under the Emperors of Trebizond and as the Yukary-hisar under the Turks. Nikitin is obviously referring to the upper town. (See also background notes pp 178 - 179).

334. _Dorya Stimbojskaa_ - see note 12.

335. The Archive version gives "10 days".

336. _Vonada_ - see p. 179.

337. _Platana_ - see p. 179.

338. _Balykaya_ - Balaclava: see p. 144.

339. _T'k'r'zof_ - Gurzuf. see p. 145.

340. This closing prayer is written, for the most part, in Nikitin's "basic-Islamic". This translation is taken from the Archive version by way of the Modern Russian translation in _Khozhenie za tri morya_ Afanasiya Nikitina, 1466-1472. The Troitsky text, translated in Modern Russian in the 1958 Academy edition, is very similar but does not contain certain words and phrases.

341. The Voskresensky text resumes at this point.

342. _Isa rukhollo_ - from the Arabic phrase Isā Ruhollāh, meaning Jesus the Spirit of God which is used in the Qur'ān. The whole prayer reveals that, by this stage, Nikitin believed that all men worshipped one God. In fact there is a basic difference between Christian and Moslem beliefs concerning Jesus.
For Christians, Jesus is the Son of God and indivisible from Him; for Moslems, however, Jesus is only one of the great prophets of Allah, together with Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses and Mohammad.
i) Introduction

In order to consider the historical and geographical background to the Khozhenie it is necessary to formulate some sort of plan for the consideration of the lands covered by Nikitin. Frontiers have changed dramatically since Nikitin's time and consequently conditions and ways of life have also changed.

When Nikitin set off on his journey the Grand Duchy of Muscovy was a rising power but one which had not yet succeeded in absorbing all the independent principalities of Russia - Nikitin's own city of Tver being a notable example. Lands which now are part of the heartlands such as the areas round Smolensk and Podolia were then dominated by other powers.

On the other hand, the lands once ruled by the Mongol Great Horde was being split up into separate Khānates. The Caucasus was divided into various kingdoms whose rulers were at least partially independent.

At that time the lands of the near East were in a state of turmoil - a recurring condition it seems and one which is at least partially recognisable today. In particular the lands which are today parts of Irān and Irāq were the scene of struggles between the Aq-Qoyunlu and the Kara-Qoyunlu, two warlike tribes, whilst in Asia Minor the empire of the Osmanli Turks was expanding and Constantinople had fallen to them in 1453.

In India, which had also been invaded by the Mongols, the great sultanate of the Deccan was disintegrating and independent kingdoms, such as the Bahmani kingdom where Nikitin spent several years, were rising. Most of the sub-continent was under the domination of Moslem rulers of Persian origin whilst in the southernmost part there was still an independent kingdom, Vijayanagar.

In order to study these lands more closely, they will be divided into 4 sections; the lands which now lie within the boundaries of the European part of the Soviet Union; caucasia; the lands of the Middle East; and India. Where it
is necessary to study lands which fall outside these divisions, as for example the countries of the Far East which are mentioned by Nikitin, they will be included under the nearest section but in separate notes.

Specific towns mentioned by Nikitin are listed at the end of each section in the order in which they occur in the text and are accompanied, whenever possible, by short notes.

ii) Nikitin in Russia
   a) General background

   In the early part of the 13th century Russia was a collection of principalities whose rulers spent much of their time, resources and energies in internecine struggles with neighbouring city states. They were thus weakened and rendered less able to withstand the series of blows which were to rain down upon them from outside their own boundaries.

   In 1154, 1,000 miles east of Moscow a son was born to Esugay-Bagatur, a petty chieftain of a Mongol clan, and named Temuchin. In a surprisingly short time he achieved the complete mastery of his tribe, changed his name to Chengiz-Khān (Jenghiz Khan as he is often referred to in English - the name means Ruler of the World), built up the best organised fighting machine the world had ever seen and, having invaded Northern China in 1213, he turned west and swept across Asia and reached the frontiers of Europe in about 1220. The Russians and Polovtsi faced the Tatar Horde at the Battle of the River Kalka in 1223 and were resoundingly beaten. Chengiz died in 1227 but his sons and grandson took over his vast empire and continued its ruthless advances. In particular Batu Khān, a grandson of Chengiz Khān and ruler of the Golden Horde launched a campaign against Russia and Europe in 1237. The campaign was ruthlessly successful and Batu moved west sacking one Russian city after another and finally extending his dominion far beyond the boundaries of Russia to the very gates of Vienna.

   Had Batu been able to continue this onslaught the history of much of western Europe might have been very different but in 1242 the news reached him of the death of his uncle Ugedey, the Great Khān, in Karakoram, the Mongol capital, and
he had to hurry back east to attend the assembly of Khāns which was to elect a successor.

By the time he returned to the west the campaign had lost momentum and Batu withdrew his forces to the lands of the lower Volga where he established a base and called it merely Sarāi or Encampment.

Most princes of Russia were summoned to Sarāi to swear an oath of allegiance as vassals and, although the Mongols did not actually occupy all the territory of these Princes, they ruled it firmly, exacting heavy tributes and stamping out rebellions.

Many of Russia's other neighbours took advantage of her weakened position to encroach on her territories. The Swedes and Germans made inroads in the north whilst the Pope joined with the Holy Roman Emperor to encourage the Teutonic Knights to establish themselves in Livonia, in what could be regarded as something of a Holy War between Catholicism and the Russian form of Orthodoxy.

In this situation the Russians had no choice but to submit to the demands of the Tatars and to concentrate their efforts on repulsing the threat from the West. This arrangement did enable the Russians to combat the Teutonic crusade but they could not easily throw off the 'Mongol yoke' and were, in fact, to remain under their domination for more than two centuries.

During that period the Russians also had to face another threat from the West - the rising power of Lithuania. With the decline in fortune of Kiev, the Lithuanians extended their rule to the whole of the Dniepr basin and, under Prince Jagielo, in the latter part of the 14th century, to the Baltic and the Black Sea, even laying siege to Moscow itself. In 1408 the city of Smolensk was annexed to Lithuania and was still under its rule when Nikitin died near there in 1472 and it was finally seized back by Russia only in 1514.

One important result of this period of Mongol domination was the emergence of a new and growing power, the Grand Principality of Muscovy. It had first become a Grand Principality in the late 13th century under one of the sons of Alexander Nevsky, whose family continued to rule it for some 300 years.
From that time onward, partly because of its geographical position at the centre of Russia's river-borne trade routes and partly because of the wisdom of its rulers and because it suited its Tatar overlords to promote its interests at the expense of its neighbours, the territories of the new principality grew year by year in extent and importance. Certainly the fact that the Grand Princes of Moscow collected the tribute demanded by the Tatar Khāns from many of their Russian neighbours helped them to retain their power, though not without serious setbacks; Moscow was attacked and sacked by the Mongols at various times.

Whilst, however, a considerable amount of reorganisation and rebuilding was taking place in the Russian lands, which strengthened their powers to resist their enemies on both sides, it might have taken many more years before they were able to throw off the 'Mongol yoke' to the extent to which they had done so by Nikitin's time, had it not been for dramatic events within the heartland of the Mongol empire. It had been the custom for the Mongols to rule their vast empire through vassal Khāns but in the late 14th century with the rise to power of Timur, or Tamerlane, as Great Khān, a struggle for power between the Khāns themselves had broken out. The rise of Timur was of importance throughout the lands visited by Nikitin, but this will be considered later. Timur launched devastating campaigns against Tokhtamysh, Khān of the Golden Horde, destroying the great trading centres of Urgenj, Ashtarkhān, Sarāi and Azov and sapping the economic strength of the Golden Horde and, incidentally, disrupting many of the established trade routes between Europe and the Far East.

The effect on the Golden Horde, whose Khān had extended his sway over Russia, was disastrous and gradually the Khānate began to break up into smaller units.

According to Vernadsky it was only on the periphery of the Golden Horde - in the Bolghar region in the basin of the middle Volga River and in the Crimea - that city culture continued to flourish. But before long these two regions showed a tendency to emancipate themselves from the nomadic core of the Horde and eventually each of them served as a base for local Khānates, those of Kazan and of the Crimea.
In fact by the mid 15th century the formerly powerful Khanate of the Golden Horde, whose capital had been Sar'ai, was being broken up for good. Independent Khanates had been set up at Kazan and Ashtarkhan on the Volga, and the Crimea had become a separate Khanate under the Nogai Tatars.

At last, therefore, the situation at Nikitin's departure becomes reasonably clear: his own home city of Tver is still the centre of an independent Principality which is, however, under threat from its powerful and growing neighbour the Principality of Moscow; in the lower stretches of the Volga there are two Khanates, those of Kazan and of the Golden Horde whilst further west the Crimean Tatars occupy the Crimea and the lands around the Sea of Azov. To the north and west the Grand Duchy of Lithuania occupies most of the area today forming the Ukraine and White Russia, including Smolensk and Podolia, which also had a semi-independent local ruler. Walachia, also mentioned by Nikitin, was a 'gospodarya' or semi-independent province whose throne was occupied by a Turkish puppet ruler since the Turks had driven out the notorious Vlad the Impaler in 1462. Having thus established the situation, one can look rather more closely at the component parts of this map.

In 1462 Ivan Vasil'evich, better known as Ivan II or Ivan the Great, had become Grand Prince of Moscow. His father, variously known as Vasily II or Vasily the Blind, had begun the process of expansion of the Grand Principality of Moscow.

"Tenacious, unscrupulous, and cruel, Vasili II seems to have lacked the qualities of a good ruler, yet had a definite purpose behind his policies; the unification of all the possessions of the Moscow branch of the Rurikids (House of Daniel) under a single rule."

By the end of his reign Moscow had been virtually emancipated from the authority of the Tatars.

His son Ivan was able, active and ambitious and by the end of his long reign (he was Grand Prince for 43 years) he had tripled the size of his dominions.

In 1463 the Grand Principality of Yaroslavl had been absorbed into the Grand Principality of Moscow and the next year Ivan forged a link with Ryazan by marrying his sister.
to Vasily Ivanovich, Prince of Ryazan. It is clear that he soon formed designs on Pskov and Novgorod but he was forced to bide his time because of the ever present danger from the Khanates and his first move against Novgorod came in 1471 only a year before Nikitin’s death. Pskov was only annexed in 1510.

There seems little doubt that already by the time of Nikitin’s departure Ivan must have set his sights on neighbouring independent Tver. He was in fact married first to Princess Marya of Tver, who died in 1467 and was mother of his son Ivan.

Tver meanwhile was an important trading city situated on the banks of the Upper Volga and it had long had trading links both north through Novgorod and Pskov to the Baltic lands and south, down the Volga, to the area round the Caspian and Central Asia. Tver had benefited, like Moscow, from a shift of population away from the lands invaded by the Tatars, though, like Moscow, it had also suffered from Tatar raids. By the second half of the 15th century however it was a powerful city, even a rival to Moscow. It had a number of notable buildings including the golden-domed Cathedral of the Holy Saviour and it had a thriving literary tradition.

The Grand Prince of Tver during much of Nikitin’s lifetime was Boris Aleksandrovich (ruled 1425-1461). His reign had not been easy: in 1427 he was forced to conclude a treaty of alliance with Vitovt of Lithuania but about 1450 concluded a pact of friendship with Vasily II; and Princess Marya, wife of Ivan III, was his daughter. In 1447 he sent troops to help Vasily II amongst whom was Boris Zakharich Borozdin, mentioned by Nikitin.

At the time when Nikitin actually set off from Tver the Grand Prince was Mikhail Borisovich (ruled 1461-85). He helped Ivan III in his struggles to free himself from the Tatar yoke and in his campaign against Novgorod. In recompense he expected to receive a share of the Novgorodian lands but did not get it. Instead, about 1483, he concluded an alliance with Casimir of Lithuania against Moscow. News of the pact reached Moscow and Ivan III sent a force against Tver in 1484. With no help forthcoming from Casimir, Mikhail sued for peace and recognised Ivan III "of All Russia" as his lord and elder brother.
Mikhail, however, continued to negotiate with Casimir and this came to the ears of Ivan, who led his army against the city in 1485 and forced it to capitulate. Mikhail fled to Lithuania and Ivan appointed his son Ivan Molodoj the new prince of Tver. Since the boy was a grandson of Boris Aleksandrovich, this was probably a very good tactical move.

What is extremely interesting with regard to these historical facts, is the way in which the Khozhenie has been used by later generations to their own ends. Mention has already been made in the notes to the translation, where omissions and additions have been made to copies preserved in strongly Muscovite areas to belittle the independence of Tver and magnify the power of the Grand Principality of Moscow. But it was not only near Nikitin's own time that liberties were taken; Soviet authors too have been at pains to depict Nikitin as a burning patriot of "All Russia". The preface by N. Vodovozov to an edition of the Khozhenie in 1950 makes the following statement (my translation:)

"But true Russian patriots, far-sighted people of progressive ideas, even in Tver itself, were against narrow provincial interests, understood their danger and strove for the creation of a single, strong Russian State. Afanasy Nikitin, author of the famous notes, was such a true Russian patriot who always felt himself to be the representative of a unified Russia during his amazing, almost fairy-tale journey." 3

Nikitin may or may not have realised that Russia was about to become a centralised state but it is certain that it had not done so before his departure.

Part of this centralising process had resulted in the strengthening of the authority of the Grand Prince of Moscow. As the recognised agent of the Tatars, some years earlier the rulers had had a chance to increase their fortunes. Now they confiscated the apanage of the lesser princes who had to recognise the Grand Prince as their sovereign. Most of the Grand Prince's support came from the boyars and he ruled with the assistance of a boyar duma in both legislation and administration but the duma had almost no authority of its own. The Grand Princes had authority over taxation and army administration including conscription. The latter was not
used in Nikitin's time with the Grand Prince relying on a small, well-trained guard known as the dvor (palace or yard) and modelled to some extent on the Mongol ordu. Authority in the countryside was delegated to namestniki (lieutenants) and vólosteli (agents in rural districts) who supported themselves by keeping a share of the taxes collected. It is interesting to note that Nikitin uses the term namestniki to denote the vassals of the Indian rulers.

In the social structure, the highest layer consisted of the owners of large estates who were generally known as boyars. A stratum of lesser gentry was in process of formation and were known in Eastern Russia as deti boyarskie or dvoriane.

The townspeople consisted of two main groups, the merchants and artisans. In some parts there were considerable numbers of both Germans and Jews in the urban population. Most of the merchants, like Nikitin, were native Russians. Their social position varied from area to area; in Novgorod and Pskov they enjoyed considerable prestige and merged upwards into the boyar class; in Moscow only a few of the richest merchants or gosti reached that position. One can assume, however, that Nikitin as a gost in Tver was a highly regarded figure in the city.

As a result of the Mongol invasion the cities of Russia in the 15th century were less prosperous than they had been and approximately 95% of the total population lived in the country. Most people were peasants and whilst they were subject to various taxes and liabilities, they were, however, free men with the right to till their own plot and the right to leave that plot (by which they lost their rights to it).

Finally there were a number of slaves who belonged as chattels to their owners and were usually their private servants.

Such then was the background to the Grand Principalities of Tver and Muscovy through which Nikitin travelled on his outward journey. On his way home we know he travelled through parts of the Grand Principality of Lithuania for he died near Smolensk which in those days belonged to Lithuania.

Much of the historical background of Lithuania was similar to that of Eastern Russia. The area around Smolensk
had formed part of the early Russian land and had suffered at
the hands of the Mongols. The Lithuanians in the course of
their history had been significantly affected by the Germans
through their struggles with the Teutonic Knights. The Grand
Duchy really came to prominence under Prince Jagielo and his
cousin Vitovt in the late 14th century. Jagielo became King
of Poland on his marriage to Queen Hedvig of Poland and was
converted to the Catholic Church as King Wladislaw. This was
of great importance as Lithuania followed his lead and also
became predominantly Catholic and this changed its traditions
and culture to those of a rather more western orientated
country. The Western Russian nobility in Lithuania however
objected to efforts to convert them to Roman Catholicism and
concessions were made and the existence of the Greek Orthodox
Church was indirectly recognised. About 1457 Grigori was
appointed Metropolitan "of Kiev and all Russia" by consent of
the Pope and the King of Poland. He was not recognised by the
Church in Eastern Russia and this was also a cause of
differentiation between the two countries.

Wladislaw of Poland and Vitovt of Lithuania managed to
free their countries from the Tatar yoke at the end of the
14th century, more than 50 years before Eastern Russia could
be considered free. Thus cultural differences grew between
the Russian lands under Lithuanian domination and those of the
East. These changes coincided with changes in the languages
of the various areas: the E. Slav tongue was then differentiated
into three distinct languages, Great Russian, Ukrainian and
Belorussian, of which the first was the language of the Eastern,
Russian-ruled area, and the latter two were spoken in the
Lithuanian dominated part.

Constitutionally too the two areas differed:

"In contrast to the growth of the authoritarian and
centralised regime in Moscovy, the government of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania was based on the principles
of federation and constitutional rights. After the
first treaty of union between Poland and Lithuania
(1385), the constitution of Lithuania was revised
according to the Polish pattern. The grand duke was
assisted by a council of dignitaries known as the
pany-rada (lords in council), corresponding to the
boyar duma of Muscovy but with much more authority.
In Poland alongside this aristocratic body there
arose a representative assembly of the provincial gentry, the Posolskaiia izba (chamber of deputies). Together, the two bodies formed the Seim (diet). The diet controlled Poland's budget, including expenditure for the army. Without the approval of the diet the king could make no important decisions in state affairs. Similar institutions gradually developed in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as well.

The Grand duchy was not a centralized state but a loose federation of "lands" and principalities. Each land enjoyed far-reaching autonomy guaranteed by a privileg (special charter). In local as in federal affairs, the aristocracy occupied a predominant position.  

The Grand Duchy was ruled, in Nikitin's time, by Casimir (King Kazimierz of Poland), a son of Jagielo.

It is interesting to note, however, that a concept of "Russian-ness" existed throughout the lands of the Eastern Slav people, despite its division into two major areas. From the time of Ivan I (1328-41) the rulers of Muscovy had called themselves "grand princes of Moscow and all Russia", while those of Lithuania were known as "the grand dukes of Lithuania and Russia". A "List of All Russian Cities, Distant and Near", possibly compiled in the late 14th century or early 15th century, includes cities throughout the lands of Western Russia as we now know it and even one in present day Rumania.

There remain two other areas in the West which should be mentioned, Podolia and Wallachia, both mentioned by Nikitin in comparison to Bidar.

Podolia is a region in the South Western Ukraine lying between the rivers Dniestr and Bug and in Nikitin's time it had its own local ruler who was a vassal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

Wallachia is today part of Rumania and takes its name from its inhabitants the Wallachs or Vlachs whose language is basically of Latin origin though with a large number of Slavonic elements. It formed an independent principality in the late 13th century but fell to the Ottoman Turks a few years after Nikitin's death.

There is no mention in the text of Nikitin's having set foot in either of these two areas. He simply mentions them as examples of fruitfulness in comparison to Bidar. V.A. Kuchkin
puts forward the theory however that Nikitin passed through both these areas on his way from Kaffa to Smolensk.

Before moving on to other subjects, let us take a closer look at the Russian merchant of the 15th century of whom, one may suppose, Nikitin was not untypical.

We have already seen that, whilst their position varied from place to place, they were a privileged minority, set above the bulk of the townspeople, if not always merging into the boyar class.

Whilst the merchants did not form powerful guilds as did many of their contemporaries in Western Europe, they did often form loose associations which will be referred to below as guilds. These often dated back to the 13th century when the Tatars levelled a tax or tamga on the richest merchants as individuals, but those of medium wealth were organised into associations for assessment. In Nikitin's time merchants carried on their trade at their own risk but in many places guilds were formed to represent their interests and these certainly existed in Moscow, Novgorod and Tver. These guilds were sometimes based on common interests but often on a common city of origin. They were often based on a church, whose patron saint would be the patron saint of the guild. These churches not only catered for the spiritual care of the merchants but often provided warehouse capacity and a place of refuge in their stone buildings.

In some places merchants actually built churches dedicated to the patron saints of their home towns which then served as the centre for their activities in another city. This happened at Torzhok, an important transit point on the route between Moscow, Tver and Novgorod, where the merchants of Novgorod built the Church of the Transfiguration.

The role of the merchants' guild should not be overestimated: distant journeys were usually undertaken independently and at their own risk. A certain merchant of Pereyaslavl undertook three trips to the distant Pechora region: he just managed to break even after the first trip, he returned from the second a rich man and he did not return at all from the third. For all we know the story of Nikitin may have been very similar and the fate of both the little
known merchant of Pereyaslavl and the famous one of Tver show what a risky business travel was in those days. In 1489 120 Russian merchants were killed by the Crimean Tatars on the lower reaches of the Dnepr.

The merchants themselves were generally literate, for this was a necessity for the conduct of their business. Nikitin's account shows that reading was not, however, confined to business documents but in his case certainly extended to a number of religious books and whilst his writing made no pretensions to high literary style, it was clear and expressive.

In Muscovy, the merchant classes enjoyed certain privileges such as relief from taxation and levies and they were also held to be subject only to the justice of their own principality and were not therefore liable to be dealt with twice for any offence.

Merchants were subject to many dangers and were often attacked by marauding bands such as groups of Crimean Tatars. They often travelled in large caravans or with diplomatic missions to benefit from extra protection. An Austrian diplomat, Sigismund Herberstein, who visited Russia in the early 15th century, left an account of merchant life. He described a caravan of more than 1,000 members with the most important and influential merchants at the head followed by small groups of minor merchants linked by the area from which they came or by friendship. Trade reached quite large proportions: Ivan III complained to the Crimean Tatars that goods worth thousands of roubles had been stolen while there are records of other merchants each dealing in goods worth several hundred roubles, a large sum in those days.

Competition was fierce, too, between the merchants of different principalities. There were frequent clashes, along the Volga and in the Northern regions, between the merchants of Novgorod and of Moscow. This struggle continued to smoulder during the 14th and part of the 15th centuries and was very bad for trade. According to Afanasy Nikitin i ego vremya 7 the Russian merchant class actively supported the Grand Prince of Muscovy in the centralising of power and in 1478, when Ivan III led a campaign against Novgorod, the merchants of the North-Eastern and Southern Russian regions considered that their interests were linked with those of Moscow, and they rushed to
the aid of Pskov and then to the aid of Ivan.

Apart from the dangers of attack, travelling conditions were terrible. In summer, roads through the northern regions were often impassible for mud, whilst in the south there were long stretches of almost waterless steppe to be traversed. At that time of year it was preferable to use the waterways such as the Volga. Covered carts were used for crossing the steppe. Travel was actually easier in the winter when goods could be transported in covered one-horse sleighs over the frozen ground, though the risk of being overwhelmed by blizzards or frozen to death remained very real.

One of the main routes was the Volga despite the risk of attack by pirates. Russian ships arrived in Ashtarkhan each summer to buy salt and fish and to trade with the merchants from the East or from the Khānates. The ships varied greatly in size from a few tons to several hundred tons. The journey upstream was very slow but considerably faster downstream. Two voyages were made a year from Nizhny Novgorod to Ashtarkhan. The Don, the Oka and many of the northern rivers were also important trade routes.

By the 15th century there was a complicated and well developed system of trade routes through Russia, many of which dated back to prehistoric times. One of the main crossroads for these routes was the Volga-Oka basin, an area in which lay both Moscow and Tver. Routes led down the Volga to Sarai and Ashtarkhan and thence to the Caucasus, Central Asia and Persia. To the south, routes followed the Oka or the Moscow River, or led across the steppes to the sea of Azov and the Crimea and thence to Constantinople, or via the towns on the Black Sea to Greece or Italy.

Other routes to the west lay overland to the Dnepr, through Kiev, (itself an important crossroads) and on to the Crimea or to Lithuania and other parts of Western Europe. To the north routes led, via Novgorod and Pskov, to the Baltic and again to Lithuania.

During the period of Mongol domination the Volga routes assumed a particular importance as so much of Russian trade at that time had to be conducted with the Mongols and the lands in which they held sway. By 1500, however, the overland route to the Crimea was well used and in that year 60
gosti accompanied a Muscovite embassy to the Crimea and of that number 13 came from Moscow, five from Tver and others came from Kolomna, Mozhaisk, Yaroslavl and Novgorod. As Russia gradually emerged from the "Tatar Yoke", merchants from Western Europe also began to penetrate its fastnesses. Colonies of Greeks, Italians, Armenians and various Moslems were established in Moscow in the 14th-15th centuries. Armenia had long been important in Russian trade and it had been a centre for the exchange of goods between Russia, Persia, the Transcaucasus and the Golden Horde; the Venetians and Genoese reached Moscow from their Black Sea settlements. The Eastern merchants bought furs and saddlery in Moscow, whilst the Germans and Poles, who generally arrived in the winter, also bought furs. Trade was also carried on in livestock with herds of horses, sheep and cattle being bought for sale from the Mongol lands. It is known that rich fabrics were brought to Tver in the 14th century from far-away Herat. From the West, Russia imported arms and cloth of various kinds including Flemish broadcloth.

Kiev was, with Moscow, Tver and Novgorod, an important trading centre. Via her trade route to the Crimea were imported goods of Persian, Indian and Syrian origin. Herberstein notes that pepper, saffron and silken cloth were sold more cheaply in Moscow than in Germany.

The picture thus emerges of the Russian gost as a respected member of the society of the day. Helped by good fortune he could amass considerable wealth but he ran high risks in doing so and might well die in poverty in a foreign land. Nikitin's story illustrates this life very well. Whilst conditions in Russia might have been rather more dangerous for merchants than in some parts of Western Europe, it should not be forgotten that the life of a merchant in Europe in the 15th century was a very risky one and that many of Nikitin's contemporaries from England, Italy, Portugal, Spain and other countries of Western Europe also died far from their native lands.

Whilst frequent mention is made in many sources of the rare and valuable goods, such as jewels, spices and silks, which were imported into Russia, it is difficult to decide what goods Nikitin might have taken with him from Tver to sell in
Shirvan, his original destination.

Probably the most important export from the territories through which Nikitin passed and which today form part of the Soviet Union, were the herds of semi-wild horses which were driven through Persia and shipped thence to India. Barbaro, who visited the region in the mid-15th century, mentions this trade, together with the trade in camels to Persia and cattle to Germany and Italy. This area, however, was not ruled in Nikitin's day by the Russian princes and this trade was in the hands of the Moslem Khans of the Tatar Horde.

Similarly it is known that considerable quantities of corn were exported across the Black Sea, especially from the port of Tana, but this again was a product rather of the steppes than of the edge of the forest zone where Tver was situated.

Furs are the commodity most frequently mentioned in connection with medieval Russian exports. The pelts of ermine, squirrel, sable, fox, wolf, bear, badger, mink, marmot, fitch, marten and musquash were highly prized, not only for the obvious practical reason that they were warm to wear, but also for their rarity in lands where they could not be easily obtained, which led to their being valued as status symbols. Contarini mentions the presence of German and Polish merchants in Moscow for the purpose of buying furs and Clavijo saw Russian furs and linens being bartered at Samarqand for silk, gems, musk and rhubarb from China. Nikitin almost certainly had furs with him, for when he spoke of the Tatar attack on the group of boats taking him and his companions down the Volga he said: "а моя рухлыяд вся в менсем' судне". The term рухлыяд which now means "junk, old furniture", once meant "furs" and it must clearly have had that meaning in this context.

D.M. Lebedev points out that craft industries were thriving at that time and that a large part of the production of any town was surplus to local requirements and could be exported. Many fine linen goods fell into that category. Ironworking and blacksmithing were important and Russian steel was very highly regarded at that time. Locks were made in Tver in the 15th century and may have been exported. There was also a trade in silver and bronze goods. In the areas on the edge of the forest zone, woodworking was important and fine wooden articles were produced such as the wooden dishes made
at the Troitsky-Sergiev Monastery. Very fine leather articles, especially boots and saddlery were produced in cattle-raising areas (though they were probably not amongst Nikitin's wares as Tver lay far north of the cotton producing areas). Wax and honey were important commodities and trade in them centred on Pskov. A.I. Pashkova also mentions iron goods, salt and potash as items of trade.

It should not be forgotten either that by the mid-15th century firearms were being manufactured in Eastern Russia in Moscow and Tver with some of the best guns being produced in Tver. It was said of the cannon founders of Tver that not even in Germany were there more skilful masters. It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that Nikitin was a medieval arms dealer, taking with him samples of the latest cannon and handguns which might be of interest to the ruler of Shirvan.

There was one semi-precious stone which was found in the land of Russia and further north around the Baltic Sea - amber. It was a highly prized commodity from very early times and may well have been exported to the south and east via Tver.

The most comprehensive list of goods exported from Russia is to be found in Giles Fletcher's Of the Russe Commonwealth of 1591 and includes furs, wax, honey, tallow (for which Tver was one of the best sources), leather, "train oil drawn out of the seal fish", caviar, flax and hemp, salt, mica, tar and walrus ivory. He was of course writing more than a century after Nikitin and of goods for the English market; Nikitin would hardly have been taking either caviar or salt to the lands around the Caspian. His cargo, however, was probably made up of a selection of the commodities of which furs were almost certainly the most important.
b) **Places in Russia mentioned in the Khozhenie**

**Tver:** is known today as Kalinin. It was renamed in 1933 in honour of M.I. Kalinin (1875-1946), a former President of the USSR. It is the capital of the Kalinin region of the RSFSR and stands at the confluence of the Volga and Tversta rivers and near their confluence with the R. Tmaka, 150 miles northwest of Moscow.

Tver appears to have been founded by Prince Vsevolod of Vladimir (1134-1181) to protect this part of his principality against Novgorod. The main part of the town then stood on the left bank of the Volga. In 1240 Yaroslav Vsevolodovich built a wooden kreml on the right bank of the river. In 1246 it became the capital of an independent principality under Yaroslav, the brother of Prince Alexander Nevsky. By 1327 its kreml was large and well fortified. A well organised uprising against the Tatars led to a punitive raid on the city by Ivan Kalita on behalf of the Khan Uzbek. (For further information on the history of the Principality see notes above).

During the 14th and 15th centuries Tver was famous for the high quality of its craftsmanship. The masons not only built churches in their own city but were sought after to build them in other cities also. Bells and armaments were made there and by the beginning of the 15th century the local artillery was the strongest in Russia. Tver had its own mint and was famous for jewellery and fine metal work.

The Spas Zlatoverkhy cathedral was built in stone at the end of the 12th century. The city was however ruined by the Poles during the Time of Troubles and later swept by fire (1763). The cathedral was pulled down in the 17th century and replaced by another of the same name. After its devastation the city was rebuilt as a planned town and very few old buildings still survive. The oldest of these is the White Trinity Church (ca. 1563-1564). There is a fine modern monument to Afanasy Nikitin, one of the city's most famous sons.

Kalinin today stands in the centre of the flax growing area and is an industrial centre and river port, the Volga still being an important communications route. It also stands on the Moscow-Leningrad railway and railway rolling stock is built
there. Other manufactures include textiles, clothing, plastics, leather goods and textile machinery. There is a large printing works.

The population in 1970 was 345,000.

Smolensk: a city known as the "key and gate of Russia" lies on both sides of the River Dniepr, 230 miles WSW of Moscow. The city which, in 1970 had a population of 211,000, is the capital of the Smolensk region of the RSFSR.

The city is very ancient, being first mentioned in 863 as the chief town of the Slav tribe of the Krivichi. It lies on the great commercial route between the Baltic and Constantinople. It was conquered by Prince Oleg in 882 and from 1054 it changed hands frequently belonging, at various times, to the Tatars, the Muscovites, the Lithuanians and the Poles. In the 11th and 12th centuries it was a semi-independent principality including Vitebsk, Moscow, Kaluga and parts of the Pskov region. It flourished under Prince Rostislav, grandson of Vladimir Monomakh. In the 14th century it came under the influence of the Lithuanians and was annexed to Lithuania in 1408. In 1388 plague and cholera ravaged the city which was said to have had but 10 survivors. In 1449 the Moscow princes renounced their claims upon Smolensk. Nevertheless, this important city, which then had a population of nearly 100,000, was a constant source of contention between Moscow and Lithuania. In 1514 it fell under Russian dominion; but during the disturbances of 1611 it was taken by Sigismund III of Poland, and it remained under Polish rule until 1654, when the Russians retook it. In the 18th century it played an important role as a basis for the military operations of Peter the Great during his wars with Sweden. Napoleon defeated the Russian armies there in 1812 and there was heavy fighting again in the 2nd World War. In each conflict the city was all but destroyed.

Within the city are the remains of the old kreml, built during the reign of Boris Godunov on the high crags on the left bank of the river. The Cathedral of the Assumption was built in 1679-1722 on the site of a building dating from 1101 and destroyed by the Poles in 1611. The oldest remaining building is the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul which dates from 1146.
The city today is an important railway junction and industrial centre. Linen, textile and other machinery, clothing, knitwear, footwear and furniture are among the chief manufactures. Flour-milling, brewing and sawmilling are also carried on, ceramics are made and also wooden ware. The city also has a University.

Nikitin died before reaching the city in 1472. At that period it was of course in the hands of the Lithuanians.

Kalyazin: a small town on the Volga, ENE of Tver (Kalinin). With regard to the Makarevsky Monastery, see note 16, p. 74.

Uglich: a small town (population in 1970 - 30,000) on the Volga, ENE of Tver (Kalinin) - at this point the Volga runs ENE from Tver before turning southwards towards the Caspian. The name of the town is believed to derive from R. ugol, meaning 'angle', and referring to this curve in the river.

According to legend the town was founded in 937 but records only date from 1149. In 1209 the town is recorded as having belonged to the principality of Rostov but in 1218 it became the centre of an autonomous principality. It was twice razed to the ground by Tatar attacks (in 1237 and 1284) but in 1375 Ivan Kalita purchased it from the Tatars and it became part of the Grand Principality of Muscovy. In Nikitin's time it belonged to Muscovy and was ruled by Prince Andrei Bolshoi, the brother of Ivan III, as part of his apanage.

There are many old buildings in the town but none pre-dating Nikitin's visit, though the Palace of the Princes was built in 1480 by Prince Andrei.

The principal industries of the town today are metalworking and machine-building. There is also a watch factory there. The town is the cheese-making centre for the surrounding dairy farming area. Near the city there is an important hydroelectric power plant. Paper milling is carried on locally.

Kostroma: lies 45 miles ENE of Yaroslavl, at the confluence of the Volga and the Kostroma River, which is also navigable. Because of its position it is quite an important river port. It is the capital of the Kostroma region of the RSFSR and in 1970 had a population of 223,000. It has been famous since the 16th century for linen, which was formerly exported to
Holland. Much of the Kostroma province is afforested and the timber industry has long been important. Today sawmilling, papermaking and the making of wooden ware are still important. Kostroma was also a centre of the textile industry, and cotton goods, clothing and footwear are still made. The town is also engaged in the metal industry and various metal goods are made there, and excavators are built there.

The town was founded in 1152. Its fort was often the refuge of the Princes of Moscow during time of war but it was plundered more than once by the Tatars. The Cathedral was first built in 1239 and rebuilt in 1773. It is a fine example of Russian architecture and stands within the kreml. On the opposite bank of the Volga stands the Ipatievsky Monastery, founded in 1330, with a cathedral built in 1586, both associated with the election of Tsar Michael in 1613. Today the glittering gilded cupolas of the city make it a conspicuous feature of the landscape as it climbs up the terraced river bank and it was, no doubt, an impressive sight when Nikitin sailed down the Volga.

Ples: a small town on the Volga, founded in 1410 by command of Grand Prince Vasily I of Moscow, son of Dmitry Donskoi, as a strong point for campaigns against Kostroma. It now lies in the Ivanovsk region of the RSFSR.

Nizhny Novgorod: the town lies at the confluence of the Oka and Volga Rivers, 260 miles ENE of Moscow and since 1932 it has been renamed Gorky in honour of the novelist and playwright Maxim Gorky. It has a major river port and airport and is capital of the Gorky region of the RSFSR.

Nizhny Novgorod was founded in 1221 by Yury, Prince of Suzdal-Vladimir, as a frontier fortress. It was sacked by the Tatars in 1377-1378 and was annexed to Moscow in 1417. By the second half of the 16th century it had become a powerful economic and cultural centre and in the 19th century its great fairs gained a European reputation.

Today the city (1970 population 1,170,000) is an important industrial centre manufacturing locomotives, cars, aircraft, machine tools, generators, radio sets, chemicals and
textiles. Other industries include oil refining, shipbuilding (including hydrofoils), sawmilling and woodworking.

The kreml and the city's two cathedrals date back to the 13th century and there are many old churches and monasteries. The upper part of the town was rebuilt on planned lines in the 18th century.
iii) Nikitin in the Khānates

a) General background

Whilst a very large part of what is now the European part of the USSR, including the northern principalities which have already been discussed, was greatly affected by the Mongol invasions, their impact in the southern steppe lands was of a different nature.

In much of the Mongol empire, the invaders exerted their influence by launching punitive raids against the local rulers and forcing them to pay tribute, and this was the case in a very large part of Russia. The Tatars, as they were known in Russia, subjugated most of the principalities situated on the edge of the forest areas, but few Tatars seem actually to have lived there, with the exception of the darughachis or baskaks who were posted to the courts of the various princes as political residents or collectors of taxes. The situation was very different in the southern steppe lands - lands favourable for the pasturage of the vast numbers of horses which were the strength of the Mongol armies and of the herds of cattle and sheep which they possessed. One can hardly speak of the Tatars settling in an area, as this was a conception contrary to their mainly nomadic way of life; but certainly these lands were occupied by the Tatars, who built in them the two cities of Old and New Sarāī and also made use of other cities such as Ashtarkhān and Kazan.

As already noted, the first Russian encounter with the Tatars occurred at the battle of the Kalka in 1223. A new Tatar campaign was launched in 1236 with the aim of defeating the Bulgars, whose lands surrounded the lower Volga, and other peoples on the eastern fringes of Russia as well as the Cumans and other tribes of the lower Volga and lower Don areas, thus safe-guarding communications between the Mongol heartlands and the armies in Russia. This campaign was led by two of Chengiz Khān's grandsons, Mongke (Mangu in Persian) who attacked the Cumans, and Batu who attacked the Bulgars, and they achieved their objectives by 1237. They then captured the city of Ryazan on the middle Oka River and launched their campaign against Northern Russia.

From then onward, until the time of Nikitin's journey through the lands of the Khanātes in 1466, the area up to a
line running approximately from Nizhny Novgorod to Lvov was continuously controlled and occupied by the Tatars.

By the beginning of the 15th century, following the struggle between Tokhtamysh and Timur, the Golden Horde began to break up. At Kazan in the west a cousin of Tokhtamysh, Ulugh Mehmed, became an independent khan in 1438 with the support of Lithuania. His rivals were Kepek and Devlet Berdi, sons of Tokhtamysh, and Barak, a grandson of Urus Khan, who invaded from Kazakhstan in 1422, temporarily driving Ulugh Mehmed to take refuge in Lithuania. Devlet Berdi seized the Crimea in 1425. Ulugh Mehmed temporarily regained control but was then forced to retreat to the upper Oka, where he was attacked by Grand Prince Vasily of Moscow. Ulugh Mehmed was murdered by his son Mahmudek, who was proclaimed khan at Kazan in 1445. Around Sarai a separate khanate known as the "Great Horde" had been established by Kuchuk Mehmed in 1438. Another separate Tatar state came into being at Ashtarkhan somewhat later in 1466.

Meanwhile in the Crimea, Sa'id Ahmed had seized power in 1441 and been recognised as khan by Moscow, but his rather unwise support for a claimant to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania led to opposition by Casimir IV, King of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania, who supported Hajji Girai. The latter reigned in the Crimea until his death in 1466 and established a dynasty which lasted until 1785.

It is not clear exactly which parts of the Golden Horde lands the various rivals held at this stage. All seem to have spent much of their energy attacking Moscow: Mahmudek in 1447, Sa'id Ahmed in 1449 and 1451, Prince Melim-Berdi, apparently a member of Kuchuk Mehmed's horde from the area around Sarai, in 1450. None of these campaigns was more than temporarily successful. By this time there were four khanates which could threaten Moscow, those of Kazan, Sarai, the Dniepr and of the Crimea. In order to counter the repeated attacks, Muscovy set up advance posts along the southern border of Russia on the edge of the Tatar controlled steppes. In 1452 or 1453 one of these, Gorodets-on-the-Oka, was made into a separate khanate, or tsardom in Russian terminology, under Tsarevich Kasim and became known as the Tsardom of Kasimov. The population consisted
of Tatars obedient to Moscow and of Meshcherians and Mordvinians, and the establishment of a Tatar state in the district presented no danger.

In 1466, the year of Nikitin's departure from Tver, Hajji Girai of the Crimea died and was succeeded by his ablest son, Mengli Girai. When Nikitin made his journey, most of southern Russia and the Ukrainian steppes, together with the middle and lower Volga regions, was under the control of the various Tatar khānates. Immense herds grazed the rich pasture of the chernozem belt of southern Russia and prevented its use for other types of agriculture. In 1472, the year of Nikitin's return and death, Mengli Girai was still the khān of the Crimea, whilst the Great Horde, under Ahmed, had launched yet another attack on Moscow.

The lands over which the khāns held sway in Nikitin's time were quite diverse. Only a few Russian towns lay within the frontiers of the territory directly governed by the Tatars. The Tatars liked to occupy the steppe lands because most of them still pursued a semi-nomadic way of life and needed huge areas of pasture land for their flocks, whilst the majority of the Russian cities which had flourished before their coming were situated in the agricultural areas along the margins of the forest belt. Of Bolghār, the capital city of the Volga Bulgars destroyed by Batu in 1237, little is known. Along the shores of the Black Sea, however, the Tatars took over many towns which had been trading cities since the times of the ancient Greeks. Under Tatar rule the city of Ashtarkhān at the mouth of the Volga and the towns of Old and New Sarāi became important commercial centres.

Racially the Golden Horde was not predominantly Mongol, the bulk of the people being Turks. The Mongol element was descended from the original force led by Juchi. In part of the Golden Horde territory, west of the Volga, the Turks were mainly Kypchaks (Cumans) with some Khazars and Patzinaks, whilst in the middle Volga there were some remnants of the Bulgars and the Bashkīrs. These Turkish elements of the population, who, together with the Mongols themselves, had accepted Islam, were fully integrated into the ruling hierarchy. On a lower political level stood the Russians, Alans, Circassians,
the Finno-Ugrian tribes of the lower Oka basin, and the Italians and Greeks of the Crimea and Azov areas.

Whist the Mongol/Tatar military machine was formidably efficient, and their tax-collecting and judicial system was well organised, the Tatars were not able to set up a stable form of government. Time after time their dominance was undermined by internal struggles over the inheritance of power.

Commerce played a very important role in the economy of the Golden Horde and indeed of the whole Mongol Empire. Merchants, especially those dealing with foreign markets, were regarded with great respect by the khāns and grandees. They were often able to influence the direction of both internal and external affairs. Moslem merchants at that time formed a sort of international corporation controlling the markets of Central Asia, Iran and South Russia. For obvious reasons they favoured peace and stability in the countries with which they dealt, and since they could lend money to the khāns from the huge capital at their command, they could wield a great deal of influence.

It should be noted that the towns of the Tatar ruled areas in some ways differed fundamentally from those of the Russian heartlands. Many of the old towns of northern Russia were the permanent seats of local ruling dynasties and the administrative centres of their territories. They had generally been founded at the crossing points of ancient trade routes or in naturally defensible positions, and when they developed to a certain point, a social hierarchy led by the ruling family would usually emerge. This was not the case in the chief towns of the khānates, because the semi-nomadic Mongol rulers generally spent only a few months in the town and the rest of the year with their nomadic tribesmen. The Tatar towns, however, had highly developed crafts and industries and were important trading centres. A considerable proportion of the population stayed there permanently, and an urban class, consisting of various ethnic, social, and religious elements, came into being. The important towns had both mosques and churches. Since international commerce played a big part in the economic life of the Horde, these cities were also of great importance, but they were not fortified strongholds like the towns of the northern lands.
b) Places in the Khānates mentioned in the Khozhenie

Kazan: this city is only mentioned in the introduction to the Chronicle version of the Khozhenie. Nevertheless Nikitin probably passed through it as it lay on the main route down the Volga. It is today the capital of the Tatar ASSR (RSFSR) and stands near the confluence of the Kazanka River and the Volga. Its population in 1970 was 869,000 and its ethnic composition is very mixed.

The first city of Kazan was founded by Tudai-Mongke, Khān of the Golden Horde in the second half of the 13th century at a site some 30 miles to the north-east of the present city. The ruins of the city of Bolghār, capital of the Volga Bulgar state destroyed by the Mongols, lie some 60 miles to the south.

The city was moved to its present site in the mid 15th century and its kremli was built in 1437, just before the city was captured in 1438 by Ulugh Mehmed who made it the capital of a new khānate. Between 1445 and 1477 the forces of Kazan made frequent incursions into the Russian lands attacking Murom, Galich, Vladimir and other cities. A Muscovite campaign (mentioned in the introduction to the Khozhenie in the Chronicle versions), was led against Kazan in 1469-70 by Prince Yury Vasil'evich, a brother of Ivan III, but the city was not taken until 1552, when it fell to Ivan IV. In more modern times Kazan was laid waste during the Pugachev rebellion in 1774, and suffered severely during the 1917 revolution and again in the famine of 1921. In its heyday the city was known as the "Beauty of the East" and it contains a number of interesting old buildings. The remaining parts of the kremli date from after the time of Nikitin's visit but it is possible that parts of the Suyumbeka Tower were built in the early Tatar period.

Much of Kazan's importance has stemmed from its position as a river port and later as a centre for the rail network. Through the centuries the city has been famous for its leather industry, said to date back to the time of the Volga Bulgars, which produces many sorts of fine leather goods. More than a half of Russian furs are processed there. There are now copper-smelting, machinery, tallow, tobacco, felt boot, textile and brewing industries in the city, and its soap, glycerine and toilet articles factory was once famous. Amongst other
local products are photographic film, typewriters and synthetic rubber. The Kazan fair was formerly a great centre for trade between western Russia and Turkestan and was held on an island in the Volga opposite the town. It is the seat of the State University founded in 1804 and of a branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.

Uslan: a small town on the right bank of the Volga above the town of Kamyshin.

Sarāi: it has been established that there were two towns, capitals of the land of the Golden Horde, both called Sarāi. The first was founded by Batu, the grandson of Chengiz Khān, near the present day village of Selitrenny, on the Akhtuba, a distributary branch of the Volga, about 65 miles north of Ashtarkhān. It is generally referred to as Old Sarāi or Batu Sarāi. The second city was founded by Batu's brother and successor, Berke, and is known as New Sarāi or Berke Sarāi. It was situated near the present town of Leninsk (known before 1917 as Tsareev), about 40 miles east of Volgograd (Tsaritsyn). Nikitin evidently refers to New Sarāi which was the capital of the Golden Horde from the mid-14th century. In general it is difficult to differentiate between the two towns, as most sources simply refer to Sarāi, without making any distinction between them, though some Golden Horde coins minted c 1310 are inscribed—New Sarāi.

Information about the two cities has been gleaned from archaeological research and from the accounts of chroniclers, geographers and travellers of the 13th-15th centuries. Ebn Battuta, who visited New Sarāi in the 14th century considered it to be one of the most beautiful towns of the east.

New Sarāi was built in the middle of a salt marsh and had no city walls. Part of the site was occupied by an artificial lake filled from the Volga. The khān's residence was a great palace surmounted by the golden crescent of Islam. There were at least 13 great mosques in the town. The houses which were built of wood or brick, were packed closely together and had no gardens. Different trades and nationalities had their own quarters of the city, and there were five great
bazaars. It seems to have been a very cosmopolitan place whose inhabitants included Mongols, Turks, Alans, Kipchaks, Cherkesses, Russians, Byzantines and Italians. Visiting merchants and other foreign visitors are known to have included some from Khwārazm, Central Asia, Iran, Iraq, Syria and Egypt. There were a number of Christians amongst the population, adherents of the Russian church and other churches; at one time the town was the seat of an Orthodox bishopric.

Excavations have revealed the remains of smithies, cutlery workshops, armories and factories for agricultural tools and for bronze and copper vessels. Tanning and weaving were also important. Most of the cloth produced was woollen but some was also woven from cotton imported from Central Asia. Fine pottery was produced, mainly in the Khwārazmian style which dominates in most of the remains which have been discovered, though some pieces showing Chinese, Byzantine and Mamluk influences have also been found.

New Sarāi was devastated by Timur in 1395 and captured by the Russians in a campaign in 1472. It was finally destroyed in 1480 by the combined forces of Ivan III and Mengli Girai, Khān of the Crimea.

Berekezany: was a small town on the delta of the Volga below Sārai and north of Ashtarkhān.

River Buzan: is a small distributary branch of the Volga which leaves the main stream 30 miles above Ashtarkhān and rejoins it at Krasny Yar.

Ashtarkhān: (Russian: Astrakhan): the port in the Volga delta which was the capital of an independent khānate from 1466 until 1554 when it was conquered and annexed to Russia by Ivan IV. It stands some 60 miles from the present Caspian coast though probably much closer in Nikitin's time. Today it is the chief town of the Astrakhan Region of the RSFSR and an important Caspian port, even though it is ice-bound for 4 months of the year. Its importance has fluctuated, increasing with the exploitation of the Baku oil-field in the late 19th century and diminishing with the opening of the Volga-Don canal.
The city stands on the left bank of the main stream of the Volga on an island formed by the R. Bolda. The R. Kutum flows through the city itself and the two sides are linked by more than 30 bridges. Ashtarkhān stands 60 feet below sea level and is protected from the waters of the Volga and its branches by dykes. In the course of its history it had undergone many misfortunes: it was ravaged by Timur in 1395, captured by Ivan the Terrible in 1554, besieged by the Ottoman Turks in 1569, captured by Stenka Razin's rebels in 1670, plundered several times by Persians in the 18th century, badly damaged by fire on a number of occasions, and decimated by cholera in 1830 and famine in 1921.

The present city consists of the 16th-17th century kreml which includes a cathedral, the White Town (containing offices, shops, etc.,) and suburbs with houses built mainly of wood. There is a university. In 1970 the population was 411,000.

The port of Astrakhan dispatches timber, grain, and metals to other Caspian ports and oil, fruit (especially water melons), cotton and rice to upstream destinations. The fishing industry is particularly important and includes the catching, canning, and smoking of fish, and the preparation of caviare. Shipbuilding is also carried on. Other industries include saw-milling, the production of textiles and footwear, and food processing. Astrakhan also gave its name to the fur made from the skins of new born Persian lambs.

Begun: possibly the Begun promontory, a shoal in the delta of the Volga.

Balaclava: a small town in the Crimea on the Black Sea coast lying about 10 miles from Sevastopol. The present population is about 7,000. In British history it is famous as the scene of the Charge of the Light Brigade in the Crimean War in 1854. The town is of very ancient origin, being mentioned by Strabo under the name of Palakion. In 1357 it was occupied by the Genoese, who built a fortified warehouse, the remains of which are still visible. It was taken by the Ottoman Turks in 1457 and was in their hands when Nikitin passed through. The main
industries of the town today are fisheries, limestone quarrying and vineyards.

Gurzuf: a village in the Crimea, 10 miles east of Yalta, on the Black Sea coast. The population is about 4,800. Remains of a Byzantine fortress of the 6th century can still be seen. Pushkin once lived there for a short time and the village has a park dedicated to his memory. It is best known today as a health resort with a warm climate like that of the Mediterranean and it has several sanatoria and rest homes.

Kaffa: (known today as Feodosiya), is a port and watering place on the southeast coast of the Crimea. The town was known in ancient times as Theodosia and was a colony founded by the Greeks of Miletus. Archaic terracottas show it to have been inhabited from the 6th century B.C. It is first mentioned in history as resisting the attacks of Satyrus, ruler of the Cimmerian Bosporus, in ca. 390 B.C. At that time and throughout most of its history it was important as the main port through which grain and other produce of the Crimea was exported. It is known to have been inhabited in the 3rd century A.D., but seems to have been deserted not long afterwards. The name Kaffa is first mentioned in the 9th century and shortly after 1266 the Genoese established a commercial station there with the permission of the Golden Horde authorities. The Genoese settlement flourished as the depot of a trade route reaching to China. It became the chief of the Genoese establishments in "Gazaria" (the land of the Khazars), the see of a bishop and the chief port on the northern shore of the Black Sea, surpassing the Venetian settlement at Tana. Kaffa fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1475 and was thus in their hands when Nikitin passed through. It was taken by the Russians in 1771 and annexed by them in 1783, when most of the Moslem population emigrated. Today the town has a population of 50,100 and is one of the chief ports on the Black Sea. The main industries are flour-milling, brewing and canning. It is also a health resort with many sanatoria and rest homes and its mineral waters and mud baths are said to be therapeutic. Although most of the old town was rebuilt in the 17th century, remnants of the fortress walls and towers date back to the 14th century.
iv) Nikitin in Caucasia

a) General background

The Caucasus, like Russia, suffered at the hands of the Mongols. In 1221 Mongol armies under Chengiz Khan's generals Subüdei and Jebe passed through the southern parts of the area and a number of the local rulers, in part very energetic personalities, were subdued by force and consequently lost their territories. Others saved themselves by skilful manoeuvring. The northern part of the area was subjugated by the Golden Horde and the Caucasus was the scene of several wars between the Golden Horde and the Il-Khans (the Mongol dynasty founded by Hulügu which ruled Iran). Towards the middle of the 14th century some areas managed to free themselves, notably Georgia. This period of relief was, however, short-lived and the whole of the Caucasus was subjugated in 1385-7 by the notorious Timur, who from his base at Samarqand, spread desolation everywhere he went.

Despite these invasions, local rulers had continued to hold office, though they generally had both to pay tribute and to supply troops to Mongol overlords. By Nikitin's time, however, some of these kingdoms had become independent.

Foremost of these, in the context of the Khozhenie, was Shirvān. The ruler of this area in Nikitin's time, and the Shirvān Shāh mentioned by him, was Farrokh-Yasār (1462-1500). The title dates back to the end of the 9th century. Farrokh-Yasār was the son of Khalilollāh (1417-1462) of the Darband dynasty who were the local rulers from 1382-1558. Under his rule the Shirvān territory stretched from the R. Kura in the south to the R. Samura in the north and included the towns of Shamākhi, Bāku and Darband. It was an independent state and enjoyed a period of economic and political prosperity, though this prosperity was not uniform throughout the area - the town of Darband was declining in importance whilst Bāku was growing.

There is strong evidence of links between Russia and Shirvān for some 35 years prior to Nikitin's departure. The writer of the "Skazanie o zheleznykh vratekh" visited this area between 1436-1447, and he may well have been an envoy to the Shirvān Shāh from the Grand Prince of Tver. Later a monk
of Tver, Foma, mentioned in his writings the visit to Tver of an embassy from Shāh Rokh, the son of Timur and of course we know from the Khozhenie that Nikitin was to travel with Hasan Beg, an envoy from Farrokh-Yasar to the court of Ivan III. It may well be that Shirvān was Nikitin's objective when he set off on his journey though he probably knew that the road to India lay beyond the Iron Gates of Darband for this was a fact mentioned by the author of the Skazanie o zheleznykh vratekh.

It is clear from the text of the Khozhenie that, whilst the Shirvān Shāh wielded much influence in this area, he did not directly control all the tribes. In particular Nikitin mentions the Qaytaqs, a tribe living in Dāghestān, not far from Darband, which was governed by the brother-in-law of Farrokh-Yasar, Khalil Beg. It was they who took prisoner some of Nikitin's travelling companions and robbed them of their possessions. Whilst they released their prisoners at the request of Farrokh-Yasar, they did not return their goods thus forcing Nikitin to travel onwards to India.

The Qaytaqs inhabited the district and principality of Qaytaq in Western Dāghestān to the north-west of Darband. They are first mentioned by Timur's historian, Nizam od-Din Shami, in his account of Timur's campaign through Āzarbāyjān and Dāghestān against Tokhtamysh, the Khan of the Golden Horde, in 1395. At that time, according to him, the Qaytaqs were still "a people without faith", in other words pagans. According to the Venetian traveller, Barbaro, by the second half of the 15th century, there were, amongst the Qaytaqs, some "Greek" Christians (i.e. Georgian or Orthodox Christians) and some of the Armenian and Catholic faiths. The presence of the Catholics is explained by the activity of the Catholic missions sent to the Caucasus in the 14th and 15th centuries. However, at that time Islam was spreading amongst the Qaytaqs, and in Nikitin's time the ruling prince bore a Moslem name, Khalil Beg.

The Qaytaqs were more a geographical group than a single tribe. There were many Mongols amongst the inhabitants from the 13th century onwards. Today there are two main ethno-linguistic groups: One speaking the Daghinsky tongue (one of the Dāghestān group of Ibero-Caucasian languages), the other
the Turkic Terek group, who may be the descendants of Turkicised Mongols and whose language is close to Āzarbāyjānī.

b) Places in the Caucasus mentioned in the Khozhenie

Darband: is a town and harbour on the west coast of the Caspian Sea. It is of very ancient origin, being known from the 6th century B.C. onwards. Great fortifications between the sea and a nearby spur of the Caucasian Range were built in the 6th century A.D., reputedly by a Sāsānid Iranian king for the defence of the Caspian Gate or Iron Gate against tribes from the north, such as the Huns. They were rebuilt at various later dates for protection against the Khazars. The name of the town in various languages refers to this position as a gateway. In Iranian tradition, Darband stood on the frontiers of Irān.

Up to the time of the Mongol invasion, Darband was the chief port of the Caspian and an important entrepot on the trade routes between Irān and Europe and especially Russia. In the 13th century, however, its place began to be taken by Bāku and by the 15th century it had declined considerably. The reasons for the decline are not clear, but were probably due to the continuing struggles between the Mongol rulers of Central Asia and Persia which affected trade badly and to the fact that the weak local rulers could not manage to maintain the fortifications and the port with the result that the merchants began to patronise the naturally and politically safer harbour of Bāku.

Judging by the accounts of other travellers and, in particular, the Venetian, Contarini, about one sixth of the town was lying in ruins at the time of Nikitin's visit. The inhabitants appear to have consisted of Turkic speaking elements together with people from the non-Turkic Northern Caucasian tribes and the tribes of Dagestān.

In Nikitin's time there was a regular trade route by sea between Darband and Ashtarkhān, rice and silken goods being carried north to be exchanged at Ashtarkhān by Russian and Tatar merchants for furs and other goods from northern lands. According to Contarini this voyage lasted 24 days and was
fraught with danger of attacks by pirates and the onslaughts of winter storms.

Darband passed to Russia in 1813 and now lies in the Dagestan ASSR of the RSFSR. Its main industries are fishing and fish canning, the manufacture of textiles and wine, while glass is produced close by.

Tarkhi (or Tarkhu): a fortress on the Caspian coast of Dagestan, usually identified as Makhach-Kala.

Shamakhī: is a town in Shirvān, now a district centre in the Azarbāyjān SSR. Its existence was known from the 6th century BC. According to some of the descriptions left by 15th century travellers, it was a considerable town. In the Middle Ages it was notable for the export of silken goods whilst cotton was also manufactured. It was one of the residences of the Shirvān Shāh. According to Barbaro there were some 4000-5000 dwellings in Shamakhī in the 1470s, which would mean an estimated population of 18,000 - 22,500.

Baku: Since 1806 Baku has been a Russian possession and today it is the capital of the Azarbāyjān SSR. It lies on the south coast of the Apsheron peninsula on the Caspian Sea and has a population of 1½ million.

It is an important sea port and oil-producing centre with many oil-related industries. The oil is pumped to the Black Sea port of Batumi by a double pipeline and is also shipped to Ashtarkhān.

Baku was known to Arab geographers in the 10th century. From the earliest times its fame has been connected with its oil deposits and the fact that some of the oil wells burned spontaneously. The "inextinguishable fire" was mentioned by Nikitin and revered by the Zoroastrian fire-worshippers. In the Middle Ages the oil was used mainly as a weapon of war, to provide the "Greek Fire" hurled against the enemy by early artillery.

Up to the 13th century Baku was a small place but, between the 13th and 15th centuries, it became the main port on the Caspian Sea. A 15th century description by a Moslem geographer said that the town was built of stone and that the
sea came up to its towers and walls. There were two fortresses, one by the sea, so strongly built that even the Mongols were unable to take it, and a second in the hills. The land around the town was infertile and, as today, the fertile ground was on the north side of the Apsheron peninsula, some 30 km. from the town, where figs, grapes and pomegranates were grown. Quite large quantities of oil were extracted locally and exported from the town, and salt was exported from the salt lakes. There was also a trade in high quality silk. The population of the town was exclusively Moslem (of the Sunni persuasion) but some 6 km. from the town there was a village of Armenian Christians.

The importance of Baku increased considerably in the 15th century and it became one of the residences of the Shirvan Shâh, who built a large palace complex there, the remains of which are still to be seen.

The "Ordu" of the Shirvan Shâh

Nikitin describes his visit to the Shirvan Shâh as taking place in the latter's ordu or koi tul. The meaning of these words has been discussed in the notes to the text - (note 32). The usual residences of the rulers of Shirvan in the 15th century were at Shamâkhî, Baku and the fortresses of Gyulistan and Bikurd. Both ordu and koi tul, however, refer to a moveable camp, like the camps of the Tatar khâns and none of the above-named places fit that description. However an anonymous Persian author at the end of the 10th century mentioned the existence of a fortified camp belonging to the ruler of Shirvan and situated on a mountain named Fit Dâgh, some 6½ km. from Shamâkhî, and this may have been the place to which Nikitin refers.

Georgia: is today one of the constituent republics of the USSR but for more than 2,000 years it was an independent Kingdom. It lies in the western part of Transcaucasia and is bounded by the Black Sea on the west, Turkey on the south-west, the Great Caucasus range to the north and the Lesser Caucasus range to the south. Georgia was known to the Greeks and the Romans and was indeed conquered by one of Alexander's generals. From the
early years of the Christian era it was a semi-independent kingdom under the name of Iberia. Christianity was introduced in the 4th century A.D. and the majority of the people have clung to this faith ever since, despite Arab invasions in the 7th and 8th centuries and later Mongol, Ottoman, Turkish and Safavid Persian occupations. Byzantium exercised considerable influence on the Georgian Church but it remained a distinct national Church.

The kingdom reached the peak of its power in the 12th and 13th centuries which was its Golden Age of culture and influence. It was over-run by the Mongols in the early 13th century and laid waste by Timur in 1403. The country was freed from Mongol rule by King Alexander I (1413-1442) who subsequently divided it into three separate kingdoms, Imeretia, Kakhetia and Karthlia, under his three sons, and at the time of Nikitin it must have still been divided in that way.

Subsequently parts of Georgia were subject to Turkey and other parts to Persia. During the 17th and 18th centuries Georgian rulers occasionally appealed to the Russian tsars for help. The country officially became a Russian province in 1801 though some of the mountain tribes were not suppressed until 1829.

Nikitin did not visit Georgia, as far as we know, but he wrote that "in the land of Georgia there is an abundance of all good things" and he must have been thinking of the Black Sea lowlands. There the staple crop is maize which can be grown in the fertile alluvial soils. Orchard fruits, berries, peaches, apricots, vines, pomegranates, citrus fruit, tomatoes, cucumbers, beetroot, melons and other vegetables abound and bamboos and various narcotic and medicinal plants are grown. Tea and cotton are also important crops and so, today, is tobacco though it would have been unknown in Nikitin's time. Mulberries are grown for silkworm culture. In this case Nikitin could not be said to be exaggerating!
v) Nikitin in Persia and the Middle East

a) General background

At the time when Nikitin passed through Persia and Asia Minor on his journey to and from India, the lands of the Middle East were in turmoil. They had all suffered from the depredations of the Mongols, but with the collapse of Mongol rule new forces had emerged and their conflicts made Nikitin explain:

"I know not my way nor whither I may go from the land of Hendustān. I may go to Hormoz, but from Hormoz to Khorasan there is no way, nor is there a way to Chaghatāi; nor to Bodata, nor is there a way to Bahrayn, nor to Yazd, nor to Arabia, but there is conflict everywhere."

(trans., p. 62 above).

These countries were a part of the heartland of Islam. Within 100 years of the Prophet's death, Islam had taken root in Persia. It was in Persia, too, that Islamic movements, such as the Esma'īlī and Twelver Shi'ite sects and the organised Sufi orders, had been most active. Not long afterwards, in 1501, Persia fell into the power of a Twelver Shi'ite dynasty, the Safavids.

In the early 13th century much of this area was under the rule of two great powers: the Khwārazmshah, centred on Khwārazm, Herāt, Merv and Balkh and the Caliphate of Baghdād, whose ruler may be said to have been the highest religious authority in Sonnite Islam. Besides these two powers there were numerous independent or semi-independent principalities whose frequent conflicts weakened them all and evidently blinded the rulers to the threat which was gathering beyond their borders.

In 1219 Chengiz Khān launched a campaign against the Khwārazmshāh who had put to death Mongol envoys. The cities of Bokhārā, Samārqānd, Balkh, Gorganj (then the capital of Khwārazm), Rayy and many others were taken and sacked. During the next 18 years Mongol armies swept through north-western Iran, northern Iraq, Armenia, Āzarbāyjān and Georgia. Most of these territories fell under Mongol rule. The minor dynasties of southern Persia were forced to pay tribute and supply troops,
and the Caliphate of Baghdād escaped for the moment.

The onslaught was renewed in 1255-58 by Hülegū, a brother of Qubilāy Kān, and on this occasion Baghdād fell and the Caliph was executed. Some areas, however, remained unmolested, amongst them Herāt, the Caspian coast, Kermān, Fārs and Hormoz at the entrance to the Persian Gulf. Generally speaking, where the local rulers acknowledged Mongol authority and agreed to pay tribute, they were left in possession of their territories and only those who opposed the invasion were attacked. In the conquered lands which they directly ruled, the Mongols entrusted the civil administration to indigenous officials, often choosing Shi'ites and Jews.

Hülegū's empire became firmly consolidated in the area between the Caucasus and the Euphrates, where ample pasture for his army of Mongol and Turkish nomads was available. He founded a new dynasty of Ilkhāns (viceroys) who gave nominal allegiance to the Great Kān, Qubilāy, who had moved his seat from Karakorum to Peking. The Mongol Golden Horde rulers in Russia, and the Chaghatāy rulers in Central Asia, refused allegiance to the Great Kān and frequently warred with the Ilkhāns of Persia.

The Mongols everywhere fell under the influence of the civilisations of the conquered peoples and in Persia, Russia and Central Asia gradually became assimilated with the Turkish elements in the local populations. In Persia a decisive phase was marked when the Ilkhan Ghāzān, on his accession in 1295, became a Sonnite Moslem.

The Ilkhān dynasty ruled and controlled the Persian plateau, Mesopotamia, Georgia and much of Asia Minor including the former Rum Saljuq territory and the Kingdom of Little Armenia. In the eighty years during which the dynasty survived, trading links with Europe were established, intellectual life was revived and the opposing powers of the Golden Horde, the Chaghatāys and the Mamluk sultanate of Egypt and Syria were successfully resisted.

This relative prosperity was, to a large extent, lost in the 50 years following the collapse of the Ilkhanid regime in the mid 14th century. Persia and Iraq then fell apart under various warring local dynasties while Anatolia and Georgia broke away.
Disaster again befell these petty states from the direction of Central Asia. In 1369 Timur, an officer in the service of the Chaghatayid Khan, shook off his allegiance to his master and made himself the ruler of Samarqand. He spent the remaining 35 years of his life in destructive campaigns. He conquered the whole of Persia and Mesopotamia (from 1379 onward), Caucasia (1385-7), and Khwārazm. He also led campaigns into the territory of the Golden Horde (in 1391 and 1395), northern India (1398), Syria (1400), and Anatolia (1402), leaving behind everywhere a trail of massacre, pillage and desolation.

Timur's influence was universally destructive. His campaigns undermined Islamic civilisation. He did not create a stable government within his empire and thus deprived his subjects of any protection. Within two years of his death in 1405 his empire had fallen apart. The old dynasties returned in Anatolia, Iraq and northern India. Timur's descendants continued to rule for some years in Persia and Transoxania and tried to repair the damage caused by their ancestor, though his campaigns had destroyed much that was irreplaceable and killed many of the ablest inhabitants. It may be noted that almost all the lands through which Nikitin passed had been devastated by Timur and in some cases the results must have been still apparent.

After Timur's death in 1405, one of his sons, Shāh Rokh, gained power in Khorāsān in 1407 and later in Transoxiana. He proved to be a good and peaceful ruler and a protector of religion, scholars and poets. Under him Persia regained a measure of prosperity. His successors, however, fought among themselves and could not hold their territories together. This permitted the rise of new powers, whose struggle formed the immediate background to Nikitin's travels through these lands.

In Northern Mesopotamia the Torkman Black Sheep (Qara Qoyunlu) tribal confederacy ruled in Mowsel from about 1375 and survived Timur's onslaught. They seized Baghdād in 1410 and took Shūshtar in 1421. By 1412 Iraq and Āzarbāyjān were subject to this Torkman dynasty. They made Tabriz their capital and, despite struggles over the succession, held out against
the Timurids. Their last great ruler, Jāhān-Shāh Mirzā, had continuous struggles with the Timurid prince Abū Sa'id, which resulted in various parts of Persia changing hands several times. He also had to contend with revolts by his sons. In 1466 he died in battle with the Aq Qoyunlu (see below) and within two years the whole of his territory fell to them. The Qara Qoyunlu were Shi'ites but not of the Twelver Sect.

The Torkmans of the Aq Qoyunlu (White Sheep) confederacy were Sonnites and proved formidable enemies of the Timurids. Based in Eastern Anatolia, they had long been in conflict with the Qara Qoyunlu and had at one time almost been eliminated. From 1449 onwards under an able leader, Uzun Hasan, they expanded their sphere of influence and succeeded in wiping out the Qara Qoyunlu between 1466 and 1468. Uzun Hasan then moved against Abū Sa'id, defeated and executed him at Tabriz in 1469, and thus came to dominate western and southern Persia. He never attacked eastern Persia as he feared the rise of a new power, the Ottoman sultanate, which was then busy subduing and annexing the small Turkish states of Asia Minor. During his struggles with the Ottomans, he suffered several defeats but managed to hold on to most of his territory. After his death in 1478, his empire was rent by disputes amongst his sons and no longer posed a threat to either the Ottomans or the Timurids. Uzun Hasan was at war with the Ottomans when Nikitin travelled through eastern Asia Minor in 1471 and his account mentions the taking of the towns of Sivas, Tokat and Amasiya and an attack on Karaman.

In eastern Persia a Timurid prince, Hosayn Bāyqara, had to fight for several years from 1469 before he eliminated rivals and established himself as ruler of Khorāsān, with his capital at Herāt. During a long reign he made it a city of great cultural importance. No doubt his initial struggles were one of the reasons for Nikitin's comment that "there is conflict everywhere".

Khorāsān, which is frequently mentioned in the Khozhenie, then meant a much larger territory than the present Iranian province. The name was given to the whole region between the Salt Desert (Dasht-e Kavir) in the west, the Āmu Daryā and the Badakhshān mountains in the east, the Qara Qum desert in the
north, and the Hindu-Kosh mountains and the Sistān oasis in the south. Before the devastation caused by Chengiz Khān and Timur, Khorāsān had been a prosperous country. It lay across many of the great caravan routes, and its cities traded with China, India and the Volga lands; they were also important cultural centres. Under Shāh Rokh and Hosayn Bāyqara, prosperity revived to some extent. Its image was still such that, for Nikitin, it was synonymous with Persia. The Persians, who were an important element in the Moslem ruling classes of India, were then generally called Khorāsānians.

The last part of Nikitin’s journey through the Middle East on his return from India took him through what is now eastern Turkey. Here again he encountered the problems of travel in an area where a struggle for power was going on. In the early centuries of the Christian era, most of mainland Turkey had formed part of the Roman and later the Byzantine Empire. The Turkish Saljuq tribes from Central Asia, who had conquered Persia and Iraq between 1040 and 1055, defeated the Byzantines in the decisive battle of Manzikert in 1071 and then settled in large numbers in Anatolia. The Saljuq Sultanate had reached its most prosperous and glorious period about 1220 when Chengiz Khān’s Mongols invaded Persia, driving a wave of Torkman immigration into the Sultanate. In 1243 the Mongols swept into Anatolia and the Saljuq state collapsed. In the western frontier areas independent frontier princes or beys now ruled over territories won as a result of holy wars (Arabic - ghāza) against the Christians and these states were therefore known as ghāzi states. The greatest of these proved to be the Ottoman principality which in the next hundred years extended its sovereignty over the whole of Anatolia and the Balkans.

Bāyazid I (1389-1402) waged great campaigns in the Balkans and Anatolia, in the course of which he annexed Karaman and other principalities. He also encroached on the possessions of the Mamluks (who ruled Egypt, Syria and the upper valley of the Euphrates) and on Timur’s sphere of influence in the area of Erzincan. Bāyazid turned this collection of vassal states into a centralised empire but was defeated and captured by Timur at the battle of Ankara in 1402.
Timur re-established the small Turkish principalities and divided the Ottoman domain into three parts under Ottoman princes who were to be his vassals. They were reunited by Mehmed I (1413-1421). Under Murad II (1421-51), Ottoman rule was reinforced in large parts of the Balkans which were under its sovereignty. He was succeeded by Mehmed II, known as "the Conqueror", whose aim was to revive the Byzantine Empire under Turkish rule. His first great success was the siege and capture of Constantinople in 1453. He then eliminated the remaining Greek states, namely those of the Comnenians in Trebizond and the two despots of the Palaeologus dynasty in the Morea, annexed Serbia and the whole Balkan peninsular south of the Danube, and finally occupied the ports of the southern Crimea (1475) and Otranto in southern Italy (1480).

While these wars were in progress a succession struggle in the Karaman principality in Anatolia brought Mehmed II into collision with the Aq Qoyunlu ruler, Uzun Hasan. After Mehmed's annexation of the territory of Karaman in 1468, Uzun Hasan, as we have already seen, continued to harass the eastern borders of Mehmed's empire and was only defeated in 1473 at the battle of Bashkent (Terjān). Uzun Hasan then made peace and thereafter refrained from incursions into Ottoman territory.

The position, therefore, in 1471 when Nikitin passed through Persia and Eastern Asia Minor, was that most of this region was under the rule of Uzun Hasan, although struggles were still continuing. Nikitin actually passed through the "front-line" area where Mehmed II and Uzun Hasan, together with the Karamanli forces, were waging a border war. He then traversed Ottoman territory and took ship for the Crimea from Trebizond, which had but recently fallen to the Ottomans, and reached Kaffa not long before it, too, was annexed to Mehmed II's empire.

Whilst all the countries of the Middle East through which Nikitin passed were in a more or less unsettled state, it should not be imagined that their social life was wholly dominated by wild, nomadic, warlike tribesmen. All had seen different civilisations come and go, all had noteworthy towns and fine examples of architecture and all had traditions of learning.
Literature and especially poetry had flourished in these lands, many specialised crafts were practised and trade was carried on with distant countries. Aspects of this civilisation are mentioned in the notes on towns which follow.

Although there is no evidence of visits by Russian merchants to Persia before the time of Nikitin, it seems at least possible that they were made. Nikitin was quite fluent in his "basic Islamic" and makes no reference to difficulties of understanding in his travels. The fact that he only left very scanty notes on his journey through Persia suggests that this part of his route was not "unknown territory" to Russian merchants of his day and his relatively detailed description of life in India suggests a desire to give them the benefit of his knowledge of an unknown land.

b) Places in Persia and the Middle East mentioned in the Khozhenie.

Chebokār: the identity of this place has given rise to discussion. In R.H. Major's English translation of 1837 it is given as Bokhara, but this seems most unlikely. In the 1948 and 1958 Academy editions it is given as Chapakur, a township in Māzandarān on the southern shore of the Caspian Sea to the west of Sāri. N.I. Vorob'ev, in an article published in 1938, identifies it as the inland town of Bālf'erush (Persian Bārforush) situated to the west of Sāri and to the north of Āmol. V.V. Bogdanov questions this identification on the ground that it would be more logical to look for Chebokār on the Caspian coast of Māzandarān and suggests an old sea port near the present Bandar-i Shāh on the Bay of Astarābād. This bay, he says, was linked in medieval times by trade routes to Turkmenia and Khorāsān and southward, via Sāri and Āmol, to the Persian Gulf. M.I. Vitashevskaya suggests that Nikitin crossed the Caspian to Bārforush and then lived in Chebokār, which she identifies with the hamlet of Chapakur. This seems rather unlikely as Bārforush lies some 20 miles from the coast. Chebokār may perhaps be identified with the coastal village of Chāboksar in the extreme west of Māzandarān.
Nikitin's statement that he spent the second Easter of his travels at this place has caused some confusion (see Note to text 174). During the six months of his visit, if this statement is correct, he must have been trying to recoup his fortunes and to become familiar with the local conditions.

Sāri: the chief town of the Iranian province of Māzandarān. It lies today some 25 km. from the Caspian coast but this distance was probably less in Nikitin's day as the coastline has extended with the fall in the level of the Caspian. It was once the capital of a semi-independent state, Māzandarān. In the 10th century Sāri produced silken fabrics for which the Rus' sent their vessels. After the Mongol invasion, Sāri was left a medium sized town. Today fruit, rice and cotton are grown in the surrounding district.

Māzandarān: a province in northern Iran, lying to the east of Gilān and occupying a narrow strip of land between the Caspian Sea and the Alborz Mountains which separate it from the rest of Iran. The climate is subtropical with abundant rainfall, and the mountain slopes are heavily wooded with pasture lands above. The language, Māzandarānī, is an Iranian language, but considerably different from Persian. In the early Middle Ages the province was known as Tabaristān. In the mid-14th century the land was divided into 7 tumāns (see text note 55). The inhabitants were Shi'ite Moslems. The population was to some extent decimated by the Mongol invasion of 1220-30 and by Timur's campaign of 1392. The geographer Hamdollah Mostawfi of Qazvin mentions the presence of Russian vessels in the ports of Māzandarān but this statement is probably based on 10th-11th century sources and refers to the Rus' and not to visitors in the 14th-15th centuries. It is known that, around 1472, Māzandarān paid tribute to the Aq Qoyunlu government in Tabriz to the tune of 120 mule-packs of raw silk per annum. It was at that time split up into no less than 12 feudal domains.

Āmol: a town in Māzandarān lying some 20 km. from the coast. In the 13th-15th centuries silken cloth, carpets and prayer mats were produced there. According to Hamdollah Mostawfi, the local
gardens produced such an abundant harvest of every imaginable kind of fruit that the town would be able to withstand a siege without bringing in supplies.

Demāvand: is the name of a mountain massif, 18,934 ft high, the highest point of the Alborz chain. The summit is covered with snow at all times and is often shrouded in cloud. In the 10th-15th centuries the mountain was still an active volcano whose summit continually smoked. There are some 70 vents on the summit and the slopes, many of which still emit sulphurous fumes. The best sulphur in Iran is extracted there. It is known that in the 14th-15th centuries there was a lead mine on the lower slopes and a hamlet also named Demāvand (now a small town); this may be the place to which Nikitin refers.

The mountain is the setting of many legends. The epic heroes Jamshid and Rostam are said to have lived there and Feridun, the rightful king, took possession of the eternal flame there and locked up the usurping monster, Zahhāk, in a crater on the mountain (the smoke from the volcanic fissures being looked upon as the smoke from his nostrils). The story is strongly reminiscent of the Prometheus legend of Greek mythology. It was also said that some of the caves were filled with treasures guarded by snakes.

Rayy: one of the greatest cities of medieval Iran and indeed of the whole Middle East. Its ruins lie 8 km to the south-east of Tehrān. As Rhages, a town of ancient Media, it is mentioned in old Persian inscriptions at the end of the 6th century B.C. The city was particularly flourishing between the 9th century A.D. and the first half of the 12th century. It was one of the great craft centres of Iran and was renowned for its manufacture of silken and other fabrics and for glazed and painted ceramics. Later it was weakened by civil and religious conflicts and in 1220 it was destroyed by the Mongols, who massacred or drove out its inhabitants, leaving it uninhabited and in ruins. Under the Ilkhan ruler, Ghāzān, an attempt was made to rebuild and repopulate Rayy but the site was abandoned some time later, probably because of earthquake damage. In the early 15th century, according to Clavijo, the Castilian
envoy to the court of Timur, who passed through Rayy in 1440, the city lay in ruins and was completely uninhabited. It was never rebuilt. The local governors lived up in the mountains or in the nearby small towns of Verāmin and Tirān (Tehrān). Rayy is often mentioned in documents of the 13th-15th centuries but these references are not to the city but to the military administrative district (tumān) which bore the same name. The chief centre of this district in the late 15th century was the town of Verāmin. It seems probable that Nikitin's reference to Rayy was to the district and not just to the city. In or about 1340 there were 360 hamlets and towns in the district of Rayy. The ruins of the city were excavated in the 1920s.

Nikitin says of Rayy that it was where:

"..... they killed the children of Shāh Hosayn 'Ali, the grandchildren of Mohammad, and for this seventy cities were destroyed ...."

He is referring here to Hosayn, the son of Ali and Fātema and grandson of Mohammad, who was killed at the battle of Karbalā in Iraq, in 680 A.D., in a fight with the troops of the "godless" Omayyad Caliph Yazīd. Hosayn is the third of the Emāms venerated by the Shi'ite Moslems. Although he was not killed at Rayy, as stated by Nikitin, the rich city and province of Rayy were to be placed under the governorship of the Omayyad commander Omar b. Sa'd (son of the Arab general who conquered Iran) if the Omayyad force were successful. Thus the Shi'ites look upon Rayy as "blood money" and the reason for the death of the holy Emām. The sixth Emām, Ja'far os-Sādeq, is said to have declared that Rayy, Qazvin and Sāva were accursed towns and condemned to destruction. Rayy, as we have seen above, was laid waste by the Mongol invasion and its ruin was seen by the Shi'ites as divine punishment for the martyrdom of Hosayn. This is the legend to which Nikitin refers.

R.H. Major refers to the city and its legend in his notes to his translation of the Khozhenie as follows (all spellings in this passage are Major's):

"Orey or Rhey, a city now in ruins, at a short distance south from Teheran, is generally supposed to be identical
with the ancient Rhages, the capital of the Parthian kings, where Alexander halted for five days in his pursuit of Darius. The ruins cover a great extent of ground, having in their centre a modern village with a noble mosque and mausoleum, - an oasis in the middle of the surrounding desert ... With regard to the curse alluded to, we find in Olearius .. who visited that country in 1637, the following passage which thoroughly confirms Nikitin's statement. Speaking of the ruins of Rhey, he says :- The soil there is reddish and produces neither herb nor fruit. The Persians ascribe the cause of it to the curse which befell that land on account of Omar Saad, who was one of the first military chiefs in the time of Hossein (Shaussen), son of Haly, their great prophet. This Omar, who first had made professions of friendship towards Hossein, being of the blood of Mohammed, and in great renown for his sanctity, there was no general found in Medina who would take up arms against him, except Omar, who was persuaded to undertake the war, by the promise of receiving the city of Rhey and its territory, which he had been coveting for a long time. But the death of Hossein, who fell during the war, brought upon that land the curse, which, by the common belief, still appears in the tint and barrenness of the soil***

Both V.P. Adrianova-Peretts and M.N. Vitashevskaya suggest that Nikitin may have become acquainted with this legend through seeing a Persian "passion-play" on the subject. According to Vodovozov these plays are put on annually in the present town of Rayy in the month of Moharram and their performance stirs great excitement amongst the audience. The modern Rayy is indeed not only an industrial suburb of Tehrān but also a religious centre containing the shrine of 'Abd al 'Azim, a descendant of the Emām Hasan, which is visited by large numbers of pious Shi'ites. There is evidence, however, that performance of "passion-plays" (ta'ziya) commemorating the martyrdom of the Emām Hosayn only became customary in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. On the other hand the practice of rowza-khwānī, narration of stories about Hosayn's martyrdom by professional story tellers, is much older. It is not impossible that Nikitin attended or was told about a rowza-khwānī.

Kāshān: a town on the Iranian plateau to the south-east of Qom and 3 days journey north of Esfahān, lying 1100 m. above sea level. Near the town are large kaolin deposits and Kāshān
has long been an important centre for the production of ceramics in Iran including earthenware, glazed pottery and the glazed coloured tiles used for the decoration of buildings. The Kāshāni potters were particularly famous for their articles decorated in turquoise glaze and with overglaze enamel decoration. From the 12th century onward they were also famous for lustre ware in which the various colours were given an iridescent sheen. In the Safavid period Kāshān became renowned for its velvets, satins and carpets. Its carpet industry, revived in the late 19th century, still produces very fine carpets.

According to the Venetian traveller Barbaro, who visited Kāshān in 1474, silken stuffs and other fabrics were made there in such huge quantities that merchants wishing to buy 10,000 ducats' worth could complete the purchase in a single day. At that time the town was 4 miles in circumference and densely populated.

N.I. Vodovozov describes Kāshān as possessing many wonderful buildings and renowned for the production of Persian shawls, silken goods, bronze, gold and silver articles and for trade in agricultural products. The Kāshān oasis produces wheat, melons and figs but is small. The summers are hot and the scorpions have long been notorious. The population in 1966 was 81,651. Nikitin revisited Kāshān on his homeward journey.

Nā'in: a town on the western edge of the Great Iran Salt Desert (Dasht-e Kavir), lying about halfway between Kāshān and Yazd at the junction with the road from Esfahān. In the late 15th century it was a fairly important place.

N.I. Vodovozov points out that Nā'in is not on the most direct route south to Hormoz and thence to India, which would have taken Nikitin through Esfahān. He therefore suggests that Nikitin had not yet decided to go to India but was merely pursuing his trading interests in Persia. On the other hand it is possible that the inter-tribal warfare, such as he mentioned on his return journey, made the other route impracticable.

Yazd: a town on the Iranian plateau, lying 1300m. above sea
level, 170 miles ESE of Esfahān. It is a provincial capital and its population in 1966 was 150,531. The town lies near the foot of the Shirkūh mountains in an oasis which is irrigated by a series of canals and very long qanāts (tunnels, also called kārez). In the 14th-15th centuries the oasis produced cotton, silk, fruit (especially pomegranates) and wheat but could no longer supply enough grain for the city's needs.

Standing at the junction of caravan routes leading to NW Iran, Khorāsān, Kermān and thence to the port of Hormoz or overland to India, Yazd was an important commercial centre. A large proportion of the inhabitants was employed in the textile industry. In the 15th century Yazd was one of the main centres of silk weaving in the Middle East. According to one 14th century Persian authority, the technique of mulberry growing and silkworm culture and also the quality of the raw silk was higher at Yazd than anywhere else. Most of the raw silk, however, was brought from Gilān. In the early 15th century, silk fabrics from Yazd were exported to Turkey, Syria, Central Asia, India and China. According to Barībarī, two types of silken fabric were produced and 10,000 packs of each type were placed daily on the market.

In the 15th century Yazd was surrounded by ramparts which dated back to the 12th century. The houses were built of sun-dried brick with domed and vaulted roofs. In Nikitin's time the town had an Aq Qoyunlu governor.

Sirjān: a town in S.E. Iran in the province of Kermān. In the early Islamic period it was the chief town of the province but was replaced in the mid-10th century by Kermān. In the 13th-15th centuries the Sirjān oasis produced wheat, cotton and dates. Sirjān had a strong fortress, but was devastated by Timur's troops and replaced by a new town a short distance away. In the Qājār period this town was called Sa'idābād and in Rezā Shāh's reign it was renamed Sirjān.

Tārom: a town in the south east of Fārs on the caravan route from Kāshān and Esfahān to the port of Hormoz. The town is sometimes called Tārom of Fārs to distinguish it from the
district of Tārom in the mountains to the west of Gilān. Dates, as mentioned by Nikitin, were exported in great quantities. Tārom, which has disappeared, was probably near the present village of Gahkom, the centre of a plain where dates are grown.

Lār: the chief town of the district of Lārestān in the southeast of Fārs and on the road from Shirāz to Hormoz. In the 13th-15th centuries it played a leading role in the traffic of merchandise to and from India. According to Hamdollāh Mostawfi, the majority of its population were merchants occupied with sea trade. Lārestān was ruled by a local dynasty who, in the second half of the 15th century, were vassals of the Aq Qoyunlu. The rulers of Lār had the right to mint their own coinage. Nikitin stopped in the town on both his outward and homeward journeys.

Hormoz: a very important port at the entrance to the Persian Gulf, had two sites in its long history. Nikitin refers to both of them: the first, Old Hormoz, which he calls simply the Bandar (i.e. port) was on the mainland, probably near the present Mināb; the second was on an island, 6 kilometres or 4 miles (as Nikitin correctly states) from the nearest point on the mainland.

Hormoz is known to have existed in the Hellenistic period but it only came to prominence in the 10th century A.D. when, according to Arabic sources, it was the port for the province of Kermān and the whole of south-east Iran. By the early 13th century it was already playing an important role in trade between India and Iran and later it became the main entrepot for the countries of the Middle East (and thence Europe), India and China. In the late 13th century the Genoese suggested to the Mongol ruler of Iran that all trade between India and Europe should be directed through Hormoz and that this should be achieved by Mongol warships intercepting vessels from India and preventing their use of the alternative route via the Red Sea and Egypt. Indigo and horses were the most important single items of the trade, the former being imported from India and the latter exported to India via Iran and Arabia.
From 1100 A.D. Hormoz was ruled by a local Arab dynasty whose representative bore the title of Malek and sometimes Sultan. The town suffered under the Mongol invasions and from 1262 the Malek of Hormuz was a vassal of the Mongol ruler of Iran; Mongol dominance at that time does not seem to have been particularly strong as the annual tribute, according to Hamdollah Mostawfi of Qazvin, was only 6 tumans - an insignificant amount in comparison to the port's turnover. In the early 14th century, probably about 1315, the Malek of Hormuz was driven to relocate the port on an island because of repeated raids by marauding nomads. The island on which New Hormoz was built was rocky, extremely hot and soilless (though doubtless offering better protection from raiders). From that time on the new town and port entirely superseded Old Hormoz. It was captured by the Portuguese in 1507 and remained prosperous under their control. In 1622 the Safavid Shāh 'Abbas I captured the island with the help of the English East India Company. The port was then moved back to the mainland and has ever since been called Bandar 'Abbas.

Old and New Hormoz were visited by many of the notable travellers of the Middle Ages. Marco Polo visited Old Hormoz twice in 1272 and 1293. Ebn Battuta visited New Hormoz in 1331 and 'Abd or-Razzaq of Samarqand in 1442 and all have left descriptions. Among the Europeans who described New Hormoz, apart from Nikitin, were Odoric of Pordenone (1321) and Barbaro (1474). Marco Polo mentioned the trade with India in spices, precious stones, pearls, silken goods, gold and ivory, and gave a graphic account of the trade in horses. 'Abd or-Razzaq stated that there was no other port comparable to Hormoz and that merchants and travellers from all known countries could be met there. Business was done both in cash and by barter. The inhabitants were very handsome in their colouring, tall stature and good bearing.

According to Ja'fari (the 15th century author of a history of Yazd), in the late 14th century and early 15th century the Malek of Hormoz received a large annual income from the trade with India and China and from the local pearl fishing industry and his ample resources enabled him to maintain mercenary forces and a fleet. From 1396 he paid an
annual tribute to Timur of 30 tumans in money, pearls and cloth. He was at that time the overlord of all the islands in the Persian Gulf and of the Arabian coast as far as 'Oman. Malek Mohammad Shah was able to send a fleet of 300 ships against one of his unruly vassals. According to Ja'fari's account "people came many times from the direction of China in many junks with Chinese cloth and much cloth. He (the Malek) sold them pearls and king pearls and took from them many goods made of gold, silver, cloth and Chinese wares and he filled his treasury." It is clear from this and other sources that the ruler himself took part in the trade and was, indeed, its principal organiser. According to Marco Polo he had one further source of income - seizure of the goods of merchants who died in the city and, since the climate was notorious, their numbers were probably substantial. 'Abd or-Razzāq found merchants at Hormoz from Egypt, Syria, Rum, Āzarbāyjān, Mesopotamia, various regions of Iran, Central Asia, the Golden Horde, China, Bengal, Malabar, Vijayanagar and other parts of India, Aden, Jedda and other parts of Arabia.

At the time of Nikitin's visit to Hormoz the local ruler paid tribute to Uzun Hasan of the Aq Qoyunlu.

All accounts attest that the inhabitants of Hormoz were fond of luxury and pleasure. There are records of their fondness for music and of the beauty and the agreeable nature of their women. Although the island was barren, all kinds of food were imported from the mainland, together with fine Persian wine. To combat the burning heat many of the streets were roofed over with carpets or zinc sheets and camels with drinking water were stationed at the crossroads. Many of the houses were very luxurious and were draped inside with rich fabrics which diminished the effect of the heat. Some were surrounded by pools and, it is said that at the onset of the simoon or hot desert wind the inhabitants would take refuge in the pools. Marco Polo describes how some of the houses were fitted with ventilators to catch the wind. These were set to face the quarter from which the wind blew and allowed it to blow into the houses. Nikitin refers more than once to the great heat of Hormoz.

Nikitin purchased a horse before sailing for India,
thus participating in one of the main local trading activities. During the 13th-15th centuries there was a mass export of riding horses from Arabia, Iraq, Iran and even Eastern Europe, where horses were cheap and plentiful, through Hormoz to India, where they were expensive and difficult to breed. According to Ebn Battuta, riding horses for travel and rapid journeys were bought in southern Arabia (the Yaman and 'Oman) and in Fārs, and war horses which could be covered in chain mail were bought in the steppes of the Golden Horde. The Tatar horses were purchased quite cheaply and then driven down the caravan routes to Hormoz in great herds numbering up to 600, with each merchant owning 100-200. From Hormoz they were shipped to India where a tax was levied on the merchants. This varied from 2.5% of the value for Moslems to 10% for non-Moslems. As horses could be bought in the steppes for 8-10 silver dinars and sold in India for 100 dinars, the profits were very good, though no doubt many horses failed to reach their destination. Nikitin probably staked much of his resources to buy a stallion and take it to India. The horse trade reached vast proportions. In the early 13th century, 10,000 horses from Fārs alone, with a total value of some 220 gold dinars, are said to have been exported annually to India. The Hindu rulers of Vijayanagar, in their struggle to prevent the import of war horses by the Moslem rulers of the Bahmanid state, had recourse to piracy, which is also mentioned by Nikitin. Marco Polo accounts for the numbers of horses exported by explaining that the majority survived less than a year in India because of ill usage and because of a lack of "veterinaries" to tend them. Furthermore, according to him, the merchants did not send out any veterinaries or allow any to go, thus protecting their own interests.

It is notable that Nikitin mentions most of the points which struck all the medieval visitors to Hormoz: the variety of nationalities to be met there, the wide choice of goods available, the great heat and the trade in horses.

Masqat: the town of this name was a small port on the coast of what is now the independent Sultanate of Masqat and 'Oman. As early as the 9th-10th centuries it was known as a point of
departure for ships to India and as a ship-building centre. In Nikitin's day it was ruled by a local chief who was a vassal of the Malek of Hormoz. The climate of Masqat was disagreeably hot and was said to be most unhealthy. The population was a mixture of Arabs, Hindus and Africans. The coastal plain on which Masqat stands produces dates, limes and other fruits which are the main exports of the area.

Arabia: Nikitin probably refers to the southern provinces of the Arabian peninsula, the Yaman, the Hadramowt and 'Omān, which carried on a regular sea trade with India and East Africa at that time.

Torkestan: in the 14th century this name was synonymous with Mugholestān and meant eastern Torkestan or Kāshgaria together with what is now the eastern part of Soviet Kazakhstān. Kāshgaria, after being conquered by the Manchus and annexed to China in 1759, came to be known as Sinkiang (Chinese for New Province). (See note 216).

Chaghatai: in the 13th-15th centuries this was the usual name for Central Asia. The Chaghatai Khānate was made up of Māwara‘n-Nahr (now Uzbekestān and Tajikestān), Transoxiana (the south-eastern part of present day Kazakhstān) and Eastern Torkestan; it came into being as a recognisable state after the Mongol conquest and the death of Chengiz Khān when the area was allotted to his second son Chaghatai. He and his descendants were known as the Chaghatai dynasty and the land over which they had ruled continued to be known as Chaghatai even after the Chaghatayids had lost power in most areas to Timur and the Timurids.

Jerusalem: mentioned by Nikitin as the centre of the Christian world. It is also a holy city for both Jews and Moslems.

Mecca: Nikitin rightly refers to Mecca as the spiritual centre of Islam. It was the birthplace of Mohammad (ca. 569-632) but had been regarded as a holy place by the pagan Arabs long before that time. Every Moslem who has the means ought to make the pilgrimage to Mecca once in his or her lifetime, and
large numbers did so even in Nikitin's time. The only building of note is the Great Mosque, in the centre of which stands the Ka'ba, a small pre-Islamic temple which contains the sacred black stone which every pilgrim should kiss.

Kalhāt: a town lying to the south-east of Masqat, of which only ruins now remain though it was once a flourishing coastal town.

Egypt: is mentioned by Nikitin as Misyur (from the Arabic Mesr which refers both to the country and the city of Cairo). In Nikitin's time Egypt was ruled by the Mamluks.

Qatif-e Bahrayn: Al-Qatif is a town which still exists on the Persian Gulf coast of Arabia opposite Bahrayn Island. The name Bahrayn was formerly given to this part of the mainland as well as the islands. In the Middle Ages the rich pearl fisheries of this region were famous. The fishermen had to hand over a certain percentage of the haul to the ruler. In the 15th century this area was ruled by the Malek of Hormoz but in 1507 Bahrayn fell to the Portuguese.

Jedda: the port of Mecca, on the Red Sea coast of Arabia, was notorious for its hot and unhealthy climate. In the 15th century many merchant ships called there and paid port dues to the governors of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina. Today it is a very important harbour and airport for pilgrims.

Shirāz: the capital of the province of Fārs, stands at a height of 5000 ft. on a plain surrounded by mountains, 110 miles ENE of Bushire.

After the Arab conquest, Shirāz replaced Istakhr (near Persepolis) as capital of Fārs. The valley of Shirāz is noted for its pleasant climate, abundant supply of water, beautiful gardens and vineyards. The local wine is the best in Persia and, as such, was particularly famous and was exported. The valley was irrigated by means of canals and kārez. Wheat, cotton, fruit and roses were also grown. Another valley, not far from Shirāz, was
very famous for its continuous plantation of orchards and was regarded by Arab geographers as one of the four "wonders" of the Moslem world.

The city and its surroundings suffered comparatively little from the Mongol invasions. It came under the rule of the Timurids in 1393 and that of the Aq Qoyunlu in 1452. In 1469 Uzun Hasan gave the province of Fārs with the city of Shirāz to one of his sons, the Sultan Khalil, as his share, and he was ruling there when Nikitin visited the city.

Shirāz lay on the caravan route linking Esfahān with the coast of the Persian Gulf. In the 13th-15th centuries Shirāz was one of the most powerful trading centres in Iran. It lay at a crossing point of caravan routes and most of the trade between Iran and Central Asia and India passed through Hormoz and Shirāz.

Shirāz was also a great cultural centre and the birthplace of two great Persian poets, Sa'di (1184? - 1292) and Hāfez (1320? - 1390). Barbaro, who visited the city in 1474, estimated that the town and its suburbs had a circumference of 12½ miles and a population of 900,000. He also recorded that there were wine vaults in the city where merchants could keep their goods under guard.

Today the population is 269,865 and the town is an administrative, educational and commercial centre. The Qashqā'i carpets of the province are famous.

Gīlān: is the westernmost of the two Iranian provinces between the Caspian Sea and the mountains. The area is heavily wooded and is known for its hot and humid sub-tropical climate and heavy rainfall. A wide variety of produce comes from Gīlān and the other coastal province of Māzandarān, including rice, mulberry trees for sericulture, citrus and other fruits. In Nikitin's time the local ruler paid tribute to the Aq Qoyunlu under Uzun Hasan.

Baghdād: Nikitin refers to Baghdad as Vavilon, i.e. Babylon, which was quite a common name for the city in Christian languages in the Middle Ages. He also mentions a mysterious place, Bodata, to which no reference is made in the Russian
editions of his work. It seems at least possible that Bodata is a corruption of Baghdad.

The city had been one of the most powerful in the East and the seat of the Caliphate until its sack by the Mongols in 1258. Thereafter it lost much of its power and importance. In modern times it has recovered somewhat and is the capital of modern Iraq. There is no evidence that Nikitin visited Baghdad.

Homs: a town in what is today Syria. It lies in a large plain watered by the Orontes and is on a canal about one mile from the river. The neighbourhood is exceptionally fertile and the climate good. The gardens and orchards of Homs have always been famous for their yield. Silk has long been an important industry.

The city lies on the ancient trade route between Egypt, Palestine, Damascus and the northern lands and its plain has been a battlefield throughout the ages. In classical times it was known as Emesa and was devoted to the worship of the sun-god.

Damascus: Nikitin uses the word Shām which meant both Syria and the city (short for Demashq osh-Shām) but he almost certainly refers to the city as he refers to other places in Syria in the same context. Damascus, the capital of the modern republic of Syria, lies at the eastern foot of the Anti-Lebanon range at a height of 2200 ft. and has a population of some 500,000. It claims to be the world's oldest continuously inhabited city, a claim also made for Jericho. It has long been famous for its silks, leather, gold and silver filigree work, brass and copper ware. The waters of the Barada River irrigate fine gardens of apricots, figs, almonds and other fruit.

Few buildings, other than the Great Mosque (formerly a Christian cathedral and a pagan temple) survive from ancient times. Damascus is mentioned in the Bible in the Book of Genesis and has belonged at various times to the Empires of the Assyrians, Alexander the Great and the Romans. It fell to the Arabs in 635 and was taken temporarily by the Mongols in
1260 and sacked by Timur in 1399. In Nikitin's time it belonged to the empire of the Mamluks.

Aleppo: is now the capital of a province in the Republic of Syria and is the country's second largest city. Cotton and silk goods, carpets, soap and cement are all made there and it is also the commercial centre of the north, trading in cereals, fruit, wool and livestock.

Aleppo has a very long history going back to its occupation by the Hittites ca. 2,000 B.C. In Greek and Roman times, when it was called Beroea, it was subordinate to Antioch. In Ottoman times it flourished as a centre of caravan trade between Europe and Asia though it gradually declined with the opening of the sea routes to the East. Since 1918 the severance of Syria from Turkey and the proximity of the Turkish frontier have weakened its economic position.

Sivas: was not visited by Nikitin but was mentioned by him. It is the capital of a Turkish province, situated in the valley of the Kizil Irmak at a height of 4,400 ft., some 220 miles east of Ankara. Today, as throughout its history, its main trade is in agricultural produce; it also manufactures carpets and textiles. In the 12th and 13th centuries it belonged to the Saljuq Sultans of Rum and fine buildings erected by them still exist today. The city was sacked by Timur in 1400 and many of its inhabitants were massacred. In Nikitin's time it was probably held by Mehmed II "the Conqueror", though it was close to the area disputed between him and Uzun Hasan Aq Qoyunlu.

Nikitin's comment that there was "an abundance of all good things there" seems a little strange for, although the climate is said to be healthy, at such an altitude the winters are very severe.

Abarquh: a small town in the Iranian province of Fars, was ruled in Nikitin's time by a local dynasty paying allegiance to the Aq Qoyunlu.

Esfahan: an important city of Iran and capital of the province of the same name, it was known in ancient times as Aspadana.
Standing on the Zayanda River, 200 miles south of Tehran, it is the country's second largest town and was once its capital. Esfahan is a city of great charm and beauty and has long been famous for its textiles, especially prints, inlay work and ornamental metal work. Today, as in the past, it is a big centre for the manufacture of textiles. It is also noted for its excellent melons of a special kind.

The city has been known since very early times and, from the 10th century A.D., it has been one of the great cities of the Near East despite many calamities. It was captured by the Mongols in 1237 and, although badly damaged, quickly recovered its prosperity. In the early 14th century it was noted for its huge production of high quality cotton yarns and fabrics and also for the fertility of its surrounding area. During the 15th and 14th centuries, however, it was the scene of civil strife between Sunni and Shi'ite factions. In 1387 it was captured by Timur who is said to have massacred 70,000 of its inhabitants and built towers of their skulls. Not surprisingly Esfahan declined in prosperity after that period despite the efforts of Timur's son, Shāh Rokh, to restore it. In 1452 the city was taken by the Qara Qoyunlu and again sacked and it did not recover until the end of the 16th century. In 1469 it fell to the Aq Qoyunlu and was ruled by them at the time of Nikitin's visit. Most of the beautiful buildings which adorn the city today date from the later Safavid period (17th and early 18th centuries) but parts of the Masjede Jum'a date from the Saljuq and Mongol periods.

Qom: the chief town of the province of the same name stands on the Iranian plateau at a height of 3,100 ft., some 75 miles SSW of Tehran.

Qom is a centre of trade routes but it is most famous as a Holy City and place of pilgrimage to the tomb of Fatema, the sister of the Emām Rezā, one of the 12 Emāms revered by the Twelver Shi'ites; she is buried there in a golden domed shrine. The city is also the burial place of certain Safavid and Qājār rulers of Iran.

The city suffered badly at the hands of the Mongols and still showed traces of the devastation which they had wrought
when visited by Hamdollah Mostawfi of Qazvin who wrote in 1339-1340. In 1474 Contarini visited Qom and wrote that the market abounded in all kinds of local produce and small goods, indicating that trade was mainly in local goods. Today glass, pottery, shoes and excellent carpets are made there. In 1468 Qom fell to the Aq Qoyunlu rulers and was thus under their rule at the time of Nikitin's visit.

Sāva: a town to the SW of Tehran on the Qara River, surrounded by fertile agricultural areas producing cotton, wheat and fruit, especially figs, apples, quinces, pears and pomegranates.

Like many Persian cities it suffered during the Mongol invasion of 1220, when its famous library with its astronomical instruments was burnt down. It came under the rule of the Aq Qoyunlu at about the same time as Qom.

Soltāniya: lies about 35 miles west of Zenjan close to the main road between Tehran and Tabriz. Due to its altitude (approx. 5,000 ft.) it has a fairly cool climate and is surrounded by good pastureland. This and the abundant game were probably why the Mongol Ilkhan, Oljaitu, decided to move his capital there from Tabriz in 1305.

Soltāniya soon grew in importance because it was not far from the intersection of five great trade routes leading to Baghdad and thence to Mecca, to Rayy and thence to Central Asia, to Arbadil and thence to the Caspian, to Sivas, Konya and Asia Minor and to Qom, Esfahān and the Persian Gulf. For a time numerous foreign merchants were based in the town, particularly Italians and Genoese. There was even a Catholic Archbishopric founded there in the early 14th century. The city suffered at the hands of Timur in 1386. Clavijo passed through Soltāniya in 1404 and noted that much trade was done in spices, fabrics and pearls. In Timur's time it was still important. In 1452 it fell to the Qara Qoyunlu who seem to have destroyed its economic prosperity which it never regained. When Nikitin reached Soltāniya it was under Aq Qoyunlu rule. It is now only a village.

Tabriz: is the capital of the province of E. Azarbāyjān and
one of the largest cities in Iran. It lies 325 miles NW of Tehran, at a height of 4,400 ft. just north of the volcanic Kuh-e Sahand. It has been devastated several times by earthquakes.

Tabriz grew in importance under the Mongols who did not destroy it and made it their capital (except for a short time under the Ilkhan Oljaitu). It was also the capital of the Qara Qoyunlu and later of the Aq Qoyunlu from 1467 to 1501.

Tabriz, with its large size and population, impressed several medieval writers, among them Clavijo who gives a (probably erroneous) estimate of 300,000 inhabitants. It was a major trading centre lying, as it did, near the great trade routes. In particular it was a warehousing or trans-shipment point for goods coming from Asia, Asia Minor, the Mediterranean region and Europe. There were Genoese and Venetian consuls in the city in the early 14th century. Clavijo, who was there in 1404, wrote that he found food on sale in the squares of the city "nicely served forth for present eating", whilst drinking water was available everywhere, cooled in summer with ice.

Trade was not Tabriz' only claim to fame. Its craftsmen were renowned for their skill in the manufacture of silk and cotton fabrics, leather goods, jewellery, iron and silver goods and arms and above all for the making of carpets. Today the city is the market for the surrounding agricultural area with dried fruit and almonds as important items of trade. The local peaches are renowned. Carpets, textiles, leather goods and soap are manufactured there.

The Blue Mosque, built by Iskandar and Jahanshah of the Qara Qoyunlu dynasty in the early 15th century, was famous for its beauty; it was destroyed by successive earthquakes, the last and worst of which was in 1780.

Tokat: the chief town of a Turkish province, lying on the road from Sivas to Samsun, some 50 miles NNW of Sivas at a height of 2,280 ft. It is situated at the mouth of a rocky glen which opens out to the broad valley of the Tozanli Su, a tributary of the Yeshil Irmak. Its situation and its fortress on a steep cliff gave it strategic importance under the Byzantines.
and the Saljuqs. It became part of the Ottoman empire in 1392. Nikitin states that Uzun Hasan's forces took the town and this is known to have occurred in 1471 which is an important factor in dating Nikitin's account.

Today the main industries are the manufacture of copper utensils and the working of yellow leather.

Amasiya: the chief town of a Turkish province, is beautifully situated on the Yeshil Irmak and has some importance as a trade centre on the Sivas-Samsun road. In the 12th century it belonged to the Saljuqs, one of whose sultans enriched it with fine buildings and restored the castle, which was able to withstand a seven-month siege by Timur. This castle is situated in a good defensive position on a rock on the left bank of the river. The town was much favoured by the early Osmanli sultans, one of whom, Selim I, was born there.

Amasiya was under Ottoman rule from the end of the 14th century but in 1471, when Nikitin was in the area, it had been sacked by the forces of Uzun Hasan.

Amasiya today is a well built town with good bazaars and old warehouses and a clock tower. There are extensive orchards in the district and the main local products are wheat and silk.

Karaman: in the 14th and 15th centuries was an independent state in the south of Asia Minor, named after Karaman, the son of an Armenian convert to Islam, who married the daughter of the Saljuq sultan of Rum and received the town of Laranda, later known as Karaman, as a fief and was made governor of Selefske from 1223-1245. The name Karaman appears to be of Turkic origin and to have been the name of a tribe who settled near Laranda into which the Armenian convert was adopted. On the collapse of the Saljuq empire, Karaman's grandson, Mahmud (1279-1319), founded a state which included Pamphylia, Lycaonia and large parts of Cilicia, Cappadocia and Phrygia. Its capital, Laranda, was superseded by Konya. This state was frequently at war with the kings of Lesser Armenia, the Lusignan princes of Cyprus and the Knights of Rhodes. It also sustained a long struggle for supremacy with the Ottoman Turks
which only ended in 1472 when it was definitely annexed by Mehmed II.

Internal struggles for the succession seem to have been the factor which finally weakened Karaman to the point where the Osmanlis could take over. During these struggles the warring factions made alliances with such varied powers as the German Emperor, Sigismund, the Venetians, the King of Cyprus, Uzun Hasan of the Aq Qoyunlu and the Ottoman Turks themselves. After the Ottoman conquest some Karamanli groups held out in the mountains for several years.

Erzincan: a provincial capital in Eastern Turkey, it stands high on the plateau beside the Euphrates, 95 miles WNW of Erzurum on the main road from Tabriz to Ankara and Istanbul. Textiles, clothing and copper goods are manufactured there. The town has suffered severely from earthquakes throughout its history.

Trebizond: (Trabzon) is the chief port on the eastern part of Turkey's Black Sea coast. Ever since its foundation as a Greek colony, it has been a considerable centre of trade thanks to its position where the trade routes over the Armenian plateau from Persia and Central Asia descend to the sea. It also lies in a strong defensive position, being almost surrounded by a barrier of rugged mountains. These mountains ensure that its climate is humid and temperate unlike the hinterland which suffers extremes of heat and cold.

The city is situated on a sloping table of ground (hence its name from the Greek trapezus - tableland) hemmed in by rocky precipices falling to two parallel river valleys, which are spanned by massive bridges.

In 1204 Trebizond became the capital of an independent Christian state or "empire" founded by Alexius Comnenus of the former East Roman imperial dynasty. His descendants of mixed Greek and Georgian extraction were noted for their beauty and the princesses of the dynasty were sought as brides by the Byzantine emperors of the Palaeologus dynasty, by Western nobles and by Mohammedan princes, many alliances being thus forged. Of special interest in the context of Nikitin's visit is the fact that Uzun Hasan Aq Qoyunlu's grandmother, mother and his wife, Theodora, were all members of the Comnenia family. Uzun
Hasan's mother, Sārā Khātun, was a considerable diplomat and, when the last king of Trebizond, David, handed over the city to the Ottomans under Mohammad II, she was sent by Uzun Hasan to act as an intermediary. Despite her efforts the city fell to the Turks in 1471 and its prosperity declined thereafter.

Today Trabzon is a considerable port having been modernised since World War II. Tobacco, hazel nuts and flour are exported and food processing and cement manufacture are the main industries. Efforts to develop transit trade with Iran have been frustrated by the state of the road and also, it is said, by Turkish red tape.

The modern city consists of three main parts: the lower town (known in Turkish as Ashagi Hisar) which surrounds the port and which, in Nikitin's day, would have been the centre for the local trading population and the foreign merchants; the middle town (T. Orta Hisar), and the upper town which is perched on the mountain and surrounded by cliffs and ravines. There are a number of interesting monuments dating back to the Byzantine and Comnenian periods. The church of the Panaghia Chrysokephala, or the Virgin of the Golden Head, stands in the middle town and is described by the Encyclopaedia Britannica as "large and massive but excessively plain"; it is now, and was in Nikitin's time, the mosque of the Orta Hisar. A smaller but well proportioned structure is the church of St. Eugenius, the patron saint of Trebizond, which is now the Yeni Cuma or New Friday mosque. The citadel with the upper town must surely have been the "town on top of the hill" to which Nikitin refers. The Haghia Sophia church, which stands on a hill near the city, also pre-dates Nikitin's visit.

Vonada: was the name of a promontory on the south coast of the Black Sea to the west of Trebizond with the harbour of Vona nearby.

Platana: a small town and harbour on the south coast of the Black Sea to the west of Trebizond and mentioned by Clavijo as lying only 10 miles from Trebizond. Vodovozov identifies it as the ancient port of Hermonassa.
Although the India which Nikitin visited was manifestly different from all the other countries through which he passed, with different races and different religions and ways of life, there were, nevertheless, certain common features. In the first place the ruling class in the region in which he spent most time was largely Persian in origin, speaking a language in which he had already attained a fluency and practising the Islamic faith with which he was already acquainted. In the second place the political structure of India in his time had been largely determined by Timur's onslaught on Delhi in 1398.

Racially the sub-continent of India presents a very complicated picture. Little is known of the aboriginal inhabitants, who may have been the ancestors of certain surviving groups, such as the Gonds and Bhils. The sub-continent was invaded in prehistoric times by the Dravidian people, a dark-skinned race, who are thought to have been the people who achieved a very high standard of civilisation in the cities of Mohenjodaro and Harappa in the Indus plain. It was probably early in the second millennium B.C. that waves of Aryan immigrants from Central Asia swept through the passes of the Hindo Kosh and dealt the last blow to the Indus civilisation, which seems already to have been in decay. Some of the Dravidians were driven to the south and are probably the ancestors of the south Indian peoples who speak the so-called Dravidian languages (Tamil, Telugu and Kandresse). Others were probably absorbed by the Aryans.

The originally nomadic Aryans brought with them their languages and their gods. Their beliefs became the basis of the Brahmanic or Hindu religion and, together with their social concepts, gave rise to the caste system, to which Nikitin refers. In the 6th century B.C. Buddhism and Jainism were introduced as reforming movements, but neither substantially replaced Hinduism in India.

In 327 B.C. the middle Indus valley was reached by Alexander the Great of Macedon. In the following century all India, except the extreme south, was unified under the great
Mauryan emperor Asoka, who was a Buddhist. After a period under the Kushans, invading nomads of probably Iranian stock from Central Asia, northern India was again united under the Gupta dynasty (A.D. 320-480), the "golden age of Hinduism".

The first contact between India and Islam came when an Arab force marched overland and conquered Sind in 712, only 80 years after the death of Mohammad. These first invaders were not numerous and had no choice but to practice religious tolerance. The establishment of this Moslem dominion facilitated the transmission of Indian learning and ideas which had an influence on Arabo-Persian mathematics and Islamic mysticism (Sufism).

The spread of Islam in Iran had another effect, in that it caused numbers of Zoroastrians to migrate to western India (Gojarāt) where they became the founders of the Pārsi community. At the same time Moslem merchants and seafarers began to settle in Indian ports.

In the early 11th century, the middle Indus valley (Panjāb) was invaded by the Turkish troops of Sultan Mahmud whose capital was Ghazni, in what is today Afghanistan. Lahore became the Indian headquarters of the Ghaznavids and their successors the Ghurids. In 1206 an independent Moslem sultanate was established at Delhi by Qotb al-Din Aybak, a Turkish general who had begun his career as a slave soldier and this sultanate gradually extended its rule to the greater part of the subcontinent and firmly established Moslem domination.

The Slave Sultans were succeeded in 1290 by the Khalji dynasty, who were Turks by origin but had become assimilated to the Afghans. The greatest sultan of this dynasty was 'Alā od-Dīn Mohammad Khalji, to whom fell the task of repulsing attacks by Mongols, apparently subjects of the Chaghatāi state and ancestors of the present Hazāras of Afghanistan. To do this, and to make conquests, he built up an administrative organisation and tightened his grip on his own officers and the Hindu vassal rulers. Although some Mongols reached Delhi in 1303, they were driven back and great fortifications were constructed to prevent a repetition. 'Alā od-Dīn then invaded the Deccan and southern India. The Deccan fell under lasting Moslem rule but it was too far from Delhi to be controlled
easily. This sultan left a good name among the Indian Moslems. His tomb, which according to Nikitin was at a place called Alland, was visited by large numbers of people like the tomb of a saint. He died in 1316.

In 1320 a new dynasty was established in Delhi under Ghiyās od-Dīn Toghloq. After re-establishing order, which had broken down after the last Khalji rulers, he turned his attention to the Deccan and re-established the authority of the Delhi sultanate there, capturing, among other places, Bidar which Nikitin was to visit nearly 150 years later. He then annexed first East, and then West, Bengal. He was killed on his triumphant return to Delhi by the collapse of a pavilion prepared for a parade in his honour. His son and successor, Mohammad ben Toghloq, an intelligent but ruthless man, decided that the capital of the sultanate should be located further south and in 1327 moved it to Dawlatābād in the north west of the Deccan where he built a beautiful fortified city. At first people were persuaded to move there, but the Sultan's action proved most unpopular and compulsion had to be used. In the long term the Sultan's actions proved beneficial for Moslem influence in southern India when the sultanate of Delhi was in a weakened state and the rise of independent dynasties eroded its dominion. Dawlatābād, as a city, was later to be the base for the rise of the Bahmani kingdom, which, in turn, checked the growing power of the Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar. After a few years, however, Mohammad ben Toghloq's experiment had to be abandoned and his capital was moved back to Delhi. Many rebellions followed, due mainly to financial mismanagement and over-taxation. The resultant economic crisis and famines in many areas weakened the Delhi sultanate, which in spite of Mohammad ben Toghloq's dreams of further conquests began to break up. East Bengal became independent in 1338 and in 1339 an officer rebelled and occupied Golbarga. This rebellion was suppressed, but it was followed by others in Oudh, Multān, the Panjāb and Gojarāt. While Mohammad ben Toghloq was trying to put down the rebellion in Gojarāt, another rebellion in the Deccan led, in 1347, to the establishment of a new sultanate under Abu'l-Mozaffar 'Alā al-Dīn Bahman Shāh. This was the Bahmani sultanate of the Deccan later visited by Nikitin.

Mohammad ben Toghloq died in 1351. His reign ended
in complete failure because though in the early days his ability and perseverance brought the Delhi sultanate to its peak, his harshness and ill advised measures had ultimately ruined it. This unsuccessful ruler was succeeded by his cousin Feroz Shah, who did much to restore the fortunes of the Delhi sultanate. Besides restoring the shattered administration and doing a great deal of building, he recovered some of the territories lost under his predecessor. After his death in 1388, however, prolonged succession struggles again caused disintegration. Then in 1398 Timur marched on Delhi and plundered the city and region. In 1413 Delhi fell into the hands of Khezr Khan, formerly Timur's governor of the Panjáb. His descendants were evicted from Delhi in 1451 by Bahlul Lodi, who established an Afghan dynasty at Delhi.

From this time onwards the sultanate of Delhi was in decline and its influence over the Deccan ceased. The Bahmani state, which had already gained practical independence in 1347, embarked on campaigns of conquest which brought much of the Deccan under its control. The capital was established at Golbargā, where it remained until ca. 1424. The second sultan, Mohammad I (1358-75), introduced extensive administrative reforms, both civil and military, which placed the kingdom on a sound footing. Although the sultanate was internally peaceful, it was engaged in continual petty warfare with the Hindu state of Vijayanagar to the south, in which it held an advantage because it was already in possession of the secrets of gunpowder. It is interesting to note that Nikitin refers several times to the use of firearms by the sultan's forces almost one hundred years later. Since the first reference to their use in Russian sources occurs in 1376, it appears that this new weapon reached the Bahmani realm and Russia at approximately the same time.

"The fifth sultan, Muhammad II (1378/97), did for Bahmani culture what Muhammad I had done for its administration, attracting numerous Persián and Arab poets and theologians (even Hafiz of Shiráz was invited), foreign, civil and military architects, tile-workers and calligraphers, and not neglecting certain elements of Hindu culture." 1

This picture is confirmed by Nikitin's repeated comments about
the "Khorāsānians" amongst the ruling classes.

Mohammad II's grandson, Feroz, employed many Brahmans and fostered good relations with his Hindu neighbours, taking wives from several Hindu ruling families, including that of Vijayanagar, despite continuing border disputes with them. He was succeeded by his brother Ahman I (1422-1436) who moved the capital to Bidar, Golbarga being too close to troublesome Vijayanagar. He also prepared to attack the Moslem states to the north, Mālwa, Gojārat and Khāndēsh, which he claimed on the ground that they had been assigned to the Bahmani ruler by Timur in 1401. During the reign of Ahmad II (1436-1458), trouble arose between two groups, the Moslems of Indian extraction who were Sonnites and the "Khorāsānians" and other foreigners who were mainly Shi'ites.

The Bahmanid sultan whom Nikitin saw and described was Mohammad III (1463-1482). He had come to the throne at the age of 9 and was thus aged 15-18 during Nikitin's visit, not 20 as Nikitin says. The real power in the state lay in the hands of the minister, Mahmud Gāwān, who held the title of Malek ot-Tojjār (Prince of the Merchants) and is mentioned by Nikitin under that name.

During this period the sultanate was divided into four provinces, Dawlatābād, Golbarga, Berār and Bidar. Influence within the state was shared between the Moslem military leaders and the foreign immigrants who were mainly Turks, Afghans and Persians with some Arabs and Abyssinians. (These immigrants continued to arrive throughout the 15th century, sometimes in quite large tribal groups). The stubborn struggle between them and the indigenous Moslems was a grave source of weakness. The Bahmani kingdom waged a permanent war with the Hindu states of Vijayanagar, Telengāna and Orissa. According to I.P. Petrushevsky, these wars, with their yield of plunder and slaves, enriched the ruling classes but laid a heavy burden on the peasantry, who were heavily taxed and suffered from loss of harvests and famine.

The minister, Mahmud Gāwān, is the most outstanding figure in the Bahmani sultanate's history. He was born ca. 1405 into an ancient noble family who held hereditary high office in Gilān in northern Persia. When his family for some reason fell
into disgrace, he became a merchant on the great caravan routes, but he was also a well educated man and always mixed with scholars and poets. He arrived in India at the port of Dābol in 1455 and travelled to Bidar, where he found favour with Ahmad II and was appointed to a position at court. Under Ahmad II's successor Humāyūn (1457-1461) and his son Nezām Shāh (1461-1463), Mahmud Gāwān was given various high posts and the title of Malek ot-Tojjār. I.P. Petrushevsky thinks that this title is evidence of a close connection between the great wholesale merchants and the financial departments of the Bahmanid state. According to him the merchants often traded not only on their own account but also on behalf of the government.

During the short reign of Nezām Shāh, Mahmud Gāwān acted as a regent and undertook a campaign against Orissa. On the succession in 1463 of Nezām Shāh's brother Mohammad III (1463-1482), Mahmud Gāwān organised the murder of his fellow regent with the assistance of the queen mother and then forced her into seclusion, thus obtaining all the real power. Under his leadership Telengāna was brought under Bahmani rule, Konkan and the Malabar states on the west coast were invaded, the pirate fleets which ravaged the Moslem sea-borne trade between India and Iran, Arabia and Egypt were suppressed and Goa and Belgaum were seized from Vijayanagar.

With the aim of strengthening the central authority and limiting the powers of the military fief-holders, Mahmud Gāwān introduced administrative reforms. Instead of the division into four provinces under which the governors had possessed very wide military, administrative and fiscal powers, eight provinces were created and the province of Bidar came under the direct rule of Mahmud Gāwān. The powers of the governors (tarafdārs) were drastically restricted. To a great extent he relied on the influence of the 'foreign' Moslems because the indigenous Moslem elite opposed the reforms. The leader of this second group was Malek Hasan Bahri, holder of the title Nezam ol-Molk (organiser of the state), who had reason to feel aggrieved after being stripped of much of his power. He and his supporters took advantage of Mohammad Shāh III's resentment of Mahmud Gāwān's dominance and by means of a spurious letter implicating him in
an act of treachery, persuaded the king to have him executed in 1481. Mohammad Shāh III was succeeded by Mahmūd (1482-1518), in whose reign the Bahmanid state fell apart. The sultan at Bidar became a puppet in the hands of his Sonnite Turkish minister Qasem Barid, whose descendants ousted the last Bahmanid ruler in 1527. The governors of Ahmadnagar (the above mentioned Nezām ol Molk), Berār, Golbargā, Bījāpur, and Golkondā (the chief town of Telengāna) all made themselves independent and formed their own dynasties.

At the time of Nikitin's visit the Bahmanid state was at its apogee and his account of it is particularly interesting for this reason.

Nikitin also visited the sultanate of Gojarāt on his way to Chaul. This state had been declared independent in 1391 under Mozaffar Khān, who had been its governor under the Delhi sultanate. Despite many vicissitudes he ruled until 1410, when he was succeeded by his grandson, Ahmad Shāh, who ruled for 32 years during which time he consolidated and extended his kingdom and improved its administration. He built a capital at Ahmadābād and established Islam throughout his dominions.

The sultan at the time of Nikitin's visit was Mahmud I (1458-1511) who, at a later date, fought naval battles against the Portuguese, beating them with help from the Mamluks off Chaul in 1508 but suffering a severe defeat off Diu in 1509.
b) Places in the Indian sub-continent and beyond mentioned in the Khozhenie

Dega: the exact identity of the place called Dega by Nikitin has given rise to much speculation. Several modern authorities agree with Sreznevsky that it was probably the town of Diu, which is a small port situated on the Kathiawar peninsula in Gujarāt. Nikitin states, however, that (from Hormoz) "we sailed for 10 days to reach Masqat and 4 days from Masqat to Dega". (above p. 44) and on another occasion:

"And it takes 10 days to go by sea from Hormoz to Kalhāt and 6 days from Kalhāt to Dega and 6 days from Dega to Masqat and 10 days from Masqat to Gujarāt." (above p. 55).

Since Hormoz and Masqat are much nearer than Masqat and Diu and since Kalhāt is another port on the Arabian shore of the Persian Gulf, the relative distances between these points and the time which Nikitin says was necessary for the journey do not seem to be reasonable. In addition to this, Minaev 4 refers to a 16th century traveller taking 25-26 days for the voyage from Hormoz to Diu. The only plausible alternative to Diu as the location of Dega is a place, which Barbosa mentioned, called Dexar or Dezat: it lay on the Persian Gulf and belonged to the ruler of Hormoz. On the other hand, since the distances quoted by Nikitin seem rather unlikely, it may well be that he did mean Diu.

Diu itself is a small town on an island just off the coast of the Kathiawar peninsula and separated from it by a passage only navigable by small craft. The protected anchorage, which has long ceased to be a major port, was used in Nikitin's time as a port of call by ships from Hormoz, Masqat and elsewhere. The Portuguese built a fort there in 1535, under the terms of a treaty with Bahādur Shāh of Gujarāt, and were besieged in it in 1538 and 1545, the second siege being a famous event in Indian history. Diu remained a Portuguese colony until 1961.

Cambay: (in Persian, Kanbāya) in Gujarāt on the Gulf of Cambay,
53 miles south of Ahmadābād, was in old times one of the main Indian ports, trading with the Middle East and probably with China. It is supposed to be the *Camanes* of Ptolemy. In Nikitin's time the trade was mainly in locally produced cotton and silk fabrics, indigo, salt, cornelians and grain. According to Varthema 40-50 ships visited the port every year to transport the cotton and silk stuffs to Persia, Tartary (sic), Turkey, Syria, Africa, Arabia, Ethiopia, other parts of India and many of the islands of the Indian Ocean. It was also said to be a very beautiful town.

Cambay lost importance through the silting up of its harbour and was eclipsed by Surat and later by Bombay. The stone houses and remnants of the town walls bear witness to its former prosperity. It remains famous for its manufacture of agate and cornelian ornaments, which still have a reputation in China. Today Cambay has a population of just over 60,000 and is a centre of grain and cotton trading and textile and match manufacture.

Chaul: is today a small coastal town, some 23 miles SE of Bombay, but at various times in the past it was an important port. It is mentioned by Ptolemy and Arrian and by various medieval Arab geographers and travellers. Nearby stood the ancient town of Champavati. It appears that Chaul not only exported goods abroad but also served as an entrepot for the transmission of goods from one part of India to another. The port was taken over by the Moslems at an early stage and much of its trade was in their hands. It was subsequently acquired by the Portuguese who set up a small factory.

The town's population before the arrival of the Portuguese was mainly Moslem and Hindu but there were also a few Indian Christians who belonged to the Nestorian and Monophysite sects (of whose existence Nikitin may well not have been aware), some Jews and some Zoroastrians, descended from immigrants from Iran.

At the time of Nikitin's visit Chaul belonged to the Bahmanid state and the knyaz to whom he refers was probably its local governor. When Nikitin says of Chaul "there lies the Indian land", he probably means that this was his final point
of disembarkation, his visits to previous ports of call having been quite fleeting. The old town had a very large number of temples and also many ponds.

Nikitin's statement that he travelled 6 weeks by sea to Chaul must refer to the complete journey from Hormoz and this, unlike the statements discussed above, seems quite reasonable.

Pali: according to Minaev \(^5\) Pali is a town in the Tanna district some 39 miles SE of Bombay.

Umra: the identity of this place has given rise to some speculation. Major \(^6\) says "perhaps Umrut (Omrita), a town in the province of Aurangabad, forty miles south by east from Surat." Minaev questions this theory on the grounds that if Nikitin was on his way to Jonnar he would hardly go as far north as Umrut. He suggests that it is more likely to be Oomra, a village to the north of Pali, but Petrushevsky \(^7\) remarks that in that case it is hard to see why Nikitin took 10 days to travel from Pali to Oomra. In view of the time (distance) given, Major's theory may well be correct.

Jonnar: the present town lies east of Bombay and 48 miles north of Poona. The name means "old town" and the ruins of an older city lie to the south-east of the present city. The old town includes the remains of a citadel on a cliff with many rock-cut Buddhist temples around it. Nikitin's description of Jonnar as standing "on a rocky island, not made by man but created by God" suggests that he was referring to the old town. This citadel is probably identifiable with Shivanir, the birthplace of the famous Mahratta hero Shivaji Bhonsla. Nikitin calls the town a grad rather than a gorod, perhaps implying thereby that it had something of the status of a holy city and place of pilgrimage.

Jonnar is probably identifiable with a place called Tagara in Ptolemy's Geography and is frequently mentioned in ancient Indian writings. At the time of Nikitin's visit, the city lay within the borders of the Bahmanid state and Khân Asad, to whom Nikitin refers, was certainly the local governor under the Bahmani sultan Mohammad III, though the real power lay,
as Nikitin correctly stated, in the hands of Mahmud Gawān, the Malek ot-Tojjār.

Nikitin spent two months in Jonnar. Many of his most interesting comments on the Indian way of life are based on this period, including, of course, his unfortunate experience when the Khān took his horse and tried to make him become a Moslem. In fact, under Islamic law, Nikitin, together with all Christians and Jews, would have fallen into the mustamin category of infidels, namely those who were free to worship as they pleased and were granted the protection of the law but had to pay a poll-tax. Non-Moslems were not allowed to ride horses, only donkeys, mules and camels. Indeed foreign Christians must have been extremely rare visitors to the Deccan in Nikitin's time, although there were certainly Christians and Christian missionaries in India in those days. They were mainly of the Nestorian and Monophysite sects and most of their colonies were in the coastal towns, particularly in Malabar.

It was through the intervention of Hājjī Mohammad that Nikitin regained his freedom and his horse. He says surprisingly little about this "Khorāsānian". Since Nikitin was then at Jonnar, a provincial town, and had not yet reached Bidar, the capital, it seems unlikely that Hājjī Mohammad belonged to the ruling class. One explanation could be that he was a recently arrived merchant from Persia or Central Asia with whom Nikitin was already acquainted; it may even be that they have travelled together from Hormoz.

Also in connection with his sojourn at Jonnar, Nikitin mentioned that merchants visiting India stayed at inns. According to Minaev 8, he probably refers to the dharmacāra sala, or free lodging houses for travellers, which in those days were widespread in India and particularly numerous in the towns visited by pilgrims. The building of these inns was generally financed by rich men as a sign of their religious zeal. They were notable for their cleanliness and coolness. The tradition was of Hindu origin but similar hostels were provided in the Moslem areas as well. Rich Moslems sometimes built caravansarais as pious endowments (waqfs).

Jonnar later became the first capital of the Nezam-Shāhi sultanate (1491-1633) but was superseded by Ahmadnagar.
Bidar: is an ancient town in the Deccan 65 miles northwest of Hyderabad, at an altitude of about 2,500 ft. above sea level. It became the capital of the Bahmani state in the reign of Ahmad I (1422-1436) and was still its capital at the time of Nikitin's visit. It seems likely that Nikitin believed that the Bahmanids ruled the whole of Moslem India.

Bidar has now lost its former importance but has fine ruins from the Bahmanid period. It is surrounded by walls with a glacis and dry ditch and remains of bastions. The main citadel lay in the eastern part of the town and the ruins can still be seen of the palace, mosques and other buildings. The way into the citadel was through a passage closed by three gates, the outer one being domed and decorated with bright coloured paintings. The middle gate was covered with coloured tiles. Inside the citadel there are remains of various palace buildings, the most interesting of which, the Ran Mahal, was also covered with coloured tiles. In another, older, building there was an extremely deep well whose water fed a reservoir which in turn supplied cascades and fountains. The largest of the mosques was known as the Solah-Khamba Masjed or "Mosque of 60 columns". This citadel is undoubtedly the building described by Nikitin as the sultan's palace. A great Madrasa (Moslem college) was built in Bidar by Mahmud Gāwān, but that, of course, was after Nikitin's time.

In the 15th century Bidar was an important trading centre. Nikitin mentions its trade in horses, fabrics and slaves but adds that it had "nothing there for the Russian land", and commentators have speculated on what exactly he meant by that. Minaev notes that most of the items mentioned by Nikitin were imports into Bidar. The trade in imported horses has already been mentioned above. The silk fabric which Nikitin calls kamkha was probably kimkhab, silk woven with gold and silver thread, and this was regarded in Russia as an Indian product though in the Moghol emperor Akbar's reign it was, in fact, imported into India from Persia and Kābol. In the 19th century, however, it was made in India, chiefly at Benares and Ahmadābād and in Kashmir. Some of the black slaves mentioned by Nikitin were probably of local origin, being people of the Dravidian tribes of southern India captured in the campaigns
against Vijayanagar. Others may have come from Africa; the Abyssinian (or Habshi) slave soldiers were well known and founded sultanates at Jawnpur and Janjira. It seems probable that Nikitin's reference to a lack of goods means that no goods suitable for the Russian market were available at prices which would permit profitable export to Russia. Bidar was noted for the manufacture of metal goods such as bowls, candlesticks and pipes.

Bidar lies in the Marathi speaking part of the Deccan; further south Dravidian languages are spoken. The official language of the Bahmanid and later sultanates was Persian and their spoken language was an early form of Urdu.

Kulungir: a town in the Deccan, 55 miles from Golbargā.

Golbargā: a town in the Deccan, some 55 miles SW of Bidar. It now has a population of approximately 100,000 and is engaged in the manufacture of cotton goods, flour and oilseed milling and trade in cotton and cereals.

It was important from 1347 to 1397, when it was the first capital of the Bahmanid state (whose capital was later moved to Bidar). It lies at the northern edge of the Dravidian speaking area of the Deccan and is now part of the Mysore province.

Tombs of the Bahmani rulers are still to be seen in Golbargā but its most noteworthy building is the Jame' mosque, which is said to be modelled on that in Cordoba in Spain.

Alland: the exact location of this town where, according to Nikitin, Shaykh 'Alā od-Din was buried, is unclear. Nikitin may have meant 'Alā od-Din Mohammad Khalji (1297-1316), the greatest of the Delhi sultans, but according to tradition he was buried at Maabar.

Most sources identify Alland as a town lying some 27 miles NW of Golbargā. In the Academy edition it is stated that a fair was held there annually in connection with the feast day of Shaykh 'Alā od-Din. Minaev however suggests that the fair may have been held in connection with some other holy man. The tomb of a Moslem saint named Banda-Nawāz stands
not far from Golbarga and his feast is known as the
Cheraghan-e Banda Nawaz. It may be that Nikitin confused two
traditions.

The town was apparently not on the direct route between
Golbarga and Bidar and Nikitin must have visited it because of
trading opportunities offered by the fair.

Parvata: (or Shriparvata), a popular Hindu holy city and place
of pilgrimage, sacred to Shiva. The ruins of its temple complex
are spread along the southern bank of the Kistna river some 110
miles south east of Hyderabad. The site lay outside the Moslem
dominated part of India. Excavations of the ruins confirm
Nikitin's account of its size and importance. Col. Colin
MacKenzie, who wrote about Parvata in the late 18th century,
described the temple complex as lying within a fence and being
some 200 yards long and 160 yards wide. Within the fence were
some temples and other buildings, a shady garden and a pond.
The fence was built of large stone slabs decorated with carvings
which may well be Nikitin's "wreaths". 12

Amongst the images described by Nikitin, the "man with
the trunk of an elephant" can be recognised as the god Ganesa
and "the man with the face of a monkey" is the god Hanuman,
whilst the great "But" may have been a statue of the god Shiva
himself; the bull is certainly Nandi, the bull of Shiva on
which he rides.

The feminine divinity personifying the "power" (Sakti)
of Shiva is Parvati, who appears in Hindu legend in many forms,
including the terrible goddess Kali. Gandesa is regarded by
some as a descendant of Shiva and Parvati.

The festival to which Nikitin refers is no doubt that of
Shiva-ratri, which is celebrated throughout India.

Dabol: is today a small port standing near the mouth of the
R. Vashishtu some 85 miles south of Bombay. In the 15th
century (some time after Nikitin's visit) it was described by
Barbosa and Varthema as an important trading port with quite a
large and well fortified town. In Nikitin's time it lay within
the boundaries of the Bahmanid state but close to its borders
with the independent Hindu kingdoms of the south. Pirates from
the south frequently attacked ships using Dabol. In 1479 a Bahmanid expedition resulted in the capture of further territory to the south and put an end to the pirate raids. In 1508 Dabol was seized and sacked by the Portuguese but it later recovered to some extent. The English founded a factory there in the 16th century. Its final decline dates from the end of the 18th century.

It was from Dabol that Nikitin took ship on his homeward journey in February 1472.

Calicut: (now known as Kozhikode) is a seaport in Kerala, on the Malabar coast, 170 miles SW of Bangalore. In the Middle Ages it was one of the largest and busiest ports in the East. Ebn Battuta, who visited it in the 14th century, has left a good description of it and in particular of the Chinese junks which came from Canton and other ports in the Far East. He says that merchants visited Calicut from China, Ceylon, the Maldives, Java, the Yaman, Fars and other countries. 'Abd or-Razzaq Samarqandi, who was there ca. 1441, speaks of "an abundance of precious articles" brought from Abyssinia, Southern India and Zanzibar. He also notes that ships arrived there from the shores of God's House (i.e. Mecca and other parts of the Hejaz.) and adds that it was a secure and well run port in which merchants had confidence. It lay well to the south of the Moslem dominated part of India but according to 'Abd or-Razzaq there was a sizeable Moslem community and at least two mosques in the town.

In the 15th century most of the trade from Calicut seems to have been in the hands of the Moslem merchants and to have been with the ports of the Red Sea and Egypt. The exports included spices, ambergris, rhubarb, pearls, precious stones, cotton goods, Chinese porcelain and precious woods; the main imports were copper, cinnabar, silver, gold, rosewater, skins, Morocco leather and blades for weapons.

Today Calicut's main exports are copra, coconuts, coffee and tea. Coir rope and mats, soap and hosiery are manufactured but production of calico, the cotton fabric which received its name from the town, has almost ceased.

Nikitin mentions Calicut but did not go there. It was
still important in his time but later had a chequered history. Calicut was the Indian port which Vasco da Gama reached in 1498. Trading posts were established there by the Portuguese in 1511, the English in 1664, the French in 1698 and the Danes in 1752. In 1765 the town was captured by Hyder Ali, who expelled all the merchants and destroyed the coconut palm and pepper plantations in order to keep away the Europeans.

Ceylon: (Sri Lanka) has a mixed population. The majority speak Sinhalese, an Aryan language, and are mostly Buddhists. The north and east have long been inhabited by speakers of Tamil, a Dravidian language, who are mostly Hindus. There are also immigrant Tamils, who came from South India in the 19th and 20th centuries to work on plantations. The main commercial crops today are tea and coconuts: coffee which was important in the 18th century and early 19th century is no longer grown. Rice is the staple food. Precious and semi-precious stones are found and jewellery has long been an important industry.

The aborigines of Ceylon were conquered by Vijaya, an Aryan prince, in the 6th century B.C., and about three centuries later Buddhism was introduced. Cosmas Indicopleustes mentions it under the name Serendipa (probably a distortion of the Sanskrit Sinhaladvipa), and the early Arab geographers called it Sarandib. It was also known as Tabrubani. Rather later it was known to the Arab traveller Ebn Battuta and others as Siyalān, which is probably the origin of Nikitin's Silyan and of the English Ceylon.

In Nikitin's time, Buddhism was the state religion of Ceylon. According to legend, the footprint of Buddha is to be found on the summit of Adam's Peak (7,400 ft., the second highest mountain in the country), which was and is a place of pilgrimage for Buddhists and also for Moslems and Christian sects who held it to be the place where Adam's foot first touched the earth after the Fall from the Garden of Eden. Nestorian and Monophysite Christians from the west coast of India visited this holy place and so did Ebn Battuta. Substantial Moslem and Christian communities still exist in Ceylon.

In the 15th century most of the trade between Ceylon and the other Indian Ocean and Far Eastern ports was in the hands
of the Moslem merchants, mainly of Arab extraction. Precious stones (rubies, sapphires, amethysts and topaz), pearls, spices and sugar were the chief exports. Nikitin gives a list of the precious stones and adds ivory, no doubt correctly, as elephants are used as beasts of burden in Ceylon. More difficult to understand is his statement that ostrich feathers were sold there (see also Note to text 220); if so they must have been imported into Ceylon and then re-exported.

Shabait: the only information on this place is included in the commentary note.

Pegu: is an ancient town on the Pegu River in Burma, 45 miles NE of Rangoon. The name is also given to the surrounding district. The town is said to have been founded in 573 A.D. as the first capital of the Talaings. It was the capital of the Toungoo dynasty when it became known to the British in the 16th century. The outstanding building is the Shwe-Mawdaw pagoda, which stands 324 ft. high and is considerably larger and even holier than the Shwe-dagon pagoda in Rangoon. Within it is a large recumbent figure of the Buddha. Traces of the old city walls are still to be seen. The Indian dervishes to whom Nikitin refers were presumably Buddhist monks attached to the pagoda. Burma has always been renowned for its precious stones which were, no doubt, exported through Pegu as Nikitin states. Nikitin is one of the first Europeans to mention a place in Burma.

Chin and Machin: were Moslem terms for China in the Middle Ages but the exact meaning varied. In some cases Chin referred to N. China and Machin to S. China, other writers called N. China Khitāi (q.v.) and South China Chin and Machin. Chin and Machin may also mean China and Japan or China and Indo-China. Nikitin also used the term Khitāi so one can only assume that he was referring to various parts of China and the Far East.

In Nikitin's time China, (apart from Manchuria and Mongolia), was under the Ming dynasty and Indo-China consisted of a number of independent or nominally vassal states. Arab traders visited the ports and much of the export trade was in their hands. It was no doubt because of his ability to
communicate with these traders from the Arab lands that Nikitin was able to include details of these remote countries in his account.

Khitai: Northern China - see above. The name comes from the nomadic tribes of the area, the Kidans or Qara Khitai who were of Tungus or Mongol origin. They ruled North China for about two centuries to the early 12th century. Northern China became known as Khitai or Cathay to Europeans.

Raichur: a town in the present day province of Mysore (formerly in Hyderabad) and a centre of trade in cereals and cotton. In Nikitin's time it lay within the frontiers of the Bahmanid state, having been captured from the Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar by the Bahmanid rulers earlier in the 15th century. Modern reference works make no mention of diamonds in connection with the town of Raichur. Most authorities agree that Nikitin must have meant the Raichur district and not just the town itself. The district formerly included the town of Kurnool where, according to Nikitin, there were "three hundred diamond merchants polishing the stones". Diamond cutting at Kurnool is also mentioned by the 17th century traveller, Taverne.

Vijayanagar: was the capital of the independent Hindu state of the same name which lay to the south of the Bahmanid kingdom. Founded ca. 1336, on a site on the Tungabhadra River, it subsequently played an important political and economic role.

Accounts of the city by 'Abd or-Razzāq Samarqandi, de' Conti and Varthema give a fuller picture of the place than that left by Nikitin, which is not surprising since he did not actually visit it. 'Abd or-Razzāq stayed a considerable time at Vijayanagar, taking part in the local life and apparently enjoying himself. He was in the country from 1442-1443 on a diplomatic mission from the Timurid Sultan Shāh Rokh. He praises the fruitfulness and prosperity of the kingdom which, he says, stretched from Ceylon to Golbarga and had some 300 harbours from which goods were exported. The city was surrounded by seven walls fronted by man-sized stones set in the earth, which made any approach to the walls impossible. The ruler's palace was within the seventh rampart. Between the first and
third walls were the merchants' and artisans' quarters including four large covered bazaars. A number of canals ran through the city. 'Abd or-Razzāq also describes the luxury of the ruler's palace, which is confirmed by the later account of Duarte Barbosa.

According to de' Conti, the city was situated on the edge of some rocky hills and measured 16 miles in circumference. Varthema, who visited Vijayanagar in the early 16th century, also speaks of its strong walls and its situation on the slopes of a mountain.

The king of Vijayanagar was very powerful and commanded a huge army. Most of the sources speak of his jewelled crown and throne.

Whilst the Hindu state lasted, it seems that men of different religions, Moslems and Christians, were free to follow their faith and that there was a multitude of foreign merchants in the city. Precious stones were imported from Pegu and Ceylon, pearls from Hormoz, porcelain and silks from China and Egypt, pepper from the Malabar Coast, and rich fabrics, coral, brass goods, mercury, saffron, rosewater and perfumes from the Moslem lands.

Vijayanagar resisted the attacks and jehāds of the Bahmanid kingdom and in fact it outlived its northern neighbour. Among the causes of their frequent wars were disputes over border territories such as the diamond-rich area of Raichur (q.v.). The ruler at the time of Nikitin's visit was Virupakshah II (1462-1486).

The kingdom was finally destroyed in January 1565 when a united army of the sultans of Bidar, Golkondā, Bijāpur and Ahmadnagar overcame its last ruler, Rama-Rajah.

Kurnool: a town in Andhra Pradesh on the Tungabhadra River, some 110 miles SSW of Hyderabad, which is today an agricultural market town with manufactures of textiles, carpets and leather goods. According to Nikitin it was formerly a diamond cutting centre (see Raichur). Little else is known about Kurnool's history.

Golkonda: (Golkondā) is a ruined fortress and city 5 miles west of Hyderabad. It was annexed to the Bahmanid kingdom in 1363
and after the fall of that kingdom became the capital of one of the successor states, that of the Qotb-Shāhi dynasty. The fortress lies on a ridge and is surrounded by several ramparts. Above it stands the tombs of the Qotb-Shāhi sultans. Golconda has given its name, in English literature, to the diamonds which were found in the Qotb-Shāhi territory and elsewhere in the Deccan and were cut mainly at Golconda and Kurnool (q.v.).

Despite the renown of the diamond mines of the Deccan, information on their exact whereabouts is scarce; apparently most were on the eastern side of the Deccan plateau. Many of the large stones were probably found in the Kollar group of mines, where Tavernier found 60,000 workers in 1645. According to local tradition these mines had been discovered about 100 years before that date. Golconda was the main market for the diamond industry before and after the construction of a new capital, Hyderabad, (Haydarābād) by the fifth Qotb-Shāhi sultan in 1589. The dynasty lasted from 1512 to 1687.

Amindria: this place has not been identified.

Kynarious: this place has not been identified.

Sura: the Academy edition suggests that this may be Surat, a town in Gojarāt about 160 miles north of Bombay. This identification seems improbable since the next place mentioned by Nikitin is Dābol which, as mentioned above, lies to the south of Bombay. As Surat was a very old and still important seaport, it seems unlikely that Nikitin would have retraced his steps to sail from Dābol.
Without doubt the Khozhenie of Afanasy Nikitin is a fascinating and valuable historical document for it gives an eye-witness account, by a European, of life in India at a very early date. The Khozhenie also occupies an important position in Russian literature and in its history of exploration.

The Khozhenie is the earliest surviving eye-witness account of India in Russian literature. Nikitin, however, was not necessarily the first Russian traveller to visit India or even, perhaps, the first to give an account of his travels, but he was the first and the only early Russian traveller to India whose account of his journey has survived.

It should be noted that, geographically at least, India was in a very different situation from those lands whose discovery we generally hail: America (and Columbus) and Australia (and Captain Cook). Despite the remarks of some Soviet commentators who exaggerate Nikitin's achievements, there was no physical barrier between medieval Russia and Northern India of the magnitude of the Atlantic or the Pacific Oceans, though the routes thither were often beset by dangers. At times Russia and India were even part of the same Mongol Empire, an Empire renowned for its trading links and the way in which it guarded its trade routes. The comparison between explorers can be carried even further: whilst Columbus and Cook are popularly hailed as the discoverers of America and Australia, it is now generally recognised that there were links over several centuries between Iceland (possibly Ireland too) and Greenland and the coast of 'Vinland' whilst the Dutch explorer van Dieman almost certainly discovered Australia before Captain Cook. Claims to first discoveries, it seems, must be treated with caution and in this respect the Khozhenie is no exception. Nikitin himself laid no claim to being a discoverer but at times he seems to have been regarded as one. In fact the very attitude which Nikitin adopts towards India in his account leads one to suppose that its existence did not come as an enormous surprise to him; India was for him at least a familiar name.

In fact the name India occurs quite frequently in early Russian literature and a most interesting article on this
subject was written by M.N. Speransky in which he points out that the earliest references in Russian literature to the Indiiskaya strana occur in the 11th century in the translations from the Greek chronicle of George Harmartolus. These references are fairly vague but they point to two distinct sources: the campaign of Alexander the Great, who reached northern India in the 5th century B.C., legends of whose exploits presumably persisted in Greece and Byzantium, and secondly from the eastward spread of early Christianity, for references occur to the presence in India of Christian visionaries. In Harmartolus, whose chronicle seems to have been translated directly from Greek to Russian without a South Slavonic intermediary, mention is made of the rakhmani or Brahmins. Further references to them occur in the Russian Primary Chronicle which was compiled in the late 11th century and copies of which are extant from the 14th century, some of which obviously draw upon the work of Harmartolus. Mention is made there of the Brahmins as people of piety and abstemiousness and other Indians are unfavourably compared to them.

References to India occur in various parts of the chronicle collections right up to the 15th century and in places these seem to refer to quite a familiar place, as when news is given of the first appearance in Russia of the Black Death, noted in the Novgorodian Chronicle under the year 1352 and accompanied by the words

"tot mor poshel iz Indiiskikh stran ot Solntsa-grada".

References also occur in early Russian literature and as early as 1050 India was used as a basis for comparison by Metropolitan Hilarion of Kiev in his Sermon on Law and Grace:

"Khavlit' zhe pokhval'nymi glasy Rim'skaya strana Petra i Pavla, imizhe verovasha v' Isusa Khrista syna bozhia; Asia i Efes', i Patm' - Ioanna Bogoslava: Indiya - Fomu, Egiyet' - Marka ....

Later, in the Pokhvala of Grand Prince Dmitry Ivanovich of ca. 1389 Hilarion's words are echoed:

"pokhvalyaet ibo zemlya Rimskaya Petra i Pavla, Asiiskaya - Ioanna Bogoslava, Indeiskaya Fomu apostola, Ierusalimskaya Iakova ... tebe zhe, velikii knyazhe Dmitrii - vsa Russkaya zemlya."
Thomas the Apostle and the legend of his work in India was reasonably well known in Russia from the *Deyaniya Pomy v Indii*, a work translated from the Greek into South Slavonic and so imported into Russia.

One of the most interesting documents to give an account of India in early times was the *Topografia* of Cosmas Indicopleustes. Cosmas Indicopleustes was a merchant from Alexandria in Egypt who later became a monk, and, as his name suggests, he made a voyage to India from which he returned in 549 A.D. His work is mainly concerned with Christian theology but also includes an account of India. The earliest copy of the *Topografia* dates from the 7th century and is preserved in the Vatican Library. The earliest copy in the Russian language is found in a chronicle collection dating from 1262 but there are a considerable number of ancient copies which bears witness to the fact that it was quite a popular document in medieval Russia.

Another work which referred to India and found its way to Russia from the West was the *Skazanie ob Indiiskom tsarstve* of which another version also existed called the *Povest o Indeiskom tsarstve i o grecheskom o posolstve*. This work probably reached Russia from Byzantium as early as the 13th century via the South Slavonic language, though the earliest surviving copy dates only from the late 15th century. This work was also very popular in Russia up to the 19th century. The account it gives is partly fact and partly fantasy. It concerns the Christian ruler of an Indian kingdom and bears a strong resemblance to the stories of Prester John. The kingdom is clearly described as lying far to the East, where the sun rises from the earth, but its exact whereabouts are a mystery. It is a land of strange sights: the natives are strange beings including giants and men whose eyes and mouths are in their breasts. The wild animals listed, which include crocodiles, elephants and dromedaries, seem more reminiscent of the real India but they also include fantastic monsters such as the phoenix. An account of the abundance of jewels reminds one of the early accounts of Golconda. This seems to be a land of peace and plenty but also of volcanoes and rivers of stone. In fact when the king says "a v nashei zemli vsyakogo obiliya mnogo" it is easy to contrast the statement with Nikitin's
plaint that there were no goods for Russia to be had in India and that Georgia, Wallachia and Podolia were lands of plenty.

The description of the king's palace is of particular interest: it is said to be of vast circumference with jewelled doors and silver pillars. This palace together with other features of the fabled Indian kingdom found their way into the Russian oral folk tradition and in particular into the bylina of Dyuk Stepanovich. Although the byliny were not written down until the early 17th century their origins were probably much older and in fact Speransky believes this story to have originated in Galich, a principality which had close links with Byzantium, possibly as early as the 13th century.

Another Byzantine epic, the Aleksandriya, which gave an account of Alexander's Indian campaign and also gave a fantastic view of the people and sights of that country, was also well known in translation. Another ancient work referring to India was the Povest o Varlaame i Ioasafe Indiiskikh and a further description was contained in the early translation of the life of Theodor of Edessa.

In all these works, however, India appears as a fantastic and fabulous land and the first surviving account to give a more prosaic description is that of Nikitin.

The fact that Nikitin does not write about India with any great degree of surprise, however, makes it seem at least possible that he already knew something about the real country by way of direct contacts established some time earlier.

It seems on the whole unlikely that there were not trading links between India and Russia for approximately a century before Nikitin's journey. The mere existence of a trade route indicates that merchants traded along it and the existence is known of ancient trade routes from India and the East, via Persia and the Caspian, to Ashtarkhân, Tana and Sarāi. One of the best known of Arab travellers, Ebn Battuta, is known to have visited the Caspian and the Volga as well as India and the Far East. Medieval merchants from both Russia and the West must have possessed quite a considerable knowledge of India even if only through intermediaries. Eileen Power sums it up thus:

"Although all this (Alexander's campaign) had become a fairy story to the men of the Middle Ages, they were still in contact with the East in the sense that they
seasoned their dishes with spices from Ceylon and Java, set diamonds from Golconda in their rings and carpets from Persia on their thrones, went splendidly clad in silks from China and played their interminable games of chess with ebony chessmen from Siam." 4

The history of travel in the Middle Ages is considered in greater detail in section 6 of this work (Nikitin - a Traveller amongst Travellers) in which the changes in conditions are detailed. It is, however, important to realise that large parts of Russia, parts of India and almost all the intervening countries were, at one time or another, parts of the same Mongol Empire. The Mongols, including the Russian invaders the Tatars, were well disposed towards trade from which they derived much of their revenue by way of dues and taxes. In many parts of their Empire, they did much to promote the interests of the merchants of many lands, including the building of bazaars, caravanserais and the protection of travellers along the most important routes. It is unclear to what extent Russian merchants were able to travel in the Mongol Empire in the time of the "Tatar yoke" but it is certain that trade was going on around them.

The Tatars also brought craftsmen from many countries into their cities, especially Sarai, and remains found during excavations bear witness to the skills of these foreign craftsmen. Archaeological evidence of trade links between Russia and India is sparse, but Indian coins have been found at the site of the excavation of the town of Bolghar on the Volga. It seems probable that Russian merchants and craftsmen must have met Indian merchants and craftsmen - if not in their homeland, then at least at some point in between such as Persia, Kwarazm or the lands of the Golden Horde.

Another point which might be taken into account in determining the likelihood of earlier contacts between India and Russia is the Russian tradition of travelling. Whilst Russia's international reputation for exploration in the Middle Ages is not as great as that of many Western countries, there were a number of noteworthy achievements. It must of course be remembered that the land of Russia, even at this early stage before its frontiers were extended, was very large and therefore to venture beyond its borders usually entailed a long internal
journey. A visit to the cities of Western Europe meant a journey as long as that from Portugal to West Africa (one of the areas being opened up at that time) and was by no means devoid of hazards. There are, nevertheless, accounts of Russians travelling quite extensively during the Middle Ages. The question of medieval Russian travellers is considered in Section 6 of this work but we must mention here that records exist of a variety of travels made by Russians in those early days. The majority of these were pilgrims and, until its fall to the Ottoman Turks in 1453, their most frequent destination was Byzantium, though some ventured further to Cyprus, Rhodes and the Holy Land. A few other merchants left accounts of their journeys and occasionally there is evidence of diplomatic missions, such as the visit by Simeon of Suzdal to Ferrara, Florence, Bologna and Venice, by the unknown author of the Skazanie o zheleznykh vratekh to Darband and, most strikingly, the presence of Marco Russo, as Muscovite ambassador in Darband as reported by Ambrosio Contarini in 1475.

The Skazanie o zheleznykh vratekh is a fascinating document which seems to establish ties between Tver (the home of Nikitin) and Central Asia some 20-25 years before Nikitin set out on his expedition. Two copies of this document are preserved in the Lenin Library (one in the Tikhonravov Collection, No. 537, and the other in the Kolobov Collection, No. 509). The document was the subject of two separate but equally interesting articles in 1965, one by V.A. Kuchkin and the other by Yu. K. Begunov. Both authors agree that the original document must have been older than the surviving 18th century copies and by careful consideration of the evidence Kuchkin concludes that it could only have been written between 1436-1447. The author of the Skazanie is unknown, as is the nature of his business in Darband, but a lack of interest in religious matters indicates that he was probably not a monk and similarly a lack of interest in trade indicates that he was probably not a merchant either. His interest appears to have been more military and political: the fortifications, position and population of Darband, the rulers of the surrounding areas and the crops grown are his preoccupations. Both authors point out that there is evidence of an embassy bringing gifts from Shah Rokh of Shirván to Grand Prince Boris Aleksandrovich of Tver.
in 1449 (this is contained in the Inoka Fomy slovo pokhval'noe o blagovernom velikom knyaze Borise Aleksandroviče, St. P. 1908, pp 37-38). While the reasons for this embassy and its purpose are unknown, Kuchkin suggests that it was sent in answer to an embassy of which the author of the Skazanie was a member and which visited the Caucasus, especially Darband, between 1439-1447. If this hypothesis is correct then, as Kuchkin points out, the author of the Skazanie was probably a native of Tver, and a compatriot and older contemporary of Nikitin. It seems quite likely that they were acquainted with each other and that Nikitin was aware of his compatriot's journey.

Perhaps the most exciting thing about the Skazanie is the fact that its author knows that the route to Indiya bogataya (rich India) lies through the Iron Gates of Darband and the land of Khorāsān. The mysterious fairy-tale land of the early Middle Ages was turning into a real country attainable by travellers.
One problem which must be faced when considering Nikitin's Khozhenie is that of deciding how important he and his account are in comparison with those of other travellers of the Middle Ages. It seems clear, for instance, that in the Soviet Union his importance is over-stressed: he was, after all, the only significant Russian traveller known to have ventured into unfamiliar territory beyond the limits of what is now the Soviet Union. Other Russian explorers made a great contribution by opening up the unknown lands of Siberia and the other eastern parts of the Union but their achievements seem somehow to have less cachet than a journey to an exotic land such as India. On the other hand it seems equally clear that Nikitin is grossly under-valued in the West. This is no doubt partly due to his writing in a language which was in itself a barrier to understanding and also, perhaps, to the rather unfavourable comments made about the Khozhenie by both Karamzin (see above p. 25) and R.H. Major (see above p. 30).

Whilst it is easy today, in the age of fast and easy travel, to look back at the Middle Ages as a time when most people never moved far from their own birthplaces, the truth is that an astonishing amount of travel went on and a surprising number of accounts of it have survived. The only fundamental change seems to be the introduction of the idea of travel for the sake of pleasure. In the Middle Ages men travelled because of great racial movements, such as the explosion of the Mongols out of the East; for the purposes of war, as in the case of the huge numbers of Europeans who took part in the Crusades; for academic and professional motives as in the case of the Persian and Arabian geographers, historians, lawyers and poets; on diplomatic missions such as those of Clavijo and Zeno; for religious reasons which prompted John of Monte Corvino and Jordanus of Severac and countless pilgrims to travel to the Christian holy places and Mecca; and above all, like Nikitin himself, in order to trade.

The difficulties involved in these journeys seem to have varied greatly. In the ancient days of the Greek civilisation a fairly considerable amount of intercommunication between East
and West took place, mainly through Asia Minor and the Middle East, though the early Greeks also sailed the Black Sea and knew its shores. Alexander the Great established a Macedonian Empire stretching from Greece through Persia to the land around the Indus. The Roman Empire included Asia Minor and Egypt. For reasons which are not fully understood many now arid areas of North Africa and the Middle East appear to have been more productive of grain and other crops than they are today.

Travel beyond the Roman sphere was not unknown. In the 1st century A.D. Hippolus sailed direct from Cape Fartaq in South Arabia to the south-western corner of India, instead of hugging the shores of eastern Arabia and the Persian Gulf as previous sailors had done. In the time of the geographer Ptolemy, Greek and Roman navigators had reached the mouth of the Ganges whilst arrivals of Far Eastern visitors in Syria and Egypt were recorded. With the decline of the Roman Empire came a retrogression in knowledge, especially of the lands of the Far East. This is illustrated by the frequent misuse of the name "India" for the land of Ethiopia.

Nevertheless knowledge persisted and was indeed augmented during the greater days of the East Roman Empire and the Byzantine Empire. This must be taken in account in an assessment of Nikitin because much of Russian knowledge was gained through connections with Byzantium and the Orthodox Church. The most notable Byzantine traveller of that era was Cosmas Indicopleustes who compiled *A Christian Topography* ca. A.D. 550. He visited Ethiopia and voyaged in the Persian Gulf and landed on the island of Socotra. He also spoke of a merchant called Sopatros who had visited Ceylon and knew of the existence of Christian churches on that island and on the west coast of India. He was the first to voice the opinion that the ocean lay beyond China. It is doubtful whether he himself ever visited India. Like Nikitin's references to the Far East, he probably passed on information culled from other merchants and travellers. His work was known within Russia and was probably one of the main sources of information about India available there.  

During the years of turmoil which followed the decline of the Roman Empire knowledge of the East among Europeans dwindled to little more than fairy tales. Nevertheless contact
was not entirely lost; spices, precious stones, rich fabrics and carpets still found their way to the West; but the merchants of the West only knew the trade at its termini in the Levantine ports. Chinese and Indian merchants had two routes to the West: by land across Central Asia to the Black Sea or to Baghdad and the Mediterranean; or the sea route across the Indian Ocean and then via Persia, Syria or Egypt. Despite the existence of this trade, a heavy curtain shut the East and the West from each other's sight—Westerners could not even travel as far as Baghdad. The reasons for this cessation of contact seem to lie with the rise of the power of Islam. To say that relations between the Christian lands and the emerging power which was filled with religious zeal were strained would be to understate the case. Presumably the Moslem merchants, who enjoyed something akin to a freemasonry as well as a lingua franca, did not object to trading with Christians near the boundaries of their domains but would not allow Christians to penetrate any further than necessary. In this respect Russia was probably no worse off than Western Europe. The first Russian principality, that of Kiev, was founded about the beginning of the 11th century on the trade route between Scandinavia and Byzantium and may well have been concerned with trade with the East. The early Russian principalities certainly had direct or indirect commercial contacts with Moslem states in Persia and Central Asia which were actively engaged in trade with India and China. Accounts of travellers from Russia in pre-Mongol times are rare but they do exist. They consist, however, of accounts of pilgrimages to Byzantium, Jerusalem and the Holy Land and a few places between. One such is the account by Abbot Daniel of Kiev of a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 1106-1107.

The relationship between the Far East and Europe and Russia at that time was epitomised by A.F. Meyendorff when he wrote:

"The common basis of travel and intercourse is the road or route; the mere existence of a route as a fairly constant link between distant parts of the inhabited globe is an important indication of a complex social, economic or political system, the expression of supra-tribal interests and of an extensive interdependence between groups scattered over large sections of the known world."
In the early medieval period few inhabitants of either the East or the West penetrated the other's sphere; contact was maintained, but solely or almost solely through intermediaries.

A dramatic change in the situation took place in the early 13th century as a result of the Mongol conquests of China, Persia and Russia. Western merchants could pass unhampered on the caravan routes across Central Asia, Italian merchants visited the bazaars of the Far East and Italian friars said mass in the ports and cities of India and China. This breaking of long-established barriers was due to the Mongol conquest, an event which in most cases is regarded as an unmitigated disaster. The pagan Mongols were greatly dependent on commerce and were relatively tolerant to all creeds. By their overthrow of the Caliphate of Baghdad they began to appear to Christians as potential allies against the common enemy of Islam. Rumours of the conversion to Christianity of the Great Khan or of certain of the lesser khans in Persia or Russia were current. Dreams of converting the Mongols to Christianity were cherished in the West and embassies were sent out to Sarai, Tabriz and Cathay from the Pope, the King of England and the King of France with invitations to embrace Christianity and projects of alliance.

Several of the earliest eye-witness accounts of the East were set down by the men entrusted with these proselytising missions. Two Franciscan friars were among the first: John of Piano Carpini and Andrew of Longjumeau, both of whom were sent to the Great Khan as diplomatic envoys. John of Piano Carpini set off in 1245 on a journey which took him through Kiev and the Tatar Horde on the Volga and on, with a Polish companion, across Central Asia to Karakorum whence he returned to the west in 1247. The unsuccessful mission of Andrew of Longjumeau took place in about 1248-1249. In 1251 William of Rubruck, a native of Flanders, was sent by Louis (St. Louis) of France to the Great Khan in Karakorum. He travelled by sea to the Crimea, on to the Don and the Volga and thence across Central Asia to his destination. He met there embassies from many parts, Catholics, Nestorians, Armenians, Manicheans, Buddhists and Moslems, all trying to convert the Khan.

"Of the Nestorians, like all Christian travellers to the East, he gives a very hostile account, on the
principle, not unfamiliar among some modern missionaries, that a heathen is greatly to be preferred to some rival Christian society."

William left a companion, Bartholomew of Cremona, to preach to the Tatars and returned in 1254 via the Volga, the Caucasus, Armenia and Cyprus.

The Mongols had thrown open the overland route to the Far East and the sea route by way of the Persian Gulf, where Hormoz Island was then the chief port. The other sea route, by way of Egypt and the Red Sea ports, continued to be controlled by Moslems and closed to Christians. European travellers reached the Golden Horde capital, Sarāi, through the Black Sea ports of Kaffa and Tana, controlled by Genoa and Venice respectively, and reached the Il-khānīd capital, Tabriz, from the Greek ruled Black Sea port of Trebizond or the Armenian ruled Mediterranean port of Ayās (Lajazzo); from Tabriz they could proceed through Persia to Hormoz, there to take ship for India. An Italian merchant, Pietro Viglioni, who died in Tabriz in 1264, left a will disposing of his stock of cloth from Venice, Germany and Flanders, pearls, sugar and chessmen from the East and saddles, cups, candlesticks and drinking glasses.

From Kaffa and Tana the route led to Ashtarkhān or Sarāi, Urgenj on the lower Oxus, Khwārezm, Bokhārā, Samarqand and so to Cathay. These overland routes were very well protected by the Mongols who cherished the wealth which the tax on merchants could bring them. A certain Francesco Polducci Pegolotti, writing in 1340 a merchants' handbook on the trade of the Levant and the East, had this to say about the route:

"The road you travel from Tana to Cathay is perfectly safe, whether by day or by night, according to what the merchants say who have used it .... You may reckon that from Tana to Sarāi the road is less safe than on any other part of the journey, and yet even when this part of the road is at its worst, if you are some 60 men in the company, you will go as safely as if you were in your own house." 5

G.H.T. Kimble goes even further when he states that:

" ...... It became possible in the 13th century to travel across Asia from the banks of the Volga to the Yellow Sea without much more danger than normally attended the progress of the Christian pilgrim from Canterbury to Compostella." 6
The most famous of the merchants to take advantage of these new opportunities were the Polo family of Venice. In 1260 the brothers Niccolo and Maffeo sailed from Constantinople to the Crimean port of Sudak where they joined forces with a third brother, Marco the Elder, who owned a house there. This part of the journey was a normal commercial enterprise but the subsequent adventures bear a surprising resemblance to those which drove Nikitin on to India. The Polos joined a caravan to take valuable goods to a Mongol market on the Volga (probably Bolghār). At this moment war broke out between rival Tatar Khāns and, finding their retreat cut off, they decided to go forward rather than risk entanglement in the fighting and they pressed on to Bokhārā, where they stayed some time, to learn the Tatar language and customs. In due course they agreed to join a diplomatic mission from the Mongol ruler of the Levant (i.e. of Persia) which was travelling east to the headquarters of Qubilāy, the Great Khān, in Cathay. As far as is known they were the first Europeans to reach his court. There the Polos seem to have been made welcome. In due course they were sent back to the West with a request for the dispatch of a mission to Qubilāy to explain to him the Christian faith.

The Polos arrived back at Acre in 1269, just after the death of Pope Clement IV, which left a power vacuum in Rome with the result that no large scale mission could be contemplated. After much delay two missionaries were appointed to accompany them; neither, unfortunately, had the dauntless perseverance needed to complete the journey and in the end the Polos returned to the East themselves, accompanied by Niccolo's 17 year old son, Marco - the Marco Polo of worldwide fame. The family spent the next 20 years living in the East, though little is known of what they actually did there. They finally returned home in 1292 by the long sea route through the Malay Straits. According to Marco's account they escorted a bride for Arghun, Il-Khān of Persia. Persian sources confirm her existence but do not mention the prominent part played by the Polos. The famous account of these travels has a strange story of its own. Marco spent some considerable time as a prisoner of war of the Genoese and whilst in captivity met a romance writer, Rustichello of Pisa; with the help of Marco's notes, the two
wrote the tale which we possess. The travels were certainly a wonderful achievement even though Marco Polo's account is somewhat romanticised.

The similarities between Nikitin's travels and those of the Polos are greater than most Russian commentators would admit. Both enterprises were intended to be of more limited scope than they turned out to be: in Nikitin's case storms and pirates forced him to travel onward rather than return; in the Polos' case the outbreak of war was the crucial factor. Furthermore the Polos, like Nikitin, were merchants and their first voyage seems to had had no aim other than the pursuit of commercial profit. Although their second voyage was intended to be a Christian mission to Qubilay, religion was only a part of the Polos' interest in the Far East. Qubilay appears to have had an enquiring mind, even sending to Madagascar in search of the fabulous bird, the roc. Like several other Mongol rulers, he wished to find out more about various faiths and was perhaps mainly interested in their political implications.

Marco Polo's account contains quite long descriptions of India and its people and in many respects these resemble Nikitin's observations quite closely. Like Nikitin he was struck by the nakedness of the natives:

"I must tell you that in all this province of Malabar there is no master tailor or dressmaker to cut or stitch cloth because the people go stark naked all the year round. For the weather here is always temperate, that is, neither cold nor hot. That is why they always go naked, except that they cover their private parts with a scrap of cloth. The king wears no more than the others, apart from certain ornaments of which I will tell you. You may take it for a fact that he too goes stark naked, except for a handsome loin cloth, with a fringe all round it set with precious stones ...." 7

Naturally he too was interested in the commercial opportunities offered by the sub-continent:

"In this kingdom there is a great abundance of pepper and also of ginger, besides cinnamon in plenty and other spices, turbit and coconuts. Buckrams are made here of the loveliest and most delicate texture in the world. Many other articles of merchandise are exported. In return, when merchants come here from overseas they
load their ships with brass, which they use as ballast, cloth of gold and silver, sendal, gold, silver, cloves, spikenard, and other such spices that are not produced here (Malabar). You must know that ships come here from very many parts, notably from the great province of Manzi (China), and goods are exported to many parts ...."

Marco Polo speaks of the trade in horses, the abundance of jewels, the habits and religion of people and the climate and the crops grown. Unlike Nikitin he tends to dwell on the more sensational aspects of Indian life such as the temple dancers and the importance of astrology. He also writes about two matters which Nikitin surprisingly does not mention: the custom of widow-burning or suttee and the existence of Christian sects in the western coastal regions of India. The account also covers much of the same route through the Middle East as Nikitin travelled and, of course, a detailed description of the Far East about which Nikitin could only give hearsay evidence.

The Polos were by no means the only Westerners to visit the Far East in this period, though Marco Polo's account is by far the most comprehensive. Friar Oderic of Pordenone visited India and the Far East and reached China soon after 1320. In his Descriptus Orientalium Partium he writes about the pearl fisheries, the cultivation of indigo, ginger and pepper at Quilon, cotton in Gojerät and the huge ocean-going junks which crowded the harbours of the Malabar coast. He states that there were many people in Venice who had visited Kinsai (Hangchau) and many European travellers who had boarded junks at Quilon to sail to Java, Sumatra, Indo-China and Cathay.

Another traveller of the period was Giovanni di Montecorvino, who was appointed the first Catholic Archbishop of Peking in 1307. In his Indian Letters of ca. 1291 he left a good picture of the life of a Latin Christian in the Far East. In his work entitled Mirabilia Descripta per Fratrum Jordanum he gives an account of the agricultural economy of the Indians, their religious ritual, cow-worship, caste system and the practice of suttee. He also mentions the presence in China of a Christian merchant, Master Peter of Lucolongo, who was with him in 1306 and who bought the land for his church in
Peking, after first joining him in Tabriz some 10 years earlier and accompanying him in India. This man, who appears to have been a merchant rather than a missionary, is in many ways comparable with Nikitin himself.

Francesco Pegolotti's handbook for merchants has already been mentioned. Another contemporary was John of Marignolli, who left an account of the foundation of a "fondaco" (warehouse or caravanserai) and bath-house for the use of European merchants at Zaiton in China by the Franciscans. Other missionaries who have left accounts of the Orient are Andrew of Perugia and John of Cora. According to Eileen Power, one of the best travel writers of the period was Jordanus of Severac, a Dominican who has made Bishop of Quilon by Pope John XXII in 1329.

The era of relatively easy travelling was not to last however. By the mid 14th century the curtain fell back and the East again receded into mystery. For this there were several reasons. Firstly the Mongols in Persia and Russia were converted to Islam, and Persia was the gateway through which most of these travellers reached the East. With their conversion, their tolerant attitude underwent a change and most trade fell into the hands of Moslem merchants. In China the Mongol (Yuan) dynasty weakened and was replaced by the Ming Dynasty which pursued a strongly anti-foreign policy. According to G.H.T. Kimble, the disruption of society in the West following the scourge of the Black Death was a further factor in the decline of commerce between East and West.

Despite all difficulties occasional travellers still penetrated the East and left accounts of their adventures, though most did not get very far east. There are several interesting 15th century accounts of travels in the Near East to the courts of Timur and Uzun Hasan. The earliest of these travellers, Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo, a Spaniard born in Madrid, was a member of an embassy sent by Henry III of Castile to the court of Timur. He sailed from Cadiz in 1403 and travelled east via the Balearic Islands, Rhodes and Constantinople, across the Black Sea to Trebizond and then overland through Erzurum, Tabriz and Tehran to Samarqand, where the embassy was favourably received. The expedition returned safely, despite
great difficulties, in 1406. Clavijo's account is lively and interesting. In parts he followed the same route as Nikitin: sailing from small port to small port (including Platana) around the Black Sea coast to Trebizond (and like Nikitin being delayed by the sudden storms of the Black Sea), visiting the site of Rayy, and Sivas, Tabriz, Shirāz and Sultāniya. He also describes the Iron Gates of Darband but whether he actually visited the place is unclear. Clavijo was keenly interested in the trade which he saw around him, be it the ship loaded with hazelnuts in which he sailed from Trebizond to Pera, or the bazaar of Tabriz:

"... and around these are seen many great buildings and houses each with its main doorway facing the square. Such are the caravanserais: and within are constructed separate apartments and shops with offices that are planned for various uses. Leaving these caravanserais you pass into the market streets where goods of all kinds are sold: such as silk stuffs and cotton cloths, crepes, taffetas, raw silks and jewelry: for in these shops wares of every kind may be found. There is indeed an immense concourse of merchants and merchandise here." 11

Again of the silk trade in Persia:

"To Sultāniyah further is imported all the silk that is produced in Gilan .... This Gilan silk is exported from Sultāniyah to Damascus and other parts of Syria, also to Turkey and to Kaffa with the neighbouring lands. Further, to Sultāniyah is brought all the silk made at Shamakhi which is a place where much of this article is woven and Persian merchants travel thither to buy it, also Genoese and Venetians." 12

The next traveller of note was Nicolo de' Conti, a Venetian explorer, writer and merchant who came from a noble family. He left Venice in 1419 and travelled via Damascus, the north Arabian desert, the Euphrates and Mesopotamia to Baghdad and thence to Hormoz. There he took ship to India, which he reached by coasting as far as Cambay and further south, and then he struck inland to Vijayanagar. He describes this capital of the Hindu state of the southern Deccan. He then travelled further east to Sumatra, the lands round the Gulf of Bengal including the city of Pegu, Indo-China, Quilon, Cochin,
Calicut, Cambay, Socotra, Aden, Jeddah and back to Venice via Cairo. De' Conti was forced to relinquish his Christian faith (as so nearly happened to Nikitin) and on his return he was ordered by Pope Eugenius IV to do penance by relating his story to Poggio Bracciolini, the papal secretary. Here again there is a similarity to Nikitin, whose notes were taken to Vasily Mamyerov, the Grand Prince's dyak. De' Conti's narrative consists of his replies to Poggio's questions on Indian life, social classes, religion, fashions, manners and customs; it is one of the best accounts of southern Asia by a European in the 15th century. Here is his description of Indian dress:

"Almost all, both men and women, wear a linen cloth bound round the body, so as to cover the front of the person, and descending as low as the knees, and over this a garment of linen or silk, which, with the men, descends to just below the knees, and with the women to the ankles. They cannot wear more clothing on account of the great heat, and for the same reason they wear only sandals, with purple and gold ties as we see in ancient statues." 15

De' Conti, like Nikitin, seems to have travelled purely in pursuit of his business as a merchant. His journey is in many ways the most similar to that of the Russian merchant.

A few years later in or about 1436 another citizen of Venice, Josafa Barbaro, made two voyages to Tana and thence into Persia. He apparently knew about the travels of the ancients and of other travellers including Marco Polo and he was acquainted with the Contarinis (see below). The translation of his account, published by the Hakluyt Society in 1873, was made by William Thomas, Clerk to Edward VI, and the language is archaic. The English king's interest is another example of the thirst for knowledge displayed by medieval rulers.

Barbaro's work is particularly valuable as an eye-witness account of the Golden Horde lands and southern Russia - an account in many ways complementary to that of Nikitin, in as much as he comments on Russia itself. On his preparation for the overland journey from Tana, he writes:

"... we ... departed from Tana, with stuff, vittaills, weapons, and instruments necessarie, which we carried upon those zena (zena is a sleade) that they use in
Russia, and went up the ryver on the yse, so that the next daie we aryved at the place, for it standeth neere the ryver and about lx miles distant from Tana". 14

On the hazards of trading in the steppes:

"And because I have spoken of merchaunt men, retorneng to my purpose of the armie, I saie there be alwaies merchaumes which carie their wares divers waies though they passe wth the hordo, entending to go otherwheare." 15

Barbaro visited the town of Ashtarkhan shortly after its destruction by Timur and has left this description of the place:

"Going from Tumen east northeast about vij iorneyes, is the ryver Ledil, whereon standeth Cithercan which at this p'nt is but a little town in manner destroyed; albeit, that in tyme passed it hath been great and of great fame. For, before it was destroied by Tamerlane, the spices and silke that passe nowe through Soria came to Cithercan, and from themse to Tana; so that, at that tyme, neither Venetians nor yet any other nacion on this side of the sea costes, used merchaundise into Soria." 16

(N.b. River Ledil = R. Volga. Soria = Sarâi)

This first journey took Barbaro to Moscow and home to the west via Poland.

A few years later Barbaro undertook another journey, this time to Persia and the Middle East, where he went as an ambassador to Uzun Hasan, whom he calls Assambei. Uzun Hasan had sent an embassy to Venice to enlist help in his struggles with the Ottoman Turks and Barbaro returned with a delegation bearing as gifts

" ... artillerie, certain bombardes, springards and hangonnes, wth powder, shott, waggens and other yrons of divers sortes" 17

He travelled through Armenia and among the Kurds whom he describes as

" ... exceding crewell and not so much theevishe as openly given to roberie ... " 18

He had an experience very much like that of Nikitin in the
Caucasus for he was attacked and robbed and had to approach Uzun Hasan for help. He received gifts of clothing and 20 ducats. His account of his travels in Persia is lively and most interesting. He also visited Darband, leaving a description of the famous Iron Gates, and of the Kaitaks (Qaytāqs) of whom he writes

"... many of them are Christians; some after the Greekes, some after the Armenians and some after the Catholiks" 19

His route also took him to Baku where, like Nikitin, he was struck by the sight of the oil:

"Upon this syde of the sea there is another citie called Bachu, whereof the sea of Bachu taketh name, neere unto which citie there is a mountaigne that casteth foorth the blacke oyle, stynkeng Horriblye, which they, nevertheless, use for furnissheng of their lightes, and for anoynteng of their camells twice a yere. For if they were not anoynted they wolde become skabbie." 20

Barbaro finished writing in 1487.

A fascinating account of a journey through the Middle East and Russia at about the same time as Nikitin's has been left by Ambrosio Contarini, another envoy from Venice to the court of Uzun Hasan. His route took him through Germany, Poland, Russia and Kaffa, as the Venetians were not then on friendly terms with the Ottoman Turks. He was a member of a leading Venetian family, many of whose members distinguished themselves in the wars with the Turks. One particularly interesting point in his account is his mention of Marco Russo, the Russian ambassador to Uzun Hasan. Contarini and his party met him in Darband and in an incident very similar to Nikitin's meeting with Vasily Papin they arranged to travel together to Ashtarkhan.

"An arrangement was then made by Marco (the Muscovite ambassador) with the master of a vessel to carry us to Citracan. The vessels here are kept on shore during the winter, when they cannot be used. They are called fishes, which they are made to resemble in shape, being sharp at the head and stern and wide amidships. They are built with timbers caulked with rags and are very dangerous craft. No compass is used, as they keep continually in sight of land. They use oars, and..."
everything is done in a most barbarous manner, they look on themselves as the only mariners worthy of the name." 21

The party comprised

"in all thirty-five persons, including the captain and 6 mariners; there were on board some merchants taking rice, silk and fustians to Citracan for the Russian market, and some Tartars going to procure furs for sale in Derbent." 22

His voyage to the mouth of the Volga was as difficult as Nikitin's some seven years earlier. Contarini was shipwrecked at some point and saw signs of a previous shipwreck which had been looted by Tatars. Furthermore his goods were rifled in the city and he was forced to pay exorbitantly for his transport. His route from Ashtarkhan was the reverse of Nikitin's. The Venetians were forced to carry provisions for the journey up to the borders of Muscovy and these consisted of rice mixed with milk and then sun-dried, onions, garlic, biscuits and salted sheep's tail. People from the Russian villages brought them honeycombs. In the steppe lands they cooked the food over dung fires. The party passed through Ryazan of which he wrote:

"We .... reached a city called Resan, belonging to a lord whose wife is sister to the Duke of Muscovy, the houses, as well as the castel of which, are all made of wood. Here we obtained bread and meat in abundance, as well as their bevage of apples by which we were much restored." 23

Contarini spent some time in Moscow and was impressed by the abundance of produce especially grain and meat and the cheapness of it. He found a great number of merchants in the city from Poland and Germany who were there to purchase furs.

Another Venetian to visit Uzun Hasan's realm was Caterino Zeno who seems to have made several journeys between Venice and the Middle East. In fact his father had also travelled in that area, visiting Basra, Mecca and Persia and dying at Damascus. Caterino Zeno married a niece of Princess Despina, wife of Uzun Hasan and daughter of the last Christian Emperor of Trebizond. His account is mainly a chronicle of
the struggles between Uzun Hasan and the Ottomans. Another Italian merchant to leave an account of these struggles was Giovanni Maria Angiolello who appears to have been in Persia in or about 1514 and had previously been in Turkey in the time of Mehmet II; his account is rather more favourable to the Ottomans than those previously mentioned.

A Genoese merchant, Hieronimo de Santo Stefano visited India and the Far East at the close of the 15th century and his unremarkable account is included in R.H. Major's book *A History of India in the Fifteenth Century* which also contains Major's version of 'Abd or-Razzaq the Khozhenie, and the accounts of de' Conti Samarqandi (see below).

It is thus clear that the oft-repeated Soviet claim (see section on the history of the text) that Nikitin was the only medieval European to visit the Far East for peaceful purposes is far from correct. Most of the travellers mentioned above were first and foremost merchants and travelled mainly for the purposes of trade. It is true that the Polo family attempted to take missionaries with them on their return to the lands of Qubilāy Khān though they did not succeed in this project; in any case the attempt was apparently made at the bidding of Qubilāy himself. Most of the Venetian travellers to the Middle East were charged with diplomatic missions but some also did commercial business; and it is known that Nikitin travelled with a charter from the Grand Prince of Tver and accompanied the envoy of the Shirvān Shāh. He would probably have played a diplomatic role if his journey had turned out as originally planned.

Probably the Soviet commentators base their argument on a comparison between Nikitin and Vasco da Gama, the Portuguese navigator and discoverer of the sea routes to India via the Cape of Good Hope. He reached India on May 20th 1498 at the port of Calicut where, in accordance with Portuguese custom, he erected a marble pillar as a mark of conquest and proof of his discovery of India. On that first visit he had a rather mixed reception. After he returned to Portugal in 1499, a fleet of 13 ships was immediately sent to India under Pedro Alvarez Cabral (who accidentally discovered Brazil by sailing too far west on his way). He established a trading factory at Calicut
but the settlers were murdered shortly afterwards. In 1502 Cabral and da Gama took a third expedition to India which wreaked vengeance on the city of Calicut and sailed on to Cochin, destroying and pillaging on the way. The return of this expedition to Portugal in 1503 with richly laden ships was greeted with great rejoicing. Further expeditions were sent out by the Portuguese to make conquests in India, one of which in 1524 was also led by da Gama, who was designated viceroy of India. After his arrival at Goa later that year, he began to correct abuses but died in Cochin in December 1524.

There are several contemporary accounts of his voyages written by members of his expeditions but not by da Gama himself. It appears that the Soviet writers discount the earlier travellers and compare Nikitin to da Gama and to later Europeans whose objective was the conquest of India.

While the accounts of the European travellers have received most attention from modern Western students of the Middle Ages, a great deal of interesting information about the East can be found in the writings of Arab and Persian travellers, geographers and chroniclers. The best known of these is Ebn Battuta, a Moroccan 'ālem (scholar of Islamic religion and law) who, in the mid 14th century, travelled through most of the countries visited by Nikitin, leaving a very full account of them, and continued to China, besides making another journey across the Sahara to the Niger. He visited the lands of the Golden Horde and his description of some of the cities of what is today southern Russia is particularly interesting because he saw them as a Moslem in a Moslem territory - the opposite of Nikitin's viewpoint.

"Leaving this place (Sanub) I proceeded by sea for the city of El Kiram (Crim), but suffered considerable distress in the voyage, and was very near being drowned. We arrived, however, at length, at the port of El Kirash, which belongs to the desert country of Kifjak. This desert is green and productive: it has however neither tree, mountain, hill nor wood upon it. The inhabitants burn dung. They travel over this desert upon a cart, which they call Araba. The journey is one of six months: the extent of three of which belong to the Sultan Mohammed Uzbek Khan; that of three more to the infidels. I hired one of these carts for my journey from the port of Kirash to the city of El Kafa, which belongs to Mohammed Uzbek. The greater part of the inhabitants are
Christians, living under his protection. From this place I travelled in a cart to the city of El Kiram, which is one of the large and beautiful cities of the districts of Sultan MohammedUzbek Khan. From this place I proceeded, on a cart which I hired, to the city of El Sarai, the residence of Mohammed Uzbek. The peculiarity of this desert is, that its herbs serve for fodder for their beasts: and on this account their cattle are numerous. They have neither feeders nor keepers, which arises from the severity of their laws against theft."

Ebn Battuta's account of his travels is much more extensive than Nikitin's and, because of his position as a Moslem and an 'ālem, he was able to enter fully into the court life of the Moslem rulers whom he visited. There do not appear to be any significant contradictions between his statements and those of Nikitin, though he writes at some length about suttees, concerning which, as already mentioned, Nikitin was silent.

Another valuable account is that of 'Abd or-Razāq Samarqandi, who was born at Herāt in 1413. He entered the service of the Timurid Sultan Shāh Rokh in 1437 and was sent in 1441 on an important diplomatic mission to the king of Vijayanagar. He travelled via Hormoz and Calicut. Of Vijayanagar he wrote:

"This empire contains so great a population that it would be impossible to give an idea of it without entering into the most extensive details." 26

It is interesting to compare 'Abd or-Razāq's description of the dress of the Indians with those of Nikitin and some of the other writers mentioned earlier:

"The blacks of this country have the body nearly naked; they wear only bandages around the middle, called Lankoutah, which descend from the navel to above the knee. In one hand they hold an Indian Poignard, which has the brilliance of a drop of water, and in the other a buckler of ox-hide, which might be taken for a piece of mist. This costume is common to the king and to the beggar. As to the Musselmauns, they dress themselves in magnificent apparel after the manner of the Arabs, and manifest luxury in every particular. After I had had an opportunity of seeing a considerable number of Musselmauns and Infidels, I had a comfortable lodging assigned to me and after a lapse of three days was conducted to an audience with the king. I saw a man with his body naked like the rest of the Hindoos." 27
The background of India in this early period is covered by histories of the Moslem states written in Persian by local historians (see M.A. Hanifi, *A Short History of Muslim Rule in Indo-Pakistan*).

Nikitin occupies a unique position in Russian literature. As already mentioned, the majority of Russian accounts of foreign travel cover pilgrimages to the holy cities of Christendom and these are not very informative about the lands visited by their authors. Several of these accounts are included in I.P. Sakharov's collection *Skazaniya russkago naroda* which also contains one of the versions of the *Khozhenie* of Nikitin. Among them are the already mentioned Abbot Daniel's account of his journey in the early 12th century to Byzantium via the Greek towns and islands and on to Cyprus, Jaffa, Jerusalem and Galilee: the journey of Stefan of Novgorod to the holy places of Byzantium: the journey of Ierodiakon Zosima who went in 1420 from the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery to Kiev and travelled thence with some merchants to Byzantium, Athens and Jerusalem: a description of Byzantium in ca. 1390 by the Dyak Aleksanda: a visit to the Holy Land by Arseny Selunsky: a journey to Italy by the monk Simeon of Suzdal in about 1437, which took him through several Russian and German cities on his way to Florence; and two other accounts of journeys to Poland and the Holy Land. In addition to these accounts, there is one which is mentioned in *Istoriya russkoi literatury*, written by a merchant called simply Vasily who visited Brusa and Palestine in 1465-1466 apparently for the sole purpose of trade but in the company of some pilgrims. His account is more wide-ranging than the usual accounts of pilgrimages and gives descriptions of the towns and cities and of the goods to be obtained there.

In connection with Nikitin, it is noteworthy that the accounts of Stefan of Novgorod and of Zosima give descriptions of the statue of Justinian at Byzantium which are very similar to Nikitin's description (p. 52). Whilst Nikitin may have visited Byzantium himself and seen the statue, it is also possible that he was familiar with one or both of these accounts.

Possibly the most important travel account in Russian before Nikitin's *Khozhenie za tri morya* is the *Skazanie* o
zheleznykh vratekh described by V.A. Kuchkin and already mentioned above. Kuchkin thinks that it was written in 1436-1447, probably by an envoy sent to the ruler of Shemākha by one of the Russian princes, perhaps the Grand Prince of Tver. The surviving manuscript is only a part of the original but contains full descriptions of Darband and the Iron Gates and the crops of the land of Shemākha and a statement that the fabled "Rich India" (Indiya bogataya), could be reached from there.

Interesting as these fragments are, travel writing does not seem to have been a Russian speciality. Even in the 150 years after Nikitin, such accounts are rather rare though Sakharov mentions an account of a journey by Vasily Gogary in 1634 from Kazan through Tiflis and Erzurum to the Holy Land, Egypt, Damascus, and Edessa and home via Wallachia, Warsaw and Vilna, and another of a visit to the Holy Land by two Moscow merchants, Trifon Korobeinikov and Yury Grekov, in 1582. He also mentions the account of a visit to China in 1567 by two Cossack chieftains, Ivan Petrov and Burnash Elychev. He also includes the account of a journey in 1651 through Moldavia and Wallachia to Byzantium, Rhodes, Alexandria and the Holy Land and back via Georgia and the Caucasus, by Arseny Sukhanov; this is of particular interest as this writer was known to have possessed one of the early copies of Nikitin's Khozhenie. (See history of the texts - p. 23).

The importance of Nikitin's Khozhenie must be assessed by comparison with the writings of Western European, other Russian, and Persian and Arab medieval travellers in the East. Manifestly, it is neither as important as many Russian commentators claim, nor as insignificant as might appear from the scant attention which it has received in the West. It is not the first European account of a visit to India but it is the best of a visit to the Bahmani kingdom of the Deccan before the arrival of the Portuguese. It is not the longest or fullest description of medieval India but it gives a probably accurate picture of the life and customs of certain strata of 15th century Indian society. Nikitin was not the first Russian traveller to leave an account of his wanderings but he is outstanding amongst them for his power of observation. Walther
Kirchner, one of the few scholars who have written in English about Nikitin, sums up the importance of the Khozhenie very well in his article The Voyage of Athanasius Nikitin to India 1466-1472:

"Nikitin's voyage is remarkable not only for the descriptions, but also for the personality of the writer. No self-glorifying explorer nor profit-seeking business propagandist, he gives us an insight into human problems and into the experiences and anguish of a weak human being which fate has driven into strange and far away lands." 33

Walther Kirchner also points out that the route which Nikitin pioneered, or at least was the first to describe, was of great importance to the economy of rising Muscovy, because Moscow's position, on a tributary of the Volga, connected it to the route through Persia to India. He also points out that it was the prospect of trade down the Volga to Persia, India and the Far East, rather than the prospect of trade with Russia herself, which led the English merchants to establish themselves in Moscow in 1553.

Nikitin thus deserves to be numbered, if not with Marco Polo and Ebn Battuta, at least with Clavijo, Contarini and Barbaro. The fact that his account is written in medieval Russian should be no barrier to its greater circulation. Most of the principal travellers of the Middle Ages have become known in English-speaking countries through translations of their works and Nikitin deserves to rank amongst them.
Note:

In the two following sections, the references and the bibliography, the following abbreviations are sometimes used:

Ac. ed. Academy edition (i.e. of the Khozhenie)
AN-KhZTM Afanasy Nikitin - Khozhenie za tri morya
AN-SSSR Akademiya nauk Soyuza Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik - the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
PSRL Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisei - the complete collection of Russian chronicles
TODRL Trudy otdela drevnerusskoi literature Instituta russkoi literature AN-SSSR
Vop. ist. Voprosy istorii.
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9. GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adryak</td>
<td>Probably a kind of ginger, but possibly a euphemism for opium. See note 212.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alacha</td>
<td>Probably a Persian fabric of cotton and silk mixed; possibly braid or fabric decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altyyn</td>
<td>An old Russian coin worth 3 copecks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batman</td>
<td>An old Iranian measure of weight varying from 3 kilos upwards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But</td>
<td>A Hindu idol. This is the Persian term, derived from the word Buddha, used for Hindu deities and idols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butkhāna</td>
<td>A Hindu temple - see above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhoti</td>
<td>An Indian loin-cloth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyak</td>
<td>Russian term for the secretary to a Grand Prince or other ruler; often entrusted with foreign affairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanam</td>
<td>A south Indian coin of various values in different places, made of either gold or silver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gukuk</td>
<td>Probably the Indian Great Horned Owl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamkha</td>
<td>An embroidered golden silk brocade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandak</td>
<td>A coarse cloth - possibly printed cotton or possibly rough woollen material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kedgeree</td>
<td>A dish made of rice, lentils, butter and spices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khozhenie</td>
<td>A journey (strictly speaking one made on foot).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koitul</td>
<td>Turkic word for the mobile camp of a local nomadic ruler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kos</td>
<td>A measurement in length in India. Varying from 4 - 10 miles, but here probably about 6.5 miles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreml</td>
<td>A Russian fortified site. Early ones often had wooden walls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>Shellac, used in the preparation of lacquers and polishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakh</td>
<td>Indian term for 100,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordu</td>
<td>Turko-Mongolian term for the mobile camp of a local nomadic ruler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pochka</td>
<td>A Russian measure of weight for diamonds, varying from 1 gr. to 2.13 grs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qentar</td>
<td>Arabic measure of weight, varying from place to place from 50 kg. upwards but usually about 100 kg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radonitsa</td>
<td>Colloquial Russian term for the week after Easter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagadak</td>
<td>A Russian word (derived from Mongolian) for the complete equipment for a cavalry man including saddle, bow, arrows and quiver. A symbolic sagadak was the badge for a Mongolian troop commander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagene</td>
<td>An old Russian unit of length, approx. 2.134 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheshkani</td>
<td>A small Persian silver coin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shitel</td>
<td>A Turkic silver coin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatna</td>
<td>Probably an intoxicating beverage, possibly brewed from the palmyra palm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tava</td>
<td>A boat plying off the Mahrāthi coast, but the term may have been much more widely used in the languages of Western Asia and the Mediterranean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenka</td>
<td>A Persian silver coin of various weights and values but generally equalling 5 - 6 dinars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuman</td>
<td>A Mongol word which entered many Turkic languages and generally meant 10,000 or 1,000. In the Persian and Arabic tongues it had several specific meanings: 10,000 (i.e. dinars), a 10,000 man unit of the army, a military or administrative district, a district of 100 villages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verst</td>
<td>A Russian measure of length equal to about .66 mile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX A

The Museum Copy of the text

The following four fragments are all that is left of the Museum Copy of the text of the *Khozhenie za tri morya*. They are reproduced here as printed in the article "Novye spiski "Khozheniya" Afanasiya Nikitina" by A.A. Zimin, which appeared in *Trudy otuda drevnerusskoi literatury*, AN-SSSR, 1957, Vol. XIII, pp 437 - 439.

А верь во Индеи всех 84, а вси веруют в Бута. А вера с верою ни пьет, ни ест, ни женаются, а инни же баранину, куры, рыбу яйца ядят, а воловины не ядят никааа вера. Бедеръ бесерменский.

О, благовернии русстии христиане, иже кто по многим землям много плавает, во многих грехы впадает и веры ся да лишает христианские.

Ино, братье русстии христиане, кто хочет пости во Индейскую землю, и ты остави веру свою на Руси, да въскликну Махмета, да поиди в Густанскую землю. Мене залгали псы бесермена.

В Корев убили Шауеня Алеевых детей, а внучат Махметевък и он их проклял, ино 70 городовъ ся розвалило.
The Troitsky, Archive, Voskresensky and Undolsky copies of the text

The Troitsky, Archive and Voskresensky and the Undolsky copies of the text of the *Khozhenie za tri morya* are reproduced here as printed in *Polnoe Sobranie Russkikh Letopisei* on pages 330 - 358 of Vol. VI, appendix g. The Troitsky text appears under the heading *av* with the variations of the Archive text as footnotes. The fragments of the Voskresensky text also appear as footnotes. The Undolsky text appears under the heading *sd*. 
Прибавления.

чудотворцу Алексею митрополиту, о чудесе бывшем у гроба святого, о исцелении ионка Наума, воспевая пьесь нову: слава са есYe вeшьм предобольным его, десница Господня преславалася во крьости, десная ти рука створи преславная! Бысть убо поны она тьмь дено рядости, светъ а не тма, бысть поны духовного величия исполнена, и шумъ блише тамъ чина празднующихъ и гласъ радованивъ въ кровь вь праведныхъ; сей же не въ тайнѣ, ниже въ молчании свершаемъ, но прохожее оно чудо торжество со воскликновениемъ всадѣ и по вселу, понеже сие чудо смотрителѣ бысть вѣрующихъ ради и невѣрующихъ: вѣрнѣй же вѣрнѣйше покружится, а невѣрнѣй вѣрнѣе будуть о Господѣ, Господь же неескудный врачъ всепланый, ниже неескудну имать силу, елико хочещь и творить. Возрадовавъ же са оно пасть начальникъ, похвалу возза Богу отъ житія святости, отъ разума превосхоженія и отъ лѣпнаго добродѣтелей. Кто не улившись, кто не прославишь, видишь сиа въ послѣдняя времена приключалася? Яко же по Христѣ нашемъ бысть во градѣ Иерусалимѣ, егда исправилъ Христось сладкую и душу помнящую жену, емуже завраху Жидове, глаголющи, ико всѣлѣ ея; она же отвѣща имѣя, глаголѣ: не подобаетъ ли исѣлянѣ сиа въ суботу, еже свята сатана осыма неслица? нынь же сотвори Господь подобно тому угождомъ сиимъ Алексѣймъ чудотворцемъ, многими лѣтъ скорѣющаю и изошедши всю исѣля ионка, Наума именемъ, иже и нынѣ во обители его заробѣ пребываютъ, слава Бога и пречистую Владычицу нашу Богородицу, и великаго Архистратига Михаила, и великаго Алексѣя митрополита чудотворца Русского, нынѣ и просио и въ вѣки вѣкъ, аминь.

Г.

(См. томъ VI, стр. 200).

ab. Троццкъ. II. Арх. XVI. (Воскр.)

"За молитву святыхъ Отецъ нашихъ Господи Исусе Христе Сыне Божій помилуй мя раба своего грѣшнаго Аѳонасія Микитина сына. Се написахъ грѣшное свое хожение за три моря:

а) Исходъ. XY. 6. 6) деньъ такъ чистъ, издается; ея Л. В. днесъ, в) осыма неслица—десять ошибокъ. А. Б.; см. Иух. XIII. 41-46. г) Въ Арх. XVI и Воскр., предъ Цътовуэстиямъ Ананія. Твердова находится слѣдующая летописная статья: того же году обрѣтѣхъ написание ономаса твердова, мужа, бысть въ иудѣ 4 года; а ходили, сканилъ, съ василевмъ съ занятымъ, бысть же опытанъ, коры василей ходили съ икрата посомъ отъ вящаго книга, и сканилъ на: за годъ до казанскаго похода прибыль (отсюда въ Воскр. большей пропускъ: устранило нѣсколько тетрадей, такъ что на слѣдующемъ мѣстъ учинены нѣколько окончателныя слова Цътовуэстияи) изъ опры, коли вѣдь ирэнъ подъ канику быль, тогда его полѣ названо настрѣлnelle, се же написано не обрѣтѣ на, въ кое лѣто пошло, или въ кое лѣто прише на иудѣ, умеръ; а сканилъ, что Левъ смоковна не дошель умеръ а писаніе то своею руково написалъ, иже его руки тетрати принесли гости къ махиереву кесарю къ дьяку къ великому книгу на москву."
Прибавление.
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прьвое море Дербенское, лория (1) Хвалитская, второе море Индийское, лория Гудунтванская, третье море Черное, лория Стембоская (2). Пондохь отъ святаго Спаса Златоверхаго съ его милостью, отъ великого князя Михаила Борисовича и отъ владыцы Генадия Тверскаго: пондохь на низь Волгою, и придохь въ маньстыры къ святый Живоначальной Троицы и святыхъ мучениковъ Борису и Глебу, и въ игумена съ благословеніемъ у Макарія и у братья; и съ Колыча пподохь на Угличе, съ Углича на Кострому къ князю Александру, съ иною грамотою, и князь велики отпустилъ все Русь добровольно, и на Плеесъ, въ Новгородъ Нижний къ Михаилу къ Киселеву къ намъ пшенику и къ пошлиннику Ивану Сарабу, пропустилъ добровольно, а Василий Пашинъ пропихалъ городъ; а язы ждахъ въ Новгородъ нѣдѣль ппосла Татарскаго Пшервинка Асябѣга (3), а хвала съ кречаты отъ великаго князя Ивана, а кречатовъ у него дивносто. И походхъ есми съ нимъ на низь Волгою, и Казань есма, а Орду, и Усманъ, и Сарай, и Бережкайны пропхали есми добровольно, и вѣхахъ есма въ Бузань рѣку. И ту нашхъ насъ пшатъ Татаринъ поганы и сказы намъ ложныя вѣсти: Киселевъ солдатъ червнитъ гостей въ Бузани, а съ нимъ ся тысяча Тотаръ; и ппоселъ Пшервинкъ Асябѣгъ далъ имь по однорядцы да по полотнѣ, чтобы провели мною Азахранъ, и они ихъ по однорядцы взяли, да вѣсть далъ въ Хвостороханы (4) царь. И язы свое судно покинуло да ппѣхъ есми на судно на ппоселъ и съ товарня; ппѣхалъ есми мною Хвостороханъ, а мѣсяцъ святитъ, царь нашъ видя въ Татаровѣ намъ кликала: казачья, не бѣгайте. И царь ппоселъ за нами всю свою орду, и по нашимъ грѣхъмъ насъ ппосылалъ въ Бугунѣ, застрашали у насъ человѣка, а мы у нихъ дву застрашали: и судно намъ менше стало на есу, и они егъ взяли часъ того да ппограбили, и молъ рухялъ вся въ менемъ суды: а большымъ есми судномъ доняло до мора, ино стало на усть Волгы на мѣдѣ, и они насъ тутъ взяли, да судно есми взялъ тянули до есу, и тутъ судно насъ больше взяло 4 головы взяли Русы, а насъ отпустилъ головымъ головами за море, а всрѣхъ насъ не пропустилъ вѣсти дѣла. И пошли есми къ Дербентъ двѣю суды: въ одномъ суди ппоселъ Асябѣгъ, да Тезики (5), да Русаковъ насъ 10 головами, а въ другомъ суди д въ Москвѣ д въ Тверѣ (6). И естѣъ фугскствіна на морѣ, да судно менше разбило о берегъ 7, и припилъ Кайтакъ да людей ппомялъ всѣхъ; и пришли есма въ Дербентъ, и ту Василий послорову пришелъ, а мы
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погребены. И бьтъ есмі3 человь Василю Пашину да послу Ширванишну Асанбйгу, что есмі съ нимъ6 пришли, чтобы съ печаловать о людехъ, что ихъ поинали подъ Тархы 
(6) Кай- 
таки6 и Осамбйтъ печаловався и 4аджа на гору къ Бугаабу6 и Бугатбій послалъ скоро 
дѣ къ Ширванишбйгу (7): что4 судно Русское разбило подъ Тархы и Кайтаки пришедъ людей 
поминал, а товары ихъ розрабілъ. И Ширванишбйтъ того часа послалъ посла къ шурину 
своему Ализбйту Кайтаскому князю: что судно съ мое разбило подъ Тархы, и твонъ люди 
пришедъ людей поминал, а товары ихъ розрабілъ; и ты бы менѣ дѣйль люди ко мьѣ 
при- 
слать и товары ихъ собрасть, занеже тѣ люди поисаны на мое имъ; а что тобѣ будетъ на-
добовъ у меня, и ты ко мьѣ пришли, и затъ тобѣ своему брату за то не стоять7; и ты бы ихъ 
отпустлъ добровольно меня дѣйлъ. И Ализбйтъ того часа отослалъ людей всѣхъ въ Дербент 
добровольно, а изъ Дербенту послалъ ихъ въ Ширваниш въ раци его Контула. А мы похажъ 
къ Ширванишъ во Контулу, и били есмѣ ему человѣкъ, чтобы насть пожаловавъ чѣмъ дотіи 
до Русъ; и они намъ не далъ ничего, ано насть много, и мы записаны да розождися кон 
нула: у кого что пошелъ на Русъ, а кто долженъ, а тотъ пошелъ куда его оник поиселъ, а иные остался въ Шамахѣ, а иные пошли роботать къ Бакъ. А 
яй пошелъ къ Дербентъ, и яй Дербента къ Бакъ, где они горить неусами: а яй Баки 
пошелъ есмі за море къ Чобокару, а на туть есмі жили въ Чобокарѣ 6 мѣсяцъ, да въ Сарѣ 
жили мѣсяцъ въ Маздареянской землѣ; а отъ Кому въ Амилъ, и туть жили есмі мѣсяцъ; а 
отъ Кому въ Димовану, а изъ Димовану въ Дрео, а ту убиъ Шусена Алеевныхъ дѣйтей 
и внучатъ Махметевыхъ, и они ихъ проклялъ, ино 70 городовъ ся розжало; а изъ Дрео къ 
Кашем, и туть есмі были мѣсяцъ; а изъ Кашемъ въ Напду, а изъ Напду въ Езду, и туть 
жили есмі мѣсяцъ; а изъ Десъ въ Сырчану, а изъ Сырчана въ Тарому, а функи коряят 
животную, батынъ по 4-алтъ; а изъ Торома въ Лару, а изъ Лара къ Бендерю. И туть 
есть пристанцие Гурмъакское, и туть есть море Индійское, а Паршыйскихъ языкомъ, и 
Онг- 
дустанскѣйя дорогъ; и отъ Кому въ моремъ до Гурмъакъ (8) 4 мили. А Гурмъакъ есть на 
островѣ, а ежедень " поимаетъ его море по двохъ на день; и тутъ есмі взялъ 1 " Великъ день, 
а пришелъ есмі въ Гурмъакъ за четыре недѣль до Велика дни. А то есмі городъ1 не всѣ 
нисалъ, много городовъ великихъ. А въ Гурмъакъ есть яровое солнце, человѣка съжетъ. А въ 
Гурмъакъ была есмі мѣсяцъ, а изъ Гурмъакъ пошелъ есмі за море Ингельское, по Велиц 
дни въ Осмуну недѣлю6, въ таву, съ конями, и шли есмі моремъ до Мошката (9) 10 дни; а 
отъ Мошката до Дагу 4 дни; а отъ Дагу Курзату (10); а отъ Курзату Конбату, а туть ся ро-
дитъ красна далеко; а отъ Конбата до Чивілъ8; а отъ Чивіла есмі идуть въ семую недѣль 
по Велицъ дни, и шли есмі въ тавѣ 6 недѣль моремъ до Чивіла. И туть есть Индійскага 
страна, и люди ходять-наги всѣ, а голова не покрытъ, а груди голые9, а волосы въ одну 
косу платены, а всѣ ходить брошаты, дѣйть родять на всѣй годѣ, а дѣйтей у нихъ много, 
а мужы и жены всѣ черны; взъ жожу куда, ино за мною людей много, диняятся8 блѣому

а) бываетъ били есмі А. б) съ нимъ съ ними А. в) бугатбій - бугатбій А. г) скоро да скоро-
хода А. д) что, господине прибывалъ. А. е) надобовъ тѣмъ (может быть повторено тобѣ) прибывалъ. Т. 
ж) за то не стою не бормо, а тѣ люди вошли на мое имя А. з) къ дрэо - см. ниже; см. Т. иорую. 
и) 1) первыій А. 1) города - горы ошибъ. Т. и къ въ омуну недѣлю - въ родонуту А. 1) конбату - конб 
batu A. м) чив. чивъ. такъ и ниже А. в) гольы - головы ошибъ. А. о) мужы и жены всѣ - мужы и 
жены всѣ, а всѣ А. п) динятся да диняются А.

7 Отсюда въ Арх. XVI прочтается.
8 Продолжается Арх. XVI.
человеку. А князь их, фата на голову, а другая на бедрах; а борода у них ходить, фата на плече, а другая на бедрах; а кривцы ходить, фата на плече обогнуть, а другая на бедрах; а слуга книжник, бородаска, фата на бедрах обогнуть, да ищет у меня в руках, а нын на сушки; а нын с нохами, а нын с саблями; а нын с луками и стрелами, и вс нгаги, да босы, да бокалка; и жонки ходять голова не покрыта, а груди голы; а пароны да дивочки ходят наги до 7 лёт, а сорог не покрыты. А из Чюнья пошли есма суховь до Пали 8 лин, до Индийских горы; а от Пали до Умер 10 лин, то есть город Индийск; а от Умер до Чюнйера 6 лин, и тут есть Аят: взять Чюньерский Индийский яму, а ходить яму Индийскаго (11), а держать сказывают семьем темь от Мелитучара. А Мелитучаръ сдѣлать на 20 тмах; а быть съ Кафарь 20 лёт есть, то его побойть, то онъ побивается ихъ эмнагады. Ханъ же здѣшь на людяхъ, а слоновъ у него и коней много добрыхъ, а людей у него много Хорозанцевъ; а привозятъ ихъ изъ Хорозанскаго земли, а нынъ изъ Туркменской земли, а нынъ изъ Чеготанскаго земли, а призывать все моремъ въ тваахъ, Индийскаго земли корабли. И изъ грбнп подъ ярема въ Индийскую землю, дошелъ есма до Чюньеръ Богъ далъ поздорову ве, а сталъ ми сто рубльевъ. Этимъ же у нихъ стаилась съ Троннина лин, а зиновали есма въ Чюньерѣ, жили есма два мѣсяца; едѣли и пили 4 мѣсяца, а всхода воды да грязъ. Въ тъ же день у нихъ оторъ да смотръ шеменуху, да тутурганъ, да ногутъ (12), да всѣ съсынаяі; вино же у нихъ чить въ великихъ орѣбехъ кози Гандустанскага; а брагу чить въ тагунъ; кони хоромъ, а нарать киричекъ съ сахаромъ да хоромъ кони, да съ масломъ, пора же даютъ шлемени. Во Индийской же земли кони са у нихъ не радятъ; въ ихъ земли роятся волы да буйволы, на всѣхъ же здѣшнѣ, а товаръ вонъ возать, все дѣлаютъ. Чюнеръ же градъ есть на острову на каменогъ, не дѣланъ ничымъ. Богомъ смотрютъ; а ходятъ на гору день по единому человѣку, дорога тѣсна, почти незад. Во Индийской земли гости са ставать по подворью, а быти хоротъ, и постель стелютъ, и спать съ гостыми, сишки жеребень ду жителъ берегъ, достуръ аратьчакуръ, а сишки муть (13), любить бѣлыыхъ людей. Зимъ же у нихъ ходятъ люди фата на бедрахъ, а другая по плещемъ, трёты на головъ; а князь и борода тогда вкладъютъ на соба порты, да сорочину, да карты, да фата по плещемъ, да другую са оповщать, а третьемъ сотою главу обереть; а съ оло, оло, абрь оло аг, оло керимъ, оло радынъ (14). А въ томъ Чюнеръ ханъ у меня взять жеребца, а увѣдаль что язъ не Бессеменичъ, Русинъ, и онъ мольвать: «и жеребца дай мы тысячу золотыхъ дай, а станъ въ вѣръ нашу въ Махметъ дени; а не станешь въ вѣръ нашей въ Махметъ дени, а жеребца возму и тысячу золотыхъ на главѣ твоей возму; а срокъ

а) бедрахъ: гуйны таки и инены А. б) на плечѣ: на плечемь Т. в) бокалки: а полосы не брѣютъ прибалы.
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учинили на 4 днѣ, въ Господинѣ говѣйно* на Спасовъ день. И Господь Богъ смирился на свой честный праздникъ, не отставъ отъ меня милости свою грешнаго и не повелъ погребения въ Чюперѣ съ нечестивыми: и купиша Спасова дня приѣхалъ Хозяйникъ Махметъ Хорошацевъ, бѣлъ еси человекъ ему, чтобы съ о мѣѣ нечаянливъ, и онъ издалъ къ хану въ городѣ да менѣ отпросили, чтобы мѣ въ вѣру не поставили, да и жеребца моего у него взялъ. Такою Господарево чоло на Спасовъ день. Ино, браты Русскій христиане, кто хочетъ поцить въ Индѣйскую землю, и ты оставь вѣру свою на Руси, да всѣчній Махметѣ да поиди въ Густавскую землю. Менѣ залагали деси Бесермена, а оказывали всего много нашего товару, ано нѣтъ ничего на нашу землю, все товаръ бѣлой* на Березовскую землю, передь, да краска, то левеше: ино взять аче моремъ, и ныны* пошлины не дай, а люди иные пять превезти пошлины не далъмъ*, и пошлины много, а разбойникъ на морѣ много. А розбиваютъ все Кофары* (15), ни крестіани, ни Бесермена: а молятся каменныя болваны*, а Христа не знають*. А за Чюпер есмѣ вышли на Успеніе Пречистой* въ Березу большому ихъ граду, а шли еси мѣсяцѣ*; а отъ Береза до Кулонія 5 дній; а отъ Кулонія до Кельбергу* 5 дній. Промежъ тѣхъ великихъ градовъ много градовъ, на всякъ день по три града, а на иной день и 4 грады; колко ковонъ, только градовъ. А отъ Чюп- \( \text{\textcircled{14}} \) \\ 

}* въ господинѣ говѣйно въ говѣйно усеченъ Т. б) всѣчній махметъ всѣчній махметъ Т. в) густавскую густавскую густавскую А. г) бѣлой бѣло Т. д) моремъ моремъ Л. е) ныны ныны (можетъ быть ишъ) А. ж) а люди ... не далѣе не далѣе Б. ж) кофары кофары А. з) не знаютъ не знаютъ на махмета не знаютъ прибылъ. А. и) на усеченіе усеченіе на основіи день А. к) мѣстъ до бедера прибылъ. А. л) кульбергъ кульбергъ А. м) отъ бедера къ мѣстѣ болѣе болѣе чинъ а отъ кулонія. и) а отъ бедера ... ковонъ ковонъ А. о) да на камы камы А. п) на камы Т. п) основной сѣдѣство А. р) а все черныя ... морать и все черный люди, а весь золдый, а жонки все бѣли, а вѣли а таты да ложъ да вѣли, оседлавъ морать золдый А. с) хоросанцы хоросанцы А. т) а хоросанъ ... да стрѣлами да хоросанъ ... на камы, и ныны всѣ пѣки хоросанъ борозъ, а всѣ наги да босы, да цѣть въ рѣкѣ, а въ другой мечъ, а ины съ луки велики съ примынъ да съ стрѣлами А. у) кровъ а хоросанцы А. в) по кунарно кунаръ по кунарно кунаръ А х) барзъ барзъ и ныны А. и) продается продавать А. ч) въ гондуст. въ илустанской А.
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летает ночи, а кличут гукукъ; а на которой хорошимъ сдѣть, то туть человѣкъ умреть, а кто ея хочешь убить, ньо у нее ньо рта огнь вьйдетъ. Мамоны6ъ ходять ночи да имаютъ нуры, а живутъ въ городѣ или въ камышѣ. А обезьяны то туть живутъ по дѣсу, да у нихъ есть киши обезьяныскій, да ходить ратно своею, да кто ихъ занимаетъ и они съ жалуютъ кишу своему, и оны посылаютъ на того свою рать*, и они пришедъ на градъ и дворы разволили и людей побьютъ; а рати ихъ показываютъ вѣлімъ много, и лыски ихъ есть свои7, и дѣять родить много: да которой родится не въ отца, не въ матеръ, ни въ тѣхъ мечотъ по дорогамъ, имы Гондустанъ тѣхъ имаютъ да учатъ ихъ всѣмъу рукодѣлію, а иныхъ пролаютъ ночи, чтобы взды не шали побѣжать, и ныхъ учатъ базы мицанетъ (19). Весна же у нихъ стала съ Покрова8 святой Богородицы; а празднують шиху Аладину вѣснѣ девъ недѣля по Покровѣ, а празднують 8 днѣ: а весну держать 3 мѣсяца, а лѣто 3 мѣсяца, а зиму 3 мѣсяца, а осень 3 мѣсяца*. Въ Бедреди же9 ихъ сооть Гондустанъ Бессерменскому, а градъ есть великъ, а людей много веліемъ; а салтантъ великъ10 20 лѣтъ, а держать боре, а кишать Фарасони11, а воозять все Хоросанецъ. Есть Хоросанецъ Мелкантъ (20) бояринъ, ньо у него рати6 дѣять тысячи, а у Мелихканъ 100 тысячъ, а у Хараханца11 (21) 20 тысячи; а много тѣхъ хановъ по 10 тысячъ рати. А съ салтамъ выходить 300 тысячъ рати своей. А земля людна веліемъ, а сельскій людей голь веліемъ, а боре сильны добрѣ и пышны13 веліемъ; а все ихъ пость на коровыт ихъ собрѣніяхъ, да предъ ними полить коня въ сказахъ14 веліемъ до 20, а на конѣз за ними15 300 человѣкъ, а пѣшихъ 500 человѣкъ, да трубицо16 10, да нагарниковъ17 10 человѣкъ, да свирѣлниковъ 10 человѣкъ. Султанъ же выезжаютъ на потѣху съ матерью да съ женомъ, ньо съ ними человѣкъ на конѣзъ 10 тысячъ, а пѣшихъ 50 тысячъ, а слоновъ водить20 200 паржокихъ въ доспѣхъ велѣемъ, да предъ нимъ 100 человѣкъ трубицоутъ, да лейцентъ 100 человѣкъ, да коней простыхъ 300 въ сказахъ велѣемъ, да обезьяны за нимъ, да билдей 100, а все гаурытыкъ. Въ султановъ же дворъ 7-ры ворота, а въ воротѣхъ сдѣятъ по 100 сторожевъ да по 100 писецъ Кофаровъ*: кто повѣсти, ими записываютъ, а кто выйдетъ, ими записываютъ; а гарпой1 (22) не пускаютъ въ градъ. А дворъ же ихъ чуденъ веліемъ, все на врѣсть да на велѣемъ, и посадной камень вырѣзать да золотомъ описать веліемъ чудно; да во дворѣ у него суды разны. Городъ же Бедреди стерегуть въ ночи тысяча человѣкъ кутоваловыхъ (23), а вѣдать на конѣхъ да въ доспѣхъ, да у всѣхъ по свѣтно. А ижъ жеребецъ своего продаетъ въ Бедреди, да нахождѣ имѣмъ у него 60 да 8 футуны, а колыхмѣ имѣмъ его годъ. Въ Бедреди же зимъ ходятъ по улицамъ, а дзина ея дѣй сажени *. Приходъ же въ Бедреди о заговѣйтъ о Фильповъ изъ Кулонгер, и продахъ жеребца своего о Рожествѣ, а туть быхъ до великого заговѣйна въ Бедреди: и познается со многими Индѣевъ и сказахъ имъ вѣру свою , что есмим

* Отсюда въ Арх. XVI пропускъ.
не Берсемени, ... а) емъ християнинъ, а имя ми Оеовасей, а Бесерменское имя хотя исуь хорошианъ; и они же не учили съ отъ меня крыты ни о чемъ, ни о вѣстѣ, ни о торговаѣ, ни о маназу (24), ни о иныхъ веяхъ, ни день своиыхъ не учили крыты; да въ вѣрѣ же о ихъ распытахъ все, и они сказываны: вѣряемъ въ Адама, а Буты кажуть то есть Адамъ и родъ его вѣръ. А вѣръ въ Иуды всѣхъ 80 и 1 вѣры, а всѣ вѣрютъ въ Бута; а вѣра съ вѣрою нѣтъ; ни ясть, ни житсетъ, и иными же боранинъ, да ныръ, да рыбу, да яца ядять, а половины не ядять никака вѣра. Въ Бедени же быыхъ 4 мѣсяца и свѣшихъ съ Иудыны посты къ Пирото, то къ Ерусалимъ, а по бесерменскимъ мѣсяцамъ дѣй Бутхана (25). Тамъ же походы съ Иудыны до Бутхана мѣсяцъ, и торго у Бутхана 5 дни. А Бутхана же вѣлы велика, есть съ полъ—Тѣщи, каменъ, да рѣзаны по ней дѣвіа Бутовы, около ей вѣситъ 12 рѣзвано вѣщевъ, какъ Бутъ чудеса творять, какъ съ имъ являя многими образы: первое человѣческимъ образомъ являлася, другое человѣкъ, а посю слоновъ, третье человѣкъ, а видѣнная обезьянина 1, въ четверть человѣкъ, а образомъ лютаго звѣра, являлся имъ все съ хвостомъ, а вырѣзанъ на каменіи, а хвость черезъ него сажень. Къ Бущану же съѣзжается всѣ страна Иудѣйская на чето Бутовъ; да у Бутхана брѣютъ 2 старцы 3 жонки и дѣвки, а брѣютъ на собѣ всѣ полося, и бороды, и головы4, да походятъ въ Бутхану; да со всѣмыя головы елюютъ по дѣвъ шекшины 5 поимы на Буту, а съ коней по четыре окути, а сѣжается къ Бущану всѣхъ людей бысть азарь ленъ, васть башеть сать азарь ленъ (26). Въ Бушанъ же Бутъ вырѣзанъ изъ каменіи, велики велика, да хвость у него черезъ него, да рому правую поднятъ высоко до простерть 6, акы Устьтьяя царя Паргасцы, и въ лѣвой руцъ у него копіе, а на немъ нѣтъ ничего, а гузно у него облацено ши- ринкою, и видѣнная обезьянина 7; а яши Буты наты, нѣтъ ничего, сотъ лѣточъ (27). а жонки Бутовы наты вырѣзаны и съ соромомъ, и съ дѣтми. А передъ Бутомъ же стоить воль вѣлы великъ, а вырѣзанъ изъ каменіи изъ чернаго, а весь полосянъ, а щекутъ его въ коны, а сыплюютъ на него дѣвъ, и на Бута сыплюютъ дѣвъ 7. Иудѣйше не ядять никоторого мяса, ни ловчицы, ни боранины, ни курятины, ни рыббы, ни свинины, а свиней же у нихъ вѣлы много; а ядятъ же днемъ двоѣды, а ночи не ядять, а вина не пьютъ, ни сыты 8; а съ Берсемени не пьютъ, ни ядять. А вѣста же ихъ шкохъ, а одинъ съ однимъ ни петь, ни ястъ, ни съ поено: а ядять брынцы, да кичиръ (28) съ масломъ, да травы розныя ядять, а вариеть съ масламъ да съ молокомъ; а ядятъ 9 все рукою правою, а лѣвою не прынетъ ни за что, а ножа не лержать, а дѣтскѣ не знаютъ, а на дорогъ кто же собѣ варить кашу, а у всякаго по горницу. А отъ Берсенить крыютъ 10, чтобы не посмотрили ни въ горницу, ни въ ясту; а посмотрѣлъ Берсемени на есту, и онъ не ядеть, а ядеть иные покры- ваются платомъ, чтобы никто не видаль его. А намазъ же ихъ на востокъ, по—Рускиій, обѣ

а) Имѣюсь почекъ ея Т. поколѣнно появленініемъ и далѣе християнинъ и проч. b) ни пропущено ея Т. в) до такъ наврали; ея Т. да. г) брѣютъ—не брѣются А. д) старцы—и молодые прибьдя. А. е) и головы—и хвости прибѣда. А. ж) шекшины—шежды А. з) къ бухъ—къ бутхану А. и) быть . . . азарь ленъ—бысть въ азаръ ленъ нахватать сать азарь ленъ А. i) изъ каменъ—изъ чернаго прибѣда. А. k) простерть—ея прибѣда. А. l) и на буту . . . патры пропущено ея А. m) ни рыббы ни—прыбы былъ ошиб. Т. n) ни сыты—ни сыды Т. o) а вариетъ . . . ядеть пропущено ея Т. a) крыютъ—крыются Т. b) а посмотрѣлъ . . . не ястъ—а только посмотрѣлъ, ши тое вѣсты и не ядеть А. с) по руски—по урассь Т.
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руки поднимают высок, да кладут на темя, да ложатся ниць на землю; да весь ся истягает по землі, то их поклони. А ясті же садятся, их6 омывают руки до й ноги, да и рот пополаскивают. А Бутахан же их без дверей, а ставлены на востоке, а Буты стоять на востоке. А кто у них умрет, ини тѣхъ жгутъ да пепелъ сыплють на воду. А у женъ дитя родится, ино бабы мужь, а имя сыну даетъ отецъ, а дочери мати; а добро... y ихъ н€ть, а сорома не знаю. Пошелъ3 или пришелъ, ини ся в данныхъ по черниговской, обѣ руки дотыкаютъ до земли, а не говорить ничего. Къ Первотъ же знайте о великомъ заговорѣ, къ своему ихъ туто Іерусалимъ3, а по-бесеременскому Михаилъ6, а по-русские Іерусалимъ, а по-пиндѣйскіе Перватъ, а сѣдяются всѣ наги, только на гузѣ платить; и жонки всѣ наги, только на гузѣ фата, а ины въ фатахъ, да на шиѣ немногого много хлопотъ5, да на рукахъ обручи да перстня3 златы олово олово. А внутрь къ Бутахан здѣсь на волѣ, да у вола рога окованы мѣдью, да на шиѣ колоколы 300, да копыта подковыны1; а тѣ волы аще3 зовутъ. Индѣване же вола зовутъ отецъ, а корову матерью; а каломѣ ихъ некуть хлѣбы и йѣву варить собѣ, а попеломъ тѣмъ жмутся по лицу, и по челу, и всѣмъ тѣму ихъ3 знами. Въ недѣлю же да въ понедѣльникъ здѣсь единожды4 днемъ. Въ Индѣѣ же какъ паче-туру, а ушо-лѣрнь: скпищъ нирсенъ ажечане или атырсень-ате житель бьръ; булара досторѣ; акку-караваанъ узюссъ; чартъ-ауна хубъ: бомъ-ауна хубъ есіна: напа-кара амъ чохъ кичи хомъ3 (29). Отъ Перваты же прийхали есіи въ Бедерь, за 15 днѣй9 до Бесеременскаго улухаеръ (30). А Великаго дня Вѣкресенія Христова не вѣдно, а по приятьѧмъ гдѣво Великій день бы- ваетъ хрестиянскис первѣе Бесеременскаго багрима5 за 9-те день, или за 10 дні. А со мною нѣть ничего, никакая книга, а книги есіи взяли съ собою съ Руси, ино колѣ ма погра- били, ихъ ихъ взяли; и яхъ позабылъ вѣры хрестиянскис всѣ и праздникъ хрестиян- скихъ, ни Велика дни, ни Рожества Христова не вѣдно, ни среды, ни пятницы3 не знаю; а промежу есіи вѣръ тангрыданъ истременъ оль сакласые; олло холо, олло аха, олло, ты олло аскаберъ, олло рагымъ, олло керимъ, олло разгыымъ5, олло каримло, танъ тангрысень4, холо-сень сень4 (31). Богъ единъ, то Царь святы, Творецъ небу и землі. А иду я на Русъ, кетымъы-тырь именъ, уручъ тутытмъ6 (32). Мѣсцынъ марты5 прошелъ, и азъ мѣсица меса есіи не ялъ4, заговѣѣ съ Бесеремы въ недѣлѣ, да говѣѣ есіи ничего1 скромнаго никакаго ястѣ Бесеременскага, а яъ есіи все по двойкѣ днемъ хѣбъ да воду, вратныйлы ятмдымыъ9 (33); да молился есіи Богу9 вседержителю, кто сотворилъ небо и

а) весь = все Т. б) нихъ = они А. в) добро = ... в) добротра Т. д) ихъ туто Іерусалимъ = брату того ихъ Іерусалимъ Т. е) а бесеременскій мяяка = а бесеременскій вожъ А. ж) степень = жемчугъ много да хонтуѣ А. з) перстни = персекъ одывы. А. и) на шивъ = у него прибавъ. А. и) подовныъ = мѣдѣ прибавъ. А. а) ачачъ = ачачъ А. а) какомъ одывы. А. в) Соф. Врем. 111, 153, вотвача ю коко. и) ихъ = явлъ есъ А. в) единожды = однахъ А. о) пачекъ-туру = ... хомъ пачентъру акужусырь сениш нирсеш низжителъ анчачами нанъасынъ аттыжылеръ буларасдутъ акуусоровы узюссъ чартъ-ауна хубъ, ауна хубса кана- карымъ чункихъ холо А. в) днѣ = денъ А. р) брагримъ = брагримъ А. с) не вѣдно = ... патынаны = пролу- щено есъ А. т) олло аскаберъ = ... олло ратымъ = чохъ есъ А. у) танъ тангры-сень = танъ ресень А. в) уручъ тутытмъ = уручъ тутытмъ А. х) марты = мартъ А. у) мѣсцынъ меса есіи, не ялъ = ялъ есъ есъ А. ч) да гос. есіи ничего = да говѣѣ есіи висъ, меса есіи не ялъ и ничего А. ш) вратныйлы ятмдымыъ = яратылы ятмдымыъ. ц) богу = христу А.
зюмнм, а иного еси не приывал никорого имени. Богъ олол, Богъ керимъ, Богъ ра-
гымъ, Богъ худо, а Богъ анберь. Богъ Царь славы, олол варяно, олол раягымъ, олол сень-
сенъ олол ты (34). А отъ Гурмыв итъ моремъ до Голъатъ 10 линъ, а отъ Галата6 до Дегу
6 лин., а отъ Дегу до Мошката 6 лин., а отъ Мошката до Кучърата 10 линъ, а отъ Кучъ-
рата8 до Камбата 4 лин., а отъ Камбата до Чивелъ12 лин., а отъ Чивела до Дабылы 64.
Дабылы же есть пристанище въ Гундустанъ послѣднаго Бессерменствъ, а отъ Дабылы до Ко-
лексата 25 дни, а отъ Келекопато8 до Силъана 15 лин., а отъ Силъана до Шабанты3 мѣсяцъ
ити, а отъ Шабанты до Певу 20 лин., а отъ Певу до Чинъ да до Мачина мѣсяцъ итъ,
моремъ все то хожение; а отъ Чинъ да до Кытана1 итъ сухомъ 6 мѣсяцъ, а моремъ четыре
дни итъ, арстохоа8 чотомъ; Гурмывъ же естъ пристанище велико, всего сѣва дыды въ
немъ бываютъ и всѣки товаръ въ немъ есть, что на всемъ сѣвѣ роится, то въ Гурмынъ
есть все; тама же велика, десятое со всего емляштъ. А Камбатъ же пристанисче Индѣй-
скому морю всюму, а товаръ въ немъ все дѣлають алячин (35), а пестрели, да къдака,8
da чинятъ краску ниль (36), да роится въ немъ лежкъ да ахыкъ (37) да лопъ. Дабылы же
есть пристанище вѣлми велико, и приозвать6 конъ изъ Мисоря (38), изъ Рабаста8 (39), изъ
Хоросанъ, изъ Туркустанъ, изъ Негостани8, да ходять сухомъ мѣсяцы до Бадери да до Кель-
беругу. А Келекотъ же есть пристанище Индѣйскаго моря всѣго, а приозвъ его не дай Богъ
никакову костико6 (40), и кто его въ увидать, тотъ поодорову не приозвать моремъ; а ро-
дится въ немъ перенъ, да зеняпобъ (41), да цвѣть, да мошкать, да калавуръ6, да корина,
да гвозды, да привое коренье, да адрать, да всѣких корень роится въ нѣмъ много,
да всѣ въ немъ дешево, да куять да каравыш писърынъ6 хубъ сія (42). А Силъана же (43)
есть пристанище Индѣйскаго моря немало, а въ нѣмъ бабадамъ (44) на горѣ на высочѣ,
да около его8 роится каменья драгое, да червыны, да фатисы, да бабогуръ8 (45), да бин-
чи, да хустель, да събля8 (46), да слонъ роются, да продаять въ локотъ, да деваку-
кыши (47) продаять въ вѣсть. А Шабантск8 пристанище Индѣйскаго моря велико вѣлми:
а Хоросанскомъ дываютъ алясъ (48) по тенѣ4 (49) на день, и великому и малому; а кто въ
немъ женисть Хоросанецъ, и князь Шабантсквой даетъ по тысячи тенѣкъ на жертву, да на оладь
dаетъ на великой мѣсяцы по десяти денѣкъ10; да роится въ Шабанты шелькъ, да салдытъ, да
жемчугъ, да все дешево. А въ Певу8 же есть пристанище немало, да все въ немъ дѣр-
быше (50) живуть Индѣйскыми, да роится въ немъ каменье дороное, маникъ, да ахутъ, да
крыуть; а продаять же каменье дѣрбыши. А Чинское же да Мачинское пристанище
велико вѣлми, да дѣлауы въ немъ чини (51), да продаять чини въ вѣсть, а дешево.
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жены же их съ мужи своими снять въ день, а ночи жены ихъ ходить въ гарпономъ да пить съ гарпунами, дюшить имъ оладу, лук приносить съ собою иству сахарную да выно сахаре, да кормить да пить гостей, чтобы ее любили, а любить гостей людей бояться, даже въ люди черныя велить; а у которых жены отъ гостя зачитается дитя, и мужъ даетъ аламазъ: родитсяъ блю, ино гости положены 18 тенесъ; а черно родится, ино ему имя ничего, о пить да быть, то ему халатъ (52). Шамбатъ же отъ Белага 3 мѣсца, а отъ Лабала до ланата 2 мѣсца моремъ итти: Мачимъ да Чимъ отъ Белага 4 мѣсца моремъ итти, тамъ же дѣлять чими (53), да все дешево; а до Сияны 2 мѣсца моремъ итти. Въ лабабъ же родится шелкъ, да пить 54), да жемчугъ, да сапферь; слонъ продаетъ въ котъ. Въ Сиалѣ же родится аммонь, а чумачь, да фатисы. Въ Лекотъ же родится ревцъ, да моннать, да гвоздики, да фукалъ (55), да цвѣтъ. Въ Куратъ же родится ака аланой. Да въ Камбатъ родится алякъ (56). Въ Раноръ же родится аламазъ бирюза ной конъ конъ же аламазъ, продаетъ почуку по пить рублевъ, а доброго по десяти рублевъ, вало же почука аламазу пять че кенекъ, сине чаршень кенекъ, а синетъ ея тенекъ (57). іамазъ же родится въ горъ каменой, а продаетъ же тую гору каменную по двѣ тысячи читовъ золотыхъ новаго аламазъ, а конъ (58) аламазъ продаетъ въ локотъ по 10 тысячъ читовъ золотыхъ. А земля же тая Мелихханова, а холѣть салтаповъ, а отъ Бела 30 вогъ. А сытое Жилове зовутъ Шамбатъ своими Жиловымъ, а то лишь; а Шамбатеневъ нв холѣ, ни Бисерменъ, ни христианъ, ино вѣра Индйская, ино съ Хулы, ни съ Бисерменъ ни пить ни пить, и мяса никакого не пить. Да въ Шамбатъ же все дешево, а родится язы въ сахаръ велмій дешево; да по лѣсу у нихъ мамоны бъ обезьяны, да по дорогамъ людей дерутъ: ино у нихъ почь по дорогамъ не съютъ яйцы. обезьянъ дѣля́ да мамонъ илъ. А отъ Шамбатъ же 10 мѣсца сухомъ итти, а моремъ 4 мѣсца аукановъ. А олень орленыхъ рѣзутъ пухъ, а пунъ въ немъ скусть родится: а дикий олени пунъ изъ бріонъ по поль и по лѣсу, ино изъ тѣхъ пунъ выходить, да бѣсть, то тътъ не свѣжъ, былица май Великий день взялъ емнъ въ Белоръ Бисерменскомъ въ Годустанами; а Бисерменъ борьбамъ взялъ въ среду мѣсца май; а заговѣль емнъ мѣсца апрѣлъ да лем. О благородномъ христіанѣ: иже кто по многому земли́ много плантанъ, въ многихъ грѣхъ впи́еть и вѣры ся да лишаетъ христіанскѣ. Азъ же рабище Божіе Аюніасіе и сказать по рабѣ: уже произволъ четыре Великія говѣйна и 4 произвола Великія дня, азъ же грѣшный вѣдаю, что есть Великой день, или гоѣйны, ни Рождества Христова не вѣдаю, ни иныхъ алиникъ не вѣдаю, ни среды ни пятницы не вѣдаю; а книгу у меня много, если ми
пограбили, они кинули в меня, а я его от от себя к мы не с чьим-то, не оставляя товару ничего. Правдиво же Великий день взят
ими к Канч, другим Великий день во Чебукару во Макропольской земле, третьим Великий день в Горном, четвертый Великий день в Индии с Весермьер ё в Бедери; и тут же мною плахами по ветру в крестьянской. Бессмертнише же Мелиш тот май много понуди в ветру Бессермьерскую стать; аз же ему рекох: «господи! ты намъ кыларесень меня надам киларынь, ты бешь намзъ киларынь меня 3 кадрамень-мень гарын асень нычай (59);» опь же ми рече: «истину ты не Бессермьер кажусь, а крестьянства не знаешь.» Аз же в мноя помышлений вздохъ и рекохъ себкъ: «горе мнё окановны, яко отъ пути истинаго заблудыхъ и пути не знаю, уже самь понку. Господи Боже Вседержи-жителю, Творец небу и земли! не отврати лица отъ рабицы "твоего", яко скорбь близъ еси. Господи! прира къ ня и помилуй мя, яко твое есмь создание; не отврати мя, Господи, отъ пути истинаго и настави мя, Господи, на путь твой правый, яко никою же добродѣлтей въ нужи той сотворись тебь, Господи" мой, яко дни своя преплыжъ все во злъ, Господи мой, олъ" поздравляй, олъ ты, карымъ олъ, ратымъ олъ, карымъ олъ, ратымъ елъ: ахалымъ лимъ (60). Уже прошла 4 Великая дни въ Бессермьерской землѣ, а крѣстинства не оставыхъ; да же Богъ вѣдать что будетъ. Господи Боже мой, на та уповахъ, спаси мя Господи Боже мой!» Во Индіи же Бессермьерской, въ великому Бедери," смотритъ еси на Великую ночь во Великий же день восшень она къ зору вослѣ, а словъ гоюно стоятъ на востокъ. На баграмъ на Бессермьерской выйхалъ сultanъ на шеферчикъ, ино съ тымъ 20 пѣльпрея вѣликихъ, да трехъ слонъ наряженныхъ въ бультатыхъ въ доспѣхъ съ городки, да тѣмъ городки окованны, да въ городкахъ по 6 человѣкъ въ доспѣхъ, да съ пушками да съ пищали; а на вѣликому словъ 12 человѣкъ, на всѣмъ словъ по два пропорца вѣликихъ, да въ зубомъ повизаны вѣликая мечи по кентаро, да къ рымъ привязаны вѣликая жельзная гира1 , да человѣкъ стьнить въ доспѣхъ промежу ушей, да крюку у него въ рукахъ жельзной вѣлике, да тымъ его править: да копей простыхъ тысяча въ снастяхъ золотыхъ, да верблюдовъ естъ съ шагами (61), да трубниковъ 300, да пласценъ 300., да ковре 300. Да на сultanъ кованы весь сажень яхонты., да на шапкѣ чичать олмакъ вѣлики, да сагадакъ золотъ со яхонты, да 3 сабли на немъ золотомъ окованны, да съ тымъ золото2; да передъ нимъ сказанъ Коварь дишь да играетъ теремщикъ, да за нимъ пѣнъ много, да за нимъ благой словъ идетъ, а весь въ камѣкъ наряженъ, да обиваетъ люди, да чешь у него вѣлика жельзана во ртъ, да обиваетъ кони и люди, чтобы кто на сultanъ не ступилъ близко. А братъ сultanовъ тотъ сидить на кровати на золотой, да падъ нимъ теремъ оскаленъ, да маковица золота со яхонты, да несутъ его 20 человѣкъ. А Махмутъ сидить на кровати на золотой, да падъ нимъ теремъ пиланъ съ маковицю золотою, да воззутъ его на 4-ѣ конѣ въ снастяхъ золотыхъ; да около людей его много множество, да передъ нимъ пѣци, да пласшея много, да всѣ
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Продолжается Арх. XVI.
ПРИБАВЛЕНИЕ.

трубников, да 10 нагар, да по 10 бубенцов великих по два человека бить. Мышаков (70), да Мекхань (71), да Фарахчан (72) а тые възяли 3 города великия, а съ ними рати своей 100 тысячъ до 50 словенъ; да камени всекого дорогою много множество: а все то камени да яхоты да оламъ покупали на Меликчары (7), заповѣдалъ дѣлать, что гостей не продастьъ; а тые пришли о Оспимундъ дини въ Бедредо граду. Сулатъ выѣзжаетъ на потѣху въ четвергъ да во вторникъ, да три съ ними возры выѣзжаотъ; а братъ выѣзжаетъ сулановъ въ повелѣнды, съ матерью да съ сестрою; а жонокъ 2 тысячи выѣзжаетъ на коняхъ да кроватыхъ на золотыхъ, да коней предъ нею простыхъ его въ снастяхъ золотыхъ, да пѣшихъ съ нею много велики, да два возры, да 10 вѣзреней, да 50 словенъ въ повонахъ сукняхъ, да по 4 человѣки на словѣ сѣдятъ нагыхъ, одно платицъ на гуницъ, да жонки пѣвіе пѣвы, а тѣ возу за ними насесть пыпи да подмывацися, а однако у одного воды не шеть. Меликчаръ выѣзжать воевати Индѣянскій, съ ратью свою изъ града Бедреда на память шиха Алдина (7), а по Русскому на Покровъ святыя Богородицы, а рати съ нимъ вѣзло 50 тысячъ; а сулатъ послать рати своей 50 тысячъ, да 3 съ нимъ возры пошли, а съ ними 30 тысячъ, да 100 словенъ съ ними пошли др. города къ въ доспѣхъ, а на всѣвозь словѣ по 4 человѣки съ пышами. Меликчаръ пошелъ воевати Чюндера великое княженіе Индѣйскіе. А у Бинедарского князя 300 словенъ да сто тысячъ рати своей, а коней 50 тысячъ у него. Сулатъ выѣзжать изъ города Бедреда въ 8 мѣсяцъ по Велики дина, да съ ними вѣзремъ выѣзло 20 да 6 вѣремъ, 20 вѣремъ Бессерменскіхъ, 6 вѣремъ Индѣйскіхъ. А съ сулановъ дрора его выѣзло 50 тысячи рати своей конныхъ людей, а 200 тысячъ пѣшихъ, да 300 словенъ съ города къ въ доспѣхъ, да 100 лютыхъ вѣрный о двою черкѣ. А съ братомъ султановъ выѣшло дрора его 100 тысячи конныхъ, да 100 тысячъ пѣшихъ, да 20 словенъ наряженыхъ въ доспѣхъ. А за Малханомъ выѣшло дрора его 20 тысячъ конныхъ людей, а пѣшихъ шестисять тысячъ, да 20 словенъ наряженныхъ. А съ Бедредханомъ (73) выѣшло 30 тысячъ конныхъ людей, да съ братомъ, да пѣшихъ 100 тысячъ, да словенъ 25 наряженныхъ съ города. А съ Сулханомъ выѣшло дрора его 10 тысячъ конныхъ, а пѣшихъ двадцать тысячъ, да словенъ 10 съ города. А съ Волхарханомъ выѣшло 15 тысячъ конныхъ людей, да пѣшихъ 30 тысячъ, да словенъ 15 наряженныхъ. А съ Кутарханомъ (74) выѣшло дрора его 15 тысячъ конныхъ людей, да пѣшихъ 40 тысячъ, да 10 словенъ. А во всѣхъ вѣзремъ по 10 тысячъ, а съ пѣмы по 15 тысячъ конныхъ, а пѣшихъ 20 тысячъ. А съ Индѣйскими Адлономъ выѣшло рати своей 40 тысячъ конныхъ людей, а пѣшихъ людей 100 тысячъ, да 40 словенъ наряженныхъ въ доспѣхъ, да по 4 человѣки на словѣ съ пышами. А съ суланомъ выѣшло возрѣхъ 26, а со всѣхъ вѣзремъ по 10 тысячъ рати своей, а пѣшихъ 20 тысячъ, а съ пѣмы вѣзремъ 15 тысячъ конныхъ
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деть, а пятих 30 тысяч. А Индийских 14 возвыси великих, а с ними рать своей по тысяче конных людей, а пятих 100 тысяч; и султан ополчился на Индий, что то шло 6 у с ним, и он еще прибавлял 20 тысяч пятих людей, двадцать конных людей, да 20 слонов. Такова сила султана Индийского Бессерменского Мамета; а растет денежная доходность; а правду вверу Бог вдадет, а правду ввера Бога впаго взвеши, имя его призывати на великому месту чест и чисту. Вь пять же великий вь взысьется на Русь, идятох же изъ Бедера города за месяцы до узубрагам Бессерменского Мамета; а Велика дина христианского не вдадно христиана скрепчение, а говьйне же ихъ говьй; а Бессермены, и розоговься съ ними, Великий день ихъ въ Келберу 6, отъ Бедера 20 нововъ. Султан же пришелъ въ Меджитучару съ ратью за 15 день по узубрагамъ, а все Келбергу; и война съ нимъ не удалъ, одна городъ и пулъ Индийской, а людей много изграбо, а казны много истерили. А Индийской же султана Кедем велели сидеть и рати у него много, а сидить въ городъ въ Биченгир; а городъ у его велика великъ, около его три ровы, да сквозь его рѣка течеть; а съ одной стороны о жество взыль, и съ другой стороны пришелъ доль, мощна мѣста велели и угодна на е, на ему же сторону прити нѣкюды, сквозь доль дорогъ, а города взяли нѣкюды, прила гора велика да деберъ златникъ. Подъ городомъ же стояла рать мѣсяцы, и люди пошли съ безволію, да горовъ много велели изграбо съ городу да съ безволиемъ; а на воду оттить, а взяли нѣкюды. Градъ же взялъ Индийскы Меджитучаръ ходилъ, а взялъ его силою, и въ почь былъ съ городомъ 20 дни, рать на плода, ни зла, подъ городомъ стояла съ шками; а рать его изграбо 5 тысяча люду доброго, и городъ взяли, инцы высики 20 льсча поголин мусекаго и женесекаго, а 20 тысяча полону взяли и великаго и малаго, а ровали свою городу по 10 тенекъ, а иную по 5 тенекъ, а робата по 2 тенекъ, а взяли же не было ничего, а большаго града не взяли. А отъ Келбергу пошлох до Куруль; въ Куруль же родится ахимъ, и тутъ его дѣлаютъ и на весь свѣтъ оттуду его розозвать; въ Куруль же аламиновъ триста, султандъ мишкуть (77). И тутъ же былъ 5 месяцы, а груды же походы, Калисы, и тутъ же босяръ велели великихъ; а оттуды походы Конверга; а отъ Канбергу походы шихъ Аладина; а отъ шихъ Аладина походы Канаирды; а отъ Камендырь Киарасу; а отъ Киарасу къ Сури; а отъ Сури походъ къ Дабылъ, пристанище великаго моря Индийскаго. Дабылъ же есть градъ велики великъ, а къ ному же Дабыла стѣживается весь номоръ Индийска и Епоновска. И ту оканывъ изъ рая, нічь Ананасе Бога вышлага, Творца неба и земли, взысьщихъ по верѣ по христианской, по крестьянскихъ святыхъ Отечествъ устроенныхъ, и по заповѣдахъ апостольскихъ; и устроимся умомъ поначи на Русь: внадохъ же въ тавъ и сговорихъ о наложь,
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корабленимъ, а отъ своей головы 2 золотыхъ до Гурмыза града дати. И видахъ же въ корабль изъ Дабылы града до Велика дня за 3 месяцы, Бессерменскаго грабежа; идыхъ же въ такъ по морю месяца, а не видяхъ ничего, на другой же месяц увидыхъ горы Бео́йскія"). И ту людие всъ въскличаша олко береговидищь, олко конткар, бизмъ баши мула назвать болмышть (78), а по-Рускыя языккомъ моляще: Боже государю, Боже, Боже вышний, Царю небесный, алъ намъ судыть еси погъбнути. И въ той же землі Бео́йской бысть 6 лин, Божией благолятию зло ся не учинило, много раздаши брызну, да перку, да хлы́бы Ефіомъ, ины судна не пограбили. А оттудала же идыхъ 12 дня до Монькати; и въ Мохнати же шесть Великий день взятъ, и пондохъ до Гурмыза 9 дин, и въ Гурмызъ бысть 20 дин. Изъ Гурмыза пондохъ къ Лари, въ Ларѣ бысть 3 дин. Изъ Лари пондохъ къ Шрайя 12 дин, а въ Шрайя пондохъ къ Вержу 15 дин, а въ Вержу бысть 10 дин. А изъ Вержу пондохъ къ Елади 9 дин, а въ Елади бысть 8 дин. А изъ Елади пондохъ къ Слагаи 5 дин, а въ Слагаи 6 дин. А изъ Слагаи пондохъ Кашани, а въ Кашани бысть 5 дин. Въ Кашани пондохъ къ Куму. А изъ Кума пондохъ къ Саву. А изъ Савы пондохъ къ Султаню. А изъ Султанай пондохъ до Тервиза. А изъ Тервиза пондохъ въ орду Асанкъ, въ орды же бысть 10 дин, ано пути ит́ту нивнуки. А на Турского послали рати своей 40 тысяча, ины Севасть взыли, а Тоханъ взыли да и пожгли, Ама́сио вза́ли, и много пограбили сель, да пошли на Карамы́к вою́чи. И изъ изъ орды пошли къ Арпинуц, а изъ Рыдана пондохъ къ Куму. А на Тервиз вою́чи придохъ на Покровъ святая Богородица и Приснодёвныя Мария, и бы́ть же въ Трипинки 5 дин, и на корабль придохъ въ створьыхъ о налож дать золотой отъ своей головы до Кафы, а золотой же имень взятъ на корабль, а дать въ Каф. А въ Трипинки же корабль 79) да паша много зала учинила, хламъ мой весь къ себя взяся въ городъ на гору, да объяскали ся; а объяская грамотъ, что имень пришли изъ орды Асанкъ. Божией милостью придохъ до третьего моря до Чернаго, и Парьсъкимъ дори́я доро́къ Симъбольскаго. Идыхъ же по морю въторотъ пять дин, и пондохъ до Воаладъ, и ту насть стрѣ́тиль великый ветрь полуночный, и въ пла́рать насть къ Трипинки; и стояли еси въ Платанъ 15 дня, вътвору великую и злу блющи. Изъ Платанъ еси пошли на море двонык, и въторъ насъ стрѣ́тиль злы, не дасть намъ по морю ходить; олко въ олко худо переродигъ (80), разве́ бо изъ того иного Бога не знаямъ. И море же пре́дохъ, да занесе насъ сы́каблыка́етъ, а оттудала То́кътритауна, и ту стояли еси 5 дин; Божией милостью придохъ въ Кафу 9 дни до Филинова заговозки, олко переродигъ (81). Милостью же Божией пре́дохъ же

а) дать - донытъ А. б) ефиопская - ефиопскій ошибъ. Т. в) въскличаша - въскличаша А. г) береговидищъ - береговидищъ А. д) алъ - никакъ ошибъ. Т. е) ины - инъ А. т. е. и оны. ж) идыхъ - пондохъ Т. з) въ лари - натъ въ Т. и) къ вергу - къ вергу Т. и) динъ - пропущено въ Т. и) къ вергу - къ вергу и далее изъ дивергъ А. е) къ слагани - къ слагани А. ж) 5 динъ - 5 динъ слагани - ждутъ въ А. ж) слагани - слагани А. 0) въ вергу - пропущено въ А. ж) въ орду - общий съ неразлично вроду. р) въ орды же - въдже Т. въдже А. с) на турскаго - на турскаго ошибъ. Т. т) своей - двора своего А. у) ины - инъ Т. и. е. и оны. в) тоханъ - тоханъ А. х) на карианъ - на караианского А. 1) къ аршинку - къ аршинку А. и) низъ рѣ́чаны - низъ аршинки А. и) а золотой - а золото Т. и) на харчъ - на харчу Т.; такъ было и въ А., но потомъ подчише. 3) нива - ми натошено въ Т. и) все - что мѣ́сто добривка, инъ (и оны) выграбили все прибав. А. в) въ парискимъ А. 2) нать - 10 А. 3) стрѣ́тиль - И стрѣ́тили великій ветрь полуночный А. 4) и злу блющи - наилобы ошибъ. А. в) двоныкъ - натъ въ А. е) переродигъ - переродигъ А. 7) съ занесе мать въ А. аа) тъкътритауна - токорозу А. 66) переродигъ - переродигъ А.
Прибавление.

Се списах греческое свое хожение за три моря: первое море Дербенское, доріа Халитія, второе море Пиндійское, доріа Гулустанская, третье море Черное, доріа Стоимольская. Походъ отъ святаго Спаса Златоверхаго съ его милостю, отъ великаго князя Михаила зрисовича и отъ владыки Генадія Тверсскій; походъ на низъ Воюю, въ прійдѣ въ мосты въ святиз и живописными Троицы и святыхъ мучениковъ Борису и Глебу, и унутра ея благословенія у Макарія и у братьми; и съ Колазинаго же походъ на Углець, съ Углецомъ въ Костромѣ ки ново Цареву, съ иною грамотою, и князь великій всѣ Росіи отпустилъ въ добровольно; и на Плеонъ въ Новгородѣ Нижнемъ къ Михаилу Киселюку къ насть кнініи и съ пошлинику Ивану Сараву и они пропустили добровольно. А Василей Папинъ проходилъ въ городь; а въ жаду въ Новгородѣ дивъ подъ послѣ Татарскаго Ирвана Асамбѣя, бѣжалъ съ крѣчымъ отъ великаго князя Ивана, а крѣчымъ у него 90. И прѣхалъ на низъ златою, и Казани, и Орду, и Усмань, и Сарай, и Береманы пропихали еямъ добровольно, и уѣхали еямъ въ Бузланъ рѣку. И дали вожемъ подарки, чтобъ провели мimo Асторохань; и всѣмъ провожающимъ и вѣсть дали царю въ Асторохань, и царь послалъ за нами всю своею судою, и постивъ на Бугуѣ, и пограбъ отпустилъ голосами головами, а вверхъ для вѣсти насъ пропустили. И пошли еямъ въ Дербенти лѣвимъ суды, въ одномъ судѣ послать Асамбѣя, и Тезѣни, да Русаковъ насъ 10 человѣкъ, а въ другомъ судѣ въ Москвѣ да въ Тверцѣ.

ed. Кнд.

* Оканчивается пропускъ въ Воскр.
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востала фурстовина на море, да судно нечего резвило о берегу, и пришли Кантаки, да люди показали всёх; и пришли есма к Лербенту, и ту Василий ползовому пришель, а мы пограблены. И Осакобь Ширванцах постол пачалося, и бались на гору к Булатбъгу, и Булатбъг писало скоро к Ширваншабъгу: что судно Русское резвило подь Тархи, и Кантаки пришель люди показали, а товаръ ихъ розрабили. И Ширваншабъг послала к шурину своему Алимбъгу, Кантаческому князю, глагола: что судно съ его резвило подь Тархи и твои люди пришель люди показали, а товаръ ихъ розрабили; и тебе бы ихъ к мнѣ прислати менѣ ради, понеже тѣ люди посланы на моє имя. И Алимбъг тотчасъ отослали людей всѣхъ до Дербенту, и изъ Дербенту послалъ ихъ къ Ширваншы въ орудіе его Контубль. И мы прийханъ къ Ширваншы во Контубль били члены, чтобы далъ чыгъ до Руси доны; и онъ намъ не далъ ничего, потому что мысь много, и мы заплакавъ розрабили конъ кулы: у кого что есть на Руси, и тотъ пошель на Руси, а кой долженъ, и тѣ пропали кулы очи несутъ, а иные пошли работать къ Бакъ. А ящъ пошель къ Лербенту, и отоль къ Бакъ, гдѣ онъ горздъ неугасимый; а вѣкъ еще показанъ есми за море къ Чербокушу, и тутъ есми жилъ въ Чербокусѣ бѣ мѣсяцъ, да въ Сарѣ жилъ мѣсяцъ въ Мазратской землѣ; а оттуку въ Амили, и тутъ жилъ мѣсяцъ; а потомъ къ Дивану, а оттуку къ Орео, а убыли Шересенъ Алеевыхъ дѣтей и внучатъ Махметевыхъ, и онъ де ихъ проклялъ, и за то де будо 40 градовъ съ развалило, како беаврафный башся въ прелестій своей; а изъ Дряя къ Каппени, и тутъ есми былъ мѣсяцъ; а оттуку въ Наппну, и потомъ къ Еадѣ, и тутъ жилъ есми мѣсяцъ; а изъ Дисъ въ Сырщану, а оттуку къ Тарому, въ родъ же фунцы коряжъ животную, битмъ по 4 алтынъ; а изъ Торому къ Кару, а оттуку къ Бандеру. И тутъ есть стстанціе Гурмышское, тутъ бо есть море Индѣйскаго, а Пирескимъ языкомъ и Гондустаискомъ дѣрѣ; а оттуку же коряжи до Гурмызъ 4 мълд. А Гурмызъ есть о коряжи, а ежедневно показаетъ его море по дважды на день; и тутъ есми взяли една Великъ дѣны, и пришелъ въ Гурмызъ за 4 недѣли до Велика дни. А города не всѣ писать, много городовъ великыхъ. И въ Гурмыслѣ есть варное солнце, человѣка сожжетъ. И былъ въ тутъ мѣсяцъ, а оттуку попылъ, въ Томунъ недѣлю, за Индѣйское море въ таву съ конями, и шли есми коряжи до Моската 10 днѣй; а потомъ до Дѣры 4 дни; а потомъ къ Узроту; а оттуку къ Онбату, и тутъ съ коряги краска далѣнь; а оттуку до Чивилу; а въ седьмую недѣлю по Велики дни отъ Чивила въ таву конимъ, и шли 6 недѣль коряжи до Чивила. То есть страсть Индѣйская, а люди ходять наги всѣ, а голова не покрыта, а груди голы, а волосы въ одну косу плетены, всѣ ходять брохаты, дѣтей у нихъ много, понеже на всѣй годь коряги, и черны мужи и жены всѣ; азъ бо куды хожду, имъ за мною люди много, любитъ бѣлому человѣку. А князъ ихъ вата на головѣ, а другу на бедрахъ; а безъ у нихъ ходять вата на плечѣ, а другу на бедрахъ; а князны ходятъ вата по плечамъ обогнута, а другу на бедрахъ; а другу на бедрахъ обогнута, да щить да мечь въ рукахъ, а иные съ сунцами, а иные съ вожи, а иные съ саблями, а всѣ наги на босъ; а кони ходятъ головы не покрыты, а груди голы, а паробль да дѣвочки ходятъ наги до 7 дѣля, срамъ не покрыты. А изъ Чоевалъ пошли есмы сухомъ до Палѣ 8 днѣй, до Индѣйская горы; а отоль до Умри 10 днѣй, то есть городъ Индѣйскій; отоль же до Чоевалъ 6 днѣй, и тутъ есть Асагахъ Чомерскій Индѣйскій, а холопъ Меликунгровъ, а держить сказываютъ 7 темъ отъ Меликун-

а) до Индѣйскій горы; б) казацства здѣсь долженъ читать, какъ въ Скалмѣ ab to индѣйскіе города.  
в) чув. инд. - чомърскія а индѣйскі Скал. ab.
ча́ра. А Мельнико-ф на́дить на 20 тамках; а бьются съ Казары 20 лёт, то его побьют1, то он побьёт. Хань же задать на людях, а слово у него и коня добрых много, а людей у него Хоразанцев много; а правовь их ищъ изъ Хоразанскія земли, а иные изъ Ора-банская земли, а иные изъ Туркеста́ля земли, а иные изъ Четоганскія земли, а правовь всѣ моремъ въ тавахъ, Индийская земли корабли. Азъ же гръшный приевъ жеребца въ Индйскую землю, дошьь есмы до Чюнера, а сталъ ми жеребецъ 100 рублей. Зима же у нихъ стала съ Троицы дня; а зимовали есмы въ Чюнейръ и жили 2 мѣсяцы. А вдо чинять въ великихъ орсѣхъ. Кони же у нихъ во Индйской землѣ не родаются, токмо волы да быволы, на тѣхъ задать и товары возуть. Чюнеръ же грядъ есть на острову на каме-номъ, не дѣланъ ничимъ. Богохъ сотворень; а ходять на го́р у день по единому человѣку, дорога тѣсна, пороти не лаза. Во Индйской землѣ гори ся ставятъ по подворемъ, а дѣти вар-ять на гори господарыны, и пестою стельютъ, и сътъ съ гостыми, любятъ бо бѣльхъ людей. Въ томъ же грядѣ Чюнеръ ханъ взялъ у меня жеребца, понеже бо сдѣла́, что я въ Русь иль ось говорить: «и жеребца дамъ да 1000 золотыхъ къ тому дамъ, аще ста-неши въ нашу вѣру Бессерменскую; аще ли пис, жеребца у тебя возму да 1000 золотыхъ на главѣ твоей возму;» а срокъ учинить на 4 дни. И въ дѣнь праздника Преображенія Спасова Господь Богъ смилился надъ мною, на своемъ праздникъ не остайвя милости своей отъ менѣ грѣшного, но далъ мнѣ въ Чюнерѣ грядѣ съ нечестивыми погибнути: Хозяйки Махметъ Хорасанцевъ отпечата́лъ меня у хана, и въ вѣру свою не повеньла, и жеребца отдѣлъ моего мнѣ. Такою на мнѣ содѣлся Спасовъ чудо. Господія моя и братья Русіи христіанна! аще кто похочетъ поить въ Индйскую землю, и ты остань вѣру свою на Руси, да вскиянь Базмета да помы въ Густанскую землѣ. Менѣ залагали писы Бессермена, а сказывали всѣго много нашаго товару, ажно вѣт ничего на нашу землю, токмо перепъ да краска, то и де-ло; Бессерменъ возать моремъ, и они попливъ не даютъ, а намъ поплывъ велики, и раз-бойниковъ много, Казары бо разбиваютъ, а вѣрою они поганы, молятся каменными болваномъ и Христа не знають. А изъ Чюнеръ есмы вшьли на Успенѣціе день къ Бедерю, къ большему ихт гряду, а ванъ мѣсяцъ; а оттолк до Кулонкера 5 днѣй; оттуду же до Белбережу 5 днѣй. Да и промежу тѣхъ грядовъ много и иныхъ грядовъ, на всякъ день пото тря и по че-тьре гряды, сколько ковов, столько грядовъ: отъ Чюны бо и до Чюнеиръ 20 кововъ, а оттолк до Бедера 40 кововъ, оттолк же до Кулонкера 9 кововъ, паки отъ Бедера до Куло-беру 9 кововъ. Въ Бедери же тартъ на кони, и на шолку, да на овычъ, а на Руку землю товару никакаго вѣтъ; да въ немъ же купить люди черны, всѣ бо тамъ черны, всѣ зо-лѣя и тати и лацини, а жохи тоже всѣ бляди, да вѣдь, да тать, и государей свѣтъ земл моря. Во Индйской же землѣ кваката и борре всѣ Хорасанцы; а Гундостанцы всѣ бѣли холятъ, и паги и босы, токмо въ ругѣ щитъ, а въ другой мечъ, а ходять борзо, а въ иныхъ луки прямые и стрѣлы. А бой ихъ всѣ слоны, а около слоны вдуть пѣши напреди и на конѣхъ, а кони и сами въ доспѣхѣхъ; а въ слономъ вижутъ къ рѣку да къ зубамъ великихъ мечи по киндаро кованы, да облата ихъ въ доспѣхъ булатный, да на нихъ учинены го-роды, а въ городѣхъ до 12 человѣкъ въ доспѣхѣхъ, да пушки и стрѣлы. Да тамъ же есть у нихъ мѣсто пихъ алунть пиратъ бозаръ аллипанный, на годъ една бозарь, събается вся страна Индйская торговля, да торгуютъ 10 днѣй, а отъ Бедера 12 кововъ, приволья́ть

1) побьютъ - тайне исправлено; 2) изъ туркеста́ля - изъ туркменскія правилъ вс Сказ. ab (варіант. по Арх.).
коней до 20.000 и великий товар: в Гондустантей земли той торг лучший, на памят царя Аладина, а на Русскй празднику Покров святых Богородицы. В том Аладин есть тетка имевшему гунку,аетает ночи, а ключет гунку; и на кой говорит посидеть, и тут человек умерт, а кто еа хохчет убити, но у нея не в то время выйдет. А мамонь тано ходить ночи и ловить куря, а живуть в горь или в каменя; А обозьнья живуть по гусь, и есть у них князь обезьянский, и кто их захватет, и они жалуются князу своему, они же посылают на то разные свои, и они пришедшие на град и дворы ровяють и людьми побывают; а рати их сказывают велики много, и языки их есть свой, а детей родить много, который родится ни в отца ни в матери, и они тёх мнеют по дорогам, и Гондустанцы тёх емлют да учат их великому рукоделию, а юных продают котьбы, чтобь хлеб не знал обжати. Весна же у них стала с Покрова святей Богородицы; а по Покрову ли в недёля праздную шиху Аладину 8 дней: а весну, и лето, и осень, и зиму держать то же по три месяца. В Бедере же их столь Гондустану Бесерменскому; а град великий и людей много вели. А салтан великих 20 лет, а то содержать бояре; а с салтаном тать его выходит 300 тысяч, а с бояры его выходит: с Меликучаром 200 тысяч, а с Меликаном 100 тысяч, а с вьмы со многими по 20 и по 30 тысяч; а земля великая людна; а бояре славны и пышны, а посать их на краяхъ сребреныхъ, а князь перед ними водять в снастях золотыхъ; а селами люди голы добръ. А выйдъ ихъ добръ чьдонъ на потеху: когда салтанъ выдяжает с матерью и с женой, и съ ними 100 конныхъ 30 тысячъ, да вьнихъ 50 тысячъ человекъ, а слоновъ водять нарядныхъ 200 въ доспѣвыхъ золочныхъ, а 100 человекъ трубниковъ, да плаещетъ 100 человекъ, да прочныхъ 300 въ снастяхъ золотыхъ, да обезьянъ 100, да бладей 100, а всѣ гаури. Во дворъ же салтановъ седервы пороша, а въ коротыхъ по 100 человекъ сторожей, да по 100 писецъ Казаровъ: кто выйдет и изведет, и они записывают, и гаряють не пускаютъ: а дворъ зело чьдой, все на рѣчи и золотомъ описано. А стрегуть градъ Бедерь въ ночи 4000 человекъ кутовляновыхъ, а ёздятъ въ доспѣвыхъ на коняхъ, и у всѣхъ по свѣтлому. И-ту азъ въ Бедери продалъ зеребца своего, и наложилъ много, а сорокъ годъ. Въ Бедери же змѣи ходять по улицамъ, длиною въ двухъ сажени. А пришьлъ еси въ Бедерь о Филиповъ заговѣйникъ изъ Колуперга, а зеребца продалъ о Рожествѣ, а былъ туть до великого заговѣйника. И познахъ тутъ со многими Индыами, и познали мы, что азъ не Бесерменный, но Христіанинъ, имъ имѣвъ Леонесей, а по-бесерменски имъ нѣгъ Иоссъ Хоросанъ; и они не пошли ни въ чемъ скрываться, ни женъ своихъ не зоряли; и я ихъ исполталъ о всѣхъ ихъ, и они сказываютъ, что вѣрятъ въ Адами, а Буга сказуютъ то есть Адамъ. И всѣхъ вѣръ въ Инды 84 вѣры, а всѣ вѣрятъ въ Бугу; а вѣра съ вѣрою не вѣтъ, ни четъ, ни женяется между себѣ, и ядятъ борами, курисъ, лица, и волосъ всѣ вѣры ихъ не ядятъ. И отъ Бедери походилъ въ Перуети, то ихъ Йеросалиамъ, а по-бесерменски Махкать, гдѣ ихъ Бутхана, и шелъ мѣсяцъ. Бутхана же велика велика, камеи1, съ полъ-Теври, и рѣзано на стѣнѣ дѣво Бутуно, какъ Буту чюдеса творилъ и какъ съ имъ язвилъ многими образы человѣческими, и ио человѣкъ, а посъ словомъ, и ио человѣкъ, а ии обезьянъ, ио же подоби человѣкъ образъ людаго зѣра, а явлестъ имъ всѣмъ съ хвостомъ, и хвость черезъ него съ самопъ, рѣзаны на камени. И въ томъ градѣ сказуется вся страна Индианская на чоло Бутуно; да у Бутханы брютятся старые жонки и дѣвки на себѣ волосы и бо-

---

а) гдѣ - тамъ должно читать; всъ У. дѣ; б) вели каменъ; всъ У. вели каменъ.
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в) дабыть см. Сказаніе об; ве У. ошиба было.
Велико, и привозят изъ Мисорская копи, изъ Рабаста, и изъ Хоросани, и изъ Туркя,-съ Негостане, да холят сухом мѣсяцъ до Бедери да до Келбергу. Келебобъ съ есть пристанище Индѣйскаго моря всего, а прони его не да Богъ никакову кестку, кто его не увидить, тутъ здорово не пройдеть моремъ; а родится въ немъ всякого пряного зелія много, и днемево. Сильванъ же есть пристанище Индѣйского моря не мало, а въ немъ баба Адамъ на горѣ высокой, а около его родится каменное драго, да черви, да фатисы, да боботури, да бивчан, да хрусталь, да субидага, а продаютъ въ локоть, а девякуши продаютъ въ вѣсь; да родятся слоны. Шабатское пристанище Индѣйского моря велико, а Хоросанцы даютъ алафу по тенку на день, и великому и малому; а кто въ немъ Хоросанинъ женина, да къ Шабатскому даютъ по 1000 тенекъ на яертву, на алафу, да быть на всякихъ мѣсяцахъ по 10 тенекъ; а родится въ Шабатѣ шепти, да сандай, жемчуг, и все днемево. Въ Шату же есть пристанище не мало, а живутъ въ немъ все держивши Индѣйская; да родится въ немъ каменемъ драго масскага, яхуть, кирпукъ, и продаютъ камнемъ не дерьвны. Чинское же да Мачинское пристанище велми великъ, да дѣлаются въ немъ чини; а продаютъ чини въ вѣсь, а днемево. А ужны ихъ съ мужками своими снять въ день, и къ ночи ихъ ходить къ гарпому да спать съ ними, и даютъ гарпому алафу, и приносятъ съ собою ясную сахарную и вино, да понят ихъ и корать, чтобъ ихъ любили, а любятъ людей бѣляхъ, понеже ихъ люди черны велми; и которое отъ гостя зачитается бѣло, и мужъ даешь гостю алафу, пополкъ 18 тенекъ: а родится черно, ни въ которомъ то сколько да будетъ, то ему халькаго. А отъ Бедера Шабатъ по 3 месяца; а отъ Лабила до Шабатъ по 2 месяца моремъ и; Мачимъ да Чимъ отъ Бедера 4 месяца моремъ итти. Да въ Шабатъ же родится шелкъ, да иначи, да жемчугъ, да сандай; слоны продаютъ въ Лепотѣ и. Въ Лепотѣ же родится перепъ, да мочатъ, да гвоздика, да оуфалъ, да нѣвъ. Въ Кузрать же родится краса далаюкъ. А въ Камбатъ родится айкікъ. Въ Рачоръ же родятся аламы, продаютъ по 5 рублейъ, а добраго по 10 рублейъ, новаго же по 15 рублейъ итти, а въ малану пѣнечъ что кемъ синекъ чершешени, а снять екъ тентка. Аламъ же родится въ горѣ каменной, а продаютъ же тую гору каменную по 2000 ауто въ золотыхъ новаго алама, а коня аламу въ локоть 30 тысячъ ауто въ золотыхъ; земля же та Меликхвана, а холотъ оныхъ салатоповъ, отъ Бедера же 30 ководъ а сины. Жидовье зовутъ Шабатъ своими Жидовы, и то людь есть: Шабатане бо ни Жидове, ни Бесермие, ни Христіане, ина бо ихъ вѣра Индѣйская, ни съ Худы, ни съ Бесермены ни плюютъ, ни ядуть. Въ Шабатъ же родится шелкъ, сахаръ, дѣво, и по щечу у нихъ мамоны да обезьянъ, и по дорогамъ людемъ продавъ итти ночи, держутъ людемъ аукционы; и у оленьей коромеленъ рѣжутъ пузы, и въ пущѣ у нихъ мескуся, и дикѣе олены пузы сами взъ себя ронять по полямъ и по щечъ, и та вона не столь благоухаса, не свѣжкъ бо есть. Отъ Шабата же отъ Бедера сухомъ
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10 мѣсяца, а моремъ 4 мѣсяца. И мѣсяцъ ма́й въ Бедри въ Берсеневскомъ бо́мъ вна́лъ въ среду, а заго́вѣть еси мѣсяцъ апрѣ́ля въ 1-й ден. О благовѣ́рніи истины, иже кто по многимъ землямъ много плываютъ, во многія гры́хи впадаетъ льры ся да лишаетъ Христова. Азъ же раби́ца Его въ Безсмѣ́рнаго Августа ся ѣдяхъ въ вѣ́рѣ: уже бо видоша четыре великия посты и праздники Свѧтлаго Воскресенія Христова 4, а зб же жи́шень не ви́да, что есть Вѣ́лікъ день, лили посты, иныя праздники, и среды, пятицы; а кни́гъ отбыть есть въ перомъ грабежъ, помохъ же до Аллана отъ многогы, зане́же ми на Русь посты не съ чѣ́мъ, не осталось товару ничего. Первый же Вѣ́лікъ въ вазалъ еси въ Кня́гъ, а вторый въ Чебкару въ Мадарской землѣ, и третій Вѣ́лікъ въ Гурьявѣ, четвертый же въ Берсеневы во Индѣ въ Бедри; и туто много плакать христианской вѣ́ры. Берсеневы же Мелитъ тотъ мая много пудилъ въ вѣ́ру Берсеневскую ти, и рече ми: «не Берсеневния еси, и христианства не знаешь.» Азъ же во многи пошленіѣ впадохъ, и рекохъ къ себѣ: «горо мѣ́в оканілому, яко заблуждѣ́ть отъ пути истиннаго; и помогохъ и рекохъ: «Господи Боже Вседержителю, Творче небо и земли! не отврати да отъ раби́ца твоего, яко скорбь близъ; Господя, прийди на мя и помилуй мя, яко твое съ созданіемъ, и настаня мя Господя на путь твой правый, яко нисхож добрѣ́дѣ́лъ тебѣ́ гворикъ, Господя мой, яко див свои прелѣ́пны все во слв, Господя мой; Господя Боже й, на ти уповахъ, спаси ми.» Въ Индѣ же Берсеневской, въ великемъ Бедри, смотрѣ́лъ я на вазалъ ночь полоосны дакола въ зару вошли, а льсь головою стоить въ востокъ. И баграмъ на Берсеневской выйялъ султанъ на тещерачъ, вно съ нимъ 20 возврять велихъ, да 300 слоновъ нароженныхъ въ доспѣ́хъ въ вузатыхъ и съ городкъ, и городокъ око лы, да въ городкъ 8 въ человкъ въ доспѣ́хъ, съ пушками съ пищалкъ; а на ве кихъ слоновъ 9 по 12 человкъ, да на два прапоря, да въ зубомъ призваны великия мечи центаро, а въ рымъ призваны великия же жезліны гиря, да промекли узлей человкъ въ сибѣ́ сидять да крюкну жезлінымъ править; да коня простыхъ 1000 въ спасетъ зо тыхъ, да вербуло 100 нагарамъ, да 300 трубниковъ, да пласевъ 300, да ковры 300. На лантъ же взялъ все саженъ яхонты, да пищалкъ, а на небъ алмазъ великій, да садакъ лотъ съ яхонты, да на небъ же 3 сабли окованы золотомъ, да сбло золото; да передъ ся счаетъ Коваръ пышн, играетъ теремтомъ, да за нимъ же пѣ́шныхъ много идеть, да за имъ же благой слонъ идетъ, наражаетъ весь въ камкѣ, чѣ́мъ у него велика жезліна во ртъ, обиваетъ кони и люди, чтобъ кто на салтана не наступилъ близко. А брать сала новъ тилъ сидять на золотой кроати, а надъ нимъ теремъ окамятень, да маховша золота съ яхонты, да несутъ его 20 человк. А Махмутъ сидять на золотой кроати, а надъ нимъ ремъ шилянъ съ маковщо золотою, а везутъ его на четырехъ коняхъ въ спасетъ золотыхъ, да около него людей множество, а передъ нимъ пѣ́шны, да пласевъ много, а всѣ́ толыми мечи, да съ саблями, да съ щиты, да съ сулицы, да съ конями, да съ люками, прямицы съ великиами, а кони всѣ́ въ доспѣ́хъ, а на небъ садаки, а ныне нѣ́гъ, одно затишье, вѣ́рхомъ дѣ́ло. Въ Бедри же мѣсяцъ стоить 3 полонъ. А овощу сладкаго въ едри ницъ. Въ Гоннуланы же сладкаго варя ницъ; сидятъ варъ въ Гурьявѣ въ Ватергрымъ да въ Колограмъ, гдѣ́ ся жемоу родить, да въ Жилѣ, да въ Бакѣ, да въ Мисерѣ, да въ Остамъ, и въ Ларѣ; а въ Хоросанской землѣ варя, но не такова, а въ Чегаты вами варя; а въ Ширевы, да въ Іспанѣ, въ Каппны варя да вѣ́ръ болаетъ; а въ Гилии душо вами да рыщи лихо, да пары шы въ Шомахби, да въ Бахиловъ варя, да Хумить, да въ Шомѣ варя, а въ Ладѣ варя, но не такъ. Да въ Сеятѣвъ губъ да въ Гурьянскѣ земли добро

а) гурунскѣй чит. гурманской, какъ въ Скал. ab.
обильно всём: да Торская земля обильно; да въ Вологской и Подольской земли обильно всём.

Восхотѣ же на Русь итти, но пути не вѣтъ: изъ Гондистана бо на Гурмаксъ пути, а отъ Гурмака на Хоросанъ пути вѣтъ, такоже и на Чоголай, и на Кетовъ пути вѣтъ; вѣтъ построение стало, князей вездѣ выбили; Лишь муруу убили, Узуосынѣрокъ на Ширазѣ вѣтъ, и земля сѣ не обрѣнѣла, а Едигей Махметъ съ нему не дѣлятъ, блюдетъ, а иного пути вѣтъ цикуды; а на Мянку пути, ино несолько тамо въ Бессеренистъ, затѣмъ туды Христіаны не ходятъ. А въ Гондистани житіе, ино вся собина несдержить, занеже у нихъ все дорого, по-полутреи алтынъ мѣтъ оному исходить на день, а вина семи не пиать, ни сыды.

Мелентичаръ два города взялъ Индѣ йскія, что розбивалъ по морю Индѣ йскому, а князе понималъ 7 да казну ихъ взялъ, и съ отвятъ, и данъ взялъ, а на версть 100, а на версть 200, да слоновъ 100, да 300 верблюдъ. Мелентичаръ принесъ царю своею къ Деберо къ курбанѣ ваграмъ, а по-Русски на Петровъ день, и султанъ послалъ 10 возвырь вѣтрить его за 10 новѣкъ, а въ ковѣ 10 новѣкъ, а на всемъ возвырь 10 не слоновъ, а на слоновъ 10 вѣтрить его за 10 новѣкъ, а на 50 новѣкъ, а на 200 новѣкъ, а на 500 новѣкъ, а на 1000 новѣкъ,
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нихъ, да 40 тысячъ пѣшихъ, да 10 слоновъ. Да со всѣми возврѣть по 10 тысячъ конныхъ, а пѣшихъ по 20 тысячъ и больше. А съ Индѣйскимъ Адоюномъ вышло рати конныхъ 5 тысячъ, а пѣшихъ 100 тысячъ, да 40 слоновъ въ доспѣхахъ парижскихъ, да по 4 человѣка на слонѣ съ олицетво. На Индѣѣ тоже салланъ опасался, что мало съ ними и съ воинами вышло силы Индѣйскія, и онъ прибавилъ. Такова есть сила султанъ Индѣйскаго. 

въ пятый же Велика день вымылися есмь на Русь, изъ двухъ же изъ Бедера града за мѣшъ до улугбарамъ Бесерменского Манегдена россолятъ; а Велика дни христіанскаго не было, говѣйно бо говѣѣть съ Бесермены и розговѣѣся съ ними, Великий день взялъ въ Кел- 

уж, отъ Бедера 20 кововыхъ. Султанъ же пришелъ съ ратными людьми своими до Медикту- 

ра въ 15 день по улугбарамъ, а все Келдергу: и война ея имѣть не удаля, городъ единъ индѣйскій взялъ, а людьми и казны много погибло. А Индѣйскій султанъ Кадамъ ратию си- 

жѣть, здѣ много у него рати; и сидѣть въ горѣ въ Виченгерѣ, и градъ его велики великъ; 

соля рать подъ градомъ мѣщѣй; и людьми съ голоду и съ безводія погибло много, потому 

то на воду смотрѣть, а взялъ не лѣзъ. Градъ же взялъ Индѣйскій Мелцинченъ, а взялъ его 

соля, день и ночь бились, стоялъ подъ градомъ 20 днѣй, и рать ни пила ни ѣла, и рати 

соля изъ 4000 люда лебого, а рати съ пушками взялъ градъ, выѣлъ по головамъ 

0 тысячъ, а другую 20 тысячъ половую взялъ, а пойм половъ продавать дешево, по 10 и по 

и по 2 тени, а казны не было ничего, а большаго града не взялъ. А отъ Келдергу понелъ 

о Кураль: все такое родится, а тутъ его дѣлаютъ на весь свѣтъ, и отъ града его розво- 

дѣй; въ Кураль же аламикновъ 300 солдатъ микинуть. Быть съ тутъ 5 мѣсяцы, и понелъ 

голъ въ Кадини, тутъ есть базарь велики велики, а отъ понелъ понелъ до Канаберга, а 

отъ Виклаланны, а оттолѣ къ Амшладѣ, а оттолѣ къ Парису, оттолѣ же къ Сури, а оттолѣ 

къ Дабили, пристанищу великаго моря Индѣйского; тутъ быть градъ великъ, и сѣвается вся 

моря Индѣйская и Віейсеканъ. И тутъ въ океанной Аѳосасіѣ призванъ Бога вшаго, 

вора необ и земли, и устроимъ умомъ поняты на Русь: и понелъ въ таву и сговорыхъ о 

аломъ кораблѣніѣ, отъ своей головѣ 2 золотыхъ до Гурямса града. Впослѣдствіѣ же въ 

кабалѣ въ Дамби градовъ до Велика дни за 3 мѣсяца, Бесерменскаго говѣйна; а моремъ вдохъ 

мѣщѣй, и увидѣли горы Еоѣсеканъ. И тутъ люди всѣ вскрячива, глаголюще: Боже вышній, 

(дѣло небеся) здѣ ли намъ судилъ вѣсѣ погибнутъ? И бѣдемъ въ этой земли Еоѣсеканской 5 

нѣй, и Божѣо благолатію зло ся не учинило, много разлаза брызну, да перцу, да хѣбба 

половать, и они суда не пограбило. Оттолѣ же вдомо 12 днѣй до Моюката, и тутъ въ 

Ионката 6-й Велика день взялъ, и вдомо до Гурямса 9 днѣй, а въ Гурямсѣ былъ 20 днѣй. 

Отолѣ понелъ къ Аръи, и былъ 3 дни, а понелъ къ Ширази, а изъ Ширази понелъ 

къ Бергу, а въ тутъ 10 днѣй. А оттолѣ къ Еди, въ тутъ 9 днѣй, а въ Еди былъ 8 

нѣй; и потомъ вдомо къ Испагани 5 днѣй, а былъ тутъ 6 днѣй; а оттолѣ вдомо до Камани, 

былъ 5 днѣй; а въ Камани вдомо къ Куму, а оттуду въ Саму, а изъ Сами въ Султаніо, 

оттуду въ Терима; а оттуду же въ орду Асандѣтъ, въ ордѣ же бысть 10 днѣй, потому 

то никалау пути нѣтъ. А на Турскающемъ послѣ рати своей 40 тысячъ, и они Севасть, въ 

Топ-, и Амасію взали, и много селѣ пограбили, да пошли на Караманъ воюючи. И язъ изъ 

а) асіандѣтъ такъ же другихъ мыслей; въ же не дословно асіандѣтъ. б) на турскающемъ смѣш. вѣд. въ же 

ошибка на турскусъ. 

Томъ VI. 45
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орлы поймыв к Арцышку, а изъ Арцышина пошель есми въ Трапезунт, и ту взялъ Покровъ пресвятые Богородицы, и быль 5 дній, и на корабль придохъ и говоряхъ о наволъ дати золотой отъ меня до Каэу. Во Трапезунт же мнѣ шубасть да наша много зла училась: хламъ мой весь ванесъ къ себѣ въ городъ на гору, да объявлалъ все, а объявляютъ грамотъ, что есми пришель изъ орды Асанбёгъ. Божиею милостію придохъ до 3-го моря Чернаго, а Персиискимъ языкомъ донъ Сембоскага; облохомъ же по морю вѣтромъ 5 дній, а доидохъ до Вавылъ, и ту насъ встрѣтилъ вѣтръ великой полунощной, и возвратилъ насъ къ Трапезунту; и стоялъ есмы въ Платанѣ 15 дній, вѣтру бо велику и зду бывшу. И изъ Платаны пошли на море дважды, вѣтръ насъ встрѣчаетъ и не дасть намъ по морю ходить, и туто призвавъ Бога на помощь; и запесо насъ къ Балыкаевъ, а оттудъ Ткряпу, и ту стоялъ 5 дній; и Божиою милостію придохъ въ Каэу, за 9 дній до Филипповъ заговѣйна. Долѣ о Индійскомъ хоженіи Асенасіемъ Теревтийнымъ: и возвратимся на преднее.
APPENDIX A

iii The Etterov copy of the text

The Etterov copy of the text is reproduced here as it appears in Полное Собрание Русских Летописей, Vol. XX, pp 303 - 313.

The text commences:

В лето 6983
Того же году обретохъ написание Офонаса Тверитина
купца, что был в Индее 4 годы
холить сказывается с Василием Наппиньем. Аз же опыты, коли Василий ходить с а. 442.
ати поздом от великого князя, и сказать ми, за год до Казанского похода принял
орды: коли князь Юрья под Казанью 1 былъ, тогда его подь Казанью застряли. Се же
сказано не обретохъ, въ кое льто пошель, или въ кое льто пришелъ изъ Индія, умерть, а
писать, что до Смоленска не доходи умерть. А писание то своею рукою написалъ, иже
рукъ тѣ тетради привезли гости къ Мамину Василию, къ дяку къ великого князя.
Москву.
1 Се написахъ свое гришное хожение за три мора: 1-е море Дербицкое, дорія Хвалит-
2-о море Индѣ́ское, дорія Гундустанскала, 3-е море Черное, дорія Стегольская.
Пондох от Спасса святаго алатоверхаго и съ Его милостію, отъ государя своего отъ
каго князя Михаила Борисовича Тверскаго, и отъ владыцы Генадія Тверскаго, и Бориса
Вольца. И пондохъ винъ Вологоо, и прийдохъ въ манастирь Коллиани ко святѣ́й Троницы
звѣ́лой и въ святѣ́вы мученика Борису и Глѣ́бу, и у игумена са благослови въ уары
и у сагатѣ́я, и ис Коллиани пондохъ на Углева, и съ Углевы отпустили ми объ
вополо: и оттуду пондохъ съ Углева, и прийдохъ есми на Костронь къ князю Александру
ноо грамотою великого князя, и отпустили ми доброполо, и на Пясо прийдохъ есми
вополо. И прийдохъ есми въ Новгородѣ́ въ Нижнемъ въ Михайло въ Бласену и въ по-
никию къ Ивану къ Сараеву, и они ми отпустили доброполо. А Василий Наппинъ прохьахъ въ
городъ дня недѣ́ли; и въ же ждалъ въ Новгородѣ́ въ Нижнемъ двѣ́ недѣ́ли 4 послѣ́ Тата-
оро Ширваншина Асанбѣ́га, а фѣ́хать съ крестья отъ великого князя Иваны, а крестьянъ у
девянства. И прийдохъ есми съ ними на путь Вологоо, и Казань есми прохьали добропо-
ло, не видѣ́я никого, и орду есми прохьали, и Сарая есми прохьали, и пыхьали есми
Бузаны. Ту нахъхали на насъ три Татарины неганы и сказали намъ лѣ́жныя вѣ́сти: Канисмы
лѣ́ть сторожеть гостей въ Бузаны, а съ нимъ тѣ́ три тысячи Татарь; и послѣ́ Ширваншина-
збѣ́гъ далъ имъ по однорять да по полотну, чтобы провели мимо Халтарахань. А они
цны Татарове по однорять взяли, да вѣ́сть дали въ Халтараханъ царю. И взъ свое судно
пустъ да похъ способъ на судно на посело и съ товалицы своихъ. Пыххали есми мимо л. 443.
Гарахань, а мѣ́сяцъ святить, и царъ нашъ видѣ́лъ, и Татарове къ намъ взяли: «качка, не
вѣ́те», — а мы того не слышали ничего, а бежали есми нарасумъ по нашимъ трёмъ. Царя
зала за нами всю свою ордѣ́, и они 5 насъ постигли на Бугубы, и учили насъ стреляти,
насъ застряли человѣ́къ, а у нихъ дво Татаринов застряли; и судно нашемъ стало на
и они нашъ взяли да того часъ разгребли. А молъ была мякая рухлядь вся въ мень-
ше судень, а въ большомъ судѣ́ есми дошли до море, ино стало на усть Волги на мери;
нии насъ тутъ взяли да судно есми надъ велѣ́й тягуты вверхъ по Щу, и тутъ судно наше
ше пограбили и четыре головы взяли Русскѣ́я, а насъ отпустили головами за море,
вѣ́сть не пропугали, вѣ́сть дѣ́ла. И пошли есми въ Дербентъ заплакавши дрема-
ля: въ одномъ суде посоль Асанбѣ́гъ, да Тезкии, да Русаковъ насъ досеть головами, а въ
томъ судне б Москва да шесть Тверичъ, да коровы, да корыц нашъ. А вѣ́стала фурго-
на на море, да судно меньше разболо о борготъ. А ту есть городокъ Тархъ, а люди вышли

1 подъ казанью вписано меже строкъ Б.  2 Текстъ Хожденія Аванасія Никитовича изобрѣ́лшимъ въ
редахъ слажахъ согласно съ Н. О. Р. Л., т. VI, стр. 380 илл.  3 хвалитсъ В.  4 и въ ждалъ...
на берегу, и пришли Кантакы да людей поняли асахъ. И пришли есма || въ Дербентъ, и ту Василий поздоровь принялъ, и мы погреблень. А бднъ есма челоъ Василию Панину да послу Ширваншпяну Асанбгъту, что есма съ ними пришли, чтобы съ печаловат о людехъ, что ихъ поняли подъ Тархъ Кантаки. И Асанбгъту печаловался и ѳдилъ на гору къ Булатутегъ, и Булатутегъ послалъ скорона ко Ширваншпяну 4: "что, господинъ, судно Русское розшло подъ Тархъ, и Кантаки принешь люди поняли, а товаръ ихъ розграбили". И Ширваншпябъ того же часа послалъ послъ къ шурину своему Алилбгъту Кантачевскому книязу: "что судно съ розило подъ Тархъ, и твои люди принешь людей поняли, а товаръ ихъ пограбили; и чтобы меня доль ко мнъ прислали и товаръ ихъ собрали, даже тѣ люди посланы на мо о имя; а что будешь тѣбѣ надобѣ у меня, и ты ко мнъ пришли, и язъ тѣбѣ своему брату не бороно; а тѣ люди поняли на мо имя, и ты бы ихъ отпустилъ ко мнѣ добровоно, меня дольъ". И Алилбгъту того часа люди отслалъ... 2 А поняаетъ его моръ по двошды на день: и тутъ есми взяли первого Великъ день, а пришелъ есми въ Гурмзы за четыре недѣлъ до Велика дн. А то есми города не всѣ писаль, много городовъ великихъ. А въ Гурмзы есть солнце ярко, человѣка сожжень. || А въ Гурмзы былъ есми мѣсяцъ, а изъ Гурмзы пошелъ есми за море Индѣсское по Величе днъ въ Радушцу, въ тану, съ конами, и шла есми моремъ до Мошката 10 дн., а отъ Мошката до Дѣлу 4 дн., а отъ Дѣлу Куразту, а отъ Куразту Конбагату, а тутъ съ родить краска даждѣкъ; а отъ Конбагату къ Чювилу; а отъ Чювилъ есми пришли въ 7-ю недѣлю по Величе днъ, а шла въ такъ есми 6 недѣлъ моремъ до Чивила. И тутъ есть Индѣсская страна, и люди ходятъ всѣ наги, а голова непокрыта, а груди голы, и власъ въ одну позу вплотенъ. А всѣ ходятъ брюхами, а дѣти родится на всеніе годъ, а детей у нихъ много. А мужики и женны всѣ наги, а всѣ черны: язъ куда кожу, лно за много людей много да динуятся бѣлому человѣку. А низъ ихъ нога на голѣва, а другая на гузнѣ; а борье у низъ нога на плещи, а другая на гузнѣ; книни ходятъ нога на плещи обогнуты, а другина на гузнѣ; а слуги низже и боярское нога на гузнѣ обогнуты, да щитъ, да мечъ въ рукахъ, а низъ съ сушкиами, а низъ съ ноги, а низъ съ саблями, а низъ съ луки и стрелами, а всѣ наги да бося да болката, а волосовъ не брезютъ. А женны ходятъ голова непокрыта, || а сосцы голы. А нороники да девочки ходятъ наги, до семи лѣтъ, сорокъ непокрытъ. А ис Чюния сухомъ пошли есми до Пали 8 дн., до 3 Индѣскіе горы 4; а отъ Пали до Уми 10 дн., и то есть горахъ Индѣсский; а отъ Уми до Чюнера 7 дн., ту есть Асаатганъ Чюнерскій Индѣсский, а холопъ Мелинкучаровъ, а держитъ семь этокъ отъ Мелинкучары. А Мелинкучаръ сидитъ на 20 тыхъ, а бытся съ Кафары 20 лѣтъ есть: то его позбиваютъ, то онъ позбиваютъ ихъ монгольды. Ханъ же 4 задить на людехъ, а слововъ у него много, а коней у него много добрыхъ, а людей у него много Хоросанцевъ, а привозятъ ихъ изъ Хоросанскихъ землѣ, и ныне изъ Орапскѣ землѣ, а нынѣ не Түркменскѣ землѣ, а нынѣ не Чеботайскѣ землѣ; а привозятъ всѣ моремъ въ тахахъ Индѣскѣ карбалы. И язъ грѣшныя принешь жеребица въ Индѣскую землю и дошелъ есми до Чюнера, Богъ далъ, по здорову всѣ, а сталъ я во сто рублей. Зина же у нихъ стала съ Троицына дн., а зимовали есми въ Чюнери, жили есми два мѣсяцы, ежедневъ и нощъ 4 мѣсяцы всѣда года да грызъ, въ тѣ же днѣ у нихъ опять да едятъ пшеницу, да тутургать, да погутъ, да все сълѣтное. Вино же у
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ть чиша въ великахъ || орѣхъ подъ кони Гундустанскѣ, а браць чиша въ туты, кони же || лакать посугомъ, да варить кичирись съ сахаромъ, да кормить кони, да съ масломъ, норану подавать имъ щемии. Въ Іындской же земли кони ся у нихъ не роздать, въ ихъ землѣ рода два подавать ихъ, на токъ же бадить и товаръ взять, все далятъ. Чонеръ же есть на островъ на каменномъ, не одѣланъ ничѣмъ, Богомъ сотворенъ; а ходить на гору по одному человеку, дорога тесна, и двое покит нѣкая. Въ Іындской землѣ гости ся вать по подворяемъ, а бестъ варять на гости государяны, и постепно стелать на гости го- даряны, и смять съ гостыми сюкишъ илиресьень ду пить бересенъ, скишъ илимесь екъ вол бересенъ, достуръ аранчатура, а скишъ муфутъ, а любятъ бѣлыхъ людей. Зимѣ же ихъ ходять людіи 1 фога на гузнъ, а другага по племени, а третье на головь; а клизи и не толды на себя вдаются торгты, да сорочкіна, да кашталь, да оста по племени, да дру- ся опониетъ, а третьему голову уврить; а се оло, ало, албъ оло актъ, оло коремъ, оло ныкъ. А въ томъ Чонеръ ханъ у мѣна вязать жеребина, а увилаять, что жѣ не Бессермен- лень. Ручить, и онъ мозлеть: "жеребца дамъ, да тысяча алатыхъ дамъ, а стаинъ въ вѣръ у || въ Махметдени; а не стаинъ въ вѣръ нашу въ Махматдени, и жеребина весу, и об. 445. и вчю алатыхъ въ мѣну твой весу"; а сюкъ учинилъ на четыре днъ въ Осогожию ынно на Сасовъ день. И Господь Богъ смиривался на своей честный празднникъ, не оста- ви милости своея отъ мѣна грушиаго и не велѣть ногоциуть въ Чонерѣ съ нечестивыми: наутри Сасовы днѣ прйхать Хозяйки Махметъ Хоросанецъ, и били есми ему человѣкъ, пы ся о мнѣ почлановъ; и онъ вязать въ мѣну въ городъ да мѣна отпросили, чтобы мѣ вѣръ не поставили, да и жеребца мѣна у него взять. Такою Осогожено чюдо на Сасовъ день. Ино, бралъ Русцы христіанѣ, кто хочетъ ионуть въ Іындскѣю землю, и ты остану свою на Руси, да нескликнувъ Махмета да ионуть въ Гундустанскую землю. Мене замаглі въ Бессермены, а сказывали своего много папето товары, ио пѣтъ ничего на нашу землю, товары бѣлой, на Бессерменскую землю, нересь да краска, то и дешью. Ино возять аче коремъ, и ии пялины не дѣютъ, а понялия много, а на море разбойниковъ много, а ияняютъ все Казары, ии 2 крестыне, но Бессермену, а молятся каменныя || болваномъ, а иста не знають, ни Махмета не зовать. А ис Чонера есмы вышли на Осогожин день къ городь, къ большому граду, а ии емся мѣсцѣ до Бедера; а отъ Бедера до Кулонжера дй, а отъ Кулонжера до Кольберга 5 днѣ; промежу тѣхъ великихъ градовъ много городовъ, шесть день по три городы, а иной по четыре городы, колко ковою, колко градовъ: отъ Кулонжера до Чонера 20 ковою, а отъ Чонера до Бедера 40 ковою, а отъ Бедера до Кулонжера 9 ковою. Въ Бедере же торгъ на кони, на товаровъ, да на камы, да на шелькъ, а иной товары; да купить въ немъ чуди череые, а ины въ немъ купи пйтъ; да все товары въ Гундустанской, а на Сурускую землю товаровъ нйтъ. А все черые, а все шелкъ, а женцы все бдлы въ нѣмы, да тать, да ложъ, да зелѣ, осолоденъ можеъ язвы зелѣмъ. Въ Іындской земли низжать все Хоросаны, и боле всѣ Хоросаны, а Гун- дянцы всѣ пышходы, а ходить передъ Хоросаны на конехъ, а ины всѣ въ пиш ходить брзю, всѣ наги да бося, да щель въ руцѣ, а въ другой мечъ, а ины въ луки бдлы съ пря- ми да стрелами. А бой ихъ всѣ снои, да пишыхъ пускать напередь, а Хоросаны же ихъ да въ доспѣхъ, и кони, и сами; а всѣ слономъ вяжуть къ рьху да къ здбонъ не- об. 446.
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476. Насколько по кентарю кованных, да оболочать ихъ въ доспѣхѣ будатныя, да на нихъ учинены города, а въ городѣхъ по 12 человѣкъ въ доспѣхѣхъ, да всѣ съ пушками да съ стрѣлами. Есть у нихъ одно мѣсто, нынѣ бывшаго правительства базаръ аллипинацъ, на горѣ единѣ базаръ, слѣдуетесь вся страна Индѣйскаго торговать, да торгуютъ 10 дней, отъ Бедеря 12 ковонъ: приводить кони, до 20 коней тысячи продаютъ, всѣмъ товарье созвать; въ Гундѣстонской землѣ тѣхъ торгъ лучший, всѣмъ товарье продаютъ и покупать, на памятъ нынѣ Алладина, а на Русскомъ Покровѣ святаго Богородицы. Есть въ томъ аланѣ птица гуцука, летаетъ ночи, а ключетъ къ къ куку; а на которой хорошимъ созвать, то тутъ человѣкъ умереть и кто хочетъ ея убить, имъ въ ней ню етъ огонь выдѣлъ. А вамъдыходятъ ночи 2 да имѣютъ куры, а живутъ въ горѣ или въ камень. А обезьяны то тѣ живутъ по лѣсу; а у нихъ есть нынѣ обезьяньскій, да ходить ратно своею; да кто замаетъ, и они ея жадуютъ князю своему. и они, присходятъ на градъ, дверы разводятся и людей побоятъ; а рати ихъ, сказываютъ, велики много, а нынѣ у нихъ есть свой, а детей родятъ много; да которѣй родится ни въ отецъ 3 ни въ матерь, и они 4 тѣхъ нечего по дорогамъ, нынѣ Гундѣстины тѣхъ имаютъ да учатъ ихъ вѣкуру рукохлѣю, а нынѣ продаютъ ночи, чтобы вдругъ не зная бежать, а нынѣмъ учатъ тѣхъ мицкѣтъ. Весна же у нихъ стали съ Пожалы святаго Богородицы; а празднуютъ шигу Алладину веселѣ, две щедрѣй на Покровѣ, а празднуютъ 8 дней; въ весну драться 3 мѣсяца, а 1 лѣто 3 мѣсяца, а зиму 3 мѣсяца. Бедеря же ихъ столь Гундѣстану Бесерсенскому, а градъ есть великий, а людей много велики; а слать пневелыхъ, 20 лѣтъ, а держать боевыхъ, а смотрѣть Хорсанды, а воютъ все Хорсанды. Есть Хорсанды Меликтуауъ боюрига, нынѣ у него двѣстѣ дысячни рати своей, а у Ферратхана 20 тысячи, а много тѣхъ хановъ по 10 тысячи рати, а съ слатановъ выходять триста тысячи рати своей. А земли люди вѣлься, а сельскіе люди земли вѣлься, а боевых силы добрѣ 5 и нынѣ вѣлься вѣлься; а все ихъ посвятъ на ходатайство на совершеннѣйшихъ, да прѣдъ нимъ водить кони въ сапехъ златыхъ, а до верхъ и нижъ земли 300 человѣкъ, и нынѣ вѣлься вѣлься, да трубникомъ 10 человѣкъ, да трубникомъ 10 человѣкъ, да сирпѣлникомъ 10 человѣкъ. Слать же высажаетъ на потѣхѣ съ войскомъ, да въ женю, нынѣ съ нимъ человѣкъ на конѣ 10 тысячи, а нынѣ пятьдесятъ тысячи, а слатановъ шахинъ 12 дѣвять дысячныхъ въ доспѣхѣхъ золоченныхъ, да прѣдъ нимъ трубниковъ сто человѣкъ, да пясцовъ сто человѣкъ 6, да коней простояхъ 300 въ сапехъ золотыхъ, да обезьяны имѣютъ свои, да блядея сто, а все гаукры. Въ слатановъ же двери семеро городъ, а въ городѣхъ седьмъ по сто сторонѣ, да по сто писцовъ Кафарговъ: кто пощадитъ, нынѣ запишентъ, а кто вынѣтъ, нынѣ запишентъ; а гаукры не пускаютъ въ городѣ. А дверь же его чуденъ вѣлься: все на вырѣчъ да на золотѣ, а послѣдней камень вырезать да златомъ описать вѣлься чудно; да во дверь у него суды роны. Городъ же Деберъ стерегутъ въ ночи тысяча человѣкъ кутоновскихъ, а залатъ на конѣ въ доспѣхѣхъ, да у всѣхъ по сцѣтѣ. А язы чуд权益 своего продаля въ Бедеря, да наложилъ ея у него шестьдесятъ да осемъ футушинъ, а нынѣ вѣлься ея годъ. Въ Бедеря же земъ ходить по улицѣмъ, а длина ея двѣ сажени... 7 въ четверты человѣкъ, а образомъ слатаго анера, а являлся нынѣ хвостомъ, и вырезать на каменѣ, а хвость черезъ него сажень. 8. Къ Бухану же съезжаются
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трапа Индвийская на чудо Бутово; да у Бутхана бретятся старые и молодые, жонки в 1473
ки, а бретят на соби всё положение, и бороды, и головы, и кости, да пойдуть к 2448
шу, да со вскее головы охватят по деб шестьлии пошлинни на Бута, а сю коней по
е футы. А свяжется к Бутхану всех людей бысть взерь лек, ибо башеть сать
лек. В Вчуане же Бут выразился не камени не чернаго, велими великий, да кость 
через него, да руку прано поднять высоко, да простер её, аки Устелень царь 
трап, и из деб руки у него коноп, а на немь идет ничего, и гузю у него оби
широкимою, и виденье обезьяннико; а ные Буты натя, идет ничего коть аном; а жонки
ны натя вырзали и съ камом, и съ леты. А передь Бутово же стоять везь велими
в, и вырзали не камени ис чернаго, а весь заполнень, а целують его въ коньто, а
оть на него цвяты. Индвание же не дять никакорогоже маса, ни ялоочки, ни бора
ни курицы, ни рыбы, ни сненья, а сненье же у ных велыми много; дять же въ
дожди, а ночи не дять, а вина не пять, ни сыты; а в Бесеремоне ни пять, ни дять. 
шша ихь площа; а один съ однимъ не пять ни йст, ни з жепов; а дять бриций, || да въ
съ масомъ, да травы розные дять, а нерить съ масомъ да съ молодымъ: а дять все
нраво, и готою не привется ни за что, а ножа не дрыжать, а лошены не знайте; а и
не кто же нерить себй пашу, а у всякого по горнизу. А оть Бесеремон крьются, чтобы 
осмотрять ли въ горницу, ли въ бар въ; а только посмотреть, шо ве йсты и не едят; а
покрываются платомъ, чтобы никто не видь его. А намать же ихь на востокъ, по Руси
и обе руки поднимать высоко, да кладуть на тьмя, да ложатся нить на землй, да весь са
есть по земли: то ихь похони. А йсты же даться, и они омывают руки да ноги, да и
поноласкивать. А Бутханы же ихь безь дверей, а стояны на востокъ, а Буты стоять на
къ. А кто у нихь умереть, и они 3 тьма жить, да и попать сыпятся на воду. А у жены 
ся родить, ио бабить мужь, а имя сыну дать отецъ, а мати дочери. А доброть у
йства, а корони не знайте. Попать ио принять, и они 3 са клачены по чернеческий
уки до земли дотычаться, а не говорить ничего. Къ Первото же давать о великомъ за
ве, къ своему ихь туто Йерусалимъ, а Бесеременска Маткъ 1, а по Русскимъ Йерусалимъ.
пунжками Порвать. А свяжется всь наги, только на гузане плать, а жонки всь наги,
на гузане фата, а ныне ф оотахъ, да на шехъ жемчугу много, да ялоовы, да на
в обручъ, да перси златы ольо оакъ. А внутрь къ Бутхану дать на волихъ, да у ных
овоканы нывъ, да на шен у него трести колоколовъ, да коньта подкованы ямцы;
воды ачене зонутъ. Индвание же натя зовутъ отчень, а корону материю; а камъ 3
наздыб и йсту нерить собь, а попольсь тьмы мажутся по лицу, и по чели, и по всенему
вздыму. Въ недьло же да въ понедельникъ едять одною днемъ. Въ Йидды же какъ печь
а учется дерь: секешь идрысь и жители: ячами ила атарсыгь аты ждетъ берь; а
доступъ; акуль коращий учесть; царь фуна хубъ; бемъ фуна хубъ: сень: сень: кра
шь каша хощъ. Отъ Первытъ же прйхалъ есми въ Бодеръ, за пятидатъ дней до
менского глубаго. А Великаго дня и Воскресенія Христова не вйдао, а по приймать
: Великъ день бьвае христіанския перво Бесеременскаго брагами за девять дней на 3
дни. А со мною || идетъ ничего, никою книги, а книги есма взяли съ собою съ Руси, 
коля ма пограбили, и они 1 и ихь взяли; а язв забылъ вѣры крественскія все, призд
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шники крестьянские, ни Велика дни, ни Рожества Христова не знаю, а промежу есмі вѣръ танырышный истрѣмный от сакасываны; олко худо, олко ясь, олко, ты олко карымело, таныры сень, худо сень сень. Богъ едіны, тѣ Царь славны, Творецъ нобу и земли. А вду и на Русь, кътныны тьры имы, урьусъ тутымъ, Мѣсяцъ марть прошло, яьзъ заговъ ихъ Бесеремы въ подлѣ, да гошысь есмі мѣсяцъ, мяса есмі не ѣлъ и ничего скоромного, никакѣ чѣты Бесеремскіе, а ѣлъ есмі по двѣдь на день хѣдѣ дь воду, а пратылай ятамыдъ, да молился есмі Христу Вседержителю, кто сотворъ небо и землю, а иного есмі не призывалъ никтого именемъ, Богъ олло, Богъ керимъ, Богъ ратимъ, Богъ хосло, Богъ ахьберъ, Богъ Царь славы, олло нарено, олло радимъ, олло 1 сеньсень около ты. А отъ Гурмаза итти моремъ до Галатъ 10 дни, а отъ Галатъ до Дагу шесть дни, а отъ Дага до Мощката 6 дни, а отъ Мощката до Кучьрата 10 дни, а отъ Кучьрата до Цамата 4 дни, а отъ Цамата до Чини 12 дни, а отъ Чини до Дабыла 6 дни. И Дабыло же есть пристанище въ Гундустанъ послѣдніе Бессеремстну, а отъ Дабыла до Келката 25 дни, а отъ Келката до Сильна 15 дни, а отъ Сильна до Шабыта мѣсяцъ итти, а отъ Шабыта до Пенгу 20 дни, а отъ Пенгу до Чини да до Чини мѣсяцъ итти, моремъ все то хоженіе; а отъ Чини до Китаа итти сухомъ 6 мѣсяцъ, а моремъ 4 дни итти, прастрооа чѣтылъ. Гурмазъ же есть пристанище велико, всего сыта люди въ немъ блющать, всѣйкий товарь въ немъ есть; что во всѣхъ свѣтѣ родится, то въ Гурмазѣ есть все; тамага же велика: деслесоть съ всѣго емѣют. Камыайъ же пристанище Индйскому морю всѣму, а товарь въ немъ все дѣланъ величъ, да престредо, да кианыдъ, да чинять краску нылъ, да родиться въ немъ ледь, да ахынъ, да лоепъ. Дабыло же есть пристанище велико съ, приводить коис изъ Мискоръ, изо Арабстаны, да ходятъ сухомъ мѣсяцъ до Бедеръ да до Кельбергу. А Келкать же есть пристанище Индйскаго моря всего, а прости его не дай Богъ 2 никакую гостинку, а кто его не увидитъ, тотъ ноздорову не 1 прійдетъ моремъ; а родится въ немъ перено, да земьбыля, да цѣйтъ, да мошкать, да каланфуръ, да корица, да гофынчи, да рамное кореньце въ немъ родится много, да все въ немъ дешиено, да кулу да клащашъ писарь хубъ сіихъ. А Сильна же есть пристанище Индйскаго моря немало, а въ немъ лежать бабамы въ горѣ на высоко; да около ея родится камыяке драгое, да черныя, да фатыты, да бабугури, да бинаны, да хрусталъ, да сумбада, да елюсы родится, да продавать ихъ въ лоепотъ, да денежники продавать въ мѣсяцъ. А Шабытайское пристанище Индйскаго моря великомъ велико; а Хоросанецъ даютъ илазо по тішке на день, и великомъ, и маломъ; а кто въ немъ женится Хоросанецъ, и кианъ Шабытайскій даешь по тысячи тенозъ на жертву, да илазо даешь на всякий мѣсяцъ по ннідесетъ тенозъ; да родится въ Шабытъ илазо, да санпѣтъ, да жемчужъ, да въ дешиено. А въ Пенгу же есть пристанище немало, да все въ немъ держыны жинуть Индйскіе, а родится въ немъ камышо драгое, манисъ, да илазо, да санпѣтъ; а продавать же камень держынки. А Чинское же да Мачинское пристанище велики велико, да дѣлаютъ въ немъ чиинъ, да продавать въ немъ мѣсяцъ, а дешиено. А коны ихъ съ мужи своими снять въ день, а ночи жены, ихъ ходятъ сняти въ гарпомъ, да снять съ гарпъ, да дать ихъ алазу, да приницать съ собою фесту сахарную да вино сахарное, да корытъ да ношъ гостей, чтобы едъ любыить, а любить гостей людей блишъ, запышъ ихъ люди чыры велмы; а у которыя жены отъ гости зачитается деть, и мужи далъ алазу; а родится дни блюло, ино госты пошляны 300 тенозъ, а черное родится, ино ему пять ничего, что инъ да етъ, то ему халадъ. Шабытай же отъ
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к 3 мѣсяцам, а отъ Дабыла до Шабата 2 мѣсца моремъ ити; Мачимъ да Чимъ отъ 1475.

1 4 мѣсяцы моремъ ити, а тамъ же дѣлаютъ чими, да все дешево; а до Силиръ 2 мѣ-

сяцы моремъ, а до Келекота 4 мѣсяца ити. Въ Шабатѣ же роцытся подъ, да ныки, да

рѣкъ, да сандаля, слоны же продаетъ въ локоть. Въ Силире же роцытся амьвы, да

ры, да фатты, да хрусталь, да бабугуры. Въ Лекоте же роцытся перецъ, да мѣскать,

ци, да суфаль, да цѣбетъ. Въ Кърата же роцытся краса далузы. Да въ Калбонти

и ахинъ. Въ Орачору же роцытся алмазъ бирюза да поль конъ же алмазъ, продаютъ об. 451.

по пяти рублей, а до ряго по десяти рублей, почка алмазу вѣчно не кончъ, сія же

еще кѣмъ, а впиться семь бенока. Альма роцытся въ горѣ каменной, а продаютъ же ту гору

по дѣб тысячъ фунтовъ златыхъ своего алмаза, а конъ алмазу продаютъ въ

по десяти тысячъ оттопы, златыхъ. А земля же та Амелиханова, а холотъ салановый.

Бедера 30 ковонъ. А съто Кідиове зовуть Шабатъ своимъ Кідонъ, а то ждутъ а

цене не Жидновъ, ни Берсемена, ни крьшенье, нына вѣра Индѣйская, ни съ Худы, ни

рѣнцы ни піотъ, ни ядить, а мяса никаковъ не ядить. Да въ Шабатѣ же все дешево,

такъ шель да сахаръ велики дешево; да по лѣсу у нихъ мѣсьны ходить да обеззинъ,

дорогахъ людей держать, но у нихъ нишъ ни почъ ни дорогахъ не сіять бѣлки, обеззинъ

да мѣсьномъ халы. Отъ Шабата же 10 мѣсяцъ сухомъ итти, а моремъ 4 мѣсяцъ аукъкновъ,

леномъ корыстныхъ рѣбутъ нашы, а въ немъ мускусъ родится; и дикѣ оленъ пушки изъ

опаны по лѣсу, но не тѣмъ вони выходить, да въ сбѣтъ, тотъ же не сіять. Мѣсяца а. 452.

день, Великъ день вълъдъ есми въ Бедере въ Берсеменскомъ въ Гунстаѣ; а Берсемена

въ вазы въ середу мѣсяца махъ 1; а заговѣлъ есми мѣсяца арпила 1 день. О благовѣннѣ

и крѣстьнѣ! иже кто по многимъ землянъ много плъваетъ въ многѣ беды впдааютъ и

си да лишаютъ крѣстьнскихъ. Азъ же рабище Божий Абенасаѣ сказыши по вѣрѣ кре-

кѣй: уже годными 4 Великая говѣйна и 4 годнымъ Великыя дни, азъ же грѣшный

dо, что есть Великъ день или говѣять, но Рожества Христова не знаю, ни ныны

шевъ не вбдаю, ни среды, ни пантыцы не вбдаю; а книгъ у меня нѣть: колыя я погра-

пи они 2 книги взяли у меня. Азъ же отъ многѣ беды подоходъ до Индѣй, запежекъ

мѣ пошлѣ мѣ съ чемѣ, не осталось у меня товару ничего. Первы дѣ Великъ день

если въ Каннѣ, а другытъ дѣнь въ Чебокару въ Малдаринской землѣ, треетъ

dень въ Гурмезѣ, четверты Великъ день взялъ есми въ Индѣю въ Берсеменѣ въ Бедерѣ;

много плахъ по вѣрѣ крѣстьнскѣй. Берсеменщы же Мачимъ тотъ мѣ много понуди

у Берсеменской статъ; азъ же ему рекохъ: «господине, ты намѣзъ каларьсянь| менда, об. 453.

куларьсянь менда 3 каларь мѣнь асень нччай». Они же мнѣ рече: «истинну ты не

ненить кажышевъ, а крѣстьнства не знаешь». Азъ же во многѣ въ помышлия впдаохъ

въ себѣ: «горе мнѣ окаянномъ, яко отъ пути истиннаго заблудящихся, и пути не знаю

ламо подъ. Господи Боже Вседрѣжителю, Творецъ небу и землѣ не отврати лица отъ

в Твоего, яко въ скорби есмы, Господи, призри на мнѣ и помилуй мнѣ, яко твое есмы

не. Не отверні мнѣ, Господи, отъ пути истиннаго, настави мнѣ, Господи, на путь правый,

ючжаже добржлѣ въ нужи тѣ не съторихъ Тобѣ, Господи Боже мой, яко дни

рецыхъ во алѣ все. Господи мой, ольо переводичерь, ольо ты, каримъ ольо, радиимъ ольо,

о ольо, радиим елъо; ахамду лимо. Уже годными великия дни четыре въ Берсемень-
175, ской землі, а крестьянство не оставлялъ,—дале Богъ вѣдать что будетъ. Господи Боже мой, на Твъ упонахъ, спаси мѣя, Господи Боже мой». Въ Идѣ же Бессереженскѣ въ Великомъ 
Бедерѣ смотрѣлъ еси на Вѣлѣную потоцъ на Вѣлѣній день волосяны да кола въ воро могли, 
33. а лось главу смотри на востокъ. На баграмъ на Бессереженскѣ выхьиль сутланны | на шефро- 
ницу, имъ съ нѣмъ 20 виховъ великихъ, да триста слоновъ наряженныхъ въ доспѣхъ бу- 
латьскихъ, да въ городахъ, да и городахъ окопаны, да въ городѣ въ 6 человѣкъ въ доспѣхъ, 
дь и съ пушками, да и съ пищальми; а на великомъ слонѣ на 12 человѣкъ, да на всѣхъ 
но два проборца великая, да къ зубьонъ поплаваши великия мечи по кентарию, да къ руку 
присваиня великия жезлыны гири, да человѣкъ седить въ доспѣхъ провѣй ушебъ, дя крюкъ 
у него жезлыній великой, дя тёмъ его правать; да коней простыхъ тысячи въ саняхъ зла- 
tыхъ, да верхоблюзовъ сто съ нагарами, дя трубникъ 300, дя плащъ 300, дя ковры 300. 
4. на салатѣ князя весь сажень яхонты, дя на ланце нѣшъ олашъ великий, дя садить 
злотъ съ яхонты, да три сабли на ножъ злотомъ окованы, дя седло злото да снать злоты, 
да все злото 1; да предъ нѣмъ 2 скакать кафаръ пѣва, да играть таранземъ, да за нимъ пѣ- 
шыхъ много; да за нимъ благой слонъ пѣять, а весь въ камѣ наряженъ, да обиваетъ люди, 
дя тѣмъ у него жезлыны велика въ уте, да обиваетъ кони и люди, кто бы на салатѣ не ви- 
ступаю бластро. А брать салатовъ, а тотъ седить на кротати на злотой, да надъ нимъ 3. 
теремъ оковатьте дя макавица злотъ съ яхонты, да несуть его | 20 человѣкъ. А Махмутъ 
седить на кротати на злотой, да надъ нимъ тремь шинды съ маковицей злотою, да везутъ его на 4 
коне въ саняхъ златыхъ; да около его людей многое множество, да предъ 
нимъ пеницы, да плащающихъ много, да всѣ з голыми мечи, да съ саблями, да съ щитами, да съ 
сулицами, да съ копи, да съ дуги съ прямымъ съ вѣнками, да кони всѣ въ доспѣхъ, да 
саданы на нихъ, а ныне нати всѣ, одно платице на гузене, коромъ злыщенъ. Въ Бедере же 
мѣсяцъ смотри три дня 8 полонъ. Въ Бедере же садакаго овощу пѣть. Въ Гундустанъ же 
силнаго вару пѣть; силвѣн варъ въ Гурымазъ да въ Катобагранимѣ, гдѣ си жемчугъ родить, 
да въ Жидѣ, да въ Мирѣ, да въ Орвйбистанѣ, да въ Ларѣ; а въ Хоросанской землѣ варно, 
да не таково; а въ Чоготани вѣдемъ варно; въ Ширазѣ, да въ Елдѣ, да въ Каппинѣ варно да 
вѣтеръ бываетъ; а въ Гилан душно вѣдлы да вѣтеръ лихъ; да въ Шамихѣ варъ лѣхъ; да въ 
Вашевламъ варно 4, а въ Лыя не такъ варно. А въ Севастѣ губѣ да въ Гурымазской землѣ 
добръ обилио всѣмъ; да Турская землѣ обилина вѣдлы, да въ Волоцкой землѣ обилио и 
двенасо, да и Подолская землѣ обилина всѣмъ; а русъ еръ тамьрций скаплился; [было скилъ, 
будуахъ да мункушибъ еръ алгушъ; нечина урушъ еръ, безлири акой тупыла; урушъ еръ або- 
дыанъ болемытъ: растъ камъ заретъ. Олъ худо, богъ дагиръ. Господи Божи мой, на Ты 
упонахъ, спаси мнѣ Господи; пути не знаю, иже вамъ иду въ Гундустанѣ; на Гурымазъ 
пойти, а изъ Гурмана на Хоросан пути вѣту, ни на Чеготан пути пѣту, ни на Бодату пути 
пѣту, ни на Катобагранимъ пути пѣту, ни на Елдѣ пути пѣту, ни на Рабстой пути пѣту, 
но вѣдѣ быть сталъ книелой вѣдѣ выбить, Иашу выры убѣздъ Уасканѣбѣ, а Салтамусіанъ 
окорицанъ, а Уаусанебѣ на Ширазе сѣть, и земли си не окрешила, а Едагеръ Махметъ; а 
тотъ къ нему не ездить, блюдетъ; а нынѣ пути нѣщды. А на Мышу пѣту, что стати 
въ вѣру Бессереженскую, замеже крещитъ не ходить на Мышу вѣры дня 5. А жити въ Гун-
см., что в его собственном восприятии, где речь идет о том, что в них все дорогое: один ясный человечек, ино по 1775.

Одни алтами на харазо две на день, а вина и не пивать, и не съесть. Меликпутчары пофрода выписали Индийских, что разбивали по вору Индийскому, а князь понимал сему, на ихъ взятъ, яко яхонты, яко въ аламазу || да кирпуковъ, да сть яокъ товару до,

а вино товару бесчислено рать взяла; а стоялъ подъ городомъ два года, а ратъ съ двести тысячь, да слоновъ сто, да 300 переблюдовъ. Меликпутчаръ принесъ ратью своею черью на курбанъ баграмъ, а на Русскомъ на Петровъ день; и солдатъ послалъ 10 въ стрѣлъ его за 10 коновъ, а въ колѣ по 10 версты, а со всѣми всѣврѣмъ по семь рать своей да по 10 слоновъ въ доспѣхъ. А у Меликпутчары на весь день съ двѣ сотния по шпионамъ человѣкъ, а съ ними садился три вожди за его скатерти, а съ нымъ по 50 человѣкъ, а его 100 человѣкъ боариповъ ищерпенныхъ. У Меликпутчары на по коней 2000, да 1000 осѣбланныхъ и день и ночь готовы, да 100 слоновъ пошены: да на всѣхъ поштъ дыру его перетерстой сто человѣкъ въ доспѣхъ, да 20 трубъ, да 10 пагарѣ, да 10 бунтовъ велѣнныхъ, по два человѣка боязь. Мышамылъ, да вчера, да Хафарахаиъ, а въ взяли три города великие, а съ ними рать своей 100 тысячъ, въ 50 слоновъ, а тамъ вакъ бесчисленна яхонты, да камень всякого дорогаго, а все то каменье да лимоны, лимонами, на Меликпутчаръ: адъ-попотай дѣйвришне, что гостемъ не продавать; а въ пришли о Соспени дни къ Бедрею граду.

и выдѣлываетъ на потѣхъ въ четвертѣ на 90 воротъ, да при съ ними всѣрѣмы выезжать, въ выезжаетъ слуга на весь съ мананыхъ съ матерью да съ сестрою; а жонол колѣ тысьчалетъ на конѣ да на въ сторонѣ на золоченыхъ, да коней предъ ними простыхъ въ доспѣхъ золотыхъ, въ пѣнныхъ съ нею много вѣлѣнъ, да два воротъ, да въ возѣ, да 50 слоновъ въ покояхъ сукняхъ, да по 4 человѣкъ на слонѣ сидѣтъ мальчія, латице на гузанъ, да жонолъ пѣніе пати, а вѣду да ними носить пита да подмышатся; въ у одного воды не пить. Меликпутчаръ выехал въ новати Индийскаго съ ратию свою ко Бедре да на память шпина Аладина, а на Рускомъ на Покровъ святая Богородица, а вышло съ нимъ 50 тысячъ, а солдатъ послалъ рати своей 50 тысячъ, да три съ ними пошли, а съ нимъ 30 тысячъ, да сто слоновъ съ ними пошли до города да въ до-, да на всѣхъ слонѣ по 4 человѣкъ съ пѣцалами. Меликпутчаръ пополз вновати къ великое княженіе Индийское. А у Бинедарскаго князя 300 слоновъ да сто тысячъ своей, а коней 50 тысячъ у него. Солдатъ выехал изъ града Бедре восемной мѣсяцъ, а пришло, да съ ними возвращенъ въ 26 возвращенъ, 20 возвращенъ Бесерменицыхъ, а чрезъ Индийскіхъ. А съ солдатомъ двера его вышло сто тысячу рать своей конныхъ въ двѣсть тысячу пѣнныхъ, да 300 слоновъ въ городахъ да въ доспѣхъ, да сто людьмъ на двою чинѣ. А съ братомъ саламоновъ вышло двера его 100 тысяча пѣнныхъ людей,

7) слоновъ наряженныхъ въ доспѣхъ. А за Махаамомъ вышло двера его 20 тысяча конныхъ пѣнныхъ 60 тысячъ, да 20 слоновъ наряженныхъ. А съ Бедреамъъ вышло 30 тысячь, да и съ братомъ, да пѣнныхъ сто тысячь, да слоновъ 25 наряженныхъ съ городахъ. А съ ямъ вышло двера его 10 тысяча конь, а пѣнныхъ 20 тысячь, да 10 слоновъ съ го-

А съ Уворхамъ вышло 15 тысячъ конныхъ людей, да пѣнныхъ 30 тысячъ, да 15 въ наряженыхъ. А съ Кутовалхамъ вышло двера его 15 тысяча конныхъ, да пѣнныхъ

стъ книгъ Б
75. 40 тысяч, да 10 слонов. А со всеми, возвретем по 10 тысяч, а с ними 15 тысяч конных, а пыших 20 тысяч. А с Индийскими Авдономь вышло рати своей 40 тысяч
6. конных людей, а пыших людей сто тысяч, да 40 слонов || наржденныхъ въ достопещъ, да по 4 человѣка на нихъ съ пушками. А съ сутланомъ вышло возвретем 26, а со всеми возвретем по десяти тысяч рати своей, а пыших 20 тысяча, а с ними возвретемъ 15 тысяч въ конных людей и пышихъ 30 тысяч. А Индийскіе 4 возвретем великихъ, а съ ними рати своей 40 тысячер конныхъ людей, а пышихъ сто тысяч. И сутланъ ополчился на Индѣиан, что мало съ ними, и онъ еще прибавилъ 20 тысяч пышихъ людей, да сто тысячъ конныхъ людей до 20 слоновъ. Такова сила сутланова Индійскаго Бесерменскаго Маметъ день 1 ипія, а растъ денегъ худо дополнять; а правой вѣрѣ Богъ вѣдается, а правая вѣра Бога единаго зная и имъ Его присмыкавъ на велкомъ мѣстѣ чисто. Въ пятый же Великъ день взыщемыся на Русъ. Идяхъ изъ Бедеря града за мѣсцы до углубрамъ Бесерменскаго Маметъ денег розсужда: а Велика дни крѣстянскаго не вѣда Христова Воскресенія, а гонѣйше же ихъ гонѣй съ Бесермены, и разговарива съ ними и Великъ день взят въ Кельбергъ, отъ Бедері 10 ковонъ. Сутланъ пришелъ да Мелниккуларъ съ рати своею 15 день 2 по углубрамъ, а въ 6. Кельбергъ, а война ся имъ не удалъ; 3: одинъ городъ взятъ || Индійской, а людей ихъ много награбъ, и казны много истребили. — А Индийскій же салынъ Калыга велими сидѣль и рати у него много, а сдѣлиц въ городѣ Бичыгатъры. А градъ же его велики великъ, около его три ровы, да сквозь его река течеть, а съ одной стороны его женыѣ здѣль, а въ другую сторону приходятъ полчетъ люди и дѣла мѣста, велики угодны все, на одну же сторону проникъ накуды, сквозь грамъ огонь, а града же взятъ накуды: пришла гора велика да деберъ златицы. Подъ городомъ же стояла рать мѣсцы, и люди помѣрено безводны, да головъ велики много награбъ и з возведи да з безводцы; а на воду смотрѣться, а взятъ накуды. А градъ же взятъ Индийскій Меликънъ холѣ, а взятъ его силовымъ день и ночу былъ съ городомъ 20 дни, рати ни пили, ни елъ, подъ городомъ стояла съ накудами: а рати его награбо илѣть тысяча люду добраго, а городъ взятъ, накуды выскребли 20 тысяча ноголого мужскаго и женскаго, а 20 тысяча лодону взятъ великаго и малаго; а продавала голову лодону по 10 тенейъ, а робата цы двѣ тенес, а класы же не было ничего. А Большаго города не взятъ. А отъ Кельбергъ нѣдохъ до Кульури. А изъ Кульури же || родится ахинъ, и та его дѣляютъ на весь сичь и оттуду его розживать; а въ Киринъ же алмазнымъ треста, сулъяхъ миннули. И тутъ же бѣхъ нять мѣсцы. А оттуду же, походы Калыми, ту же, з барабъ велики великъ. А оттуду походъ Ковенъ, а отъ Калами въ походы къ шику Аладину, а отъ шику Аладина походъ Ковенъ, и отъ Ковенъ Кинкрис, и отъ Кинкриса къ Сури, и отъ Сури походъ до Дабылы, пристанціе Индійскаго моря. Дабылы же есть градъ великъ велики, а къ тому же Дабылы а съ ложается всѣ помордя Индийскія и Ефіоньескія. Тутъ же и окаянный изъ рибниц Афоніесъ Бога вышнаго, Творца свѣбу и земли взымчивыхъ по вѣрѣ по крѣстянскѣй, и по крѣченіе Христовъ, и по гонѣйшихъ стоитъ осѣла устроиныхъ, но задовольщихъ апостольскихъ, и устроиныхъ умойтъ пошить на Русъ, и нѣдохъ въ таву 4, и говорящихъ о шику 5 корабленомъ, а отъ своихъ главы два алмазы до Гуркана града донти. Вѣскохъ же въ кораблѣ изъ Дабылы града до Велика дни за три мѣсцы Бесерменскаго гонѣй, нѣдохъ же въ таву по морю мѣсцы, а не идѣй ничего, на другихъ же мѣсцы ущербъ горы Ефіоньескія. Тутъ же ложъ всѣ
чащ: олло перводигерь, олло конякф, близьм башни мудина насив большым, а по 1475—1476. ым языком молять: Боже Осводарю, Боже, Боже Вышшш, Царю небесный, а олло на небо. 457.

в есп похожнит. Вь той же землъ Ефіонской быкъ пятн днъ, Божию благодарю зло учинило: много разданъ брынцу да перну да хлѣбы Ефіонокъ, и они 4 судна не по.

А отьдука же идѣх 12 днъ до Мошката, вь Мошката же шесть Великъ десь избь, дохъ до Гурьйма 9 днъ, а вь Гурьйма быкъ 20 днъ, вь Гурьйма пондохъ къ Лари, Лари быхъ три дн; вь Лари пондохъ къ Ширяй 12 днъ, а вь Ширяе быкъ 7 дн; Ширяе пондохъ къ Велугу 15 днъ, а вь Велугу быхъ 10 днъ; а вь Велугу пондохъ дн 9 днъ, а вь Ездъ быхъ 8 дн; а изъ Езд пондохъ къ Патани и пондохъ Кашпини, Кашпини быкъ 5 дн; а ис Кашпина пондохъ къ Куму, а ис Кум пондохъ къ Саву, а Сава пондохъ къ Султанчо, а изъ Султанчи пондохъ до Тренизъ, пондохъ вь орды Асанбѣб; 6д же быхъ 10 днъ, ано путь пять ниному. А на Турскаго послать рати двора своегоичес, и они 2 Севый ствия, а Техать взяли да похитили, Амасю взятъ, и много по.

яль сеть, да пошли на Караканскаго воюон. И яль изъ орды пондохь къ Арцячану, а 458.

Эрцячана пондохъ еси вь Тренизон. Вь Тренизонъ же привъдохъ на Покровъ смотри д. 458. года и Присвбти Маря, и быкъ же вь Тренизон 5 дн. и на корабль прідохъ, норникъ о налохъ дати золотой отъ своихъ глинъ до Каяф, а золотой еси взятъ на харч 3; и вь Кафѣ. А вь Тренизонъ ни же шубанъ да паша много аала уччина: мнемъ мой къ себѣ вынесенъ къ городъ на гору, да обсыали, все что мѣлюбъ добренья, и они 4 были все; а объяснили грамоты, что еси пришоль изъ орды Асанбенга. Божию ми.

я прідохъ до третьго моря Чермнаго, а Персиискимъ языкомъ дорія Символоская. Идохъ 4о морю втвротъ 10 дн., дондохъ до Вонадь, и ту насъ срѣдлъ великий вѣкъ половы,

взврять насть къ Траинзону; и стоили еси вь Платанѣ 15 дн., вѣкъ велику у бышку. Ис Платана еси пошли на море,—вѣкъ насть стрѣчаетъ змы, не дасть намъ хорю ходить. Олло аъ олло худо перводигерь, развѣ бо того, ино Гожа не знаю. И море прідохъ, да зашедъ насъ 3 къ Балисае, а оттуда до Короуе, и ту стоили еси 5 дн; и олло милость прідохъ вь Каяф за 9 днъ до Филинова заговенья. Олло перводигерь! естю Божию прідохъ же три моря; дигерь худо донъ, олло привъдигерь дно амины; а размѣръ рады, олло акабъ, алии худо шлою акихъ ходо, иса рухоо алинъ.

а олло акабъ аянъ олдо, олло привъдигерь акхиуду лилло шукъру худо афатъ; плавать размѣръ рады: хукмогуленъ да ласа аалъгъ аплыль ганъ вонагады; ахану рады хукмогуленъ да лига имыну аальню алечару альмаагаагьбиру алъамку арттъ альмамъастирио алькакърару алькахаръ ануумаахъ арпраакъ арраагъ альлуку альбалсу алькафису альларраанту алюмасъ алюмислу алюбарсу алюмакму доло аалтуфу 6.

То же зимы, мѣсяца февраля, вь масленое заговенюще, вь 1 часъ днъ, тиа бысть насту.

зи по всей землѣ и паки взиде.

О пожалуй великаго князя въ Великий Новгородъ 7. Вь лѣто 6984, сен.

я въ 22, въ недѣлю, пополъ кнѣзь великій къ Новгороду миромъ, а съ людами со гними; а на Москвѣ оставилъ сына своего великаго князя Ивана. А на Дмитриевъ день

1 ни В. 2 ни Б. 3 харын Б. 4 ни В. 5 да занесъ насъ елого В. 6 Кончится пророка Л. 7 типъ Л.
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